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ADULT DAY CARE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 1980

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH AND LONG-TERM CARE,
Washington, D.,C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10;08 a.m. in room
210, Cannon House Office Building, Hon. William R.

a.m.,

(acting chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Members present: Representatives Ratchford of Connecticut,

Biaggi of. New York, Bonker of Washington, Ford of Tennessee,
Drinan of Massachusetts, Oakar of -Ohio, Ferraro of New York,
Mica of Florida, Abdnor of South Dakota, and Evans of Indiana.

Staff present: Louise Bracknell, staff director; Mark Covall, re-
search assistant; Hazel K. Edwards, secretary; Eleanor Hall, 'intern;
Larry R. Parkinson, minority staff director; and Glenda Barnhill,staff assistant.

OPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WILLIAM R. RATCHFORD
Mr. RATCHFORD. Ladies and gentlemen, we will be starting short-

ly, as you have just 'heard the buzzers ring. There is a rollcall in
the House of Representatives, so the members of the panel will
have to go over to vote and come back.

Senator Pepper, unfortunately, is sick with a cold and will not be
in to ay. He wanted to come in, obviously, because he is a great
suppo ter of day care. His detailed statement will be submitted forthe r ord, and he assures you of his continuing, ongoing, and
stro support for day care.

[T e prepared statement of Chairman Claude Pepper follows:]
trPENING STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN CLAUDE PEPPER

It is my pleasure to convene this hearingthe first congressional hearing devoted
exclusively to an examination of day care for the elderly.

By all accounts adult day care is an idea whose time has come. In 1974, there
were only some 15 programs in the United States. Today, there are over 600. Thisrapid growth hag tome about without federal policy, without a mandate to the
states, and without a unified funding source.

In my book, this qualifies adult day care as something of a phenomenon: What
created the momentum for this kind of expansion? I believe the answer is that day
care grew from grass rootswith community efforts responding to community need.Popular opinion would have us believe that many American families don't care
about their eldersthat they are content to dump their mothers and fathers and
aunts and uncles into institutions and leave responsibility for their care to others.
That kind of mentality is dangerous, and it's misleading.

The fact is that most American families don't have the resources to provide 100
percent of the care an impaired older relative might need to stay out of a nursing
home. The complexities of our increasingly mobile and impersonal society make itdifficult to keep a household running smoothly.

(1)
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Thu needs of animpaired older relative who requires special cure can compound
the difficulties. For lack of alternatives, this situation fur too often results in
nursing home placement.

This does not mean that families don't wish to care for their elderly. To tho
contrary, it Often means that all other doors are closed. We wiint to open those
doors. Our Committee has devoted years of work to snaking home health curo
avallblo to tho elderly. Our task is by no means completed, but we have achioved
considerable progress. Home care and day care should go handin-hand as compo-
nents of a continuum of community-based care for the olderly.

In our hearing today, wo want to learn what day care moans to families. Wo want
to know how the various programs work. We want to discuss the costs of day care.
And we want to know exactly what the Federal government is doing in this area.

A principal concern has boon the lack of policy focus in day care. Some 16
potential sources of funding have boon identified. We havo distributed a survoy to
all the states which we hope will prove beneficial in getting a better idea of the
extent of day care around the country.

nation of t e haphazard financing structure. We know that of the 600 programs in
Encoura ng day care does not just moan new dollars. It might moan a reorgani-

existence now, well over 300 receive Title XX Social Service funds; over 100 receive
funds under Title III of the Oldor Americans Act; and 125 recoive reimbursement
under Medicaid. The remainder of day care support comes from a hodge-podge of
public and private sources, area agencies on aging and others. Moreover, a large
number of personsas many as one-half of the participants in some programspay
their own .way.

We have much to learn today. I want to welcome each of you to this hearing. We
are especially pleased to have with us a number of members of the National
Institute on Adult Day Care of the National Council on the Aging. Your concern
and your expertise are welcome, and I want to encourage you to work with out
Committee in the development of long-term care policies which will enhance the
lives of elder'y Americans now and in the future.

Mr. RATCHFORD. I am Congressman Bill Ratchford, Congresaman
from the State of Connecticut. I will be chairing this morning's
portion of the hearing.

[The prepared statement of Chairman William R. Ratchford fol-
lows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHAIRMAN WILLIAM R. RATCHFORD

Mr, Chairman, I applaud. the efforts of yourself and the fine staff of the Subcom-
mittee on Health and Long-Term Care in conducting today's hearing on day care for
the elderly.

As you well know Mr. Chairnian, I served as Commissioner for a cabinet-level
Department of Aging in Connecticut just prior to my election to, the Congress last.
year. Preceding that appointment, I served as Chairman of the Governor's Blue
Ribbon Committee to Investigate the Nursing Home Industry in Connecticut. As

' part of the Commission's outstanding report completed in December of 1976, the
Subcommittee on Alternatives to Institutionalization recommended that state policy
and funding should be directed towards providing a continuum of care for the
elderly. Services should range from simple support services enabling a minimally
impaired person to live at home independently through skilled nursing carr In an
institutional setting, through comprehensive skilled nursing care in an institutional.
ized setting.

Adult Day Care was identified as one attractive option along this continuum of
care, which would prevent the inappropriate institutionalization of many elder
people and offer a more humane social, medical and economic alternative. Equally
important, day care could provide critical social and economic support to family
members who care for their other relatives. Far too often, Mr. Chairman, older
people are forced to deplete their limited financial resources in paying for their
social and health care needs not covered by Medicare. To be eligible for those
support services provided under Medicaid, almost all of their resources must be
"spent down". As a result of depleted financial resources and clearly lacking sup-
port services in the community, many older persons are left 'no alternative but to
accept placement in a nursing home as a Medicaid recipient.

The time is now to identify a place in the continuant of care for adult day care. In
my state of Connecticut we have estimated that 14 to 17 percent of the community-

, based elderly suffer from chronic conditions which limit the performance of major
activities of daily living. The socialization and multiple services and therapies
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available through day care centers can help many of those elderly persons live
independently at home or under the care of family members.

In 1978, the Connecticut Legislature appropriated $70,000 for the establishment of
a tmxlol adult day care program in southeastern Connecticut, Serving 18 towns, this
program began operation In December of 1978, and has provided transportation,
nursing, rehabilitation, recreation, counseling and nutrition services to elderly per-
sons with a high probability of being institutionalized. 'Along with mandating this
project, the legislature gave the Department on Aging tilresponsIbility for evaluat-
Ing this and other programs in the state. This evaluation ultnInated last September
with the submission of comprehensive recommendations to the Legislature on the
future role of adult day care services in the state.

This landmark report included several important findings, The full public cost of
adult day cure was compared to the total public cost of chronic and convalescent
nursing homes (SW on the average. Estimates for adult day care reflect actual
program expenses, not daily living expenses of the client based on Bureau of Labor
Statistics figures, and the cost of other services rendered for the participant. The

, results of this comparison are revealing indeed, Mr. Chairman. Total public costs of
the adult day care program wore calculated at $113.87 per client in weekly expenses
and a per diem of $16.27, as opposed to a weekly expense of $228.00 per client and a
per diem of $32,57 for skilled nursing facility costs. Additionally, this study repre-
sented the first empirical analysis of its kind on the impact of adult day care on the
caring family, Participant families experienced reductions in family stress and
tension and the program appears to have had a most favorable impact on the
quality of the older person's life,

Thus, it seems quite clear that if day care, is focused on those with a high
probability of institutionalization and is fully utilized, that it can be extremely cost-
effective. In fact, the Connecticut experience would indicate that oven if only 60
percent of adult day care clients would have otherwise been institutionalized, adult
day care would still be a cost-effective alternative to institutionalization, The evi-
dence evaluated in my own state seems decisive, and I am pleased to report that
there are now some 17 adult day care programs in Connecticut and the state
legislature's Appropriation Committee last week passed a bill that would require
the state's Medicaid administering agency to amend its plan to include coverage for
adult day care services. Also the state's Title XX plan has been released for review,
and for the first time includes provisions for the targeting of adult day care
activities.

Great progress has been made in identifying the advantages of adult day care,
and I am eager to hear from today's witnesses on the experience in other states.
This exciting new concept can work and certainly warrants greater attention and
funding support from the federal government.

Thank you.

Mr. RA'TCHFORD. Briefly, by way of background, I was Connecti-
cut's commissioner on aging for 2 years. Prior to that, for 11/2 years
I chaired Connecticut's investigation of nursing homes, and in both
capacities we found that there should be a continuum of care; that
that continuum of, care certainly should include day care.

We have found, for example, that the day care experience in
Connecticut costs $113.87 a week, versus skilled nursing care costs
substantially above and beyond that at a weekly expense of $228 a
week. So from the point of view of humanity, and from the point of
view of economics, and from the point of view of providing a
continuum of care, we in Connecticut have found it to be an
experience that we want to encourage. We are encouraging it
throukh our State funding. We are encouraging it through our
medicaid provisions. We are encouraging it through title XX, and
we will have more detail on it later this morning.

With me is a Member of Congress from New York, Geraldine
Ferraro. She will be back as soon as we vote, at which time the
meeting will officially begin. Thank you. We will go over and vote,
and come back immediately.

[The subcommittee recessed at 10:10 a.m.]
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Mr. BIAGGI (presiding]. The hearing is called to order. I will
preside for a few momenta until Mr. Ratchford returns. Mr. Ratch-
ford has just returned.

Mr. RATCHFORD. It should be an hour or so before there is an-
other rollcall, so we should be free to proceed.

Again, I am Congressman Ratchford, from the State of Connecti-
cut. Chairman Pepper is at home with a cold. Ho regrets that he
cannot be here, He iscpreparing himself for the budget debate,
which you know full well is extremely important as it relates to
programs for the aged. There are other members of the panel, and
other Members of Congress who would like to be recognized. Before'
we adjourned,. I was prepared to recognize a Member of Congrees
from New York, Geraldine Ferraro, for her statement.

Ms. FERRARO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will defer to my
colleague, from New York who has to go to another committee
meeting which he will be chairing.

Mr. RATCHFORD. The Chair then recognizes someone I a..n sure
you all know, a Member of Congress from New York, someone who
has been extremely active in the area of aging, someone who is
always on the floor working for programs to improve the life of the
aging, Mario Biaggi, from New York, Mr. Biaggi.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARIO BIAGGI
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, thank you for

indulging me.
I simply feel compelled to make my comments this morning in

the light of recent events. I would like to stay on, but I am chairing
another committee hearing in the Longworth Building, and we are
in the middle of receiving testimony from witnesses who have
traveled from many parts of the country to testify. Last Monday, as
chairman of the Subcommittee on Human Servicei, I conducted a
hearing in the city of New York. That meeting was attended by
.Ms. Ferraro, Mr. Luken, Mr. Rinaldo, and other members of the
committee. We dealt with the issue of domestic violence against the
elderly.

You may have read about the issue in the New York Times, or
other papers, or perhaps have seen segments about it on thd elec-
tronic media. Unfortunately', the ',fact of the matter is it is not an
uncommon event. The ,University of Rhode Island has revealed in
its studies for instance, that there are at least some 500,000 such
incidents during the course of 1 year. Some people feel that the
incidents may be even greater in number. At the hearing in New
York we had the advantage of two witnesses who were victims, and
the testimony of ,a police officer who handled a case of another, a
victim. All of their testimony was graphic, and one was terribly,
terribly repulsive. This particular woman was assaulted repeatedly
by her 36-year-old grandson with a part of the wheelchair in which
she was bound. She was semiparalyzed, and she was robbed. In
addition to that, she was sexually abused. But it was not a single
event. It had happened many times, before. This particular episode
had a unique development because a witness, not the victim, testi-
fied. As a result of this, the assailant was committed to the peni-
tentiary for 3 to 7, years.
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If we did not have the witness, there is every reason to believethe offense would have continued. I say this because the one
common element that runs through all of these cases is that thevictim is reluctant to prosecute. his occurs for a number of reamsobs: One, fear of reprisal; and two, the ties of relationship. The
victim undoubtedly has more affection for the offender than the
offender has for the victim.

The abuse occurs in several ways; including psycbplogical; physi-cal, and financial. In fact, robberies occur; and the prospect of
being put out of a home and put into an institution is a real threat.

Another witness testified that she was put out of her home
repeatedly and would have to sneak into the house while theothers were asleep. She was tortured, and was visited regularly
when she received paychecks, They would come, take the checks,
and abuse her physically. Apparently there was a long history of
this occurrence.

I raise this today because one way to deal with the problem, is to
expand adult day care services. I point this out to you because
there is a definite linkage between the offense and the remedy.
Hopefully, by virtue of these hearings that we will give this prob-
lem the same visibility that child abuse now has.

Some 10 years ago, when J came to Congress, I dealt with the
issue of child abuse. Child abuse was relatively obscure then. Today
it is no longer. I do not think it will take 10 years for this issue to
get the kind of attention it requires, but it does require the total
commitment, and participation of the entire aging network, andpeople ia public life. So far, Ole response has been surprisingly,
large, and the reaction has been gratifying. We anticipate future,
hearings in different parts of the country for the same purpose, but'
I offer the expansion of the adult day care program as a possible
remedy to the problem. I do not believe that anyone would argue
over the benefits of a day care program. However, it ecomes moreurgent when you consider that it can diminish th number ofoffenses that we find occurring in the home.

Thank you very much,. Mr. Chairman, for indulging me. If I may,I would like to insert my, prepared-remarks at this poi t.
Mr. RATCHFORD. Thank you very much, Congre man Biaggi.

Without objection, your statement will appear at this point in therecord.
[The following was received for the record:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARIO BIAGGI

I would like to commend my most distinguished colleague in congress, ClaudePepper for conducting this very important hearing on the effectiveness of adult daycare. It is yet another clear example of his genuine concern and long-time efforts onbehalf of the elderly citizens of our nation.
I serve as the chairman of the Subcommittee on Human' Services of the House

Select Committee on Aging. On Monday, in this capacity, I conducted a hearing on amatter which has great bearing on the subject at hand todayI speak of thenational scandal of domestic violence against the elderly.
Researchers have identified four major forms of domestic violence against theelderly. They include the following
Physical abuse--This includes direct beating and the withholding of care, food,medicine, and supervision.
Psychological abuse. Including verbal abuse and threats.
Material abusetheft of money or personal property.
Violation of rights. Forcing older persons into nursing homes.

1
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On Monday, the committee learned through testimony that this or pivsicnl via
Imo against older persons are often directly related to the lack of periodic remplies
far an overburdened caregiver, Shouldering the full responsibility for an nilint
parent without the benefit of external or community supports Call 1111111Ne rl.1.1111/0 01
an entrapment on the part of the adult child who sees no IIVelltil./4 of relief, When
pressures are high. this kind of tension cad precipitate acts of violence by ii Irate
!rated caregiver,

While adult day care in anti of itself is not the Alpha and Omega to solving this
problem, it Is a partial solution which should be given very serious consideration.

If the pressures of such a hilltime responsibility can hi' alleviated by the. Intro.
&action of adult day care, then these services can help to prevent the harmful build
up of stress and thereby diminish the incidences of domestic violence against the
elderly. In short, adult day care can contribute a long way to the maintenance of
healthy inter generational living arrangements,

The conunitteti did receive specific recommendations by numerous individuids
urging the expansion or adult day care, I wish to lend toy support to this most
important effort and sincerely hope that recognition of the need for the expansion
of such services will Ix. adopted on a national scale very soon.

Mr. RATCHFORD. The Chair now recognizes the ranking minority
member of this committee, James Abdnor, from South Dakota, who
has a statement that he would like to present this morning.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE JAMES ABONOR

Mr. AIIDNOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I find myself somewhat in the same position as Mr. Biaggi. One

of my other committees 1s marking up a very important piece, of
legislation that affects my State, so I too, will be going back and
forth today, between several hearings.

I am pleased to be able to participate in t ay's hearing, for
there is a tremendous need in this country to de elop community-
based long-term care programs; and adult day car promises to be a
very important part of our effort in this area.

It has been estimated that approximat ly 8.5 , million
noninstitutionalized. older Americans are restricted in performing
certain basic activities, including about 4 million who are severely
limited due to chronic illness. In addition; there are many intlivid-,
uals currently residing in nursing homes who couIcl return to the
community if appropriate support services were available. Simply
said, there are millions of elderly Americans crying out for commu-
nity services.

The growth of adult day care programs in. this country has been
phenomenal. Only 6 years ago, fewer than 15 programs could-be
identified. .Now there arc over 600. Perhaps the most amazing
aspect of this expansion has been the lack of any direct Federal
initiative in the adult day care area. The programS have been
developed at the grassroots level in response to local, needs.

Before we advocate a broad expansion of the Federal role in
adult daycare, there are some difficult questions which"we need to
answer. The first and foremost question is, what do we mean by
adult day care? There is a great deal of confusion, even in the
aging community, over the many definitions of day care. Are we
talking about principally medical programs, social programs, or a
combination of the two? Who are we trying to serve with adult day
careonly the impaired elderly? If so, how impaired do they have
to be?

I fully support the development of a flexible range of noninstitu-
tional community care services, but I. am fearful of building 'an-
other layer of aging programs which would further dilute the
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already limited funds for elderly services, Adult clay care hold a
great deal of promise, but it is essential that it is developed in
conjunction and in coordination with existing programs, such as
multipurpose senior centers, As one more component in a contin-
uum of care,,day care will be extremely valuable to older individ-
uals and their families..,

I would like to offer one final caution. One of the 'complaints we
have heard most often during our day care discussions is that there
is no Federal thrust, and no uniform' standards in the area of adult
day care. Do we really want to increase Federal controls?,Cortainly
the Federal Government has a stales in day care since it provides
much of the financial support. On Ake other hand, I suspect that
one of the reasons day care programs have expanded so much in
the last few years is because there has been flexibility at the State
and local levels. There is prottably a need to coordinate funding
sources, but I seriously question the concept of uniform Federal
standards at this time.

We have an exciting group of witnesses here today, and I hope
they will be able to shed some light on theie questions.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. ItivrctiFaan. Thank you very much.
Already introduced 'before the rellcall, a Member of Congress

from New York, Geraldine Ferraro, with a statement.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE GERALDINE A, FERRARO
Ms. FERRARO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Largely throughithe efforts of this committee and its Chairman,

Senator Pepper, thiti Nation has become aware of the folly of the
wholesale institutionalization of our\Nation's elderly. Studies have
indicated that many, nursing home residentS are inappropriately
placed. Too often institutionalization is, seen as the only alternative
as families struggle with the difficult question of how to care for
their senior citizen relatives.

The General Accounting Office, in a report dated Noverriber 26,
1979, indicated that a large percentage of the elderly being cared
for in nursing homes were there, despite the fact that their baiic
requirements were nonmedical supervision and management. The
GAO concluded that placing senior citizens in nursing homes, even
when they have the potential to remain in the coinmunity is prob-
lematic because, one, it is contrary to the wishes of most elderly
and their families; two, individuals may be provided a more inten-
sive level of care than actually needed; and three, it requires a
costly outlay of public and private funds, and is an inefficient use
of this service.

Though I am not a member of this subcommittee, Mr. Chairman,
I asked that I be able to make this statement and sit with the
committee because of my deep concern about the issues raised by
unnecessary institutionalization and the need to find alternatives
to it. Like most people\who are involved with the field of aging, I
am convinced that the' \ unnecessary institutionalization of our
senior citizens wreaks havOc.

The human costs, attributable to inappropriate nursing home
placement are .immeasurable. In many cases we merely sentence
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our elderly to death, and I. may add, a death which is without
either dignity or comfort. .

On Monday, as CongressMan Biaggi indicated before, I partici-
pated in hearings in New York City on the subject of intrafamilial.
violence against senior citizens. Over and over again the witnesses
expressed the belief that if there were alternatives to keeping
senior relatives' at home around the clock, the t andnd pres-
sures which result in domestic violence against grandparents would
be alleviated. This is just one area in which evidence strongly
indicates that by allowing senior citizens to remain in an intergen-
erational setting, ,but by also providing for a brief break on a daily
basis, we can avoid both institutionalization and the horror of
domestic violence..

Dostoevski once said that. "You 'can judge the quality, of a civili-
zation by the way it treats its children and its senior citizens." I
would hope/that modern America iS'not judged by that standard,
but if we are to be, I think we have time to have the sentence
commuted by early action on proposals such as senior day care.

I commend the 'chairman for calling these hearings.-I am grate-
ful for the opportunity to partiCipate in them. I know that the
witnesses here today will reinforce that which the committee al-
ready knows, that there are alternatives to the wholesale
institutionalization of our elderly, and that by providing 'them we
will be Strengthening not only the will -and dignity of cur elderly,
but our entire society.

As I mentioned earlier, I will be unable to remain for the morn-
ing. I am also on the same committee as Mr. Abdnor. We are
marking up an important piece of legislation; however a member of
my staff, is going. to remain. We have had an inquiry in our district
for a senior day care center, and I am sure that she will find some
answers today which "we will be able to pass on to the' applicant.

I thank Mr. Chairman for the opportunity to make my state-
ment.

Mr. RATCHFORD. We 'thank you very much, and all of the .state-
inents thus far will be made a part of the record, including the
statement-that Chairman Pepper would have delivered, and the
statement that I summarized before the rollcallcurred.

At this point I awould like to recognize another yea, active
member of this committee, and this committee has bee'd active
here and on the floor, Congressman Dan Mica, of Florida.

STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE DAN MICA
Mr. MICA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to make a brief comment and associate\ myself

with the comments of my colleague from. New York, Ms. Ferraro.
I might say that being from Florida, which is becoming a retire-

ment State, and. seeing the progression -in average age, we know
that we have to loOk for 'alternative solutions. Until. this point,
until recently, we have Only had a few solutions, one,, to stay at
home; or two, nursing- home' care. This 'is a new alternative. It is. a
fresh idea and a new approach, andi am most interested in follow-

. ing the hearings, listening to the testirperry, reading will,not
be able to stay eitherand hopefully we can come up with some
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suggestions that will prove some'new hope for those in advancing
years, and those of us who have parents-of that age.

Thank Mr. Chairman.N
Mr. RATCHFORD. We thank yau, and your statement will be made ,

a part of the record.
At this point, if there is no Iobjection, would like to submit the

prepared statement of Congresswoman Oakar for the hearing
record: Hearing no objection, it is so ordered.

[The prepared statement of Representative Mary' Rose Oakar
followsj

PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE MARY ROSE OAKAR

I would like to thank the Members' of the Subcommittee on Health and Long
Term Care for letting me listen to the valuable testimony of the witnesses who have
appeared today. Hearings like this are needed- to explore all possible areas in the
care of the Elderly.

Today we have heard witnesses speak on their experiences with Day Care for the
Elderly. Day Care of this type is in its infancy. The people who .have talked to us
today are among this nations innovators .and they are to be commended. Because a
l+reat number of problems face Adult Day Care, there will: be differences of opiniond contradiction, but this is to be expected with any new and emerging concept.'

On one hand we have had testimony from Dr. William Weissert, who concludes
that Adult Day Care is an add-on service, does not prevent institutionalization, and
is not cost- effective_ On the other hand, his research does not dispute the facts that
the program provides more independence for, older people, that it provides relief for
care providers, and it relieves the lonelifiessrof many old people. It is hard to put a
monetary value 'on these benefits that are,So vital to our nation's elderly. ,

No researcher is expected to find answers to every question and no study is
supposed to be accepted without corroborating evidence. Dr. Weissent himself hasstated that there is a strong need for/more research in this field. Acre& the nation
there are over 600 active prograrns, and we have heard the testimony by directors of
a few of the more outstanding programs. Through years of experience these direc-
tors-have conducted programs, that provide multi-faceted treatments and benefits. Itis refreshing to see communities, philanthropic organizations, and governmental
bodies working in coordination to get new initiatives moving and to keep successful
programs funded. These .program directors have developed centers which have arealtively low cost, that result in significant savings when compared with
institutionalisation. They have developed inventive and flexible variations to meetthe needs of th6ir particular communities.

Most promising are the prospects for the future. We may find that Adult Day
Care is effective as a Half-way house to remove people from institutions who need
only marginal health. care, It is also possible that Day Care could be used in a
preventative manner to deter or at least delay ipstitutionalization of some older
Americans. Both of these prospects make sound econornic sense, and also provide
the chance for independence and dignity that this nation's elderly deserve. These
witnesses as well as the participants, and families are sending us a message.
Because these Centers have evolved on their own, they-truly represent the needs of
the seniors and the communities. Through this hearing I hope that, they realize that
we in Congress are interested in their progress. It is now up to us to see what we
can do to make it easier for new programs to start, and to help the existingprograms to continue and expand.

Mr. RATCHFORD. We notice the presence of television, and under
rule 17, these proceedings may be covered by television. I simply
would note that for the record.

At this point I would like to,call to the chair an individual who
has been active on this committee for a long period of time', an
individual who has brought witneS-ses here this morning, and some-
one ione who has devoted a great mount of effort to mproving the
plight of the elderly, not only in his,home State of Washington, but
throughout the United States, the Honorable Don Bonker. Don.
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STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE DON BONKER
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Congressman Ratchford.
I would like to commend the chairman of the committee, Mr.

Pepper, for once again bringing before our attention a timely and
important issue at this time as it relate's to adult day care services
for.altlerly. Americans.

On the kecond panel we have witnesses from Washington State,
Mr. Chary Reed, who is one of the leaders in this area, and
certainly has done a fine job in my State of Washington; and also
Mr. Bill Weissert, from the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, who has just completed a study Ori the cost effectiveness
of adult day care services in places where they are being provided. ,

This, issue will represent something of a dilemma for me. because
I recognize and fully appreciate the work that is being done by the
state of Washington, but I also feel that 'Dr. Weissert has raised
some valid. questions and I think deserve the full Attention of this
committee.

We ought to be looking at such things as to whether day care
services are the best possible use of our scarce resources for health
care services. We ought to be looking at whether the use of our
health care budget for this purpose is duplicating other services,
particulary those that relate to comprehensive healthcare. Fur-
ther, we should absolutely make sure that the services that are
being provided are indeed going to needy people, those whose needs
are not being met currently by existing services:

And finally, "How do the social day care programs differ from
senior citizen centers, and could those senior centers be slightly
modified so that they can serve any needs that are now met?" I am
hopeful that the potential ,of these programs will be achieved in a
way' that will not duplicate existing programs, and will be cost
effective. To be less expensive, my guess is that they will have to be
a substitute for nursing homes, or hospital care. If that is the case,
then this committee certainly should look at the concept.

At this time we would like to call the first panel persons that are
on our schedule, and they include Mrs. Joanne Jackson Yelenik
and Mr. Horace Woods and Dr. Paul Feng; -

We will then 'begin with Mrs. Yelenik, and I would ask that each
of the witnesses identify themselves and their professions, and then
proceed hopefully with a summarized statement, and their full
statement will be included in the official record.

STATEMENT OF JOANNE JACKSON YELENIK, TEACHER,
GEORGETOWN DAY 'HIGH SCHOOL, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mrs. YELENIK. My name is Joanne Jackson Yelenik, and by
profession I am a teacher at Gebrgetown Day High School here in
Washington, D.C. I am here to relate some of our family history
which relates to matters on which the committee is meeting.I am
submitting to the committee, along with a copy of my oral state-
ment, the following items: Documents relating to our family histo-
ry with social and medical care services; an 11-point suggestion for
legislation written in la letter to Congressman Michael Barnes on
March 16, 1980, and submitted also to this committee; a copy of a
law passed in January of this year by the State legislature of
California seeking to address and rectify the prejudices of financial

1.
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(Iaid and m dical insurance as they affect sufferers of chronic brain
damage related illnesses; a book review of a book entitled, "Unlov-
ing Care" hich explores the ineffectiveness of nursing home care
facilities and the extent to which this kind of care is forced upon
families by governmental and, medical and medicare systems.

[See appendix p. .73 for material submitted by -Mrs. Yelenik.]
., Mrs. YELENIK. In a world where many articulate statements of

positions, of beliefs, and of feelings, in a world where much is in
disarray and turmoil, and where many clamor to be heard, I would
like to speak out for the few who cannot speak out, who cannot yell. out their wishes, who if they speak at all speak to us in gentle
whispers.' I would like to tell you of the whispered desires of one of
these many, of my father, Harry JacksOn.

My father came to this country in 1921,froni Russia, one of many
Russian Jewish immigrants; immigrants seeking to live well and
Work hard in an atmosphere free from persecution. My father
worked during the days, and studied at night, Plato, and the scien-
tists and philosophers being his favOrites. He became, and re-
mained a master electrician; a man honored and respected by those
he worked with and for, and by all who knew him and loved him.
He was a man of few words, and of many principles; principles
which he upheld all his life.

It was in the 68th year of this rich and loving life that my father
began to experience the first symptoms of the illness that was to
wreck havoc with his days and nights until his death this past
February 5, 7 years later. The name of the illness my father had is
Alzheimer's-disease. I stress the name because many do not know
of this disease at all, and some who do do not even honor its
horribleness by naming it. Often Alzheinier's disease, is lumped
together with words like "senile," or the "confusions of the old," or
the "childishness of the old." Alzheimer's disease does not create
children out of the old, nor pet-like docile creatures out of human
beings. Alzheimer's disease takes usually very physically- healthy,
mentally sound and productive full-living adults, and slowly and
relentlessly by the slow and steady destruction of brain tissue
which first attacks. the memory and later destroys abilities to per-
form from the most complicated to the simplest tasks, makes its
victims finally totally ,dependent for their care and well being on
others. Alzheimer's disease robs those who suffer from it of their
special skills and unique talents. It does not, however; rob people of
their dignity, nor of their love for life, nor of their love for their
families, and their known surroundings, and cultural and ethnic
backgrounds. It does not even rob them, as in the case of my
father, of their love of the beauty of fine music, or of their sense of
humor, or of their joy in living. Alzheimer's disease does not rob
them of these things that make life bearable and still pleasurable.
Society does. .Through inadequate medical, medicare, and social services,
through the lack of adequate and well proportioned homemaker
care services, especially in the evenings and nights when such care
is most needed and most lacking, through a system that encourages
and sometimes forces families at every step of the way to isolate
and alienate the victims of Alzheimer's disease from.. good and
loving homes and family care to institutional care, thnough these
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things society adds to the anguish of those suffering from Alz-
heimer's disease, and to the anguish and frustration of their fami-
lies. Through these things society robs them. .

Alzheimer's disease cries out to be dealt with, to be researched,
to have programs funded which begin to find medical answers as to
its cause, history, and treatment. Organizations are forming, and
they need the support of government programs and medical know-
how. The way to dignify Alzheimer's disease is to recognize it, to
name it, and to begin to find ways to eradicate it so that the vital
and productive people it strikes down can continue to do their

i' work in and for society, and can go on with the business of living.
Until the time comes when Alzheimer's disease can be eradicated,
or at least made treatable, while it still remains an unknowable,
and to a large degree unmanagable disease, until that time what
society needs, to do, and what I am pleased this committee is at
long last addressing, is to help through the augmentation of full,.

.day care facilities for the elderly, and through improvement and
amendation of medicare services, and through financial support for
family care at least equal to that being-given to institutions, give
older people like my father the ability to remain in their homes
with those who love them, and who they love, and who are trying
to give them the best possible care. -

i Those, who in their prime adulthood worked to make our society
the best and most just in the world deserve no less than that from
the society they called their own.

My father, until his death, remained at home in the excellent
and exceptional care and never-ending affection of my mother,1

1 Bessie Jackson, and of his family and friends. This kind of care
requires 24-hour-a-day attention, and it is as exhausting as it i,
worthwhile. In this home my father laughed, and ate his meals,
and walked around inside, and in the park he enjoyed so much. In
this home he smiled, and hugged, and loved us. He wore the
clothes he knew; ate the foods he loved; was surrounded by the
pictures and furniture he had cherished all his life, and practiced
the rituals of family and religion, that give quality to life and to the
passing of the days. It was in this home that, even 'during his
illness, he loved and watched grow his ,grandchild, Daniel Adon

-Yelenik, and was loved and cared for_in'return by that grandchild;
a heritage and a generational link that would not have occurred
outside of-that home. We won the battle to keep my father where
he wanted to be, and remain, because of my mother's dedication,
and drive, and love, and against incredible obstacles and blocks
placed upon us by present systems.

.

In all of this time, the strongest and most positive;support of the
kind we needed and wanted most was given to us by the Support
Center of Wheaton, Md., Jim MacRae, director. It was at this
center, under the direction and supervision of very able, skilled,
and compassionate director, and staff workers and volunteers, that
my father, on Tuesdays and Thursdays -of each week, from 10
o'clock a.m., until 3 o'clock p.m.,.was treated in a manner that was
an extension of his home. At the center among the staff, and the
other elderly clients-it services, my father' was exposed to a bright
and loving environment that tried to stimulate him, and others, on
a level-appropriate-to their abilities. It was at this center that the
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full range of my father's magnificent personality became known
and appreciated, and finally loved. And .vhile it is to the full credit
of the center that this happened, it is also far more natural for this
to occur through a day care center that is in partnership with the
family in caring for an elderly, ill person, than with an institution
that is in pseudo-snbstitution for that family and home.

Day care facilities for the elderly allow the old and sick to keep
what is most vital for. them during this difficult period: Their roots,

__their background, the history of their achievements, their likes and .

dislikes, their place in society; perhaps not the full active place
they desire, but nevertheless, a decent, respectable.place, not living
off and away from the world, but still being in and of the world
they still desire to hold on to, and have .a right to hold on to, and to
be protected and encouraged to hold on to.

At the center my father could be as he was in a pleasant and
supportive 'environment. The people there became an extended
family to him and to my mother, for the center provided tier also
with the things she needed most, some private tim.? free from the
anxiety of caring for my.father, and most importantly free of the.
Worry that he was being improperly cared for. The ceater and my
mother could share things, good things, and problematic things.
Everyone makes mistakes. Times are difficult. The family errs
some) inies; so itoe.k the center, but the overall commitment is clear
to and by the famk, to and by the center, to and by the patient.

The center was a pleasant. place where my father could go to be
with people who cared, and amongst others who, ,like himself,
needed to be cared fOr. The center was a fine place to be, and the
finest thing of all Was that he, and everyone there knew that when
he left the center, he would come home to us to be with his family
where he belonged. \is,

At the services on e day we buried my father I remember my
mother : crying out . o ly once, and that was when my father s
friends from the center\dame to say a final good-bye to him. The
director, and staff, and clients came; another man with that special
look of Alzheimer's sufferers;

Nursing home care; institutional care may be the answer for
some, may even be the need and desire of some, but for the many,
who, like my father, .abhorred in the days of his health and well
being, their concept and philosophy and the all too frequent indif-
ferent or demeaning care they offer, society must support alterna-
tive methods of care for the ever growing number of the old and
the ill.

I suggest from our, own experiences that one of the most loving,
productive, constructive, and cost effectiveand I emphasize .that
so powerful last termalternatives, is by increasing aid to the
families who desire Ito keep their old and ill ones in their hOme,
and by increasiiwthe funding, and expanding the services offered
by day care facilities for the elderly his is the direction and care .

toward which I believe society now begin to work in practice.
Professional verbal support r home. care, and day care must be
backed by the practical support of programs and funding:

Thank you..
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Mrs. Yelenik, for providing the commit-

tee with such a moving and eloquent statement.
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Before you prodeed, Dr. Feng, I would like to announce the
piesence of Congressman David Evans from Indiana, who is a
member of the committee. You may proceed.

STATEMBNT OF PAUL FENG, PH. D., CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGIST,
DANVILLE STATE HOSPITAL, DANVILLE, PA.

Dr. FENG. My name is Paul Feng. I have my Ph. D. in clinical
psychology. I have practiced as a clinical psychologist of Danville
State Hospital, Danville, Pa., for the past 10 years. I am also a
college professor/ of Psychology and Sociology for Williainsport
Community College, Williamsport, Pa.

My mother came to this country in 1923. The reason for her
coming over is because of trying to run away from an unpleasant
political climate in China. She came here and worked very hard,
and my father and her slowly accum ated a small amount of
wealth, but unfortunately, there came t e depression. Then, they
had to start all over again. My father die untimely when he was
43. My mother, being a very strong-willed woman, worked hard as
an antique dealer and put me through coll ge and I got my Ph. D.
from NYU. She worked for many years an independent and
hard-working small business woman. Somehow, just like any other
person, she made the wrong decision of in eating in stock. Shortly
before she turned 65, once again the bad luck 'struck. She lost all of
her lifetime savings, so she got a very minute amount of social
security, and 2 years ago she suffered a stroke which 'paralyzed the
right side of her body.

But I have told, as I have mentioned before, my mother was a
very strong-willed lady, and she will not give up, 'nor will I. At first
I was 'thinking about taking her to some places as Mr. Bonker
mentioned, the social center for the elderly, or senior citizen elder-
ly center. I went there and observed how they took care of the
elderly people, and I was greatly dissatisfied with the way they did
it. There, the whole group of those' senior citizens, working hard all
through their life, were being treated like a pile of garbage. They
were not being taken care of at all. In fact, my mother told me that
when the time came for going to the toilet, she requested somebody
to wheelchair her. to the toilet, and not one person responded. I do
not want to mention specifically what organization it was, but that
happens to be one of the better senior citizen's center, after my
careful investigation, that I'sPnt her to.

I also thought.about taking her to some/so-called church-related
organization.. As impressive as they sound/ the nurse at one of the
leading church organizations in the Rockville area where we used
to live, told me:

We cannot take care of those.citizens who cannot take' care of themselves:If they
are partially incompetent in handling themselves, those are the people we cannot
care. We only take care of those people who can take care of themselves.

I want to pinpoint the difference between the so-called Senior
Citizen Center, and a special skilled center, such as the Support
Center in Wheaton, Md., I was extremely impreSsed with Mr.
MacRae's competence in running the program. After.all, since I did
work at a State hospital for 10 years for the geriatrics, I ought to
know the difference.. ,
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I looked at those people over at the support center, they were
being. treated like individuals, respected like people, first-class citi-
zens. Why is it those people, after years of work, should be treated
just like trash. When things grow old we respect them as antiques,
but when human beings grow old they were treated just like
refuse. This is really a very terrible and 'disturbing element of this
society.'

I am the kind of person that I would go to the center during the
regular intervals. I noticed that there were different kinds of pro-
grams which are really motivating to those semiparalytic patients.
Examples are skilled personnel training those people how to do
handicraft work; and another thing, is they also have physical
therapy. I noticed 'there was one worker diligently helped my
mother to hold on to the rail aid walk, and back and forth many
times. This is the beginning of the second, year, and I notice my
mother is improving, thanks to the good care of the support center.

If I would send her to some places, like one of those poorly
staffed places mentioned previously and just leave her there and
let her be, and slowly she would deteriorate and die. Certainly it
would be a pity for a person who-would like to 'really self-actualize
herself. There must be a lot of people in the support center that
would like to articulate the viewpoint which I have just mentioned
a short while ago. I think it is really a blessing for my mother who -
worked lir rd for her life, and now, that she was fortunate enough
to go to a place like support center in Maryland. This is really an
inevitable asset, not only to the senior citizens of Maryland, but
also to the working citizens, the relatives of the senior citizens, as
well.

I would lastly point out also a very important factor. That is,
aside from the physical therapy, and also the occupational therapy
the center provides, the center also provides very carefully selected
nutritious meals for, the senior citizens. My mother goes there two
times a week, Wednesday and Friday. When I go there at 3 o'clock
to take her out I would 'ask her what she has done. I 'also went to
the center, talked to ',.ne workers, and discussed various kinds of
programs. Sometimes we even work together, to promote different
type of social programs which were basically selling the crafts done
by the senior citizens from the center.

All in all, what I am saying is that the whole organization, the
support center, is really something to be commendable. This is one
thing that the Federal funding wag properly spent for the benefit
of the citizens.

Thank you.
Mr.*BONKER. I want to thank you, Dr. Feng, for taking time to be

here to give this committee the benefit of the personal experience
that you and your mother have had with this program. It certainly
is helpful for those of us on the committee to have a glimpse of
these persohal experiences as we take up .the subject of adult care -

centers. \
Our third; and final witness on this panel is Mr. Horace Woods.
It is a pleasure-TO 'have you with us this morning,. Mr. Woods.

STATEMENT OF. HORACE E. WOODS
Mr. WOODS, ;Thank you very much.
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What follows is my testimony in support of the continued need
for senior day care centers throughout the country. Because they
filled a void in my life, I have the fondest regard for the Woods
Adult Day Care Center. Three years ago, while recuperating from a
stroke, the Health Department therapist suggested that I attend an
adult day care center for continued maintenance therapy, both
physical, and mental. Thank God, in November 1976, I was accepted
by the Woods Adult Day Care Center in Severna Park, Md. At that
time despondency, and a feeling of uselessnesS prevail:3d in my life.

Usually, in the case of senior illness or handicap, he or she
experiences .a traumatic shock when they discover their inability to
function as well as before. Prior to my stroke I worked with retard-
ed adults in work training 'at the Providence Center in Annapolis,
Md., for 5 gratifying years. Married, I lived with my wife in my
own home. On acceptance at the day care center, consideration of
my physical limitations were dealt with, being paralyzed on my left
side. The therapist from the health department followed me at the
center during this transition-time, and provided a physical fitness
program for the center staff to continue during my maintenance
routine.

Also, I participate in the center's activities learning to make
tapestries by using a punch needle with one hand, and later teach-
ing others how to perform also with one hand. An aide encouraged
me in creative writing, and much to my surprise I /found myself
developing my latent talent of writing. These associations renewed
my usefulness, my sense of purpose, and my hope fir the future. I
regained my confidence in my ability to assist and train. It was

.,caite a relict to get out of the house for a few hours daily to meet
new friends, and socialize with my peers.

While my attendance at the center was without a fee, my home
was at a great distance and I had to pay for My own transporta-
tion. Unfortunately, it was so expensive I could only afford to
attend 2 days a week.

The counseling and training at the center taught me to live more
independently by strengthening my family ties, as President Carter
has advocated, and to remain in my community, dispelling my
fears of institutionalization. At the same ,time, my preseace at the
center allowed my family to fulfill their daily obligations content'
in the knowledge that their loved one was adequately being cared
for during the day.

Now a widower, I graduated from the day care center, and now
attend a senior center closer to my home While transportation
remains a problem, I have been able to maintain my own home
and use the meals on wheels service. Physical, mental, and social
rehabilitation, the prefequisites for a full life in our waning years,
is available at the day care center through their counseling activi-...
ties and associations. Again I have a feeling of 'self-worth. I have a._
new lease on life. Adult day care centers are a godsend. .

During my 3 years at the' center I witnessed some dramatic
changes in certain participarits. Those who had withdrawn into a
shell' became actively involved in activities and relationships, and
those who had been rejected looked forward to the center as a
haven, a home .away from home, all due to the atmosphere and the
knowledge that someone cared.
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With a waiting list log, the need for day care expansion is
there. What is needed now is for all society to care.

Thank you very much.
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Mr. Woods, for being with us today.

Once again, I think you have given the committee the benefit of a
personal experience which is so important to our understanding of
these programs.

At this time I would like to call on Congressman Ratchford for
any questions he may have.

Mr. RATCHFORD. I do not have any queitions, Mr. Chairman, just
a comment that this type of testimony is graphic evidence of the
fact that what we need in the area of aging is a continuum of care.
Connecticut, by no way, has completed its program, but its pro-
gram includes home care. Its program is beginning to include day
care. Its program also includes nursing home care, and I think as
testimony develops we will see that if there is correct assessment
in monitoring, that in many, many cases for the individual who
needs the type care that has been described this morning, that care
can be 'provided in a day care setting so that the individual can go
there, be reviewed, receive the type medical treatment necessary,
and still go home in the evening. And this, to me, is certainly much
more humane, and is proving in Connecticut to be more economical
than to say to that person, "The only option you have is because
you are too sick to stay at home and receive care, is to go into a
nursing home." And each instance that I have to encourage this
type of care, whether it is through changeS in the medicaid law,
the medicare law, or title XX, wherever given the opportunity I
will vote to expand the law to include this type of coverage.

Mr. EvANs. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BONKER. OK. I want to once again thank each of the wit-

nesses, and also to commend the committee staff for scheduling
people who have personal experiences. Too often we hear from the
professionals first and schedule the people who have the experi-
ences later. I think this is a proper setting for us to proceed with
these hearings. Thank you again.

We would now like to make a slight modifiCation in the program,
and call up the third panel, which includes Dr. William Weissert,
Anne Klapfish, and Charles E. Reed.

Dr. William Weissert is the senior research manageKOf the Na-
tional Center for Health Services Research, Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Health Research, Statistics, and Technology, Depart-
ment of HHS, though I am informed by staff that your statement
today is not necessarily the official position of the administration.

I might also mention that Dr. Weissert and I served as fellow
staff assistants in the Congress 16 or 17 years ago, and we are still
around, and still specializing in the same issues. It is a pleasure to
greet you, Dr. Weissert. I understand your study is somewhat
controversial, so we are very interested in what you have to say
this morning.

titi
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STATEMENT OF DR. WILLIAM G. WEISSERT, SENIOR' RESEARCH
MANAGER, NATIONAL CENTER FOR HEALTH SERVICES RE-
SEARCH, OFFICE OF HEALTH RESEARCH, STATISTICS, AND
TECHNOLOGY, OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH,' DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
Dr. WEISSERT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
You are correct that I appear as a researcher here, and not as a

policy spokesman for the Department.
Thank you for inviting me. I appreciate the opportunity to tell

you about the findings from a study that we recently completed on
the costs and effects of adult da3r care.

The study was conducted by the National Center for Health
Services Research, which is part of HHS, in response to a congres-
sional mandate contained in section 222 of Public Law 92-603,
which were the 1972 amendments to the Social Security Act. The
purpose of this study was to determine whether or not day care
services would improve patient outcomes or' would reduce costs. It
began in 1974 and ended in 1977, and the data were analyzed in
1978 and in 1979. w

Services were provided by four day care programs. which were
reimbursed through medicare waivers granted under the special
authority of section 222. The programs operated in Syracuse and
White Plains

Mr. BONKER. May I interrupt just for one moment-,-Dr. Weissert?
You said that the services were reimbursed through medicare?
Dr. WEISSERT. That is correct. -

Mr. BONKER. Is this money that would have otherwise gone to
'Medicare patients, or is this an administrative category from which
this money. was drawn?

Dr. WEISSERT. The dollars came from the trust fund. They were
health care dollars. The section 222 authority allows the Secretary
to expand services beyond what is now covered .by legislation and
regulation, and that was the case in this study.

Mr. BONKER. So instead of the money going directly to medicare
recipients, or patients, or to providers, it went to support the
Center and its services?

Dr. WEISSERT. That is correct.
Mr. BONKER. OK.
Dr. WEISSERT. The patients served were medicare eligibles.
As I said, the programs were operated in Syracuse and White

Plains, N.Y.; Lexington, Ky.; and San Francisco, Calif.
The programs studied were what has been called the health-

oriented type of day care, rather than the social type of day care
which has become much more prevalent in the United States.
"Health oriented" meant that patients received nursing supervi-
sion, meals, transportation, social work.services, and health serv-
ices such as physical therapy, occupational therapy, or speech ther-
apy and other related services as they needed them.

Six 'hundred forty-four patients participated in the day care
study. They were all medicare eligible. Their average age was
about 74,-and about half of the patients were 75 years old or older.
The majority was female. Eighty percent were white. Three-fourths
lived with family or others. More than half were severely depend-
ent in the activities of-daily -living. Almost a third were only

13
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minimally dependent. Three-fourths came from the community
rather than from a hospital, which means; that one-fourth came
from a hospital, and circulatory disorders and injuries due to frac-
tures were the most prevalent diagnosed conditions suffered by thepatients.

Patients were referred to the study; that is, to the day care
programs and the research, by their physicians, by hospitals, com-
munity service agencies, by welfare departments, and by the fami-
lies of patients. Of course, only those who wanted day care were
studied, since it would not be possible or worthwhile to provide day
care to patients who did not want it.

All patients were assessed by day care staff teams which includ-
ed physiciahs, nurses, social workers, and sometimes one or more
therapists. If the team felt the patient might benefit from day care,
the patient either was enrolled in day care, or, was assigned to a
control group which did not get day care, but was used for compari-
son purposes with the patients' who did get it. Each qurrter, the
two groups' health and social status, mortality' and use of health
/services, was compared.

Results showed that day care patients did no better than control
group patients on most measures, including physical functioning,
mental functioning, contentment, activity level, or hospitalization.
Those in the day care group did have a lower rate of nursing home
use and lower death rates, but when more sophisticated statistical
techniques were used, it became evident that these benefits were
almost totally due to small initial differences in diagnosis, age, sex,
living arrangements, race, and dependency level between the day
care and control groups rather than any benefit of day care.

Cost findings were no more encouraging. For the day care group,
medicare reimbursements were almost three-fourths more than the
control group.

Two other findings are important. First, each day care program
had a difficult' time getting enough patients. Intake periods had to
be extended -several times. I would add on that point that in an
earlier study of ten day care programs, none of them had a waiting
list, and each program had a quite small population.

Second, in this study, the rate of nursing home use was extreme-
ly low. Only less than one-fifth of all patients entered a skilled
nursing facility. This indicates that most patients who used day
Care in this study were using it as an add-on to existing services
rather than as a substitute for nursing home care.

One important limitation on the applicability of these findings tothe whole day care question you are considering should be noted.
As I indicated, this was a study of the health oriented type of day
care, not social day care. Health oriented day care is more expen-
sive and usually serves sicker and more dependent patients tha
social programs.

In the study. I mentioned which I did in 1974 and 1975, I foundthat social day care programs were considerably less expen ive
than the health-oriented day care programs studied.here. I con lud-
ed then, in a sense as an advoCate of day care, that day care ightbe cheaper than nursing.home care, but the critical questio was,
would it serve the right patients. In other words, unless da care
can be shown to reduce use of other expensive services, it will

r) 4
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always be more expensive regardless of what it costs. We found in
this study that most patients used it not as a substitute for existing
services, but as an add-on, and so it cost more. Nor were these
extra costs offset by beneficial effects on patients.

In summary, we used a sophisticated research methodology. In
most cases we used experienced :day care providers. These were
providers who had won competitive bids to provide day care in this
experiment and at the time represented the state of they art in day
care, and we assessed a large number of potential benefits of day
care, but we found no Significant benefits, while we did find high
costs.

Of course, this is, one study. As a responsible researcher, I would
urge the committee to seek additional research before drawing
conclusions.

Finally, this study has been published by the National Center for
Health Services Research, and is about to be published by some of
the leading scientific joUrnals. In that context, since there is some
tendency to be very critical of findings that are, in this sense,
counterintuitive, and also very disappointing, I think understand-
ably there has been a considerable amount of criticism- of the
study.

It is worth noting that a very distinguished research panel ad-
vised in this research, and reviewed the research methods and the
analysis. The panel included Dr. Sidney Katz as chairman. Dr.
Katz is the inventor of the principal scale for measuring functional
disability in the elderly, and has been the leading researcher in the
field; Dr. Robert Boruch, from Northwestern University, a nation-
ally recognized research'methodologist; Dr. David Rabin at George-
town University, a research physician, and recognized specialist in
research on the problems of aging in complicated social experi-
ments; and other distinguished researchers. Copies of these reports
are available from my office.

Thank you.
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Dr. Weissert. I can see why your study

is controversial. You say that this is not a substitute for existing
services. Therefore, it costs more, while not necessarily providing
the benefits. This ought to be a 'challenge for some refutation by
our next tWo witnesses who are very experienced in this area and
have done, I think, commendable work. It is timely now that we
hear from Anne Klapfish, who is director of Adult Day 'Health
Services, Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare. We appreci-
ate very much your coming down to testify this morning.

STATEMENT OF ANNE KLAPFISH, DIRECTOR, ADULT DAY
HEALTH SERVICES, MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC WELFARE
Ms. KLAPFISH. I am very pleased to be here, as well.
Ironically, as I implore. you today for recognition bf adult day

care as a viable and integral component of the 'long-term care
continuum, 6 years ago it was the Federal Government. through the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare, that implored Mas-
sachusetts and other States, to recognize the need for the establish-

, ment of alternatives to long-term institutional care. Adult day care
was recommended as one such alternative.

enr
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Due to Federal prompting and great interest on the part of State
policymakers. and practitioners, the Massachusetts' Medicaid pro-
gram in 1975-76 awarded six contracts.to nursing homes, hospitals,
and community providers to operate adult day care programs in a
1 year pilot study.

Although Federal guidelines and various experts in the field
suggested that adult day care was divided into three distinct
models of care: a therapeutic/rehab model; a health maintenance
model; and a social model, Massachusetts opted for a different
route. From a demographic, client need and cost efficiency stand -
point, it was felt that a merging of these models would be more
appropriate.

In 1977 the six pilot programs were evaluated. This evaluation
demonstrated that adult day care was indeed a deterrent to institu-
tional placement, that it was cost efficient, that there was a high
degree of client and family satisfaction with the program, in short,
that it was a workable and necessary service option in Massachu-
setts.

The evaluation study resulted in a commitment by the State to
expand adult day care services. This commitment went beyond a
dollar comniirment from the medicaid program. An Interstate
Agency Committee was formed to input into major policy decisions,
and to, along with Health Systems Agencies and area agencies on
aging, review incoming adult day care proposals. In addition, area
agencies on aging and several local communities contributed the

,necessary seed money for day care development.
The net result of all of this is that today in Massachusetts we

have 45 approved adult day care programs, and expect by fall to
have over 50 programs.

The major components of thelMassachusetts Adult Day Health
program are: health restoratiofi,Imonitoring and supervision, social
service counseling to clients and caretakers, therapeutic recreation,
social. interaction, personal care Services, nutrition, and transporta-
tion services.

The staff of each program, in a ratio of one staff person per
every six clients daily,' is comprised of full time health profession-
als, social service professionals, a therapeutic recreation director,
aides, and physical occupational and speech therapy consultants.
Programs are reviewed quarterly for regulation compliance and
quality assurance.

In Massachusetts we are currently serving over 1,800 people
rangingand I think this is importantfrom age 24 to 99. It is
significant that at the point of admission to the program,. all clients
are deemed by nursing review staff to be both eligible for, and in
risk of intermediate or skilled nursing home placement.

It is also significant that the per diem rate for adult day care
services is currently $16 per person. In addition to the per diem
rate, the Massachusetts Medicaid program pays for transportation
and direct therapy costs.. The total average cost for adult day care
services in Massachusettsand I will remind you, that it is a
health oriented, very strongly health-oriented programis $23 to
$24 per person per day.

Mr. BONKER. May I interrupt to ask how that reimbursement fee
would compare with your current nursing home Medicare fee?
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,Ms. KLAPFISH. The average for multi-level nursing home facilities
in Massachusetts is approximately $33 per, day now, so it is consid-
erably less.

Mr. BONKER. Ten dollars a day, but it does not provide overnight,
around the clock nursing services, or food?

Ms. KLAPFISH.. It provides a hot meal daily, plus two snacks.
Mr. BONKER. Is that part of the title VII nutrition program, pr is

that an extra?
Ms. KLAPFISH. Neither it is part of the title XIX dollar that is

being used to reimburse for the day care program.
Mr. BONKER. OK.
Ms. KLAPFISH. It is important,' I think, n that question to note

also that usage of day care in Massachusetts on average is 2.7 days
per week per person. Given that the per diem rate of day' care is
approximately $10 less than multiple facilities, and given that
people in nursing homes are there 7 days a week, you begin- to see
a considerable cost difference

Mr. BONKER.. Does that also include transportation costs to and
froin the facility?

Ms. KLAPFISH. Yes. The. $23 to $24 a day includes' the average
cost for transportation, the average cost of direct therapy services
that are needed by the person .in the day care program, and the
entire .range of day care services that I had listed before.

Mr. BONKER. One final question on this segment. If there were no
adult care facility, would that person go to a nursing home, or
would they be in their regular home?

Ms. KLAPFISH. I think that the question of add-on versus substi-
tute service is a difficult one. My best estimate is that at least Half
of our 1,800 people that are now in day care would, in fact, have
gone into a nursing home. given the family situations that they
were in, given their disabilities, et cetera. All people ,even though
they are eligible for nursing home placement, are not going to go
in. Circumstances may keep, them out. They may just refuse.,11-low
ever, they were all considered eligible. They all would have been
accepted into nursing homes, given that there were a bed available
for them, and I think in that sense you can say that it is a
substitute in many ways, rather than an add-dii service.

Mr. BONKER. Yes, but that would also have to be noted in any.
cost-comparison.

Ms. KLAPFISH. Yes, that is true.
This brings. us into the Weissert repor,t. It is- obvious that the

findings in Massachusetts differ: greatly from the glaring conclu-
sions drawn in Dr. Weissert's report, those conclusions most nota-
bly being that the average cost of a health oriented day care
program is $52 per day, and that adult day care is not a. substitute
for nursing home placement.

These, conclusions, although certainly devastating to adult day
care thiough their visibility, are not, however, I do not think, the
major sin of the Weissert report. The sin- is reallydoes that bell
mean I have to stop?

Mr. BONKER. You may proceed. That is intimidating only to those
of us who have to vote, and we can go for about 10 minutes.

Ms. KLAPFISH. Does that mean I will lose my audience?

Avl
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114e sin of the Weissert report, I believe, is the thrust of what
seems to be only major study in adult day care to be undertaken by
the Federal Government. First, the report compares the impact of
day care on the cost and usage of skilled nursing home care from a
medicare focal point. Experience in Massachusetts indicates that
day care clients, percentagewise, are most likely to enter or be at
risk of intermediate nursing home care. Intermediate care facilities
are largely paid for with the medicaid dollar; not the medicare
dollar. To look at the potential cost savings of adult day care in
comparison with institutional care from the focal point of the
Federal health care dollar, one must examine medicaid costs in
relation to day care before conclusions can be drawn.

Second, the selection of programs studied in the Weissert report
ensured that the average cost figures for health oriented day care
would be higher than representative in other health oriented pro-.
grams nationwide. These programs were gildedsome of these pro-
grams, I should add-L.were gilded with a range of professional
services and staff that is not representative of most of the health
orientedday care programs in this country,- and therefore result in
inevitably higher costs. Also, there was no evidence in terms of the
add-on versus substitute issue .raised in the report. There was no
evidence the clients in either the experimental or controlled group
of Dr. Weissert's report, and perhaps he can refute this, were
assessed to actually be at risk of institutional placement upon
entering the program or the study.

It is u' i'Drtunate that the thrust of cost savings and substitute
service issues cloud some of the more positive aspects which Dr.
Weissert just said were not so positive, but when I read the report
that I found. For example the report states, and I quote, that
"higher proportions of daycare experimental than control group
patients improved or maintained in levels of contentment, mental
function and socia' activity." In addition; the report suggests that
those in day 'care experimental groups were kept alive longer
through the program.

It is rather sad for me to think that not only the quality of life,
but the length of a life also becomes a secondary issue to the
dollar. Medicare. decided not so long ago that /prolonging life was
worth $600 to' $700 per day for renal dialysis patients. Now, we are
sitting here arguing today that $52, which I do not believe is even a
correct figure for the norm in this country, is too much to prolong
the life for adult day care clients.

In conclusion, I would like to take this opportunity to offer one
'recOmmendation to- the committee for consideration. I made one
recommendation so that would sound short, but it really has sever-
al parts. I recommend the establishment of a Federal office on
adult day care whose function would be to establish policy stand-
ards that would insure a basic nationwide uniformity and under-
standing of, adult day care, yet be flexible enough in these stand-
ards to allow for _demographic and client need differences; to ex-
plore ways of integrating or channelling the multiple funding
sources now being used for adult day care, thereby easing for
practitioners and clients a major barrier in the development, con-
tinuation, and use of adult day care; to insureand this is very
importanteqUitable ftinding for the broad range of persons appro-

-
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priate for day care service to make day care not just a program for
the very rich end/or the very poor; to act as a coordinator of, and a
clearinghouse for the wide-range of existing material in the adult
day care field; to provide leadership and technical assistance in the
further development of adult day care.

I close with the reminder that day care is an essential and cost
efficient program. It deserves your utmost attention, and I hope
after carefully weighing the testimony that you hear today you will,
initiate action to insure that adult day care becomes both an
accepted, and an expected integral component of the long term
care continuum.

Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Ms. Klapfish.
I think that it would be advisable for us to go to a short recess in

order to vote on what may be two issues, and then we will recon-
vene and pick up with Mr. Reed, and then open for questions. So
we will go into recess for no more than fifteen minutes.

[A short recess was taken.]
Mr. BONKER. The, subcommittee will come to order, and the

witnesses please come before the witness table.
The subcommittee has heard from Dr. Weissert, and Ms. Klap-

fish, and now we will proceed with our third witness, Charles E.
Reed, who is director of the. Washington State Bureau of Aging,
and I might mention with some local pride that he is one of the
finest directors of aging in the 'country, and has demonstrated his
ability in that capacity in the State of Washington, so it is really a
pleasure to greet you, Charlie, and I am looking forward to your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. REED, DIRECTOR, WASHINGTON
STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH SERVICES,
BUREAU OF AGING, OLYMPIA, WASH.
Mr. REED. Thank you Congressman Bonker. I am very pleased to

be here today and have the opportunity to talk before you and the
other committee members.

As you know, Congressman Bonker, the State of Washington has'
wortej long and hard to develop alternatives for older persons in
the continuum of care. We have a day care program in our State
that we feel is a very significant alternative. We have been encour-
aged to develop this program, the very sophisticated, powerful
senior constituency in our State that you are well aware of.

In Washington State we call day care day health. There are ten
day. health centers that are funded through the State Bureau of
Aging, Wand an additional six day health programs funded through
fees and donations.

Mr. BONKER. May I ask, the ten day care centers, are they apart
from the regular senior centers that we know of?

Mr. REED. They are apart from the senior centers in our State.
That is right.

Mr. BONKER. Do they provide any other services, other than
those relating to health care services?

Mr. REED. Well, most of them are. freestanding. There are a few
that are in mental health centers in our, State, but most are
freestanding programs that serve for he purpose of primarily day
care.
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Mr. BONKER. Is this in the health, or in the social category?,
Mr, REED. Well, it is a. combination of the two, and when I get

through my testimony here you will see that it is the health model
that Dr. Weissert talks about, there are definitely social services
offered there, as well.

Mr. BONKER. Thank you.
Mi. REED. The centers in our State do operate five days a week.

The average attendance at each center is somewhere between 20
and 30 persons. The stated purpose of the program is to prevent, or

. delay entrance into 24-hour care, or reduce the length of stay in 24-
hour Scare. The primary target population are those older persons
who are mentally, physically, socially, or emotionally impaired and
need day health services to maintain or improve their level of
functioning so they can remain in, or return to their own homes. A
secondary target population is persons who cannot be left unsuper-
vised, are living with relatives, or friends who provide the supervi-
sion they need to remain in the community, but need some relief
from 24-hour care. Persons living in congregate care, or nursing
homes, can receive day health services for a limited period of time
when it is reasonable to expect that these services will enable them
to move to a lower level of care. The required services that are
provided in the day health centers in our State include intake
assessment with treatment planning and quarterly evaluations,
health monitoring, rehabilitative nursing, occupational therapy,
social services, activity therapy, personal care, a noon meal, and
transportation. Day center staff arrange for participants to receive
physical therapy, and speech and hearing therapy outside the
center when these therapies are ordered by the physicidn.

The day health standards--
Mr. BONKER. I am sorry to interrupt. Let me ask you k.41.)ou t that.

You say that those services can be provided outside the center if
recommended by the physician?

Mr. REED. That is correct.
Mr. BONKER. If it were a problem, would not the physician just

recommend other services, without having to go through the
center?

Mr. REED. Well, they could. As part of the treatment plan
though, at .the center? the person may receive physical therapy,
and the day health centers do not have phygical therapists on staff,
so they arrange for the older person to go to a physical therapist,
and that is paid for through the day health program.

The day health standards requirethat centers maintain a staff-
ing pattern which includes at least a director, a registered nurse,
an occupational therapist, social service specialist, activity coordi-
nator, and aides as necessary to have a sufficient staff/patient
ratio.

Most of the day health patients have multiple impairments. In
our State we administer to each patient the OARS, the Multidi-
mensional Functional Assessment Questionnaire developed by
Duke University to determine the level of care needed.

The physical handicaps most common to the day health partici-
pants are stroke, arteriosclerosis, heart disease, hypertension, dia-
betes, arthritis, and severe Vision problems. The most common
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mental handicaps are schizophrenia, paranoia, depression, senile
dementia, Alzheimer's Disease and anxiety.

The mean age of clients enrolled is 74, and just about 60 percent
of the clients are considered to have incomes below 40 percent of
the State median income.

The cost for day health care in our State is $21.91 per day,
excluding their transportation. With transportation, which is about
$4 a day, it rounds it out to approximately $26 per day. We are in
the process of collecting more specific cost information in an effort
to get increased title XIX funding, which is now only $21.60 a. day
in our State. We will forward this cost information to this Conimit-
tee when we get that, which will be in the next month or so.

Mr. BONKER. What is the per day, reimbursement rate for nurs-
ing home care under medicare, Mr. Reed?

Mr. REED. It is $33 a day in the State of Washington.
Mr. BONKER. So the cost ratio is about the same as that which

was referred to by Ms. Klapfish.
Mr. REED. That is correct.
We have three major sources of funding for day health care in

the State of Washington. The first, and major source is the State
Senior Citizens Services Act, which is unique to the State of Wash-
ington, which provides almost half the funding for the day health
programs. We also have title XX funds, and title XIX funds. Lack
of funding and rigidity of the medicaid regulations are the most
significant barrier to further development of adult day health in
our State. We get the same amount of title XX funding we received
3 years ago, as Washington State is always at the title XX lid. Due
to inflation, fewer title,XX clients can be served each year. We are
unable to divert more State funds to day health for the same basic
reason. Funding has not kept pace with inflation, and we have all
we do to fund the same number of clients each year. The State
money will not stretch to serve additional clients. Our ability to
use medicaid is limited because the State medicaid agency requires
us to use State money appropriated or for aging services to cover
the State match. For all other medicaid programs in the State of
Washington, the State match is supplied through the medicaid
budget, and we_are currently negotiating with the title XIX people
in our State to change that situation.

Mr. BONKER. Recently the State of Washington enacted legisla-
tion which expanded senior citizen programs, and added consider-
ably to the funding of those programs. Are there any State funds
from this source that you use?

Mr. REED. Yes. That is the State Senior Citizens Service Act, and
about half the funds for the day health program comes from that
source, that State source, but that source, while it seems like a lot,
and it is a lot, is still limited and is used for a number of different
services in the continuum of care. We have not received a major
increase in the last 2 years. We are operating 'at current level.

Mr. BONKER. Washigton State's commitment is unique in that
sense. Not many States have made a similar financial commitment
to senior citizen programs. If the. State funding were wiped out, or
if there are other States that do not have a source of funding,
would it be possible to continue that same level of service?
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Mr. REED, It would not hip& State. It would do away with half
the program at the very !eat, but it would do away probably with
three-fourths of it because the State appropriated aging dollard are
used to match the title XIX dollars, so we would do away with all
the State funding, and also the title XIX funding at this point in
time if the State dollars were not there.

In addition, it is very time-consuming for day centers in ourState to meet the medicaid regulations in regard to physician
orders for services. Day health was originally classified as a clinic
service in our State, and the client's physician had to order the
service before the client could be enrolled. This was approved by
the central staff here in Washington, D.C. After that approval was
given a change was matte, and it was decided that a physician had
to be on site, had to be employed by the day health program to be
considered a clinic service. This requirement would substantiallyadd to the cost of day health in our State, and we also thought it
would be very inappropriate. Our goal is to strengthen the relation-
ship between the client and his or her physician, not to weaken the
relationship by having the client deal with another physician whileat the day center.

To resolve this situation, we have changed the classification, for
medicaid purposes of the day health centers from clinic to rehabili-
tative service. Medicare regulations do not require that a physician
be onsite for rehabilitative services, but now the client's. physician
has to reorder the service every 3 months.

the
find this

somewhat ridiculous, considering 'that the client's mean age is 74years, and it is unlikely that clients in this age group will be
rehabilitated in 3 months. Day center staff spend aarge amount of
time calling physicians to remind them to send back a signed order
so a client will not have to be terminated. For some reason, medic-
aid requirements for day health in our State require much more
physician involvement than do medicaid requirements for homehealth services and nursing home care.

In summary, I would like to say that in the State of Washington,
that the State Council on Aging, which has had a great influence
on the development of day health, and most all of the area agen-
cies have documented the need for such a service, all of our day
centers are serving as many people as they have funding to serve,
and most also have private paying clients. The day centers are
unable to accept any new enrollees unless they have a termination,
since all possible funding sources have been exhausted. It is clearthat day health must have a stable source of funding if it is to
grow to where it can serve all of the at-risk people it should beserving. In fact, the program may not even survive if the funding
situation does not improve. It is essential that day health be cov-
ered under medicare and medicaid, and that both medicare and
medicaid regulations have sufficient flexibility to make it practical
to use these funding sources for people still living in the commu-nity.

The experience in Washington State is that the health oriented
day care described by. Dr. Weissert does exist. It costs around $26 aday, and is a very' significant part of the continuum of care forolder persons. It is an alternative to premature and inappropriate
institutionalization.

Or
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[The prepared statement of Mr, Reed follows;)
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Adult day eare, often referred to as geriatric day care, was first developed in
Europe in the 1940's and Is now an established part of the British and European
health cure system:1; The first similar program in the United States began In 1947
under the auspices of the Menninger Clinic and, while there has been significant
growth in the number of adult day care programs in this country, the concept has
not yet become a fully integrated component of the continuum of care, However,
Iegislntor8 and the publicatlarge are becoming more and more committed to pre-
venting inappropriate institutionalization; and adult day care is a key program in
the effort to maintain people in their own homes as long as possible.
. Since day eare for adults is a relatively new phenomenon, no one program model
has been commonly accepted as the ideal. Just the fact that there is little agree-
ment on what to cull the program gives some indication of the differences in
philosophy about who the target population should be and what services should be
provided. Geriatric day care, therapeutic day care, day hospital care, day treatment
and day health are some of the terms that have been used to describe a, day
program for adults that is designed to prevent, delay, or reduce the length of stay in
a nursing home or institution. There has been an attempt on the part of various
people to define each or these terms according to the type of individuals served and
whether health services or social services are given primary emphasis. These efforts
have been tremendously helpful in conceptualizing the core services of a day pro-
gram and most programs, no matter what they are called, do provide socialization,
assistance with activities of daily living, a noon meal, transportation and some
degree of health and social services. Each state that develops a day care program'
must decide what, if any, additional services will be offered, how the program will
be structured, the level of training that will be required of stuff, the relative priority
of health services and social services, and whether the program will be oriented
toward rehabilitation or maintenance or both. Washington State has made these
decisions and has formulated program standards a day center must meet in order to
obtain state funding. A copy of these standards is attached.

Washington State opted to call its program "day health" and now has a total of
ten day health centers which receive state funding and about six private centers
funded through fees and donations. Since we do not have a licensing law for day
health, we do not have much information on the private centers. Demographic and
program data for the ten state-funded centers is attached.

Our day health centers serve participants for five hours a day, 'usually 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. Five centers have an average daily attendance of 15-19, three centers have
an average daily attendance of '20-29 and two centers have an average daily attend-
ance of 30-39. The stated purpose'of the program is, to prevent or delay entrance
into 24-hour care or reduce the length of stay in 24hour care. The primary target
population is persons who are mentally, physically, socially and/or emotionally
Impaired and need day health services to maintain or improve their. level of func-
tioning so they can remain in or return to, their own homes. A secondary target
population is persons who cannot be left unsupervised and are living with relatives
or friends who provide the supervision they need to remain in the community but
need some relief from 24-hour care. Persons living in congregate care or a nursing
home, can recieve day health services for a limited period when it is reasonable to
expect that these services will enable them to move to a lower level of care.

Required services that are provided at the day center to all participants as needed
are: Intake assesssment, treatment planning and quarterly evaluations; health mon..,,
itoring; rehabilitate nursing; occupational therapy; social services; activity ther-
apy; personal careVnoon meal; and transportation.

Day center staff arrange for participants to recieve physical therapy and speech
and hearing therapy outside of the center when these therapies are ordered by a
physician.

The day health standards require that centers maintain a staffing pattern which
includes at least a director, registered nurse, occupational therapist, social service
specialist, activity coordinator and aides as necessary to have, a sufficient staff/
participant ratio.

Most day health participants have multiple impairmants. The Multidimensional
Funtionitl Assessment Questionnaire (OARS), developed by the Duke University
Center for the Study of Aging and Human Development and modified by the
Bureau of Aging, is administered to each participant within five days after intake.
The purpose of the OARS questionnaire is to assess the participant's level of
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functioning in rive major areas. social resources, economic resources, mental health,
physical health and ability to perform activities of daily living. A score of 1-11 in a
given area means the paticipant Is not impaired in that Oren or is only mildly
impaired. A Hempel' 4-6 in a given area means the participant Is moderately,
severly or totally impaired in that area.

Based on 111/9 calendar year data, below is the percent of participants who
received a score of 4-6 in each of the functioning levels measured by the OARS, The
percents do not add up to 100 percent as most all participants are impaired in two
or more functional areas.

Perrot taw
Social resource's 40
Economic resources 29 .
Mental health 54
Physical health 56
Act ivities'of daily living 54

The physical handicaps most common to tiny health participants are stroke,
arteriosclerosis, heart disease; hypertension,' diabetes, arthritis and severe vision
problems.. The most common mental handicaps are schizophrenia, paranoia, depres-
sion, senile dementia, Alzheimer's Disease and anxiety.

The attached data gives detailed information about the charactristics of day
health clients, but it is particularly interesting to note the following: Mean age of
clients at enrollment is 74 years; 67 percent of clients are age 70 or over; 51) percent
of clients are under 40 percent of state median income; 35 percent of clients live
alone.

We do not have complete information on the cost per day of day health services as
the Bureau of Aging does not directly administer the day health program. Rather,
we allocate the Title XX funds designated for day health and state Senior Citizens'
Service 'Act (SCSA) funds to Area Agencies on Aging and they in turn contract with
the day health centers. Area Agencies are responsible for reviewing 'center budgets
and cost reports and establishing the daily rate, which varies from center to center.
The statewide average amount paid by Area Agencies for a day of day health
services is $21.91, excluding transportation, This amount does not necessarily repre-
Sent the total cost of providing a day of service, but it is very close as most day
centers include all program costs in their budgets. We estimate it costs another
$4.00 a day 'to transport a client to and from the day center, which brings "the total
cost to about $26:00.a day. We are, in the process of collecting more specific cost
information in an effort to get' an increase in the Title XIX rate, which is now
$21.60 a day including transportation, We will forward this cost information to you
when it is compiled. Title XIX pays a flat rate to all day health centers and this
rate has not been raised to keep up with inflation. We are now in the position
where. Title XX and SCSA are subsidizing Title XIX and hope we are successful in
raising the Title XIX .rate to where it is comparble to the Title XX/SCSA rate.

Title XX, Title XIX and the State Senior Citizens Services Act (SCSA) are the
primary day health funding sources in Washington State, An individual day center'
can qualify for all three sources of funding; we do not have separate Title XIX
centers and Title XX centers. We already had a well-established-day health program
and a set of comprehensive standards' when we applied.,for-Title XIX funding. We
were eager to get Title XIX funds so we could expand services, but we also decided
we .would not utilize Title XIX if required to develop separate programs for Title
XX/SCSA clients and Medicaid clients. OUr day health program provided a com-
plete set of services and afforded each client the opportunity to use both medical
and social services to, the degree necessary for his or her particular situation. The
Bureau of Aging believed, and still believes, that it is administratively wasteful and
a disservice to clients to establish one day health program for clients who are
physically impaired, another for clients who are socially isolated or confused, and
possibly a third for clients who are emotionally or psychiatrically disturbed. Our
experience is that client needs cannot be so neatly divorced from one another and
that even the needs of a particular client vary over a period of time. An individual
with seriousphysical disabilities or illness will almost certainly have some social
isolation and very possibly some degree of depression; the confused or emotionally
disturbed client also has a need for health monitoring and nutrition services. People
with different sets of problems can help each other improve, and we have found this
mutual support to be one of the main benefits of having a day health program that
serves more than one target population. We felt it was essential that we stay with
the concept of having one day health program supported by various sources of
funding, and we were successful in implementing this concept.

0
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Tho tulle below represents a breakdown of day health funding for the current
year. As the table indicates, the state Senior Citizens Services Act is the major
funding mum,
Senior Citizens Services Act (SCSA) $617,488
Title XX 102,402
Day treatment 8,721
Title XIX 162,019
Client match for SCSA 98,280
Private pay , 43,762

Total 982,719

Lack of funding and rigidity of Medicaid regulations are the most significant
barriers to further development of adult day health in our state. We got the same
amount of Title XX funding we received three years ago as Washington State
always exceeds its Title XX lid, Due to inflation, fewer Title XX clients can be
served each year. We are unable to divert more state funds to day health for the
same basic reason; funding has not kept pace with inflation and we have all we can
do to fund, the same number of clients each year. The state money will not stretch
to servo additional clients. Our ability to use Medicaid is limited because the state
Medicaid agency requires us to use state money appropriated for aging services to
cover the state match. For all other Medicaid programs, the state match is supplied
through the Medicaid budget. The Bureau of Aging is working to change this
process.

In addition, it is very time-consuming for day center staff to meet Medicaid
regulations in regard to physician's orders, for the service. Day health was originally
classified as a "clinic se-vice". and the client's physician had ,to order the service
before thn client could be enrolled hi a- day center. Day center staff sent the
physician a copy of the client's treatment plan at intake and copies of quarterly
reviews'of client progress. The physician was invited to add his or her input, but did
not have to formally reorder the service once it had been initiated. This process was
originally approved by, Medicaid staff in Washington, D.C., but staff there later
reversed the decision and stated that day health centers had; to have an on-site
physician to qualify as a "clinic service." This-requirement would substantially add
to the cost of adult day health and we also thought it would be inappropriate. Our
goal is to strengthen ilia relationship between the client and his or her own
physician, nu. to weaken the relationship by having the client deal with another
physician while at the day center.

The above issue was resolved by changing day health from a "clinic service" to a
"rehabilitative service." Medicaid regulations do not require an on-site physician for
a "rehabilitative service", but :low the client's physician has to reorder the service
every three months. Physicians find this somewhat ridiculous, considering that the
client's mean age is 74 years aud it is unlikely that clients in this age group will be
"rehabilitated" in three months. Day center staff spend an inordinate amount of
time calling physicians 'a-remind them to send back a signed order so a client will
not have to be terminatd. For some reason, Medicaid requirements for day health
require much more Ohy ucian involvement than to Medicaid requirements for home
health services and nursing home care.

In summary, we believe Washington State has a quality day health program
which does help very impaired people avoid or delay moving into 24-hour care. Day
health is inr-luded in the Scate's Title XX and Title XIX Plans, and in the State
Health Plan. The State Council on Aging and most all Area Agencies on Aging haVe
documented the need for suet- a service. All of our day centers are serving as many
people as they have funding to serve and most also have a few private paying
clients. The day centers a- nable to accept any new enrollments unless they have
a termination, since all possible' funding sources have been exhausted. It is clear
that day health must 1eve a stable source of funding if it is to grow to where it can
serve all the at-risk people it should be serving. In fact, the program may not even
survive if the funding situation does not improve. It is essential that day health be
covered under Medicare and Medicaid and that both Medicare and Medicaid regula-
tions have sufficient flexibility to make it practical to use these funding sources for
people -till living in the community.

orot)
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WASHINGTON STATE DAY HEALTH PROGRAM STATISTICSCALENDAR YEAR 1979

Dm. dim

Person: served .

Male,..,,..., ....... .....--,......... ............. .... ,..... .......

Female ...... , ,., . .... .. ............ .. ........ ,, ... , ................

Total.... , ........ .... ............ ,.. ..................... ... .............

Age at enrollment (mean age at enrollment is 73.5):

.. ......... ....,..... ..... . ... , ........ . ..... ..,

................,.......-- .

,..., ....... .......,..,., . ............. ,...... ,

Number Percent

368 37

628 63

996 ...,..,..... ......
-0L---z..-.-.......-,,..,:-..:

Under 60,, 54. 6

60 to 64 129 13

65 to 69 138 14

70 to 74 192 19

75 to 79 182 18

80 and over 301 30

Income level: .

At or below 40 percent Slate median income 593 59

Between 41 percent and 80 percent median Income 327 33

Over 80 percent State median income 76 8

Funding source:

Senior Citizen Services Act (State funds) 522, 52

Title XX 189 19

Medical, excluding day treatment 179 18

Day treatment 17 2

Private pay 69 7

Other (insurance, charitable donations, et cetera)

thing arrangement:

20 2

Alone 353 35

With spouse 254 25

With child
.

166 17'

With other relative 42 4

With nonrelative 23 2

Retirement home 6 1

Adult family home 36 4

Boarding home/congregate care 67 7

Nursing home 31 3

Psychiatric hospital 12 1

Other 6 1

Referral source:

Aging network programs 122 12

Department of Social and Health Services 62 6

Hospital (mediator mental) 75 8

Community Health Agency 176. 18

Community Mental Health Agency 99 10

. Religious agency' 6 . 1

Private practitioner 37 4

Adult family home/congregate care facility/nursing home 53 5

Relative/friend . 274 27.;

Self 49 5

; Other 43 "/,1

'. Reason for termination:

Graduation 51 ,11

Moved out of area 45 / 9
Too III/disabled to attend 50 i , 10

Entered adult family home 2 1

Entered congregate care facility 58 12

Entered nursing borne 25 : 5

Entered medical hospital 4 1

Entered mental hospital 24 5

Program. not appropriate 126, 26

Oient/famity choice 70 14

26 5

Other ' 4 1

Total terminations 485

r.
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Average number of days of service provided to terminated clients:, Moan- --104;Median -11,
Average number of months of service provided to terminated cliento Mean-10;MedianII,
Cost of services provided during 11170$1,143,480,
Number of days of service provided during 1970-52,180,
Cost per day of service, excluding transportntion$21.91.
Number of clients served during 1079-090,
Cost per client served$1,148,07,

Mr.' BONKER. Thank you, Mr. Reed.
I think the committee now has the benefit of both sides of the

excellent testimony of Ms. Klapfish and Mr. Red.
issue through Dr. Weissert and his study, lid also through the

Mr. Ratchford.
Mr. RATCHFORD. Dr. Weissert, perhaps you

/stated,
but I did, nothear, what was the date of your study?

Dr. WEISSERT. There were 'two studies. One was a descriptivestudy of day care centers that was done in 1974 and 1975. The
controlled experiment began in 1974, and ended in 1977, and then
the data were analyzed in 1978 and 1979.

Mr. RATCHFORD. And how many facilities did you study?
Dr. WEIBBERT. Four.
Mr. RATCHFORD. Do you think that this is an adequte sample to

draw, the conclusions that you have drawn as it relates to day carecenters?
Dr. WEISSERT. The conclusions I have drawn are limited to those

four centers, and certainly it is adequate for that.
The question I believe you are asking is, should we draw conclu-

sions about other centers from those four, and the answer of
course, is no. On the other hand, should you ignore these findings
when thinking about this issue, I think the answer to that is also
no.

Mr. RATCHFORD. I think my concern is with the position that youhold, that the study, then takes, on more significance nationally,and takes on a significance that would suggest that this is the
position of the Department of Health and Human Services.

Dr. WEISSERT. No, I would deny that. It certainly is not theposition of the Department. Speaking personally, for myself, myimpression is that the Department appropriately does not yet havesition on day care because we do not know the answers.
en you suggest that because I am in HEW that this studytakes on more prominence than it deserves, I think you must keepin your mind that research of this type is always very expensive,

and is limited to a small number of sites, typically, and we did the
best we could to make the most of our investment. That is, we usedthe most rigorous methodology known to social science; that is, the
controlled experiment. And so while it was small, it was large, for
example, in comparison to some drug studies, and other studies of
medical treatments that affect life.

Mr. RATCHFORD. But small in relationship to the fact that there
are now over 600 day care programs in the United States.

Dr. WEISSERT. That is true.
Mr. RATCHFORD. I would be interested in your feelings as tostandards, as to whether or not standards should be-developed forsuch facilities. Did you find standards in the four institutions that

you studied?

71-1
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Dr, WEIssmirr. Well, for purposes of this study, the people at what
in now the I lealth Care Financing Administration, designed stand-
ards that required certain services; the standards that would relate
to things that are typical in nursing homes, utilization review of
facility, lire regulations, and things like that did not exist for the
most part, for day care either in general, or in those facilities.

And along that line I would add that in the earlier descriptive
study of 10 centers, we found some instances where I think most
health care professionals would have wanted to see standards im-
posed and met. That is, facilities were not comparable to what we
would consider adequate facilities. So I would say if we are going to
have day care, yes, we should have standards. Whether they should
be National, State, or local standards, I am not prepared to say.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Would you say that AssesOment in monitoring is
a key to what population day care centers should serve?

Dr. WEISSERT. Yes, that is definitely true. I think ifand let me
say once more that I am speaking as a researcher, and not for the
Departmentif I were to make one recommendation as to where
we go from here, it would be to say let us try to narrow the
population that we are offering the service to so that we increase
the potential for having a beneficial impact either, on patient out-
comes,or on costs.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Some States are designing their programs to
serve just those who are in risk of institutionalization. Would you
comment on that?

Dr. WEISSERT. I think that is an excellent idea. It is very close to
impossible, unfortunately. We find thatwell, other researchers
have found, for example, if you take a survey of the community
you find that for evety. patient who looks like a nursing home
patient and is in a nursing home, there are four or five more in the
community with the same characteristicS living at home, and we
cannot explain why.

By the same token, if you take a community study and list all
the characteristics of patients in nursing homes, and outside nurs-
ing homes, you find that you are able to explain very little of the
difference between who gets into a nursing home and who does not
get into a nursing home.

I think that trying to limit the population to those at risk of
institutionalization is laudable. I would go somewhat further and
require that patients exhibit at least moderate dependency on the
Katz ADL scale, and I would, unless there were compelling reasons
to do otherwise, I would favor patients coming from-tlfospitaliza-
dons, or skilled nursing facilities since we found that those tended
to be the patients who had the greatest potential for benefiting..

Mr. RATCHFORD. Well, some States have home health care, day
care facilities, nursing home facilities in hospitals. Is this not an
appropriate continuum of care, provided adequate standards are
set?

Dr. WEISSERT. I certainly favor a continuum of care. If I had been
designing the entire concept I would have studied, instead of day
care, I would have studied a broad range of services, of which day
care would:be one, so that there was no chance that I was putting
a patient into day care as inappropriately as he might otherwise go
into a diffe'rent service.
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But to address specifically the issue of day care, do I favor
having it in the continuum, I have to any that it is expensive. Our
study indicated that with qualified providers and patients who
showed a potential to benefit, it had no significant effects. I have to
ask the question, what else are wo giving up when we buy day
care? Are we giving up, for example, tax credits, or deductions that
might encourage the family to do more? Are we giving up congre-
gate housing, for example, which we have very little experience
with but seems to be a promising alternative.

Mr. RATCHFORD. But are not those decisions that elected officials
have to make?

Dr. WEISSERT. They certainly are the burden of elected officials
to make those difficult decisions. What I hope our research can do
isChester Barnhardt, who studied the functions of the executive
used to say, "The principal function of the executive is to make a
decision when he does not have any basis on which to make it." We
try to contribute to that basis of decision with research.

Mr. RATCHFORD. We have heard the director from Massachusetts,
and the director from Washington cite figures that were substan-
tially lower than your survey. Would you comment on that?

Dr. WEISSERT. There are, I think, two comments. One is that we
studied four programs, and the range of cost was considerable.

Mr. RATCHFORD. 'Were they all in the same State?
Dr. WEISSERT. No. Two were in New York. One was in California,

and another was in Lexington, Ky.
We found a considerable range of costs. The cheapest one was in

Lexington, and was less than $19 a day. There are a couple of
things we found. One is that how much a program costs per day is
in part a function of how often the patient uses it, so that there
was an inverse relationship between daily cost and utilization. The
cheapest program had among the highest utilization rates, and the
most expensive program had the lowest utilization rates. That
reduces the cost difference when you look at them annually.

The other point that I think is important is one that Mrs. Klap-
fish made. She said, I think, that a desirable kind of comparison is
one between the Cost of day care on a per day basis, and the cost of
nursing home care per day. I did that in an article I published in
1978, and concluded that, gee, it looks cheaper. But the big ques-
tion that remains is are we talking about the same population; and
rehe answer we found is no, it is not the same population. Only
about a fifth of those who participated in the day care program
were people who went to nursing homes. The comparison between
the cost of nursing home care and day care is really quite irrele-
vant unless you can prove that you are dealing with the same
patients.

Mr. RATCHFORD. Well, are you then rejecting the possibility that
the day care facility kept people out of nursing homes?

Dr. WEissEar. It did not do that in this study at a statistically
significant level. That is, when we looked at all of the characteris-
tics that made the control group different than the experimental
group in their use of nursing homes, day care was not a significant
factor.

Mr. RATCHFORD. What elements entered into your determination
that it was not a significant factor?

0
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Dr. %WERT. Well, we had a very comprehensive patient assess-
ment that took tip to 1 hour and 45 minutes, and we found that
when you put alllof those characteristics into a formula to analyze
the effect of various factors on institutionalization, day care ranked
among the lowest contributing to entry.

Mr. RATCHFORD, Well, I have no further questions,
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, Mr. Ratchford.
This issue poses something of a dilemma for me, as I mentioned

earlier, because Of the excellent testimony that has come from Ms.
Klapfish, and Mr. Reed, and Washington State's successful experi-
ence with this program on the one hand, and Dr. Weissert's excel-
lent study, which NIS\ posed some provocative questions on the
other, and I think it is \appropriate for this committee to sort out
these things and reach a concensus on whether or not the Federal
Government should become more heavily involved in those pro-
grams. I think just to keop\the perspective we should point out that
presently the Federal Government has not acted directly on adult
care centers. It has not been the subject of any particular program,
and the funding comes\ fro an assortment of Federal sources,
State, and local, and private as well, to support the 600 or so
programs that are in existence today. And if I get any messge from
your testimony, Mr. Reed, it is that the Federal Government
should become more Involved, at least in funding of adult day care
centers.

You say in your testimony that your concern is the rigidity and
the limitations of medicaid, regulation and funding, and that it is
clear that day health must have a stable source of funding if it is
to grow to where it can serve all at-risk people. Further, you say
that it is essential that day health be covered under medicare and
medicaid, and that both medicare\ and medicaid regulations have
sufficient flexibility to meet this need.

Now, what concerns me is that we are making it possible for
adult care centers to compete with other programs for the scarce
Federal dollar. We have to look at the cost-benefit analysis to see if
money that is siphoned off of medicare, or medicaid, and has gone
into adult care centers is going to be more cost beneficial to the
patient. I really get troubled when I see us starting to tap medicare
because, as you know, Mr. Reed, I have long been concerned about
health care for senior citizens, and increasingly I find that the
Government is not allowing the full financial benefits that are
inherent in the medicare program. Many senior citizens who have
in-patient care, or even just go in for physician services under part
B, find that because of the assignment fees, and other things, that
they have to end up paying $10 or $15 on that doctor's bill. I would
hate to see us divert money from medicare, and even medicaid, into
other programs that do not provide direct benefits, but a center
and services that makes that scarce dollar even less significant for
the intended beneficiary.

That leads me to pose this question once again to Dr. Weissert,
concerning the cost benefit of day care centers, nursing home care,
and home health care services. Are we essentially duplicating these
services, or is this an add-on, or do these health care nters
complement existing programs? The one persistent critics in we
hear is that we have too many programs that are not effe tively
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doing the job. If the Federal IGovernment were to get directly
involved in supporting adult day care centers,-would that compete
with the existing programs, and is it going to be, cost effective?

Dr. WEISSERT. Of course, when I answer that-I am talking only
about the day care programs in this study. We have talked about
the limitations of generalizing from this to all day care programs.
In this study we found that, with respect to nursing home care, day
care was not a substitute. It did not reduce use of nursing homes.
In that sense, it was an add-on to existing services.

Mr. BONKER. The- purpose of the program is to provide alterna-
tives for institutionalized care, and in your study it did not repre-
sent any reduction in nursing home care. Therefore, it is not pro- .
viding an alternative.

Dr. WEISSERT. That is correct. It failed in that respect.
There is, however, another purpose of day care, and that is to

provide better care than is currently available, or care that is not
-currently available to some patients, and we certainly hoped that
some patients would receive care in day care that they were not
getting anywhere else; could 'not get, or they would get better care.
If that had happened, we should have seen differences between the
day care group and the control group in outcomes. They should
have shown better physical functioning, higher contentment, better
socialactivity levels, better mental functioning abilities, lower mor-
tality rates. None of those was true; not at a statistically signifi-
cant level.

Mr. BONKER. Most pea* who go to a nursing home under medi-N
care are referred to the medicare as part of the health delivery
program inherent under title XVIII, and that means they go di-
rectly from the hospital, to a nursing home, and then, if necessary,
to home health care service. You say that in your study almost a
third were minimally dependent; that three-fourths came from the
community rather than a hospital, so only a fourth of the patients
covered in yourstudy actually were part of that process of hospital
nursing home health care. The others just came in directly from-
the community, or through physician referral. Is that the case?

Dr. WEISSERT. Partially the 'case. It is not entirely true that
patients enter nursing homes always from hospitals. Some do.

. Some come directly.from the community.
Mr. BONKER. Under medicare, I think they all have tO'come from

a hospital. .

, -

Dr. WEISSERT. That is right. Under medicare they must come
from a hospital. One would hope that, day care would prevent
there has been some probably legitimate criticism of that require-
ment, and that is that if you need a nursing home the route to "get
there is to go through .a hospital, and that may precipitate unneces-
sary hospitalizations.

In this study we had hopedand the reason we admitted people
directly from the communitywe had hoped that we would -pre-
vent unnecessary hospitalizations, as well as unnecessary nursing
home institutionalization.

I. think it would be worth adding at this point, since. I did not
cover it in my statement, that although we were _dealing with.. a
medicare-eligible population, some patients were medicaid eligible,
and.we received data on their medicaid utilization as wellthat is,
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their long-term nursing home use, and other thingsfrom three of
the four sites we studied. In no instance was there a signficant use
of medicaid institutionalization either.

Mr. BONKER. Well, let us shift for a moment over to the social
aspect of day care centers. This question would be directed to
either Ms. Klapfish, or Mr. Reed, and I am interested in the
differences in services that one may find between a day care center
envisioned under this concept, and under senior citizen centers as
we know them today.

Ms. KLAPFISH. I will respond first to that question.
In senior centers in Massachusetts, there is normally no health

care staff.
Mr. BONKER. No, I am not talking about health. There are two

different concepts under adult day care centers. One is strictly for
health requiring some kind of skilled nursing care; the other is for
social purposes.

Ms. KLAPFISH. I don't agree with the statement in your question.
The way I see it, there are two models. There is a health model,
that I would call a wholistic model, that combines health and social
services: Then if you are going to make the distinction; of social
model, there is a social model that has no health services at all in
it.

Mr. BoNKEit. OK. That is the model Lam interested in for this
question.

Ms. KLAPFISH. I think the social model is a very controversial
issue. I think that for the client who primarily needs a structured
environment, supervision, for example, a chronic wanderer, people
who may have mild dementia problems, some of the health services
may not be necessary, at least to the degree that they are offered
in a health oriented program.

I persemally think, and in no way is this representative of how
most of the field might think, that senior centers can be adapted
with an additional staff person to have a small social program
within the context of the senior center. Funding would have to be
appropriated for this additional staff person.

Mr. BONKER. Well, senior centers have social programs now.
Ms. KLAPFISH. They do not have supervised structured programs,

and that is the real difference.
Mr. BONKER. But what you are looking for is a source, of revenue

to put on another staff person on an existing senior citizen facility.
Ms..KLAPristi: I think for a social program, it would be possible

to build into a senior citizen program that is going now, a compo-
nent that is more structured with money for additional staff.

Mr. BONKER. But can you not do that merely by modifyirig the
existing program for centers? I mean', why set up a whole new
senior center for social programs when you have an existing one?

Ms. KLAPFISH. That is not what I am advocating. What I am
advocating is taking your senior center that exists now, and adding
a new program component into that center. For example, I was the
director of a title VII nutrition program senior, center for a number
of years. People wandered in 7 to'11 o'clock in the morning, 60
to 80 people came to that pr gram a day. There was one staff
person, and that was me. There was no way that if I had people
who were chronic wanderers, who were confused people who
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needed structured programing, that I could have done anything for
that group of people. That is what your senior .center looks like.
The person who needs, let us say social day care if there is such an
animal, cannot be in the typical senior center environment. They
need something more structured, so you would therefore have to
add at least one staff person to be responsible for a cluster group
within the larger group.

Mr. BONKER. OK: I think that is something that has to be ad-
dressed, probably at the local level, or area aging level, depending
on what resources they have, and how they are going to balance
out those resources and services as the local administrators see fit.
But ,I just do not see an adult day care center as an alternative to
the existing senior center. I hope that is not what is being advocat-
ed, We are having a hard enough time getting senior centers
established in various communities throughout the country.

Ms. -KLAPFISH. I think that somewhere, if you have got this
impression our testimony has led you astray. In viewing a contin-
uum ofcare, you have 'a person who is in a senior center who is a
relatively active, well person

Mr. BONKER. OK, I understand what you are saying. In looking
over staff material they say that there are two types of adult, day
care centers. OK. One is for health related, and the other is for.
social.

Ms. KLAPFisx. I think that then your staff has informed you not
completely enough of the situation.

Mr. BONKER. So we are just talking basically about health orient-
ed centers then, not social. I mean, there would probably be some
social benefits that will come into play if we have such a program
for health care.

MS. KLAPFISH. It is just 'not that black and white. I think that
maybe the classic example is you take a person who is a stroke
victim. Yes, in a health oriented program there is a whole range of

o health services to help deal with that person's problems. You have
physical therapy, occupational therapy, and in many instances
speech therapy. You have nursing supervision to monitor vital
signs, et, cetera. One of the common results of a stroke, as Mr.
Wood, I believe, in the earlier testimony stated, is that you get very
depressed. You lose your sense of self worth. You become very,
very dependent. You are not like you used to be all of a sudden. A
stroke is not a slow sort of transition. It is fast, usually. That is
where he social service element is inseparable from a program
that yo are labeling as strictly health. You have to have the social
and re reational interaction, the social service counseling coinpor
nent. ial service and socialization components are as important
as the health care. The one thing that you cannot do is uniquely
separa health care and social services in defining a health orient-
ed pro

Mr. BONKER. OK. .I will get off that limb of the tree on to
another.

In reviewing your response, Mr. Reed. I notice in question 3 that
I have here, you state that there is no consensus across the State
that day care is cost beneficial. My question is, Who are those in
the State who feel that the program is not beneficial?
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Mr. REED. Well, it is re?:,ly the area agencies. In our State, all of
the money for day health is allocated to area agencies for adminis-
tration, the State money, the title XX money, and then title XIX is
handled a little bit differently. The area agencies, ;through their
planning process, decide how that money can best be spent in any
community, and while most of the area agencies have concluded
that it is cost beneficial to have that element of continuum care in
their community, all have not decided that yet. Some feel they can
deliver services in other ways. Some feel that -it is not feasible to
have a day health program, or day care program because of the
size of the community. The day care program is primarily an urban
type of service delivery model. If you have large rural areas, for
example, Klickitat County in our State, it is very difficult to have
one central site that you bring people into for day care because the
transportation involved is so great that that is not !cost effective.

I think it is primarily that issue about the large territory to be
covered to bring people into a centralized- program for service; even
though there may be many individuals, or several individuals that
live in that large rural area that need day care service, there are /
not enough to justify the cost to set up a center. ,'

Mr. BONKER. I posed a question earlier to Mr./Weissert about the/
comparison of day care centers and nursing homes, and whether or
not day care does provide an alternative, or Substitute to nursing
home care.

In this questionnaire that we sent out / earlier, to which ,you
responded, we asked how many persons/could be diverted from
nursing home care if adult day care were fully funded in your
State, and. you replied you did not knoW. Do you have any idea?

Mr. REED. Well, what we do know is that based on the,data that
is available, that 12,000 people are in need of day care services, and
we can assume that at leastI think the literature might-say that
at least half of those people are really on the verge,of going to an
institution right-now, that many people could be deterred from a

- nursing home if they have the family support, or community sup-
port, whatever, to keep them in their own homes. We really do not
have that information. That is one of the pieOes that is lacking.
There just has not been that kind of research.done.

Mr. BONKER. So you do not feel in your own mind that having
adult care centers will duplicate existing services and facilities.

Mr. REED. No, I do not. I think that they really are an alterna-
tive to those people that need that alternative to maintain them-
selves in their own homes.

Mr. BONKER. Alternative to what?
Mr. REED. Alternative to premature or inappropriate

institutionalization. There are definitely people that need nursing
home care, and need to go there. There is no alternative to that,
but there are people that are currently residing in nursing homes,
and going to nursing homes every day that really do not need to go
there yet..

There has alio been a number of studies done nationally that
range from 12 to 30-35 percent of people .being inappropriately
placed in nursing homes, and one reason for that is perhaps that
there are not community resources to help that person maintain
themself in their own home.' Most older people, I think, really
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prefer to stay in their own home where there are those resources
in the community, to help them stay there.

Mr. BONKER. But still, I am troubled by Dr. Weissert's conclu-
sion. Three-quarters of the recipient patients are the walk-ins, did
not come from the hospital, and were :probably not headed for
nursing home care, but were merely referrals. I am not saying
there is not a demonstrated need for the program. I am just trying ,

to understand whether or not the service is indeed a substitute to
an existing service, because at some point you are going to draw
away from the resources that are supporting the existing programs,
many of which are not even doing a satisfactory job now, but I
guess we are going to need further study on this matter.

Ali'. REED. I think that is the issue. I think it is important that
we do have program standards at the State level, I believe, rather
than at the Federal level, to have a definite understanding of what
a day care program is so that when we do that kind of research or
survey, that-we can determine what we are talking about, because
that does not exist now.

Mr. BONKER. I, speaking as one Member of Congress, I am not
sure if I would support further Federal funding for these programs
until we have a better understanding of how effective they are in
relationship to other programs.

Let me ask you about this; the Federal Government also funds
programs for nursing home care, and home health services. Now, if
we are talking about a person who is in need of some kind of
skilled care or therapy, presently if it is part of inpatient care in a
hospital they can go to a nursing home and receive that service, or
a fuither extension is home health care service. They can have -a
nurse actually visit them. You. would recommend a third option,
and that is adult health care centers. Now, is it not possible, short
of that, for us to have nursing homes provide that kind of so-called
outpatient service so that a person could actually drop into a
nursing home where they have skilled care, and they have the
facilities to receive that kind of in-house service, or expand home
health service of therapy, or if some kind of nursing care is re-
quired, it should be available there.

My problem is that we are adding a new program that may, or
may not be an alternative, but at, some point we, 'n the Federal
Government, are going to have to be sure that it isCost
There is a strong mood in Congress to cut spending, a d I am not
sure that we ought to be developing new programs, o expanding
funding to support new or experimental programs, in tend of being
more effective with the existing programs.

Mr. REED. I agree with that, and I have no problem at aII4nthe
State of Washington. If there is a nursing home that exist?tliat
wants to offer day health that meets our standard, we' would con-
tract with them.

Mr. BONKER. Well, what standards would you have in addition to
what a nursing home is now required to provide under title XVIII?

Mr. REED. Well, 'there are a number of different, standards that
they have to provide the rehabilitative services to the people that
residenot residebut attend the day care program. The nursing
home has that capability.

Mr. RONKER. Give me an example of a service.

4
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Mr. OK; rehabilitative nursing, occupational therapy.
Mr. HONKER. What is relocative nursing?

. Mr. Itimn. No, rehabilitative nursing, occupational therapy. It is
'true that nursing homes can provide that, but they are currently, I
would assume, providing that. service to people that reside in the
nursing home.

Mr. BONKER. Well, if they are 'providing it to the .residents, can
they not also provide it for people who come in?

Mr. Run.. That is correct. It will take more money to hire more
people in that nursing home to provide that same.service though.

Mr. liotomt. Why? .1 mean, if you 'are, going to set up a new
facility and staff it, you need an !administrator, a director, nurses,
therapists, aides, and 1:;o forth, and I am trying to look at whether
this Federal dollar is going to be effectively spent. It is a very
honest concern'.

Mr. REED. appreciate that concern.
Mr. BONKER. You are setting up a new facility with this special-

ized' help, including.a director, and I am asking whether an estab-
lished nursing home that would have the space, could utilize their
existing facility and specialized people to provide the same service..

Mr. REED. And the answer .is "Yes." If they have additional
specialized people to provide the service to the additional workload
that is going to be there. There is no problem at all with housing it
in the nursing home; no problem whatsoever, and we would be
more than happy to do that. In fact, in one day health program in
our State, it is based in a congregate care facility. That is the one .

in Spokane, and they do use some of the staff, occupational thera-
pist, physical therapist, from that congregate care facility, to work
in the, day health program, but it is an additional workload that
has to be paid for with-another source of funds.

Mr. 13oNEit. Do you have an idea of the cost comparison be-
tween the two?

Mr. REED. Well, I really do not.
Mr. 13otomit. OK. Well, maybe it is something that we ought to

purSue at some point...
Just a feW.questions, Dr. Weissert,. and then we have got to get

on to another panel.
You obviously have done a lot of, work in this area, and your

Study, is fairly provocative. Did you come into this subject with a
bias one way or the other? I have known you a long time, and ydu
have always been a strong advocate of health care programs for
senior citizens. Your position is a rather _surprising revelation, 'at
least for me.

Dr. WEISSERT. Well, as a researcher, came into it without a
.bias..As someone making career choices, for example; when.' did
the first study-of' adult day. care, I had been working on a number
of social program evaluations at the time, I was very impressed
with day care. It looked to me as if we had here a potential for a
real solution 'to a real problem. I think we have found, in looking
at many of the program's that we thought were real winners over .

the last couple of decades, that ofteri'we were offering nOnsolutionS
tti non problems. Day care looked to me like.it was the real poten-
tial for great benefit, and so I have really committed the last 6
years of my career to studying day careA would not place myself
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in a class, in terms of an adocate, with people like Marie-Louise
Ansak, who has devoted her career and all of her waking minutes
to making a program operate, for example. But certainly, if I had a
bias, it is in favor of day care. And let me 'just say this, that I
looked at the data I have every way from Sunday before I drew the
conclusion that there was no significant benefit,

Mr. BONKER. Well, now your study was from 1974 to 1977. That
is 3 to 5 years ago. I wonder how it would apply today's state of the
art.

Dr. WEISSERT. I thirik that is a worthwhile question, and I do not
know the, answer to hat. The answer for a researcher is always,
"Well, do it again." For a policymaker, you have to make the
choice, . I think, whether or not you have enough information to
make a judgment, and .I guess my answer to you is we do notmy
personal opinion is we do not have enough knowledge at this point
to make a judgment, and we ought to be very, very cautious about
expansion of this benefit before we have better, more current evi-
dence that it is beneficial.

I would add, the work you are doing now on studies of this type,
will not be available for several years, either.

Mr. BONKER. I would like to apologize to the witnesses, and the
audience, but I was to be relieved of my chairmanship an hour ago,
and I have appointments backing up, and despite the fact' we have
40-some people on this committee, it is very difficult to get someone
to come in and Chair a session.

I have further questions, Dr. Weissert, but I think it is best that
we move on.

I will be submitting questions to each of the witnesses in written
form, and hopefully for your responses, because I think the' ques-
tion is going to come before the Congress at some 'point, and if we
are going to proceed with an expanded role of the Federal Govern-
ment in day care centers, then we have got to have as much
information as possible.

It has been a good session. You have all been excellent witneses..
I think you have really contributed to our understanding of this
important subject, so I would like to once again thank you for your
appearance today.

The subcommittee will now recess for: approximately 20 minutes,
and pick up at 1:30, and we have one remaining paneltwo re-
maining panels, including representatives from the administration.

[The subcommittee recessed at 1:06 p.m., to reconvene at 1:30
p.m.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. FORD [presiding]. The committee will now come to order. The
SubcomMittee on Health and Long-Term Care, Select Committee
on Aging is resuming its afternoon session.

Our next panel is made up of directors of various models arid day
care programs. First the Chair would like to recognize Ms. Marie
Ansak, the executiveldirector of On Lok Senior Citizen Health
Services in San Francisco, Calif. Then we will hear from Mr. Dan
Driscoll, director of the Special Community Servides of the Waxter
Center for Senior Citizens in Baltimore, Md. Mr. Driscoll also
serves as chairman of the National Institute of Day Care, a pro-
gram of. the National Council on the Aging. Finally, we will hear
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Mr. Howard Bram, executive director of the Menorah Park Jewish
Home for the Aged in Beachwood, Ohio.

The Chair will now recognize Louise Ansak.

STATEMENT OF MARIE-LOUISE ANSAK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
ON LOK SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
Mrs. ANSAK. Thank you, Mr. Ford.
First of all, I am sorry that Mr. Bonker is not. here because I

have a lot of answers to some of Mr. Weissert's statements, and I
think just in general before I go into my own testimony, I would
like to say that I would like to submit a paper which was prepared
by our research director Dr. Zawanski titled, "Methological Con-
straints on the Medicare 222 Day Care Demonstration Project,"
which goes into some of the problems that project presented.

One of the statements that Mr. Weissert made is that the day
care centers used in the project were all, experienced day care
centers when they got involved in the 222 project. Let me tell you
the ones in San Franciscowhich I know intimatelygot started
one day before the 222 contract was entered into. I do not think
you can call that an experienced day care. center. I think it is
important; and I think Mr. Weissert did say that perhaps further .
studies should be done, and I think this committee should look into
that. The committee should also be looking, at all the day care
centers presently operating instead of just four very questionable
programs which lasted for 1. year. I do not think that the Congress
is going to get any adequate picture of day care, or care for the
elderly if we look at projec that have lasted barely 1 year.

On Lok started 'as a d health center for the frail elderly in
March of 1973 as a part'al answer to the total lack of nursing
home or long-term care acilities in San Francisco's Chinatown
North Beach District. Ove the past 7 years, this nonprofit commu-
nity-based program has xpanded its services from a limited day
health program into a co mumty care organization offering total
health and social services to elderly over 55 who are sick, or
handicapped and, very i inportant, certified by the Department of
Health Services in Calif rnia as needing at least intermediate type
nursing home. care. So/these people would lave gone to nursing
homes if they did not come to On Lok.

For the purpose of thiahearing, I would like to limit my observa-
tions to the Day Health Center part of our program.

. The day health center, which was modeled after the English.Day
Hospital, opened its doors in 1973 in an old remodeled. bar. From
the beginning a multidisciplinary team, composed of, at a. mini-
mum, a, social worker, nurse, physician, and phyaical and occupa-
tional therapists, evaluated and reevaluated individual participants
and offered direct services to them at the, center. Participants'
needing /medical and nursing supervision and/or, rehabilitation
services were accepted and scheduled to coMe to the center from].
to 7 days .a week. The main goal of the program was, and still is, to
keep patients in their own homes, and assist them in being as
independent as possible. They are, if needed; picked up by the On
Lok transportation, brought to the center, and returned to their
homes. At the center' they receive their individual therapeutic
treatments, meals, social work consultation, personal care such as
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showers, nail cutting, grooming, and are involved in various social
and recreational activities. . .

Initially, and until '1979, day health services were offered in
cooperation with the pa'ilicipants' private physicians. Itis.interest-
ing to note that the On Lok program from the beginning has been
quite popular. with partici nts who joined the project, but that an
enormous amount of educafonal work had to be done with physi-

g,cians and families. The traditional care system for the elderly is
eared to institutionalization...Both professionals and lay people

need a. total reeducation. We continuously need to point out that
some weakness, forgetfulness, or even incontinence are: no reasons
for condemning our elderly to a life in a. strange place away from
home. . .

On Lok's day health :- centers are licensed for from 50 to (i0
participants a day. They are full every day. At the present time we

are serving a total of 220 individuals. Our costs fnr the day-health
center alone, which includes all services mentioned, run between
$25 and $26 a day. In our negotiations 'with the CaliforniaDepart-
ment of Health Services in 1978, we were able to document that
savings. of up to $448.41 per month, or over $5,300 per year, per
participant, could be achieved with the development of community-
based day health centers. Today, the average medical reimburse-
ment per day. of the licensed centers in California is $21.18. There
are some adders, so it comes up, for some of them,..to25. Also,
there is some difference between the actual cost and the itimburse-
ment.

In California, a distinction is made between the medically orient-
ed day health centers and the social day care programs. This

.drStinction is somewhat unfortunate and is. due only to the vagaries
of our reimbursement or funding systems. It is one of the most
unfortunate facts of life that we still do not have a single cOordi-
noted' funding source for long -term care. Day care, or day. health .

services are each one small component of a. continuum of care
which in turn represents long-term care. The distinction between
the need for day care, or day health is often difficult to make, and
depends more; -ion the participants' particular health status on a
given day. Wit+.1..the rapid changes in health being the norm for the .

elderly, centers should be able to offer all options and gear treat-
ment plans to the needs of the individual. However,. no center can
do:a satisfactory jobs without the backup of all components of the
continuum of care from the senior center to the acute hospital or
hospice program.

It is for this reason that On Lok has nioved on and developed all
the components of the long-term . care continuum. 'Within one
agency we are at'the present time at the beginning of an-excitirig
new development, and we. hope to beable to share some encourag-
ing. news with you.iri the corning years: We arestarting to. find that
the community-based continuum of .care might not only be more
satisfying to the elderly, but also\Significantly more: cost effective.
It is occearly to submit data since`our inpatient service component
only started in :February of this year. We have, however, been
surprised at the significantly lower than expected use of hospital-
izatiOns.. We are still waiting to add special sheltered housing as
another component of our continuum this summer. By spring or -.
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early summer of 1981 we hope to be able to start to cd pile some
figures on our initial experience with this system.

Thank you.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
Mrs. ANSAK.. I also have to submit one letter which is ad ressed

to the Honorable Claude Pepper, and which is supportin day
health services, and signed by about 15 individuals who ar in-
volved in day care, and one of the State planning directors, et
cetera, who would like the committee to consider day care.

Mr. FORD. Without objection, it will be made a part of the recor
and let me say that the chairman of the committee is at home with
a cold, or the flu, and he cannot be here. Other than that, the
distinguished chairman would, in fact, be here today. Thank you.
;-[See appendix p. 85 for material submitted by Ms. Ansak.]
Mr. FORD. The Chair now recognizes Mr. Driscoll.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL D. DRISCOLL, CHAIRMAN, NATIONAL
INSTITUTE ON ADULT DAY CARE; DIRECTOR, SPECIAL CARE
SERVICES, 'WAXTER CENTER FOR SENIOR CITIZENS, BALTI-
MORE. MD.

Mr. DRISCOLL. Thank you, Mr. Ford, and distinguished members
of the Hduse Subcommittee on Health and Long Term Care.

This afternoon I would like to briefly describe the Waxter *Cen-
ter's day care program, and highlight some of the concerns and
recommendations of the National Institute on Adult Daycare.

As a program of the National Council on the. Aging, NIAD repre-
sents an affiliate membership of over 500 persons involved with,
and interested in. day are for the elderly.

The Waxter Center is a large, municipal, multipurpose senior
center located on the fringe of downtown Baltimore. The center'
opened its 'doors in 1974 and now operates 7 days a week as a focal
point of service to Baltimore's senior citizens, serving a current
membership of over 15,000 persons. It offers a full range of services
designed to keep the elderly well, active, and independent. .

As a component of the Waxter Center, our day care program is a
structured rehabilitative program for the impaired, elderly. It is
designed for those persons who are disabled emotionally, physical-
ly, or socially to such a degree that they are unable to function
independently. The program participants, or members as they.ara
also. member§ of the senior center, present a variety of problems
ranging from severe and chronic: physical and mental handicaps to
an array of multiple social and health-related problems. It is to be
noted that this population is significantly more impaired; and
therefore somewhat different from the. membership served through
the regular' senior center programs and activities. The day care
program serves an average of about 18 persons Rer day, with the
total enrollment of approximately 40 different persons.

The prime objective of the day care 'pr gram is to assist those
elderly persons whose impairments prohibit living independently
without supportive services, to reach and/or .maintain their own
maximum potential for independent living .as an alternative to
inappropriate institutionalization.

There are several purposes that'the program is designed to meet:
to reduce isolation and immobility; to stimulate interests in leisure
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activities; to provide opportunities for socialization and coming to-
gather in a group setting; to enhance activities of daily living with
instruction in self-care, health maintenance, consumer protection,
and assistance with accessing to other community services as
needed by the individual; to improve health status by maintaining
necessary liaison with providers of health care, and to coordinate
care and counseling with the person's familY, thus providing sup-
port and assistance to,the individual's care giver.

Admission to the program is based on a comprehensive, profes-
sional assessment which includes evaluation. of both physical and
mental health status, and 'of the person's environmental and social
situations. A functional assessment is completed on each person,
which draws a profile of the participant's performance in tasks of
daily living. An individual care plan is developed from this infor-
mation outlining the needs. of the participant. This care plan is
revised and refined as the person's needs change over time.

The day care program, in a protective setting within the larger
framework of the senior center, provides a wide range of activities.
They are planned in order to assure that the person receives the
services that are needed without overserving, and ties in with the
full range of the resources of the Waxter Center with all the senior
center facilities, services and resources available to the participants
of the day care program.

Discharge from the day care program is a possible goal that is
considered even at the point of admission. In those cases where
progress to greater independence seems indicated, ongoing plan-
ning for discharge is made with the client.

As a component of the senior center, the day care program is
unique in its ability to bring the impaired older person into contact
and relationship with their well peers. These types of experiences
provide incentive and motivation toward improvement for the dis-
abled older person who is participating in the day care program.

From the national perspective, there are several issues which- I
would like to highlight.

In this era where' the key words are coordination and cost con-
tainment, adult day care is beginning to show many exciting ways
to approach 'these problems. It is an importanf component of the
continuum of services, which is perhaps most strikingly indicated
by the very fact that day care has not developed from the top
down, but rather it has been a grassroots movement born out of
real community need, and sponsored by a wide variety of public
and private resources. It adapts to, and ties in with other resources
available within the local community.

As we know, the number of day care programs has increased
significantly during the past several years with only minimal as-

,sistance and direction from the Federal sector. To encourage con-
tinned, development of this needed service, the National 'Institute
on Adult Day. Care would like to recommend the following for the
committee's consideration:

First, legislative and executive action to remove the barriers to
the integrated use of funds of medicare, medicaid, and title XX
social service dollars to suOport day care programs. Federal mecha-
nisms are needed to encourage the increased use ofifunds for the

.... 4
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expansion and effective implementation of day care as a service
option.

Second, uniform standards be developed to serve as a model for
the delivery of quality day care services. We are not referring only,
or necessarily to regulations, but a baseline framework that can be
used as service providers throughout the country are developing
day care programs to respond to local communityjneeds. An explor-
atory survey conducted recently by NIAD has confirmed that
standards of operation vary tremendously among the States. While
30 States do have established standards, over ha r' are designed for
funding purposes only, and do not really ado uately address the
programmatic and quality control factors of service delivery. In the
historical model of the senior center field -v;.-1d vocational rehabilita-
tion services, it is further recommended that practitioners be inti-
mately involved in this process. W'irkers in the field of day care
are sensitive to the needs of the 07,v care clients, and from experi-
ence can serve as a vehicle for th standards development.

Third, that additional and e-..pnded evaluation of day care be
undertaken. We feel we must look at what is currently being done,
what are the variations in practice, and what is the potential of
this service option. Policy cannot be made on existing limited data.
There has been a tendency to compare apples and oranges instead
of what the real costs would be to society if adult day care partici-
pants had to receive all these services which are available at the
center through other sources. Day care is currently operating in 43
States, which suggests there is already sufficient experience to
confirm that it is viable, and a needed service. We believe 'this
delivery of service should not be interrupted for the sake of re-
search, but rather evaluation should be designed for further devel-
opment ongoing along with practice.

Finally, we recommend the designation of a single Federal
agency which will have the responsibility for the evaluation and
enhancement of further development of this service option. Coordi-
nation of activities in regard to day care must be effected to better
enable practitioners on the frontline to negotiate the labyrinth of
Federal agencies, acronyms, and such, in their, efforts to deliver
services to the most vulnerable segment of the aging population.

I wou) to thank the committee for this opportunity of
testifying ,..,,P-rnoon. We feel, and believe strongly that this
hearing is a milestone -in the day care field, and in the -day care
movement, and are much appreciative of this opportunity.

Thank you very much.
Mr. FORD. Thank you very much.
The Chair will- recognize the very able colleague of ours, Con-

gresswoman Oakar, for the introduction, of Mr. Bram.
Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and I want to

commend you and Senator Pepper, and other members of the corn-
mittee for having this very, very important hearing today.

I am very pleased, Mr. 'Chairman, to have the committee hear
from someone who is very well known in the Greater Cleveland
area in terms of the field of. geriatrics, -and I believe also is a
national figure in terms of expert care. I am speaking of Howard
Bram, who is the executive director of Menorah Park Jewish Home
for the Aged. This is a geriatric center that has been in our area,
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Greater Cleveland, for almost 75 years, and they have been innova-
tive in the field of day care centers, having begun one in 1968, so I
believe they are among the first in the country to start a program,
and they have added to the program ever since. So it gives me a
great deal of pleasure, Mr. Chairman, and thank you very mu.ch---
for that courtesy of hearing from Howard Bram, the executive
director of Menorah Park, and we are very pleased that Howard
could come today.

STATEMENT QF HOWARD B. BRAM, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ME-
NORAH PARK JEWISH HOME FOR THE AGED, BEACHWOOD,
OHIO

Mr. BRAM. Thank you, Ms. Oakar.
We had5Ms. Oakar's special assistant on aging. meet with a group

of day care directors at Menorah Park just a week ago, and she
addressed the group and participated in the discussion, I think
there were 12 day care directors who were in attendance for a half-
day institute.

Menorah Park is a geriatric facility located in Cleveland. We are
located on a 40-acre site which is now the fourth location we have
occupied in the past 75 years.

We are deeply committed to serving the frail and the impaired
elderly, and are equally committed to developing noninstitutional
services. We believe that people ought not to be entering long-term-
care facility if it is avoidable, and we .do everything we possibly can
to help people remain in the community. Therefore, on the grounds
of our geriatrics center; we have a highly skilled long-term-care
facility, with 285 long-term-care beds. We have 235 people residing
in a congregate housing facility. We have 125 who are enrolled in
our home delivered meals program, 98 in our adult day care pro-
gram, 22 in our day care program for the severly handicapped; 30
in our religious holiday stay program; 20 in our vacation stay
respite program, for a total of 815 different persons served.

'We now have on the drawing boards a psychiatric evaluation
center, a respite program for the severely impaired, and a day care
center specially designed to handle the severely mentally impaired
person.

I have been invited today because I \represent the long-term care
facility based 'day care programs. We 'have two such programs. In
Ohio, there is no medicaid support of adult day care, so we must be
entirely funded by private philantropy. \

Our adult day care program serves the frail, and the moderately
handicapped older person. This program; was established in 1968.
The people in this program are in their middle eighties, very frail,
very fragile, many using walkers, or using wheelchairs, but able to
function on a rather good level.

We then have a second day care program for the severely Nandi-
. capped.. That was established 3 years ago. Both programs are
housed within' a specially constructed single, . self-contained day
care center 'which is located in the middle of our long-term:care
facility. It has 3,000 square'feet: It has a separate entrance to the,
outside with bus unloading and loading area to bring the people to
the program, a couple of lounges, dining rooms, resting rooms, a
pantry, toilet facilities, bathing areas, et cetera. The day care
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center has direct access to the center of our long-term-care facility,
to our occupational therapy and physical therapy departments, to
our sheltered workshop, to our beauty parlors, to all of the services
available to the permanent residents of the long-term-care facility.
They share them.

First, let me describe the adult day care program. I mentioned
earlier that it serves a very old population. Its average age is well
into the eighties. We do have a few wheelchairs in this program,
but they are the kind of wheelchair pat'entwho is able to get onto
a bus, managing the steps with the h 1p two assistants. Those
who join this program do so because of need for socialization,
counseling, nutrition, personal care, an re abilitation.

To clear up some of the problems we ha in the earlier testimony
in terms of definition, this group is too of , and too frail to partici-
pate in the usual senior citizen center. I ould like to get into this
subject further later on in the testimony.

Most of the people in this program I ve by themselves. Others
live with their children, or other rela Ives. Participation in the
program enables them to remain wit in the community, or to_
prepare for admission into a long-te m-care facility, or to help
them cope in the community while ey are on the waiting list
awaiting admission to the home: W have found .that with our
many years of experience, that 54 pe cent of the participants have
been in the program from 2 to 9 ye rs, so that I believe we have
succeeded in keeping them within t e community),

Now, the day care program fo severely han'dicapped is also
known in parlance as the "day ho pital." Particularly in England,
where they invented the term, "cf.y hospital." We have chosen not
to use that terminology because we believe it is a misnomer. Hospi-
tals deal primarily with acute illkiess. Day care business is dealing
with chronically and permanently disabled people, not people who
are presently acutely ill.

This severely impaired program serves those who are unable to
a ulate because of handicaps resulting from a severe stroke,
sing or'clouble amputation, adv inced multiple sclerosis, crippling
arthrttis, injury from accidents, and other disabling- diseases. In
this program the average age is considerably less than it is for our
adult ;day care program since we do have several people in their
thirties, forties, and fifties, suffering from multiple sclerosis, or..
some injury which has caused severe handicap. There are 22 people
iri:Aisprogram presently, with an average of 8 attending per day.
Almost \all of the participahts are residing with either a spouse, or
children., Their attendance in this program not only gives them
temporary freedom from the imprisonment of their own homes, but,
even more so, a degree of respite to their care givers. I would like
to repeat this. I think respite is one of the major objectives of a day
care program; that is, to give respite to those who are struggling so
hard, the spouse, the children, other relatives who continue to care
for a disabled person within their. own home..Intensive rehabilita-
tion and personal care are important aspects of this program.

I was asked, too, to identify what' are the service components of a
day care program. Let me take a crack at that now.

vY'
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TRANSPORTATION

Trangportation is a 'necessity of the program. People must be
able to come to the program by a method designed by the program
spongors. We use two, and occasionally three schoolbuses with driv-
ers. These buses are leased each day to pick up the adult day care
program participants. In this program the driver must pull up in
front of the house, must get out of the bus, go to the front door and
assist the participant from the house to the bus, and onto the bus.
The reverse occurs on the return home. For that reason, it becomes
a very costly process. You cannot pick up more than perhaps 8 or
10 persons with any one bus, otherwise they will be spending half
the day on' the bus. -

In the case of our severely handicapped program, an entirely
different transportation system is used. Our own health care atten-
dants drive the center's own special bus equipped with hydraulic
lift, and all of the other necessary equipment. They pick up the
participants and return them home at the end of the day. In this
program, the two attendants go into the house and literally carry
the participant out of the house to the bus, often down a long flight
of steps.

MEALS

The adult day care program serves a continental breakfast,
lunch, and dinner, that is three meals a day to all of its partici-
pants, and will even give a ome delivered meal package to a
participant to take home with her or him for additional meals
during the week or the weekend. The handicapped program partici-
pants spend a shorter day at the center. They are served only two
meals, a continental breakfast and lunch.

Personal care becomes another important component', and the
adult day care participants may use the beauty parlor or barber
shop. If not for their availability they would usually not be able to
get to one. They may also be bathed if it is not possible for them to
do so' within, their own homes. Some may need assistance with
toileting. However, in the day dare for handicapped prograM, all of
the participants are bathed in our special whirlpool 'century .tub
equipment. They receive toenail and fingernail care, use of beauty
parlor or barbershop, and almost all must be assisted with toilet-
Mg. Now, a very significant fabtor is this bathing service is that
almost everyone who is in our day care for the handicapped pro-
gram has not been in a bathtub for several years. When they came
to our program we are able to get them into a bathtub with the
§pecial equipment that we have. They are so disabled that their
care givers just do not haye the strength to do it at home.

Counseling becomes ,a very'important part of the program. Our
two programs are headed by graduate social workers who provide
counseling to the program participants and their families. In the
case of the handicapped program, the families meet one evening
per month for group therapy sessions to help them' cope with their
-tasks of care giving to a handicapped person.

Physical therapy is offered each day to each of the handicapped
persons, and selectively to those in the adult day care program.
The prescription for therapy must be provided by their Own private
physician.

JLi
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OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Each participant in the handicapped program, and some within
the adult day care program are evaluated by the registered occupa-
tional therapist to determine how this program might best be used
for their rehabilitation.

ARTS AND CRAFTS

Many persons from both programs use this activity and benefit
greatly from the diversion and sense of accomplishment.

One of the things that is rather unique' at our facility is that we
have a sheltered workshop in which we employ 100 of our resi-
dents, average age around 87, who work, 25 hours a week on indus-
trial projects. Many are people in wheelchairs totally disabled.
Many of the' participants in the day care programs work in the
sheltered workshop performing assembly work for which they are
reimbursed. In this work therapy program they continue to work
within industry; they feel worthwhile and a vital part of the
economy.

Volunteers are an essential ingredient in the success of this t,
program. The volunteer brings the devotion and freshness of the
lay person, and helps to keep the cost of the program down while
adding considerably to the personal services available.

NAPPING

Contrary to the assumption of the uninitiated, resting or napping
is notand I will repeatis not a desirable service to offer in these
programs, and we do not encourage it. The aged and infirm should
have a full day of activity and go home tired so that they may
sleep well during the night, and not walk around all night. We do
have a few small, resting rooms for an occasional rest for a small
number of selected participants, usually no more than 5 percent of
our population.

We have cooking and baking classes for the handicapped. They
are taught to prepare their own meals within their own homes
with their handicaps. We provide them with the mechanical equip-
ment they need in order to do this.

RECREATION

Recreation, of course, becomes a very important and essential
part of any kind of day care program. We hold programs each
afternoim of a recreational and cultural nature.

MEDICATION

The participants bring their own medication to the office, and
are then reminded by the cday center staff when they are to take
their medication. If we were to dispense medication in Ohio, we
would need to be licensed to do so. It would create a whole new
documentation necessity, and I think it is' wise that day centers
stay out of this. They should use only the medication reminder
system. 1_,

t\ b
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NURSING CARE

We have a nurse who works part time for the program. She
tenches the elderly and the disabled how to function at the highest
possible level. She conducts exercise programs each day. An eduCa-

tional session is held once each week to promote gOod health and
luttrition. Blood pressure and other, vital signs are taken on a
regular basis. If the nurse suspects a change in the participant's
health condition, she will call his or her private physician to
inform him of the suspected change.

EMERGENCY CARE.....,..--....,

With a very old and fragile population like Chis, we have heart
attacks, strokes, fractured hips, happening at the day center. If a
participant becomes acutely ill our professional staff, within the
long-term-care facility, renders lifesaving care in our own acute
care division until the private physician can arrange transfer to
the general hospital.

The per diem cost of operating our adult day care program is
$20.40, including transportation. A breakdown of those costs are 90
percent, for personnel; 34 percent for transportation; 16 percent for
food; and 10 percent for the remainder. Transportation itself
amounts to $6.50 per diem, and is one of the major cost. factors.

We charge fees on a sliding scale basis according to ability to
pay. The highest fee paid for our adult day care program is $15.
Most of the people served in the program are on marginal incomes,
paying what they can afford, some as low as $1 per diem. The total
received last year in fees was $37,000, out of a total cost of program
of $108,000. The- $71,000 deficit is made up from philanthropic
funds plus contributions inkind from the long-term-care facility.

Now, for our day care for the handicapped program. The cost is
slightly more twice what it is for the adult day care program.
The, cost is $41., 0. This higher cost is primarily the result of the
high ratio of staff to participants. The participants are so complete-
ly disabled that we need a ratio of one staff person to every two
persons served 'n the program.

The major pi faced by our program presently, is financing.
With the severe inflation, the participants who are on margidal
income are finding it more and more difficult each year to contrib-
ute tow&rd the per diem charge, and the average per. diem pay-
ment which we are receiving iegoing down every year,'while the
costs continue to rise. The population served also is becoming more
frail, and more confused, and we find that the handling of cOnfu-
sion is a serious matter. That is why, we are presently studying ale.,
possibility of`creating an entirely new day care program designed
only for the mentally impaired.

It becomes more apparent to us that we will need assistance
from Government sources if the program is to continue, inasmuch
as philanthropic funds are limited and level of giving has la-
teaued. Wehave applied to the area office on aging for assists ce
under title III and title XX, but with the inflation the Administra-
tion on Aging is finding it, posSible only to -continue to fund pro
grams which they have already sponsored, and we have not been
successful to date in being included for funding.
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If transportation services for the elderly and handicapped, underpublicly funded programs, were available to us at no cost, or at atoken cost, it would substantially reduce our deficit and our reli-ance on philanthropic funds.
Being where I am in the long-term-care field, and being a geriat-ric center administrator, and being in the field for a very longtime, I believe that having the day care program: based at a long-term-care facility is possibly the best method of implementing afull program of care because of the availability of a wide range ofservices already located. in the facility. As an example, when weprovide physical therapy, we already have the program there. We

have the equipment. We have the professional staff. They mayneed to work only an additional 11/2, or 2 hours a day in order toserve the day care people in addition to the inresidents of thehome, but they are there, and they are in place, and we do thiswith a whole range of programs. It is pretty hard to duplicate thisin a freestanding day care center. Also, the personnel and adminis-
tration are knowledgeable, and attuned to the needs of the frailand infirm.

And now, I would like to just take a minute to comment on whathappened at the earlier testimony.
I think we have some problems with definition. The committeewas concerned about the question of the social day care center, forexample, as opposed to the adult day care center. I personallybelieve it is a mistake to use the terminology of a "social day carecenter," because all day care centers, no matter whom they serve,should have a strong social program. It is a necessary component ofall of them. I believe the different levels of day care programs,should be differentiated not by the program as much as by thecondition of the people who are' served. The traditional senior

citizen center serves those people who are vigorous, healthy, whocan get to and from the center by themselves, generally. They maybe coming only for recreational purposes or they may be comingfor educational purposes, or for nutrition. The nutrition centerwould fall into this category.
You then move up .the line, and you have the day care centerwhich deals with the very frail, the very old, fragile type of personwho is in his' eighties and nineties. They are too frail to participatein the traditional senior center. They need a specialized kind ofcenter, and they need more staff. The main difference is more staff,in orde i handle the disability of the people involved.You n ,y then move a step further and deal with those who areseverely impaired. When you deal with the severely impaired youcontinue 'to provide some of the same services, but only with agreater intensity of staff, and an intensity of. program. There areother day care centers which deal with the mentally retarded.There are those which deal with the mentally ill and there areprograms which deal with the mentally infirm. All of them are daycenters, but each deal with a population that needs a different typeof staff, and a different type of program, I believe this is' the waywe ought to be looking at the variety of programs available.Thank you very much.

Mr. FORD. The committee would like to thank each panelist forgiving their testimony today before the committee. I am going to
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have to leave, and I am going to ask the Congresswoman froin Ohio
to Chair the committee,

I would just like, for the record, for Mrs. Ansak to respond to
maybe one or two questions; one being out of the 220 participants
you talked about in your testimony before the committee today,
how many of those 220 would be actually placed in nursing homes
if On Lok did not exist; and also, if a large proportion of those
would in fact be placed in nursing homes, then are you saying that
the day health services is an alternative to the nursing homes; and
also part 3 to that, out of that 220, do you have many minorities? If
so, when you think in terms of black Minorities, Indians, and other
minorities, what about some of the pi-ograms that we are talking
about in thinking in terms of the death rate, mortality not being as
great, I mean lives not being as long as those of Caucasians, other
groups, should there be any legislation in the future as to relate to
,'agewise for different races, and all. If you would respond to those
'questions, I would appreciate it, Ms. Ansak.

-At this time, the. Chair will ask Ms. Oakar to Chair the commit-
/ tee. Ms. Oakar.

Mrs. ANsmi. I will start with the last one first.
Mr. FORD. The last question is that we have a problem with the

minorities not living as long asblack males, black femalesnot
living as long as white females, and black males not living as long
as white males, and . am just wondering when we are talking
about these programs, and age groups and all, should we be talking
about lowering the age requirements back for some of those who do
not have the expectancy of life?

Mrs. ANSAK. Unfortunately, I am dealing with a different minor-
ity group, and that is the Chinese, and they have an enormously
long life expectancy.

Mr. FORD. I understand that. When you tnink in terms of the
qhinese people who have a long, long life span, how does that
relate to other groups; maybe not your group directly. That is why

proposed a question as to how many minorities; are there any
blacks, Indians, and other minority groups.

Thank you, Ms. Oakar.
I Ms. DAKAR [presiding). Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Would you like to respond?
Mrs. ANSAK. Yes, I will try.
The population at On Lok is 70 percent Chinese, and the rest is a

mixture of Caucasians, Filipinos, Italians, whatever; very different
ethnic groups. Most of our participants are foreign born. .I think it
is now about 90 percent. It used to be 99 percent lately. We added a
different area, and now have about 90 percent.

We have very few blacks because we are districted. In our dis-
trict there are very few blacks, and very few American Indians. I
have heard that there is a lowered life expectancy, among blacks
and American Indians. Because of my lack of experience I cannot
address myself to that question. The Chinese, and other partici-
pants in our program are on the average 80 years old. I think their
life expectancy is about equivalent to Caucasians. But I think the
problem should be considered.

Another thing which should be considered when you are talking
about day health servicesOn Lok is restricted to accepting only
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people who need at least intermediate care. There might be an age
limitation, and I think the Federal Council on Aging at one point
suggested that frail elderly be entitled to services, I think it was
age 75; I cannot recall exactly; but I think there should be a
certain age when people are automatically eligible; but as to the
problem of other minority groups, I cannot talk about it because of
lack of experience.

One of the questions, another question was isif I recall it
rightdoes On Lok present an alternativedoes the day health
center at On Lok present an alternative to nursing home care, and
what would happen if On Lok were closed. We have estimated at
one point that 80 percent of our people would go to nursing homes
if we would close. Within 3 monthsI think that was the esti-
matethey would need nursing home care. Whether they would go
or not is another question, becawie many people prefer to stay in
their homes, and they decide they do not want to leave the area,
particularly in our area where, there is no nursing home. They
would have to be removed 30-4Q miles from the area. They would
have to enter nursing homes where they cannot speak the lan-
guage, eat their foods, et cetera. They would probably prefer to
stay in their own home, but they would probably die. You knowit
always seems to me when we are talking about cost effectiveness,
well, the cheapest way is probably to die, is it not? But this issue is,
I think a dangerous thing. Essentially I would say On Lok is an
alternative to nursing home care.

At the: present time, we provide all the services from the social
day' care center, all the way to hospitalization. We get a capitated
rate, and therefore are really interested in looking at the service
that keeps our participants in the community and independent as
long as possible, and at the best possible price. We do not get more
funds when things don't work out. So I think day health services,
from our point of view are an alternative to nursing home care.

It is not an alternative for those people who need 24-hour nurs-
ing care and .who are bedridden. There is absolutely no way, to get
them to any health center, and those people should be in ailed
nursing facilities.

There is another interesting observation.' Sometimes when we
have patients who need to go to a nursing home, the nursing
homes refused them because they are too heavy care; and what
does it end up with? We have to keep them in the community and
bring them to the centers, and make all kinds of arrangements in
the homes. I think that, is a very interesting proposition, which I
think the committee might want to look into, too. What kind of
people do nursing homes take? They take hose, at least in our
areaI am speaking only for. Sc.In Francisco those who demand
less care. When somebody is incontinent, it is very difficult to.get
somebody in the nursing home.

Ms. OAKAR. I wonder if you would jusi, expand on that, just for
the record. What is the alternative, though, because many of* these
people who need comprehensive care are from families that either
are not available to them; they.are alone, or possibly in some cases
the families are indifferent toward their welfare; then what hap-
pens?

Co
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Mrs. ANSAK. Sixty-five percent of the people, at On Lok have no
thmily, so I think we can speak to that. They are mostly living in
rooming hbuses or hotels. This is why we have provided the contin-
uum of care. We .felt that, for instance, it was essential to add in-
home services. Now, these in-home services might be very minimal.
It might be to assist the person to make his bed, or to see to it that
somebody is on the night shift and goes and checks that the person
is actually in 'bed; will assist him to get up in the morning. All I
want to restate is that of the people in our program, 65 percent are
alone, and depend on a support system. That might be a housing
manager, or a friend next door in the rooming house, et cetera.

Ms. OAKAR. All right. Let me ask Mr. Driscoll one question, and
that is how many clients are actually discharged as a result of
improved health? You stated that that is one of your goals of your
day care program at Waxter is the discharge of individual clients..
Am I correct about that?

Mr. Datscou. Yes, that is correct. Over time, I do not have the
exact figure, but it would average about two, perhaps three a
month. The day care program is small, and the process of discharge
into the senior center is many times a, lengthy process. We feel
that there are ways in which the day care program interfaces, and
can tie in with the senior center, while retaining its distinctness
and providing a separate kind of programing, and separate kind of
resources. The variables that come into play are the family sup-
ports, and many of the other things we have heard here, and the
capabilities of the senior center.

In Baltimore we have had some very exciting experiences in
looking at a continuum of service, one might say, with several
and I will use the term "models" for a working definition, or
working terminology. In Maryland, and in Baltimore, the frame-
work of day care is Such that there are day treatment, and day
care programs. The day treatment has a much stronger medical
component; a much stronger rehabilitation component. In Balti-
more, there is a day treatment program at the Public Health
Service Hospital. We have had some very strong and close collabo-
ration, and some exciting individual cases where a person has been
admitted to the day treatment program after a traumatic illness,
and has received intensive rehabilitative services through the hos-
pital-based resources available there; the person has been able to
be discharged from that program into the day care program at the
Waxter Center, and over time is able to move to more independ-
nerit activity and participation in the senior center. I cite that
because it is the kind of thing that is just very exciting to see what
happens with the individual.

I think another aspect of the day care senior center kind of
linkage is that a person is able to participate, and, be a member, a
participant in the day care program, but also then to be able to tie
in, utilize, and participate more independently in other resources
in other parts of the center.

For example, with the lunch program, in our center all of the
members of the day care program have lunch in the communal
dining room. It is provided through "Eating together in Baltimore,"
the title VII program, but this is an opportunity for the day care
members to move from one part of the building to another, and to
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preparing the meal, perhaps getting the meal, going through the
cafeteria line, and so forth. The number that are discharged is
significant. It 'is something we need to look at, but I think that
equally important, we believe that the ability to be able to bring in
the kind of services, and the kind of resources that meet what the
person needs at that time, so that while a person may not official-
ly, or technically be discharged, their plan of care in the day care
program is minimal. It provides some coordination; it provides the
linkage to more independent activities in the senior center, but
coming back to base and having a home base, if you will, that they
can move out from, So I just suggest that it be viewed in the
broader framework.

Ms. OAKAR. Thank you.
We are under a very tight time arrangement here' because so

many of us are-on other committees, et cetera, and I know the
committee will want to ask some of you to respond in your answers
in writing. We will have other questions.

Let me just quickly ask Mr. Bram one question, and I think it is
a question 'that all of you perhaps would like to respond to in
writing, and that is would you like to apply for a public reimburse-
ment if there were a unified funding source? Right now, you Men-
tioned the State of Ohio does not have one. Do you feel that
somehow we ought to have this a universal type of medicaid pro-
gram, let us say, or make it a Federal program so the day care
could be covered?

Mr. BRAM. That is an interesting question, and I ponder it be-
cause I know the first instinct is to say yes, let us get the funding
so that it would help us through our funding dilemma.

On' the other hand, I feel that there are such misconceptions,
such lack of knowledge, such lack of research, terminology, in this
whole range of day care program services that it would be untime-
ly now, in 1980, to try to create a universal program. I think that if
HEW were given that responsibility now it would have a difficult
time trying to design a methotof reimbursen nt based upon ap-
propriate standards.

Having been in the long-term care field for a number of years,
and having felt the tremendous load 'of regulation that has accom-
panied the medicaid- program, I would like to see a new way of
developing day care reimbursement systems different than the con-
ventional one used for medicare, and medicaid.' I say this for the
simple reason, that even though people in the program are chron-
ically disabled, and will have this chronic disability the balance of"
their lives, the major emphasis in a day care program is socializa-
tion, the counseling, the activity, the loving tender care, nonmedi-
cal kinds of programs. Even though there might be 'some physical
therapy rehabilitation, might' be some taking of blood pressure,
might be some medication administration, the emphasis ought not
to be tied to .a medical model. I think we need to design a new type
of reimbursement system which recognizes that the greatest need,
and 'the greatest disability of older people are their emotional
needs, and their social needs. In order to assist them to cope with
all of the illnesses and frailties of old age, we must recognize that
everything is not medical. If we could design a system of mini-
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bursement which would recognize this principal I think we would
do much better.

What would happen if HEW were suddenly given a reimburse-
ment program to design this year? It would find, I'm certain,
'numerable ways to require compliance so that a major portion of
the time of the staff would be diverted to document what they plan
to do; how they are going to do it; what they have done; and what
the results are; spending much of their. in meeting's so that
surveyors may come 'around to make sure that the money that the
Federal Government has expended has been appropriately used. I
'am not being factitious; I am being very serious about this. I would
hope that we. would be able to design a program that would recog-
nize, first of all, the nonmedical needs, and secondly an entirely
different and simple method of reimbursement.

Ms. DAKAR. Thank you very much, and I am sure. your views are
shared by many, not only in the audience, but across the country
about the regulations of HEW. .

I am going to 'thank you as a panel, and please know that the
committee will submit some questions in writing to you, and thank
you for being here. .

I also would like to turn the Chair 'over to my distinguished
colleague, Mr. Bonker. Thank you very much.

Mr. BONKER [presiding]. Our final panel consists of Administra-
tion spokespersons, Jeffrey Merrill, Michio Suzuki, and Kathryn
Morfison.

I am sorry this hearing has extended beyond what we had
planned for, and I am here again on extended time with some
scheduling conflicts ahead.

I think it would be advisable that if you would submit your
formal statements for the official record, and use whatever time
that we have left to respond to some of the things that have
occurred earlier today in the hearings. I know that at least one of'
you is anxious to .clarify some of the things that have been dis.
cussed, and maybe respond to Dr. Weissert's study, which was
discussed on earlier panels, or if you. want, just summarize in
whatever way you feel would be most effective. There are not
many panel members here. I am about the only one, and you know
my concerns, so you may want to address them more specifically,

I think what we will do is just allocate five minutes to each, and
then proceed from there with questions. I apologize once again for
the short time available, but knowing that you are high ranking
members of the administration, you can. summarize your state-
inents effectively in the time that is available.

Mr. MERRILL. Am I first on the list?
Mr. BONKER. I am sorry, Mr. Merrill is the' Director of the Office

of Legislation and Policy in the Health Care Financing Administra-
tion,.and he will be our lead-off witness.

Mr. MERRILL. Well, in keeping with what you have proposed, I
will abandon my statement.

Mr. BONKER. Yod do not have to abandon it. We will put it in the
record.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Merrill follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JEFFREY C. MERRILL, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF LEGISLATION
AND POLIGYdlEALTII CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Chairman and conunittee members, I am Jeffrey C. Murrill, Director of the
Office of Legislation and Policy in the Health CAN financing Administration I um
pleased to be with you today to talk about the Health Care financing Adniinistra-
don's involvement in Adult Day Health Care Services. As you know, the Health
Care Financing Administration is responsible for the administration of titles XVIII
and XIX of the Social Security Ad, commonly referred to as the Medicare and
Medicaid programs. For this reason, we have a major Interest and role within the
Department in long-term care policy and program development. Wu are working
closely with the Department Task Force, chaired by the Under Secretary, which is
coordinating the Department's long-term care activities.

miocAin
Medicaid may reimburse for Adult Day Health Care Services in one of two ways:

first, as outpatient hospital services, where the provider is licensed 'and certified as
ii hospital, and second as clinic services where the providers can be any licensed and
certified health facility. There are over 100 day care programs currently receiving
Medicaid fundsmore than a two fold increase in the last 2 years. Some of these
are funded under title XX as well. California, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Now
York and the State of Washington have been particularly active in this area.
Maryland has recently passed legislation and developed regulations to provide Adult
Day Health Care as a Medicaid service. In addition, we have a demonstration
Program, the Alternative Health Services Project operating in two health districts
in the State of Georgia. Adult Day Rehabilitation is a major service in this program.
We anticipate that programs will be added soon in Texas and Kansas.

Health Care financing Administration personnel offer technical assistance to
States that are interested in providing Adult Day Health Care under Medicaid. We
recently visited Kansas, Texas and Hawaii. A trip is scheduled to Florida next week.

MEDICARE

'Medicare is designed to deal with the problems of financing short-term acute care
and treatment for the elderly and disabled. For this reason, Medicare cannot pay for
all of the services provided in Adult Day Health Care centers, except under demon-
stration conditions. For example, basic social services, -transportation, meals and
therapeutic recreational activities would not normally be covered by Medicare in an
outpatient setting. Of course, Medicare will pay for health care services such as
physical therapy, thatare usually covered, if they are rendered by providers partici-
pating in Medicare.

DEMONSTRATION PROACTS

In 1972, the Department initiated four demonstration programs under the aus-
pites of the Administration on Aging and the Medical Services Administration
which, at the time, administered the Medicaid program, In 1974, HEW contracted
for a state of the art paper on Adult Day Health Care. At that time, approximately
15 programs were identified and approximately 10 were described in detail.

More recently, the Health Care Financing Administration has funded a variety of
demonstration projects studying the problems in long-term care. We are also cooper-
ating closely with the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation on the
channeling demonstrations which are designed to assess the capacity of locally-
based organizations to manage, coordinate, and arrange the provision of home
delivered services, other ambulatory care services, and institutional outpatient serv-
ices. Adult Day Health Care, may be one of the services included in the channeling
demonstrations. A revised notice of intent to initiate the National Channeling
Agency Demonstrations program was published in the FEDERAL REGISTER on March
21, 1980.

SUMMARY

In summary, we feel that Adult Day Health Care Services can be an important
health service as an alternative to institutional services. However, as you know, our
programs-are confronted more and more with budget constraints.

In spite of our budget constraints, we believe that we should continue to examine
this most important service for the elderly, and should continue to look at it as part
of a comprehensive coordinated set of services which provide elderly persons and
their physicians options for receiving care appropriate to their needs. .

Since the development of the four Federally funded projects in 1972, we have now
over 100 Adult Day Health Care Programs operating with Medicaid reimbursement.
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A directory of both Adult. Day Health and Day Social Can. Programs, listing more
than MO programs that provide services each day to almost 12,000 [weak., is
scheduled to be published by IICPA this saintlier. A National Adult Div (.ire
Conference W118 supported through a conference grant by the National Center for
I With Service Research, The final report was completed under t.6 direction of the
11ealth Care Pinandng Administration This conference served as a catalyst to form
a National Institute on Adult Day Care under the auspices of the National Council
on Aging.

will Continue to carryout demonstration and evaluation projects which focus
on both health and social problems of the elderly and to provide technical assistance
to States that express an interest in Adult Day I loath Services.,

Mr.Chairman and members of the committee, I would be pleased to respond to
any questions that you may have.

STATEMENT OF JEFFREY C. MERRILL, DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
LEGISLATION .AND POLICY, DEALTII CARE FINANCING AD-
MINISTRATION
Mr. MERRILL. I just wanted to mention .a couple of things about

the Health Care Financing Administration'sHCFArole in
Adult Day Health Care Services, and talk about what we see in
terms of the future.

First of all, I want to clarify a couple of things about the cover-
age under existing HCFA programs, and some of the funding for
research and demorstrations.

As you know, both the medicare and medicaid programs are
entitlement programs. As long as people receive services covered
under the programs, and they are eligible, we will pay for those
services.

Under the medicaid program we both encourage and support
States in their efforts to establish Adult Day Health Care pro-
grams. Presently, we have programs in seven States, and some of
those States are represented here today. In addition, we are in the
process of starting programs in a couple of other States, namely
Kansas and Texas.

Under medicaid, it is not mandatory to provide Adult Day
Health Care Services. It is something that the State has at its
option, and, as I said, some States have chosen to do this.We stand
ready to help with technical assistance, or any other kind of assist-
ance, to other States that are interested in providing this service.

Under the medicare program, q(e are constrained much more by
statutory requirements. Medicare Is designed to deal with the prob-
lems of financing short term acute care .and treatment for the
elderly and disabled. The long-term care'benefit under medicare is
very limited. There are some skilled nursing facility services pro-
vided, but this type of care is limited to 100 days in a benefit
period. There are also home health services provided, with a limita-
tion on the number of visits, but no intermediate care; and no
Adult Day Health Care. .

The only way that we can provide these services under medicare
is through our research and demonstrations efforts. A number of
these have been discussed already. Under these demonstrations, we
can provide certain waivers which will allow the coverage of serv-
ices that are not currently covered under the medicare program.
The only exceptiOn, under medicare, where we cover something
similar to this would be in terms of day hospitalization, or partial
hospitalization programs for the mentally ill. Essentially in those
programs, we consider day care as an outpatient service, and pay
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for most of the services that would be considered part of an Adult
Day Health Care program.

We agree very strongly with many of the comments that have
been made, and I appreciated Mr. Bram's rocent comments that wehave a lot to learn yet. We are working, under very tight budget
constraints, as you mentioned before, Mr. Chairman, and before we
extend or expand services we feel we have to have a fairly good
idea of what the implications of these services are going to be in
terms of overall cost and cost effectiveness. In that light, we haveembarked over the last 8 years on fairly extensive research and
demonstration projects. In 1972, the Department initiated four
demonstrations under the auspices of the Administration on Aging
and the medicaid program. In 1974, we expanded these demonstra-
tions to a number of other sites authorized under section 222 of
Public Law 92-603. Right now we are not focusing on individual
projects as much.

Mr. BONKER. You were given authority under what law?
Mr. MERRILL. Under Public Law 92-603.
Mr. BONKER. To expand?
Mr. MERRILL. To do demonstrations under the medicare program.
Mr. HONKER. Specifically for day care centers, or just in general?
Mr. MERRILL. No, no, in general. It was an expansion of existingauthority, but it allowed us to get into the area of Adult Day

Health Care.
Mr. BONKER. What are some of the other demonstration pro-

grams under that authority?
Mr. MERRILL. We have a number of demonstration projects in

prospective reimbursement. For instance, in your State we are
funding experiments involving alternative systems for hospital re-imbursement.

Mr. BONKER. But in terms of alternative services.
Mr.. MERRILL. We have a number of channeling programs that

are on going. That is what I was just about to mention.
Mr. BONKER. OK. '
Mr. MERRILL. What we are interested in looking at is the contin-

uum of care in terms of long-term care services, whether it be
institutional or community-base services. What we want to look at
particularly are community base models which provide for case
management in the channeling and assessment in referral of serv-ices so that a person who enters that system can get the appropri-
ate services from the appropriate provider. Under our demonstra-tion authorities we are now testing that out in a number of sites.

Our focus is not simply looking at one of these services, but the
whole continuum of services, and providing, models for the total set
of long-term care services. On Lok is one of the projects that is
covered under those demonstrations.

Mr. BONKER. I rather imagine you are interested in cost effective-
ness of the programs.

Mr. MERRILL. Absolutely.
Mr.. BONK-ER. What do you have to say about the cost effective-

ness of adult care centers, especially in light of Dr. Weissert'stestimony?
Mr. MERRILL. Well, some' of the demonstrations are going onright now and it is a little premature to determine that.' Our
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feeling is that there is no one of these services that is in every case
more or less expensive than others. I believe that variable circum-
stances, such as an individual's level of disability, the support
services that might be available, other than health services, and
whether he needs homemaker services, will greatly influence the
cost of an individual service for that person. Therefore, to say that
Adult Day Health Care is universally less expensive than institu-
tional care, or universally more expensive, or less expensive than
home health services, would very much depend upon the individu-
al.

Mr. BONKER. But that does not really help us as legislators who
are trying to make good decisions.on scarce Federal dollars as they
relate to these programs. We have to have some idea of the cost
effectiveness of these programs, especially if we are introducing
alternative concepts. We are not going to have many Federal dol-
lars to appropriate, and should we take away from nursing home
care, and from some of these others for the clinics? I mean, if you
cannot proVide us with the basis of information so that we can
make prudent decisions, I am not sure we are going to be effective
at all.

Mr. MERRILL. What I am saying is thatI agree with you.
The demonstrations that are under way right now, and the dem-

onstrations,that have been in existence for a long time are starting
to provide us some data. What I am saying is that on adding Adult
Day Health Care as an additional service under medicare, for
instance; we believe in many ways it would be a very valuable
thing to do. On the other hand, before we come up here and
suggest legislation to the Congress, we would like to see under
what circumstances and under what kind of system, and under
what kind of reimbursement mechanisms it would be most helpful,
and most cost effective to provide that service.

Mr. BONKER. So then, until you have that information; you would
not recommend that we would expand funding for these programs.

Mr. MERRILL. Under medicaid, where the program is a covered
service if the Stab:. decides to exercise that option, we are working
with the States 'to do that. Hopefully, with our technical assistance,
we are helping them to 'develop a mechanism that is cost effective.
Under the medicare program, I think right now we are reluctant to
recommend than that service be covered.

Mr. BONKER. Well, Mr. Reed said that he was concerned about
the rigidity, and the limitations on medicaid funding for this pur-
pose. So obviously, you are moving cautiously. If you were more
generous with the use of medicaid funds for adult care centers, he
would not be complaining as he is.

Mr. MERRILL. I think Mr. Reed's problems are specifically related
to some difficulties between HCFA,, and the State of Washington.
Today was the first I had heard of that problem. I plan to go back
to find out and try to get back with some response to Mr. Reed. I
gather that is a unique problem, and it miitht have to do with some
early decisions, not current thinking.

Mr. BONKER; Does that conclude your opening statement?
Mr. MERRILL. The only other thing I wart to say, and I think this

refers to the other two individuals here with me, is that the De-
partment, in general, is very concerned about the whole area of
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Adult Day Health Care, and the whole area of long-term care
services, both the health care portion of it, and the Hocinl services.
As a result the Under Secretary has formed a task force on long-
term care to try to look into these various issues, and to advise on
long-term care policy issues within the Department. One of the .
first steps is that all the long-term care research and demonstra-
tion projects will be coordinated by the Assistant Secretary for
Planning and Evaluation, which means that they can serve as the
focal point for developing policy in cooperation with other agencies
within HEW.

Mr. BONKER. Well, that may be in part an answer to the question
staff had prepared, and that concerns HFCA technical assistance to
States that are interested in these programs. Apparently we have
been unable to identify a particular person within your agency
with responsibility for day care, so I guess the question, is twofold:
one, who provides this technical assistance; and two, does such a
person exist?

Mr. MERRILL. Somebody within the whole organizationthe
whole organization being HEW, or Health and Human Services it
is soon to be calledI do not think that person exists, very frankly.

Mr. BONKER. No wonder Mr. Reed is having problems.
Mr. MERRILL. Within HCPA, I think that there is also a lack of

coordination, very frankly. Up until 2 years ago, there were two
separate programs, the medicare program, and the medicaid pro-
gram. They were in two different agencies within HEW. It is a
major step to bring them together to start that coordination.

Mr. BONKER. Well, I think what this points to is an example of
how the agencies, through these demonstration grants, have en-
tered a whole new field, and have developed a constituency, if you
will, and a program that is without direct congressional approval,
or authorization, or direction. Most of the time Congress will enact
legislation to identify and fund programs. In this instance, there is
no legislative basis for an adult care program, to exist..So obvious-
ly, in your department, you have not set up.such an office; and
since there seems to be a kind of frantic shopping around for
available funds, Federal and State, to support these programs, it is
being drawn upon from several sources, including your agency,
Therefore, there is not a single person, or a single program in-
volved. I really think it would be advisable before you move fur-
ther, or expand to any greater degree the program, to wait for
some congressional action so you have more direction, and more of
an authentic means to carry on the administration of such a pro-gram.

Mr. MERRILL. There is one other factor in terms of limited coordi-
nation I just want to mention. First of all, the programs are au-
thorized under different statutory provisions. You are absolutely
correct in saying there is no explicit enabling legislation under
medicare, or medicaid in this area; but besides that, I think it is
very important that many of these programs work through States,
and that the agency within the State that handles*the coordination
is very different for programs under title XX, or under title' XIX,
or under title III of the Older Americans Act. So it is not only in
terms of the Federal coordination, but I think the statute, and also.
the State's roles make it difficult to coordinate.
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Mr. BONKER. OK, thank you, Mr. Merrill.
And now, we hear from, our second witness. Is it Mike Suzuki?
Mr. Suzuxi. Mike is fine.
Mr. BorcER. \ That is easier than the first one;, Acting Commis-

sioner.
Do I understand that they have abolished your office?
Mr. Suzinci. We are planning a restructuring of the Office of

Human Services. The Administration ,for Public Services is one of
the five current administrations in HDS which admihisters the
title XX program. We are having a series of meetings right now
with central office, and regional staff, relative to the proposed
restructuring. 4

The function carried out by the Administration for Public Serv-
ices will be continued by the Office of he Assistant Secretary,
Human Development Services.

Mr. BONKER. It , is safe to say you w rk somewhere in HEW.
Mr. SuzuKI. I did when I left.
Mr. BONKER. Well, you have 5 minutes, and you may want to

comment on your own personal survival, or the subject at hand.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Suzuki follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHIO SUZUKI, ACTING COMMISSIONER, ADMINISTRA-
ylotq FOR PUBLIC SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am Michio Suzuki, acting com-
missioner for the administration for public services; and ,_I appreciate this opportuni-
ty to speak to you today. States are permitted under the title XX legislation to
determine what services they will offer to their eligible recipients. Adult day care
services are offered by 38 states. Under title XX, adult day care services are defined
as those social services which are provided in a protective setting for a portion of a
24-hour day to promote social, physical and emotional wellbeing. However, title XX
prohibits payment of medical services unless the medical component is an integral
but subordinate part of adult care. Therefore, medical services are not generally
offered as part of title XX adult day care programs.

The title XX annual report to the congress for 1979, indicates that the average
number of individuals provided adult day care services per quarter, by states, was ,
36,671. The total cost of all recipients served was $54,203,581. It is estimated that
expenditures for adult day care .rose by $8.4 million in fiscal year 1979 over fiscal
year 1978. Of the total number served, 39 percent are. SSI recipients; 53 percent are
income eligilties (that is, those with income below 115 percent of the median income
of a family of 4 adjusted for family size). Adult day care services are not provided to
individuals without regard to income. It is worth noting that although,SSI recipi-
ents receiving adult day cafe services make up 39 percent of the caseload they
represent 45 percent of the costs.

The range of activities provided- by states in their adult day care services pro-.
grams include group recreational activities, such as crafts of various sorts, in
addition to group therapy sessions to deal with problems associated with the later
years such as retirement, bereavement, handling stress and anxiety in widowhood
and depression. These services a!so include assistance in maintaining a nutrition
and health maintenance regime; counselling on personal and family relationships,
and activities to help adult with Lmpairments (strokes, recent heart attacks, etc.) to
face the necessity of physical medlting and rehabilitation.

Adult clay care services in the title XX program, offers an alternative to, or
prevention of, institutionalization for physically or mentally impaired adults. Such
services are provided in the form of supervision in a protective community setting
for a portion of a 24-hour day.

Adult day care services are not within the adult protective services system.
However, day care may be one of the services in the protective system. Day care
should not be confused with those service mixes which are mustered to help an
individual remain in his own home such as homemaker services, chore services or
home delivered meals. Nor should day care be confused with adult foster care

r..
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services which provide a protective placement for one or several older people'with
caretaker over a 24 hour period of time.

The value of adult day care lies in providing social services over a period of less,than 24 hours in a setting away from an individual's own home where that person
can obtain meals, have .a rrap, participate in such recreational activities as they maywish, and mix and mingle with their peers as they wish.

For fiscal year 1979, eleven states planned to charge fees for provision of adultday care services..These_states were: Connecticut, Minnesota, Mississippi, NorthCarolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, (kali, West Virginia, andWisconsin.
Current information on specific auspices under which adult protective services areprovided is scanty. Adult day care services are provided through senior citizen's

centers, as part of thwprogram in homes for the aged under sectarian auspices, orunder other voluntary or "for-profit" agency auspices and in other ways.In at least one center we know of', the Knowles Center; a 25 year old facility, inNashville, Tenn., adult day care is provided as one of the services programs. Other
similar centers provide an opportunity for socialization, rest and recreation foradults. Most participants are at least ambulatory although some centers that arebarrier free do accept clients that are wheelchairbound.,

Currently, states faced with financial stringencieS may be considering reducing
their programs, including adult day care services. There are, as yet, no precise data

,available. States CASPs for fiscal year 1981 due on October 1, 1980 will provide the--first clues as to states intentions.

STATEMENT OF MICHIO SUZUKI, ACTING COMMISSIONER, AD-
MINISTRATION FOR PUBLIC SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Wr. SuzuKi. I appreciate the opportunity. I will not read the

statement which we are submitting on behalf of OHDS, and also
for Administration for Public Services, but only highlight the sig-
nificant portions in view of time limits. Title XX of the Social
Security Act is the newest of the Social Security Grant In\ AidPrograms. It provides for grants to States for social services Inorder to get a perspective, in fiscal year 1979, 2.9 billion Federal .dollars was allocated to States for social services. In the current
fiscal Year, because of a lapsing of legislative statutory authority,
that funding is reduced to $2.5 billion, although both houses havepassed bill H.R. 3434, which would raise the ceiling back to $2.7billion.

What I will try to convey is really what is happening relative to
adult day care .services in the context of title XX. Title XX funds
are allocated to States on the basis of population, and it really isnot a grant that is given ahead of time. It reimburses States for
expenditures for services which the,State is free to select. States
are not required to offer any specific service, nor are they requiredto serve any particular target group. Except for the fact that there
is a 50-percent rule which says a significant amount of the title XX
resources must be offered to welfare recipients, the law also pro-vides that at least three services must be aimed at the SSI supple-
mentary secirity income recipients. States do not have to offer anyspecific service, so that they-are free to select a range of services
they wish to provide: Of the 51 jurisdictions, that is, the 50 States,and the District of Columbia, 38 States offer adult day care serv-ices. States define the service: We have examined the plans of the
51 jurisdictions. Adult day care is defined as those social services,
which are provided in a protective setting for a portion of a 24-hour
day to promote social, physical, and emotional well being.Title XX is' not a grant mechanism for the funding of medical

_care. In some instances you ca0 provide certain medical services
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when they are integral but subordinate to, a social service, so that
in terms of.a model we tend to think of title XX adult day care as
perhaps fitting into the, social model, as it was called this morning.

Mr. BONKER. Now, that is pretty interesting, if not revealing. If
you are concerned about title XX money that isaintended for social
services being used for health care, then how do you respond to
what are obvious examples of this money being used directly for
health related programs?

Mr. Suzum. Again, if title XX funds are used specifically for
medical or remedial care health programs; it is fundable only if it
meets the specific condition that you have a socially focused adult
slay care program, and the medical care provided is an integral
part of the social service.

Mr. BONKER. That is not what I am hearing. What I am hearing
is that it is basically a health care program with some of the social
benefits inherent in it.

Mr. Suzum. That may be another model under the medicaid
prOgram, because medicaid and medicare are really health financ-
ing mechanisms.

Mr. BONKER. That is right.
Mr..Suzum. If title XX funds are used that way, they are subject

to audit. In other words, in some places where you have essentially
a medical health program, unless it really is a part of a larger
social services program, that.fimding is questionable.

Mr. BONKER. OK. Well, let me ask you then, Mr. Suzuki, in
Washington State, the budget for adult day care is $982,000, and
here is the breakdown from a State sponSored program, the Senior
Citizen Services Act, $517,000; title XX, $162,462; day treatment,
$8,721; title XIX, $152,019; client match for this other State pro-
gram, $98,280; private, $43,752. - .

Now, that represents the funding sources, of which title XX is
prominently represented. Now, how do you know whether this is
for basically medical, or health-related programs?

Mr. Suzum. Again, let e point outI cannot speak to this
particular example. You , I have not looked at Washington
specifically. I heard about 't this morning. But again, take a situa-
tion where you have, multiple funding. I cannot 'speak to this
Washington State example specifically, but even in a health fo-
cused program it is, possible under title XX for selected social
services, including adult day care to be funded with the XX money,"
and other health-related activities perhaps funded out of other
mechanisms. I do not know, and I will be pleased to examine and
have our staff review the Washington example. But by and large
we have the same issuecan I give you the ill'ustration in another
somewhat related field?

You have homemaker services funded out of title XX; and you,
have home health aid funded out of health financing mechanisms.
Now, at the extremes you can make a pretty clear picture that
there is no a medical or remedial service on the homemaker side,
and way over here it is very clear that this pemon is really getting
a medical treatment as a part of home health aid service. I would
concede that as you ,get into the middle area, gray area, it is tough
at times to make the call as' to whether one that is really a health
financed .activity, should be jroperly on that side of the ledger, or a

1 NJ's
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social service activity. But by and large, jn terms of the review that
we make, and we are constantly reviewing the contracts and the
programs that we fund, our law says that we cannot fund medical
care. We have disallowances that run in the millions of dollars in a
year, relative to the kinds of things we fund. I hope this is not a
violation of our rules and regulations, but we arel certainly pre-* pared to look at the Washington model.

Now, let me just say this, that while in the context of title XX,
adult day care service. is not a large portion, it does not even
achieve 2 percent of our funding; but in terms of dollars, for fiscal
year 1979 out of title XX, we spent over $54 million for adult day

'care programs' out of title XX in the 1951 jurisdictions. It is less
than 2 percent, but it is the fastest growing single service propor-
tionately in the title XX program. Between fiscal year 1978 and
1979, title XX expenditures for adult day care services increased by
almost $8.4 million; almost- by a quarter, so it is not a major piece
by any means, but certainly a significant piece.

Mr. ,BONKER. Well; what I ain hearing is this, that based on
testimony from earlier witnesses, that when we talk about adult
day care we are talking primarily about health care, health-related
care. This is the testimony that came from Ms. Klapfish, and Mr.
Reed. When I try to make a distinction between the two models,
she said it was very difficult because they are kind of mixed; but
basically it was health related.

Now, I am hearing from you that $54 million goes to help sup-
port these programs, but according to your policy, or regula-- tion--

Mr. Suzum. By law.
Mr. BONKER. It is questionable whether these funds ought to be

used to fund programs that are health related.
Mr. Suzum. Health related is OK. In other words, they can be

health related, but I am saying basically medical, or remedial
health programs are not fundable under title XX.

Mr. BONKER. Then based on the testimony I have heard today, I
would have to say that those programs probably are in violation of
the iaw which restricts your funding for adult care centers. It also
seems to me that there is some shopping around for other Federal
programs that can underwrite adult day care centers. That is why
there is a lot of pressure now for medicaid and medicare money. It
seems to me it is a prime example of what happens if the agencies
take on a new dimension without proper congressional authority
for either the; program, or the funding; and we are heading toward
real confusion, and possible* iolations of law until we can somehow
bring more coherency and statutory approval to adult day care
centers.

Mr. SUZUKI. I understan the point you are making. I would just
make two comments. One is that neither the Federal law, nor the
Federal bureaucracy requires any specific service to be provided in
States. It does not require adult day care be provided in States,not

Mr. BONKER. I understand. You made that point.
Mr. Suzum. Also it really is up to State option. It is this point I

felt that I wanted to share with you that when 51 plans came in at
the beginning of title XX in 1975, we had, I think 1,313 different
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services named under title XX. It is out of that wide rangemany
of them were called different thingsthat States defined their
services. There are now probably about 50 different social services
that .are funded in States across the country, and I just wanted to
point out that out of' that major group there are a nurpber of those
like adult day care that States are selecting to spend additional
funds on.

The othfigint that some of my colleagues are pointing out to
me, and I k it is a point that should be mentioned, is that in

/ terms of title XX a significant pOpulation needing this service is
the mentally retarded, and mentally handicapped population.
There again, it is up to the State as to how they wish to target the
adult day care that they offer. It is up to Senior citizen centers,
which target group they want to direct their adult day care pro-
grams toward'. But again, I' just share what is happening in the
context of title XX. In terms of the choice though, and although we
have not had 1980 data relative to 1979 on adult day care, therZ
seems to be an increasing growth in this service although it, is .a
small one within the larger social service program under title XX-.

Mr. BONKER. But it is growing all the time.
Mr. Suzuki: It is growing.
Mr. BONKER. I think that it would be a good idea if you would

submit to the committee the statute which prohibits, or restricts
your contributions to programs that are exclusively, or predomi-
nately for health activities..

Mr. Suzum. Certainly, title XX statute.
Mr. BONKER. And also your analysis as to how they relate to

your funding of adult day care centers.
[The following information was subsequently received from Mr.

Suzuki:]
1. Describe the statute which prohibits or restricts your contributions to programs

that are exclusively, or predominantly for health activities. (Line :3502.)
Answer. Title XX, Section 2002 (a)(7)
"(7) No payment may be made under this section to any state with respect to any

expenditure
'IA) for the provision of medical or any other remedial care, other than family

planning services, unless it is an integral but subordinate part of a service described
in paragraph (11 of this subsection and Federal financial participation with respect
to the expenditure is not available under the plan of the State approved under title
XX;"

2. And, also, your analysis as to how they relate to your funding of adult day care
centers.

Answer. See Report from Committee on Ways and Means of the House Report No.
93-1490, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session, dated Nov. 22, 1974, Page 7, which identifies a
list of prohibited activities, among theni'funiling of.medical'services.

This report covers the Bill which later'became title XX. The report points out
that funding medical services, with the exception of family planning services and of
integral and subordinate medical aspects of a service directed at one of the five
goals, is prohibited.

The Bill specifically prohibits social service funds to be used for medical services
for which the individual has Mddicare coverage or which are available under the
Medicaid plan. This provision is intendedto avoid the dispersion of funds destined
for social services to other service programs for which other sources of funding is
more appropriate.

Specifically, the provision precludes States from claiming reimbursement under
social services, which has a 75 percent Federal match, for services more appropriate-

. ly covered under title XIX, which, for many States, the matching rate is less
favorable.

2. (Would you submit) your analysis as to how they relate to your funding of adult
day care centers. (Line :3507-8.)

t
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Analysis. Adult Day Care Services, provided in a health facility under the direc-
tion of a physician where the service is melically prescribed, w,fuld be considered a
health activity and would act be eligible for title XX fundifil.: (Medical inodel.)

Adult Day Care Services, luatted by title XY. as a social set' iit?, may be provided
at a free standing Adult Day Care Center, or a Seilior Center. Since partiCipants ;n
an Adult Day Care Services prog.am are at risk because of some impairment in
functioning, the adult day care services are provided in o protective setting, under
supervision for a portion of a 24-hOur day. (See M.S. testimony. Page 2. Paragraph 2,.
2nd sentence.) The focus of activities are directed towards promoting the social,
physical and emotional well-being of the par'icipants. (Soda: model.) Any medical
or remedial care which might be provided as part of Adult Day Care Services in the
social model can only be funded when such medical or remedial care are evidently.
an integral but subordinate part of the social service program.

Mr. BONKER. I hate to .move on to the next witness because this
information is so important, but.I am under some time restraints.
and.we.will have to adjourn the Committee in a feW minutes; so .I
would like to move now to the third witness on the panel, Kathryn .

Morrison, who is the Deputy Commissioner on Aging.. That'office is
still in effect, I assume.

Ms. MORRISON. Yes, it is.
Mr. BONKER. OK, Administration on Aging, with the Department

of Health and Human Services.
. You can be the anchor person. You can have the last word today.
[The prepared' statement of Ms. Morrison follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF KATHRYN MORRISON, FOR ROBERT BENEDICT, COM-
MISSIONER, ADMINISTRATION ON AGING; HUMAN DEVELOPMENT SERVICES,

Mr, Chairman, and committee members, I am Kathryn Morrison, Deputy Com-
missioner for the Administration on Aging, and .1 am pleased to resond to your
invitation to discuss adult day care on behalf of Commissioner Robert Benedict.
Adult day care is well recognized as a service that can prevent, shorten, or delay the
need for institutional care or expand care choices available to families.

The AOA support adult day care in several ways. Under the-Older AMericans
Act, it provides title Ill -B funds for support of adult day care services. It provides
funds for the operation of senior centers in which many adult day care programs
are located. In some instances, adult day care residents participate in congregate.
nutrition programs.

Currently, .15 States report that they have adult daycare funded either through
title XIX or title XX or title III dollars. Of these, 19 States report using title III
dollars. For example, there are 6) day care centers supported by title III. in the
States represented by .members of this subcommittee. Thirty-four of those are insenior centers.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to report on some of the more important and innova-
tive projects that, the AOA has supported. Let me describe for you, an example.
where title III funds (together with other Federal resources) are playing a signifi-
cant role in assisting day care. In, Dade County. Florida, there are currently seven
day care centers, four of which are sponsored by the Dade County elderly servicesdivision and use titile III funds.. These four centers. serge' 270 clients a month.

Or the older persons who receive such services, 90 percent are at or below the
poverty level. In some cases, older persons volunteer in each.of these centers to help
those who are less able. Families are involved as volunteers as well. Each center
provides hot meals, transportation services, health screening and education, and
family counseling. When an individual condition improves enough, the elderly serV--...,
ice division has a special assistance effort entitled the "impact program." Under this
program, if an individual declines in his or her physical condition, the elderly
seri:lc, division provides for home visits. This is an example where title III funds
provide an important care choice for older persons and their families.

The AOA has invested $4.2 million in model day care projects between 1972 and
1980. These model projects cover a range of day care concerns. Let me cite just a
few: The Burke rehabilitation center project, a day hospital, was funded to deter-
mine the reasonableness of a day hospital as a means of providing rehabilitative
services for the chronically ill or the physically disabled older adults. This demon-
stration has shown the value of this setting in encouraging participants to renew

1) 4
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their interest in themselves and others, by group activities which require intacper-
sonal communication.

A grant awarded to Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland, Ohio, focused
on both physically and mentally impaired older persons. This project not only
provided services to the frail elderly, but also to the family and to older volunteers
to active mutual help.

The On Lok Senior Health SerVices Program in San Francisco, California, is a
pioneer in the field of adult day care designed to adapt to the ethnic and cultural
backgrounds of Filipino, Chinese, and. Italian older persons.

A Lockport, New York, project demonstrated the feasiblity of integrating Beverly
and moderately impaired older person within H. structure of a multipurpose senior
center program. A project in Wichita, Kansas, has shown that adult .day care
services can be provided in rural areas, by using an existing nursing home. Public
and private replication of these models has contributed to the growth from 15
programs nationally in 1974 to an estimated 600 in 1980.

There remain a number of questions about the provision of day care, including
issues of funding, cost of services, and variety of service models and the mix of
services. The AOA is currently investing research dollars in identifying answers to
some of these problems. For example, we will receive in the next few months an
assessment of the cost of alternative levels of care, and a comparison of benefits
received in day care centers, day hospitals, nursing homes, and domiciliary care
arrangements.

'Additionally, AOA provides funds for training service providers and State and
area agencies personnel involved with providing adult day care.

The 1978 amendments contains a new provision, section 422, special projects in
comprehensive long term care. The AOA together with the health care financing
administration is launching a' major demonstration program this year which will
include adult day care as an important service element.

. Mr. Chairman, this conclude_ s my prepared remarks. I would be happy ,to answer
any questions you may have.

STATEMENT OF KATHRYN M. MORRISON, DEPUTY COMMIS-
SIONER,. ADMINISTRATION ON AGING, DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Ms. MORRISON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to just summarize very quickly some comments

about the program within AoA.
Under title III of our law, money is distributed in States to area

agencies which have a wide4atitude in the kind of programs they
choose. They may choose td have a day care. program, or to provide
partial funding for such /a program. In fact, 19 States chose to do
that. In most of these,dases we are talking about partial funding,
or the initial funding/for such a program. Whereas the gentleman
on my right is speaking billions of dollars, we speak in .riiillions of
dollars at the Administration on Aging. However, we are flexible
on money. We have fewer restrictions in terms of the kinds of
services that we can provide, and fewer limitations on the popula-
tion eligible than either XIX or XX.

We have, over the last several years, also funded a number of
demonstrations. About $4 million worth of demonstrations with the
discretionary money that we have available to us. I would just like
to mention a few of them quickly, because I think they illustrate
some things that you were commenting on before. We did provide,
and still do provide some of the money for On Lok. This is
separate facility' for day care, and it now prcrides a continuum of
care. We have proVided money for .Lok Port, a day care 'service
located in senior centers. They found that it was necessary to
increase their senior center staffs, substantially so they could pro-
vide the services that were necessary for this kind of a function.
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We also, right now we are funding a project in Wichita, located
in a nursing home. So again, it is making use of the facility that is
there, putting another kind of service in it.

Here, I would just like to mention something that I learned
while I was in Wisconsin and sat on a committee that determined
medicaid rates. When we went through the process of calculating
the rates, we would assign a specific amount of time per person per
day for occupational therapy or other services. A fee was associated
with each. This approach was used to build the cost, so that if you
were to introduce a new group of people and services into that
facility, it would be necessary to pay extra for the staff. Because of
physical facilities; and because of location, particularly in rural
areas, it might be a very wise place to locate day care services, in
nursing homes and senior centers, but it will not be done without
additional resources.

We are in the process now of doing some research to find out the
differential of costs in the various sorts of care: care in nursing
homes, care in domicilliary homes, care in day care, and in-home
care, so that we can begin to add to the kind of information that
Mr. Weissert has, and begin to develop a body of information about
the cost.

We 'are also associated with HCFA in the demonstrations on
long-term care. Originally we had 10 million, I guess we are down
to 7.5 million now, to donate to -that - effort, and- you-have 8, I
believe.

Mr. MERRILL. We are down, too.
Ms. MORRISON. Part of the demonstration will be with regard to

day care. It involves the whole continuum of care, one of the parts
of which is day care. Out of that demonstration will come some
information about the various kinds of costs.

I guess I would just like to say that our States, and our agencies
have found it worthwhile to fund day care. They, do have the choice
of whether or not to do it. It is an allowed service, it is not a
mandated service. They have found it wise to do that.

We have had several _demonstrations which no longer receive
AOA funding. They still are. funded.. They are still continuing.
They are part of the group, I think you could properlSr say are
scrambling for title XX and title. XIX funding, but they still have
managed to exist.

We are also invb ed in more demonstrations with regard to the
whole continuum care. We see this as a valid part of that
continuum.

Thank you.
Mr. BONKER. Thank you, and I would like to thank each of you

for excellent testimony" this afternoon. I am sorry more of my
colleagues are not here because it is an important subject, and the
record will be held open for a few additional days if you want to
respond to some of t1 comments or questions that have been
raised here.

I may ask the chairman to conduct another afternoon of hear-
ings, at least so we can hear from the administration witnesses,
because I think the program has reached a stage where we are
either going to expand it an\d authorize greater levels of funding, or
we are not. If it is a valid program worth our attention, and it is

ry ri
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competitive with other programs, then I think Congress ought to
express itself accordingly, but I do not. think that the agencies

to move much beyond where they are until Congress has
r. .w.en on the matter.

i'r ink you, once again for coming, and to the audience for your
patience for the various chairmen, and the interruptions that we
have had today.

The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned at 3:25 p.m.]



APPENDIX
APRIL 23, 1980.

From: Joanne Jackson Yelenik.
To: Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care of the Committee on. Aging.

Pleaso accept along with a copy of my oral statement and enclosed written
documents' a review of a book entitled, "Unloving Care," which explores the
ineffectiveness of Nursing Home-Care facilities, and the extent to which this kind of
'care is forced upon families by governmental and medical systems. Also I am giving
the Committee a copy of a law passed in January of this year by the State
Legislature of California seeking to address and rectify the prejudices of financial
aid and medical insurance systems as they affect sufferers of chronic brain damage
related illnesses.

Thank you.
IMPERSONAL CARETAKERS

(By Paul Starr)
Some problems in society exist for reasons beyond our conscious control; others

are quite clearly of our own making. Before reading Bruce Vladeck's new study I
would have put nursing homes in the formersategory. I would have thought-that, --
at_ bottom,-their-shabby conditions,- theirimpersonality, their routine indifference
and isolation were the_product oLsome-inescapable-currents in our sod-a-VT-S-6a as
the decline of the extended family, or the consequence of some deep-set patterns in
our culture,, such as the infatuation with youth and the horror of old age, or
perhaps the result of some irremediable defect of the human soul that makes us
dully death and shun the dying..

But, as Mr. Vladeck's study makes clear, the development of the nursing home
industry was almost entirely the product of recent public policy. Nursing homes are
not institutions that have been with us since time immemorial. Even two decades
ago they were not nearly as widespread as they are today. As of 1963, there were
about half a million nursing home beds; now, thanks to Medicare and Medicaid
policies and the failure to develop adequate alternatives, there are a million and a
quarter. At present rates, one of every five of us who lives past 65 will spend time in
a nursing homemany needlessly, and at huge expense to society. As of 1977, Mr.
Vladeck reports, we were spending more than $12 billion a year on nursing homes.
In the absence of any major changes in policy, according to a Congressional Budget
Office study, that figure will rise to $22 billion by 1985. And at the start of the next
century, when the elderly dramatically increase as a proportion of the population,
we will need still vastly greater sums to support what is, even at best, a form of
impersonal caretaking universally regarded with dread.

The brospeas are sobering. Yet rather than give us just\ another investigation of
deplorable conditions in nursing homes, Mr. Vladecka political scientist by train-
ing and now an assistant commissioner of the New Jersex §tate Department of
Healthhas chosen to address the sources of failure and the possibilities for change
by, exploring the history and politics of the nursing home incistry, The result is an
analysis more powerful in its impact and more profound in its implications than a
muckraking exposé. For what is at issue here is not the callous greed of a few
unscrupulous speculators, but rather the failure of governinent to deal intelligently
with a problem of broad human and financial dimensions or to care decently for
weak and defenseless people.

Mr. Vladeck, however, is not among those who attribute government failure to
the natural incompetence of public officials, so often contrasted with the presumed
genius of private management and the wonders of the free market. Nor does he
ascribe failure merely to the predominance of proprietary, as opposed to nonprofit,
facilities, although he acknowledges that the proprietary homes have been the
source of the worst abuses. The picture is far more complex. What emerges in

' The 11-point suggestions for legislation is found in the March 16, 1980 letter to Congressinan
Michael Barnes enclosed herein.
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"Unloving Care" is a devastating critique of policies of rational cost minimization
that have relied on the private sector to provide services and on government to
correct deficiencies through incentives and regulations.

Nursing homes received their impetus, in the 1960's partly from the false belief
that moving patients out of hospitals into less expensive nursing facilities would
reduce the costs of hospitalization. (In fact, longer institutionalization in nursing
homes offsets the savings from shorter hospital stays.) Subsequently, nursing homes
themselves were divided into two classes ("skilled nursing facilities and "intermedi-
ate care facilities"), supposedly corresponding to different levels and costs of care.
But as Mr. Vladeck observes, the economies that such measures were supposed to
yield by matching services to needs never materialized, except perhaps from the fact
that transferring old and frail people from one institution to another tends to kill
them off at a higher rate. Policy makers, chasing after illusory efficiencies, were
oblivious to the real human misery their reforms were causing.

Perhaps none of their illusions have been more powerful than what might be
called "the mythology of incentives." Instead of providing services directly, govern-
ment in recent years has more often contracted with profit-making firms and relied
on systems of incentives to maintain quality and control costs. It is not an exaggera-
tion to suggest that this faith in private action and the effectiveness of incentives,
which Charles Schultze several years ago called "the public use of private inter-
ests," is now the dominant ideology of American public policy.

In the case of nursing homes, the problems with this approach should have been
evident from the outset. It is difficult, if not impossible, for government to measure
the quality of the services it is buying, much less for the residents of nursing homes
to act as informed consumers. Sometime the methods of-reimbursement for nursing
care were too complex and changed too often to produce the results expected of
them. But often, private nursing home oparatiors simply outwitted the system. The
theory of incentives presumes that private 'entrepreneurs can be led about by their
noses by cleverly designed incentives. What frequently happened, however, was that
nursing home operators manipulated the reimbursement system and milked it for
all it was worth.

Of course, some state governments did not even try to create incentives for high
quality services through their methods of payment. In some states, Mr. Vladeck
writes, nursing homes, like medieval armies, were basically given "subsistence- plus
all they could steal."

A further source of failure might be termed "the bias of regulation." As Mr.
Vladeck points out, insofar as measurable "inputs" are important, regulation can
effectively improve performance, but when the relevant "inputs" are less measur-
able, regulation doesn't work. Regulation works best when "engineering content" is
high, so regulatory measures did succeed in accomplishing some objective, such as
making nursing homes relatively fireproof. But regulation does not deal effectively
with the human relationships that determine whether nursing homes are decent
places to live.

Among the actions that Mr. Vladeck would take to improve nursing homes would
be to retoire that they be open to outsiders, such Ils volunteers, who could exercise
the vigilance that residents cannot exercise for themselves. And, recognizing that
perhaps 50 percent of nursing home residents don't need to be there, Mr. Vladeck
would, over time, close down half of the industry's capacity and use the resources to
expand sheltered housing and home health services. (Sheltered housing, unlike
nursing homes, allows residents to maintain their own apartments, but provides
services and assistance nearby.) All these programs would be financed through
community agencies with fixed budgets for long-term care, which would act as
gatekeepers to prevent a run on the public treasury. The result would be to -move
the country, toward the kind of home-based geriatric services that the British have
developed.

Radical as these measures sound, they may not go deep enough. To shift from
nursing homes to sheltered housing may turn out to be only another change in
nomenclature, if no attempt is made to relieve the social isolation of the aged poor.
Watching television in sheltered housing may be no better than watching television
in nursing homes. Social policy has to concern itself increasingly with the social
relations that sustain well-being; considerable evidence now suggests that the vital-
ity of family and friendship networks has a dramatic effect on health. We need to
find ways to strengthen those human relations, instead of relying on regulated
entrepreneurs to provide substitutes for missing homes and moral communities.

ASSEMBLY BILL No. 1043 CHAPTER 1058

An act to add an articleheading immediately preceding Section 446 of and to add
Article 2 (commencing with Section 447) to Part 1.95 of Division 1 of, the Health
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and Safety Cot relating to brain-damaged persons, and making an appropriation
therefor.

lApproved by Governor. September 27. 1979. Filed with Secretary of State, September 28. 1979.]

< LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

AB 1043 Agnos. Brain-damaged persons; pilot project.
Under existing law there are no programs that specifically provide services and

financial assistance for brain-damaged persons.
This bill would require the Director of Mental Health to establish a ofie-,-,itar pilot

project for such persons by contracting with an appropriate nonprofit community
agency to conduct a program providing for diagnostic services, in-home support
services, out-of-home services, and counseling and legal services.

The bill would require the director to use any available funds and would appropri-
ate an additional $250,000 for such purposes.

The bill would also require the director to make a report to the Legislature on the
pilot project, as specified.

Appropriation: yes.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:
Section 1. An article heading is added immediately preceding Section 446 of the

Health and Safety Code, to read:

Article 1. General Provisions
Sec. 2. Article 2 (commencing with section 447) is atided to Part 1.95 of Division 1

of the Health and Safety Code, to read:

Article 2. Pilot Project for Brain-Damaged Persons
447. It has come to the attention of the Legislature that:
(a) State public policy discriminates against brain-damaged adults.
(b) Brain damage is often a long-term chronic illness, the costs of which are most

often not covered by health insurance or existing government assistance programs.
(c) Financial assistance is not available until after families have struggled to care

for family members and exhausted their own financial resources.
(d) If brain damage is diagnosed as a mental disorder, financial liability is signifi-

cantly less onerous.
(e) Separable and less onerous financial liability already exists for programs

serving the developmentally disabled and crippled children even though the medical
and treatment needs may be identical to those of brain-damaged persons.

(f) The term brain damage is broad in scope and covers a wide range of organic
and neurological disorders.

(g) Services required by brain-damaged persons often cross the service line of a
number of different programs.

447.1. It is the,intent of the Legislature to establish a pilot project to:
(a) Assist families in securing services, information, and counseling necessary for

the care of brain-damaged family members.
(b) Coordinate funding and services among state departments and programs in

order to provide an integrated program and single service access for persons with
brain damage.

(c) Facilitate the integration of existing funds and services for persons with brain
damage.

447.2. The Director of Mental Health, herein referred to as director, shall admin-
ister this article and establish such rules, regulations, and standards, as the director
deems necessary in carrying out the provisions of this article.

447.3. The director shall establish a pilot project to be conducted bY contract with
an appropriate nonprofit community agency to integrate services and funds for
persons with brain damage.

447.4. In choosing an appropriate nonprofit community agency to conduct the
pilot project, the director shall give priority to the following:

(a) An agency which has previously provided information and support services to
families of brain-damaged persons within a population area or county o at least
500,000 persons.

(b) An agency which includes family members of persons with brain damage on its
governing board or advisory boards.

(c) An agency which has shown a capacity to address the needs of brain-damaged
persons and their families.

447.5 The Agency conducting the pilot project shall provide the following services:
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(a) In-home suppdrt services shall be provided by the pilot project through the
establishment of a client voucher system. The voucher system should be available to
family members, in lieu of cash assistance, to reimburse for a wide variety of in-
home services, as specified in Sections 12:300 and 14132 of the Welfare and Institu-
tions Code, including but not limited to, the following:

(1) Nursing services.
(2) Housekeeping services.
(3) Home health services.
(4) Attendant care.
(5) Transportation.
(6) Respite care.
(b) If additional funding from sources other than the General Fund appropriationcontained in the act by which this article is enacted become available, the pilot

project under this article shall provide additional services in the following order ofpriority: .

(1) Adult day health care services.
(2) Diagnostic services.
(3) Out-of-home 24-hour skilled nursing services.
(c) The pilot project shall provide legal, financial, and postdiagnostic family sup-

port counseling, information about services to persons with brain damage, and
overall project administration. The pilot project may provide such services directly
or by contract.

447.6. The director shall establish criteria for program eligibility for persons with
brain damage, including financial liability pursuant to Section 447.7. The director
shall assume coordination of existing funds and services for persons with brain
damage, and for the purchase of in-home services through the client voucher system
described in subdivision (b) of Section 447.5, with other departments that may serve
persons with brain damage, including the Department of Rehabilitation; the State
Department of Health Services, the State Department of Social Services, and theState Department of Developmental Services.

447.7. The parent, spouse, or child of a person receiving services under this article
or the person receiving the services may be required to contribute to the cost of
services depending upon their ability to pay, but not to exceed the actual cost
thereof, as determined by the director.

447.8. In considering total funds available for the pt.( the director shall utilize
funding available from appropriate state departments, including, but not limited to:
the State Department of Health Services, the State Department of Social Services,and the Department of Rehabilitation. Funding for services not available from
existing programs shall be provided from the appropriation contained in this article.

447.9. The pilot project under this article shall be limited to one year and the
director shall evaluate the success of the pilot project. The director shall report such
evaluation to the Legislature, not less than three months following the completion
of the pilot project, and the findings of the evaluation shall address at least thefollowing:

(a) Reduced need for institutionalized services by providing in-home support serv-ices.
(b) Number of persons in skilled nursing facilities who transfer to less dependent

24-hour care settings.
SEC.3. The sum' of two hundred fifty thousand dollars ($250,000) is hereby appro-

priated- from the General Fund to the Director of Mental Health for expenditure
during the 1979-80 and 1980-81 fiscal years for the purposes of Article 2 (commenc-
ing with Section 447) of Part 1.95 of Division 1 of the Health and Safety Code,
provided the' a sum not to exceed thirty thousand dollars ($30,000) of such amount
shall be expended by the department for, the adminstration of the pilot project
established pursuant to Section 447.3 of the Health and Safety Code. Such funds are
in addition to other available funds for services provided in such article.

PREPARED TESTIMONY OF JOANNE JACKSON YELENIK

The material enclosed chronicles some of the history of my family as it relates to
the matter pf the support and care of my father, Harry Jackson, through the period
of the last two years of his seven long Years suffering from Alzheimer's Disease.

I respectfully request that this material which includes the following informationbe included as part of my testimony before the Hearing of the Subcommittee onHealth and Long Term Care:
Washington Post Article on Harry and Bessie Jackson, January 31, 1980, Mary-

land Section.
Letter of Legislative Recommendations to Congressman Michael Barnes,-March16, 198).
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Letter to Bessie Jackson from Congressman Claude Pepper, March 11, 1980.
Letter to Mr. Phil Donahue, March 16, 1980.
Letter to Ms. Dorothy Gilliam, Washington Post, December 21, 1979.
Letter to Medical and Social Service people working with the case.
Letter of a copy of correspondence of -Jim MacRae of the Support Center, Inc.,

Wheaton, Maryland tp Mr. Curtis Vanover of the Department of Social Services,
Montgomery County, December 18, 1979.

Newsletter of Alzheimer's Association, Rockville, MLBranch.
Newsletter of Alzheimer's Disease Association of Maryland Sponsored by the

T. Rowe and Elanor Price Center for Dementia, The Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine, The Johns Hopkins Hospital.

I hope in the near future to submit additionaLmaterial.to the Committee relating
to the care and treatment of Alzheimer's Disease and to the type of Social Service
and Medical Care Services that.are most needed.

Thank you for your attention.

BATTLING THE IRREVERSIBLE EFFECTS OF ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

(By Janet Cooke
When Harry Jackson was younger, he was .a skilled electrician and craftsman

who built and repaired a variety of machines. The work was both his livelihood and
pleasure. He was, according to his family, convivial and gregarious.

Today, he is a fragile and silent man who sits quietly on the sofa and watches
daytime television programs. A victim of Alzheimer's disease, he bears little resem-
blance to the person described by those who knew him in other days.

But Jackson remains an important part of his family, whose members are strug-
gling to permit him to pass his remaining days with grace and dignity.

Alzheimer's disease is an irreversible and untreatable disorder that causes a
gradual loss of intellectual and physical capabilities, according to Dr. Robert Butler
of the National Institute on Aging. In its final stages, the patient may become
unable to recognize anyoneincluding himself.

Alzheimer's is "one form, of what was once called senility," said Butler, who added
that while the disease is always fatal, death is almost never swift.

He estimates that nearly half the patients in nursing homes in the United Stales
are victims of Alzheimer's.

And then there are the people like Harry Jackson, whose families want to care
for them at home. Bessie Jackson, his wife of 40 years, and their daughter and son-
in-law, Joanne and Ron Yelenik, say they did not consider any other alternative
from the beginning of Jackson's illness. Although Mrs. Jackson and the Yeleniks do
not regret their decision, they have discovered that it is a grueling one to live with.

Jackson, who is in his mid70s, lost the ability to speak nearly six years ago, and
must have help with nearly all routine, day-to-day activities.

Health care experts agree that home care.is less costly than institutional care,-but sa, ,re is little public aid available to families like the Jacksons who want to
nun, nd aging relatives at home.

"I ,w ,zed, said Mrs. Jackson. "I could get all kinds of help if I wanted to put
him aN%.c. But for the most logical thing -here, for keeping him in familiar sur-
roundings whene he is lovedi there is not a penny."

"I'm so angry," she continued. '.You hear a lot' of talk about keeping your loved
ones at home, but basicially, I think that doctors, agencies, and goverments are very
insensitive to the whole thing.

When Harry began to be really ill, the first thing they would ask me was if I had
Made any -plans. What they meant was, had I though about putting him in a
nursing home. Listen, this is a man I've loved and lived with for 40 years, and I
expect to do more for him than stuff him into the corner of some institution at the
time when he needs me most."

Mrs. Jackson has sought help from the Montgomery County Department of Social
Services, hoping for the aid of a homemaker for six or'eight hours each day. Such
help would free her for routine chores outside the home and for a partial return to
a life of her own, she said. The department has provided a homemaker who helps
out two hours a day on two days earl week.

While her daughter Joanne says that Mrs. Jackson is-"almost inordinately grate-
ful foi any help that she gets," the four hours a week are not enough. She lives an
exhausting and sad life, watching her husband fade away, and passing the time
without friends, without diversion, and without laughter.

"We knew a lot of people back in New York," said Mrs. Jackson, who moved to
Rockville two years ago to be near her daughter. "I have met some very nice. people
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here. But 1 can't g out, and, with a few exceptions, people can't come in. Its just
too depressing for them."

Before n serious decline in his health last month, Jackson attended a day-core
program fur the elderly offered by Support Center Inc. in Silver Spring. He partici-
pated twice a week, for five hours at a time

The director of .Support Center, Jim MacRae, said he is very worried about Mrs.
Jackson, because, "she needs all of the help that she can get. Most of the time, she's
just exhausted." MacRae acknowledged that "there are only a limited number of
services available?" and said he believes the county Departffient of Social,Services
it probably doing all that it can right now."
Jack Hi land, associate director of the department, said that a maximum of,..20

hours of service weekly is "the best we could ever do" in a case such as the
Jacksons'. He said a lack of manpower, rather than lack of funds, is the problem.

"It's ironic," said Hi land. "We're one of the wealthiest little communities around,
and we still can't get it together t get the services."

Jacksons-live on a-fixed I ome, and tilthoughthey-Kave.managed to pay the
staggering medical' bills that ha e accumulated over the years,Mrs. Jackson said
she cannot afford to hire someo e to take care of her husband eight hours a day.

Nancy L. Mace, center coordi tor of the Alzheimer's disease association of Mary-
land at Johns Hopkins Univer, ty said that home support systems are underfunded
even though they are signific ntly less expensive than the cost of care in institu-
tions.

"Funding for home care of the sick and elderly is just not a politically attractive
issue and there is not enough public recognition or awareness of the problem," she
said.

Mace said some form of assistance is crucial for families who care for Alzheimer's
victims at hothe because "some life of one's own is a serious issue here. Some of
these peoplejust never leave the house. In essence, they've really lost their partner;
but the whole process of grieving has to be delayed, because although he's gone, he
isn't dead."

The association, which was formed last fall, has four main goals: patient care,
family support, research and education. Mace says that more support for at-home
care can only come with increased public awareness that what was once dismissed
as "senility" often is a serious physical problem.

Dr. Matthew Taybeck, director of the Maryland Office on Aging, believes that the
public ought to be willing to give more support to families who want to take on the
burden of caring for their elderly at home. If that support is not equal; it should at
least approach what we're willing to give to institutions."

Taybeck cited the newly developed Family Assistance Demonstration Program as
one way the state is trying to help families who care for the elderly at home.

Using a complex formula to determine the difference between the care a family
6 can afford, and the actual cost of the care required, the state has set up a system for

payments. The maximum amount a family can receive in one year is $2,000.
But even if this pilot programcurrently covering 40 Maryland families, 13 of

them in MontgonieryCountyis a success, its restrictions will exclude BesSie Jack-
son and others like her from assistance. Family, as the program's regulatiohs define
it, does not include the sick person's spouse. /

Taybeck admits that this is ludicrous, but said, "The public policy notion remains
that it is the duty of the spouse to provide such care. Perhaps as this notion and
public awareness, evolve, the rules can be changed."

It may already.be too late for Bessie and Henry Jackson. Recently, Mr. Jackson
fell in his apartment and suffered a broken hip. He is hoSpitalized and according to
his doctor, Allen Mondzac, learning to walk again will be "an excruciating, if not
impossible" task for

Mondzac believes that patients like Jackson receive better care at homeirthey
have the kind of dedidned family that Jackson has.

But now, he said, Mrs. Jackson may be forced to consider a nursing home, because
the physical burden of caring for her 1,usband In his present condition "is simply
too much for any one, two or three, people."

Congressman M. BARNES,
U.S. Congress.
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN BARNES: In accordance with our meeting on February 21,
1980, i am sending you my suggestions relating to the improveinent of the medical
and Social Care' services conditions for those suffering from Alzheimer's Disease
and their families trying to provide them with loving and efficient care.

ROCKVILLE, MD., March 16, 1,980.
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I and also forwarding' to Senator Pepper and to Phil Donahue co.dies of these
suggestions. It is my hope that Congress can address these mutters through appro.
printe legislation and that Mr, Donahue 'perhaps can raise thr ow..1.,.entlr:s of .the
public by discussing the illness and its effects on families and on socjeiy.

Ilere are my suggestions:
1. That families caring for those with Alzheimer's Disease should he subsidize.,

individually in equal parts as would a Nursing Home
2. That Medicare should include coverage of Chronic and Custodial Care Needs,
A. That the amount of time provided by Social Service Hornerriers be increased

to a reasonable amount of time dependent on need and eircurnstances. That the
seriousness of this type of Support be made clear.

4. That increased Day Care Centers for Senior Citizens be established with special
attenthm being paid to the particular needs of Alzheimer's sufferers.

5. That Night Homemaker Care be provided as night time care is almost always
the-mostneeded-and-always-excluded-from-HomemakerServices as they preseiRlY
exist.

6. That money for Research into Alzheimer's Disease he allocated in the hope that
a cure or a treatment can be found.

7. That the Medical and Social Service professions be educated specifically es. to
the decent and humane treatment of patients with debilitating brain diunage dis-
ease and of their families. That it be made eminently clear that adults suddenly
afflicted with this illness in their adulthood when they are and have always been
fully capable, .functioning',and independent individuals are neither children nor
pets. They are sick pebple with special needs and fears specifically related to the

. changes that are occurring within their minds and their bodies.. The language and
cure needed to treat these patients..and their families need special atte.4iol
development.

8. That the decision for Social Services not remain in the hands of one ki
Social Worker?

9. That a File of the History of a family be kept in a Central Place that
released with Permission so that the poor family in need of help does not
repeat and repeat the story of, their need over and over again to each different
Agency, Hospital and Service. Believe me, there ;3 little as oppressive as that.

10. That present kograms which include some financial support to children
caring for ill parents be amended to include spouses caring for their mates.

11. That elderly couples should be treated independently under the Medicare/
Medicaid System so that a ch.pendent and ill spouse can receive extra financial aid
without epleting.the health), spouse of a lifetime's earnings or causing the healthy
spouse to fraudulently 'represent his/her financial situation.;

Thank you for your 'help in this matter. I respect your efforts on my behalf and
on behalf of the many other families still in such desperate need. I hope for all our
sakes that yco are successfil in pursuing these goals. I am happy that we talked
and should you need my help in any way, please let me know.

Sincerely yours, \
BESSIE JACKSON.

U.S. HousE or REPRESENTATIVES,
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING,
Washington, D.C, March 11, 1980.

DE:Alt MRS. JAciisorc I want to thank you for taking the time to come in from
RockyiUe and 'hare your experiences concerning Alzheimer's Disease and, home
health care with our ..iaff. I want you to know that 1 share your concerns in these
areas. Our Aging Committee has been lighting for years to enact legislation to
expand the Medicare program so that it provides the kind of homemaker assistance
you would have found so helpful with ybur husband. At the same time, we have
been trying to urge the appropriation of funds to research the cure and treatment or
Alzheimer's Disease. Onfortunately, we have been unable to convince our House
ce!320gues of the necessity for this kind of legislation.

! am sorry that I was not able to meet with you yesterday, fput previously
scheduled commitments in my own Congressional District would not allow me to be
in Washington when you were in our office. However, I did contact Dr. Butler's staff
at the National Institute on Aging. They suggested that you might wish to speak
with Dr. Richard Irwin or Dr. Bernard Wortman who are top experts in this field. I
have requested that they contact you to set up an appointment,'but if you have not
heard from them in a reasonabld period of time you may wish to contact them
directly at 496-10:13.
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I am HO very sorry to learn of your husband's passing. I can only hope that
Ultimately we can join together to promote and enact these kinds of changes so as to
spare others the terrible burden of pain that you have already experienced.

With warmest regards, and believe me,
Always sincerely,

CLAUDE PHI'I'vH, Chairman.

Root Mo., itlen /1 111, 1980.

Chicago, Ill.
DEAlt Mu. Dormilum: I have watched your program through good times and bad

and I admire you and the work you are doing in examining the many ,issues that
bring up.

----------Whebad-timm-that-.1-referred-to-formyself-relate-tathv years ii "which--1
and cared for my husband who was suffc :rig from the debilitating effects of Alz-
hoimer's Disease. It is the disease and th problems that it creates in our society
under the present medical care and sock care system that I wish to bring to your
attention in the hope that you will discus the illness, the present state of research
and the lack of health care support for those who are sick with Alzheimer's and for
their families.

I am enclosing various letters from Senators and Health and Social Care People
and an article written on my husband and myself that appeared in The Washington
Post. Allf of this material highlights how inadequate the Support services are.
especially in regard to giving financial support to spouses caring for severely ill
mates.

In this country in this day and age, everyone cries-out in dismay about people
throwing their toyed ones into Nursing Homes. Everyone in the Social Services
professions cries out in favor of Home Care. But try and find' support whenyou
have an ill husband who you are trying to keep at home and whom you are trying
to love and care for in the best way. My story is that of one wi.o tried.

My husband died on February 5, 1980. But for .many the problem continues as the
enclosures on the illness and on the Association that has just been formed 'teStify.
And many of the elderly,, those who in their prime adulthood, contributed much of
their skills and energies to make this society a decent and humane one, are forced
to end their days abandoned and ill cared for.

I hope`you will read this letter and the material that I am sending to you and
that you will devote one of your programs to examining thiS issue. ; can assist
you in any wav please contact me at any time.

Sincerel yours,
BESSIE JACKSON.

WASHINGTON, D.C., Decen1ber .21. 1979.
DOROTHY GILLIAM,
Washington Post,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. Giti.inm: In accordance with our conversation of Wednesday. Deceniber
19, 1979, I am sending you a copy of the letter I have written to all support people
whb have assisted my mother and our family in the matter of I e,3ping my, father at
home with us.' I would be very grateful if you could call this situation to the
attention of anyone who could be of assistance to us 0:10 also to a great number of
other families who.are experiencing these same difficulties.

As I indicated toYyou in our conversation, everyone agrees philosphically that the
best place for the elderly sick is at home with their loved ones, however, few
programs actually support this theoretical 'position with real help. At the moment
our plan is to bring my father home from the hosp01 on Saturday and my mother
is receiving piecemeal help from the County on ..a weekly basis. We have been in
contact with Congressman Barnes' office and also with the Office of the County
Leader, Mr. Gilcrest. They and our Social Workers and the Homemaker 'Supervisor
of the Division of Social Services will make possible whatever help we are

Tus far our request for Emergency '2.0 Himr a Week Support has been re
on the basis of contract disputes and no funds, and this from one of, the el !tt
counties in the country.

If we are to be successful in our aims, we need much more assistance as Mr. Jim
MacRae of The Support Center, Inc. indicated in a letter he wrote on our behalf to
all these offices. .

The plight of a spouse trying to keep her mate at home needs to be addressed.
Between the sincere professional theories and the possibilities under existing pro-
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grnne'i for real aid, there is a wide gap, Society needs to address this gap for into it
hill a great number of the old and sick who are being taken from their homes and
their loved ones after the many years in which they functioned and contributed to
this, their society. They deserve better. Their families deserve better.

'I'hank you for your attention and compassion in this matter.
Sincerely yours,

'JOANNE JACKsON YELENIK.

DReEntnElt 1979.

DEAR PRESENT AND FUTURE SLIPP(MT PE0PLE: This letter is a stntement.for HELP
for what our family believes, is best for all its members: Bessie and Harry Jackson,
Joanne. Ron and Daniel Yelenik.

The life of all institution is its ownit has its Own processes and dynamics. We
see that now as a result of then{ few days being with my hither in the hospital. We
'knew iC evenThelare" these- fowAlays-The. life of our" lam ily" iii lived- i "n "oU'r homes
where we gather, together for celebrations, where we enjoy our Sabbath, where we
talk about our work and our play and where we laugh, cry, yell and discuss our
lives: At this moment in this period of all our lives, we believe that this is the best
life for my father to continue to be exposed tofor him and for us.

It is in my parent's beautiful home surrounded by all that they love and have
worked for all their lives that my mother enn receive visitors, can do her 'chores,
con see her loved ones. It is in this home where my father during his goodmoments
can recognize his family, laugh with us, dance and listen to music, welcome friends,
eat his meals, say our prayers which he still is able to say and watch the little boy,
his grandson, grow and play. My parents both love children and sociability.

Why do we need help, and more help, at that? We pretty much need round the
clock aidsomeone to help him, someone to help my mother. Someone or ones to
help u:; keep him and us together.

We aced more help because clearly my father is getting sicker and weaker. His
num& are changing and he sleeps more during the..day and has greater difficulty
walking and moving, lie moves at everything more slowly. What is his day like?

Slowly waking up, being helped to dress and go to the bathroomchores done,
then' what? Ile watches the scenes from nature that he still lovesthe trees and
flowershe listens to the birds. He walks, inside the apartment, and outside, when
he is able.. He sees us all come, and gohe responds how he canand does re-
spondhe listenshe tries to communicatehe tries to understand what is commu-
nicated to himwe try to understand what he tries to communicate. HE FEELS.
His life which was once broad is now limitedhis hands which were once gifted and
busy are now held. His life is very limited. Would we want to make it even more so?'
Ile tries to do the best within these limitationsin a home with people who he loves
and who love him: An institution will not feel his absence. from its wallswe will
all feel his absence from this, his home. He is trying his best. We believe we should
try ours. . .

You all
it's

what my mother has done for my father. With help, Yes! But
mainly it's been my mother. What would be her life if my father were in an
institution? She'd be worrying all the time about his care, his treatmentmost
iniportantly, she'd be there with him in the institution for great periodsof time, for
many days.

There would he little release or relief. my mother loves her home, her apartment,
her friends. People visitshe does her chores:Ws the pattern of her .life and she
comes alive with it. To wrench ray father from that home NOW is to also deal with
wrenching my mother from it. Wrenching also, even further, Daniel and Ron and
nit' from both my parents and their share in our lives and ours in theirs.

We ask for help tit this moment Recognizingthat conditions may change- that
my father's illness is progressive. My father's future is only one of getting sickv
and dying. Each day that we all keep him where he is best off is a victory for fiy.
hither and for all of us. . .

We aid to pool information continually. We will do. so. We know the e mg is
inevitabh... All endings are. This st cement ask that we enter together is new
phase of round the clock Home Support. That we try it together with all the
financial and personal help we can muster. We will then see for howlongfor how
well this is working out.

We commit 'ourselves to caring about the safety and well being of all those
involvedin this care: the homemakers, the social. workers, the doctors, the Support
Center and all members of our family.

We ask fromour medical doctors advice to all of us on my father's condition and
consistent evaluations of same.
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We ask front the psychiatrists similar evaluations and also drug .evaluations and
recommendations to stabilize and handle all phases of my lather's condition. Goner,
ally we have observed his moods to stay on the side of what his personality always
was: gentle, optimistic and affectionate.

We ask from the County and Mrs. Peterson the maximum 20 hours of Home
Support under the Independent Vendor program.

We ask from the Support Center that my father can continue to be a menthor of
that small and loving community whenever possible for him.

We ask from .the Jewish Social Services their maximum Homemaking Support;
and that same aid from any other possible supporting Agency.

We ask from our Social Workers support, counseling and understandinl oc our
objeet iv es:

We ask that you help us find whatever extra helpfinancial or professionalthat
we can and we well do so also.

We-commit ourselves-to obtainingata"much hem equipment as is necessary to
help my father, my mother, us and all those who care for him, be it beds, wheel-
chairs, etc.

We commit ourselves to handling for as long as we can financially the .nightly
care on a ,I2 hr. shift basis that we have found to be so excellent and helpful from
Kelly Services, especially in the example of a very remarkable person.

We commit ourselves to give as much of our time and money e- it is possible for
us to give. Our energy, caring, 'nterest and depth of affection st,ans clear, but we
reinstate it again.

We commit ourselves to pooling nd evaluating information from all to all at all
times no matter how hard.

We commit ourselves to sharing d ctor's statements and all relevant information.
We ask a lot and we know it. We think we are giving a lot also. We knowyou all

are and we are grateful. We think:it is importantone man, one family yet the
values seem clear. We ask that you all stay with .us. through this to see where it
goes and what the results are for everyone.

None of you knew my parents, when they were young. Only some of you know of
their ear), lives. Suffice it to say. that they are good people who worked hard and
loved wall. They are victims of this illness. Yet they are fighting it together still.
They love each other still. To us there is still' much beauty in my father. The
magnificence. of his face is- like the strength of his character and even like the
strength of his frail, but Firong body. The force of my mother's character and her
integrity, I ih;r11, you have all felt.

They age to ask fin- professional help. They are of the need.
Maid; -ocr attention,

9; ,tars,
JOANNE JACKSON YELENIK.

THESUPPOKTCENTER, INC.;
Wheaton, i11(1, pecember 18, 1979.

CURTIN V ANOvIdi,
lkixtrt -tient of Alontpomery County,
Rockville, Md.

Dsam VAN0'.*Eft: I regret that I was not able to attend the meeting of Friday,
Decelidwr I!th, regarding Mr. Hi, Ty Jackson.

Because I was urtahle to have direct imput at that meeting, I would like to state
tole of ill, Support Center e- my concerns to all persons, who are involved.

The He of the Support Center in this case has been, and will continue to be, to
provi&:. day :-rhre '9!vice.i to Mr: Jackson on Tuesdays and Thursdays until such
time as, ill te, family requests that these services be discontinued, or (2) Mr.
Jucks.m'S conr.ii,inn deteriorates to the point in which we are no longer able to

,e.:.tety care or him.
Since October 197e, I have 'worked closely with Mr. and Mrs. JacksoPand their

family. I have been very impressed with tie commitment each of them has made
towards coaziruing to care for Mr. Jacks,..., in a family getting. Mr. Jackson has
res,onrled te.7. favorably to this nurturing cud lo.,i-g environment. It is clear to me
that Mr. Jackson's ritcds are best met in this h .nn saltation. irthermore, we at
ti.e Support Center have tried to continue ca. 4.,; for Mr. Jackson in this same
nurturil:g way co Tuesdays ,:nd Thursdays.

Mrs. Jackson; bete daughter JoAnne ,.r.,1 her non-in-n-.4, Ron 'Yelenik,
have requested very little in the way of set vicos tile seven year Mr. Jackson
has been ill.
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It is my understanding that the Department or Sivioi Services has been providing
one tiny of homemaking services ro the laoksens per week, Mrs. Jackson needs
much more in the way of supportive services

Mrs. Jackson is a rare aml remarkable wohain, but we cannot continue to care for
her husband without more help. I believe tht Department of Social Servi,4 should
respond favorably to the effort which is being mall(' by this family.

It is my understanding that 7Inr .aker ..lerviyes are. considering removing, their
services from the Jackson lay I ; dinttosses ipt., greatly, Homemaker services,
instead, a wed to be increased.

We are dealing with a very n. 'ration one which does not occur often. We
have, in the C1180 of the Jackson, ,roily which is committed and concerned. This
-situation' requires speedy .od s ive action On the part of the Department of
Social Services.

I urge you to ive specie i. ration to this case and Increase the support
SyStimitifor

Doing anythin, iss t. would be counterproductive to any decent, service
delivery system.

Sincerely,
JIM MAGRAg, Director

WHAT Is ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE

Alzheimer's Disease is a disorder of the brain, causing loss of memory or'serious
mental deterioration. It is estimated that the disease affects from 500,000 to 1.5
million middle-aged and older Americans.

The terms presenile and senile dementia are used to describe any kind of severe
mental impairment in older individuals. Many of these persons are victims of
Alzheimer s.Disease. Others suffer: from a variety of other conditions. Diagnosis of
the specific type of dementia is very important since some types, other than Alz-
heimer's Disease, can be effectively treated.
At- first, patient's suffering from Alzheimer's Disease exhibits only minor and

almost imperceptible symptoms that are often attributed to other illnesses. Gradual-
ly however, the person becomes more forgetful. As memory loss,.increases, changes
also appear in personality,. mood and behavior. The person may Itegiect to turn off
the oven, misplace things take longer to complete a chore that was previously
routine or repeat already answered questions. Judgment, concentration, speech and
physical coordination may also be affected. Some individuals show confusion and
restlessness and may require special assistance.

There are many patterns!in the type, severity and sequence of mental changes in
this illness. The symptoms are usually progressive, but there is great variation in
the rate of change from person to person. In a few cases, there may be a rapid
decline, but more commonly, there are long periods with little change.

Although the person with Alzheimer's Disease is often unaware of or may deny
the full extend of his or her limitationsespecially late in the course of the
illnessthe development' and course of the illness are a source of deep frustration
for those afflicted and for their loved ones.

As.yet, the prevention or cure of the disease is not known. However, medical care
can relieve many of its symptoms and proper guidance can assist the person and
family in coping with the illness.

THE BENEFITS 01. AN ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE ASSOCIATION

This organization can offer support to families, encourage additional funding for
treatment and research, generate increased visibility of the problem, and encourage
the continuing education of doctors and nurses in the management of the disease.

LINDA E. NEE,
LCSW Advisor.

NEWS FROM THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE. ON AGING

In recent years, changing attitudes among physicians, researchers, the media, and
*he general public have begun to whittle away at the myth "senility" is
inevitnb!e in old age, untreatable, and results exclusively from a hardening of the
arteries in the brain.. At the same time, Alzheimer's Disease has come to the
forefront of consciousness as a major and significant public health problem and as a
probable cause of at least 500,000 cases of serious mental impairment in elderly
Americans.



The costs,of,Alzheioier's Di sense m , in terms of both financial loss
and porsotud chid family anguish. flow, 6177, when the National Institute on
Aging (NIAI launched its efforts to research on the causes, cure, and
prevention of Alzheimer's and related diseases, less than 0.2 percent' of the $21
billion spent by the federal government on health services to the elderly went to
research on the chronic clementias. There remains it great deal of confusion with
regard to the causes, symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of Alzheimer's Disease.

One approach to aiding the victims of.Alzheimer's Diseasel and their families is
iresearch. Recent advance n a number of fields have defined directions for research

scientists anti have outlated possibilities for future studies. One currently heing
explored is that an wreple replacement therapy might be able to alleviatt, the
symptoms of Alzheimer s Disease in much the slime way that I. works in
Parkinson's Disease. It is also possible that a breakdown of the immune systemthe
body's first line of defensemay be responsible for the development of Alzheimer's
DiSease,.Other avenues of- research involvethe role of slow or latent viruseSiiinfthe
presence of heavy metals in the brains of persons who have died with Alzheimer's
Disease.

In ketinng with its concern' for the quality of life in the later years, the NIA
funds research on the organic brain disorders of old age at universities, medical
schools, and other research institutions; conducts research in the Institute's own
laboratories; and looks at such issues as risk factors in senile dementia under the
auspices of the NIA epidemiology prograim

A major goal of currently supported research projects is to find the cause or
causes of Alzheimer's Disease and, in this way, an effective treatment for it. At
.several sites, patients and their families are being asked to provide information on
past illnesses, occupations, places of residence, dietary habits, and family health.

The data are analyzed for patterns that may indicate factors or causes common to
patients.At the same time, the patients undergo physical and psychological exnmi-
nations. Results of such studies have led to an intensive evaluation of three poten-
tial factors in the development of Alzheimer's Disease: traces of aluminum in the
brain, viral infections of the central nervous system, and genetic factors.

At several other sites, NIA grantees are looking at 'the change most commonly
associated with AlZheimer's Diseasethe accumulation of neurofibrillary tangles in
the cerebral cortex or outer layer of the brain. These studies are designed to
determine the chemical composition and the.role of normal neurofilament proteins'
and to find out how and why tangles develop. It is particularly interesting that

'these tangles have been found to develop in limited quantitiesbut seemingly'
without significant negative effectsin the nerve cells of more than 50 percent of
the healthy aged population.

One project currently being planned in the NIA Laboratory of Neurosciences
involves a study of the changes in the way different regions of the brain handle
nutrients in patients shoWing marked confusion and memory loss. NIA scientists
also plan to study alterations in regional brain metabolism in healthy people in
association with changes in their ability to perceive, think, and remember over
time.

In addition, the Institute's Epidemiology, Demography, and Biometry Program
hopes soon to initiate support of research on a community hosed group of persons
some having 'senile dementia and others as corocolsto pro, +rle, a better definition
of diseases of this type and to identify associatec

Until recently. the victims of Alzheimer's II's.. as-tr. and 7'amils have had to
proceed as best they could. Now research has to new a.,cl tio:ent,ally,promising
insights. In the meantime, we are witnessing t.'e a, awth groups !.b4.oughout the
United Staten, and Canadaas well. as a nee, natioro-' mr,ei..,stion-through which
affected families are generating interest in on.-! soproi for this still
mysterious malady. The National Institut, n *, the Obits of those

---,dedicated to working against senile dement,. 'hose who %yank+ devote their
time and encrg7 2,-o:dim; information and assi,ance to others.

MARIAN MI I,
Public Information Specialist.

o. TiISEhRtil P;iCLIECTS SEEKING PATIENTS

The Clinics: Natie.nal Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, is looking for
patients who laW b,..0 recently diagnosed as having Alzheimer's Disease and who
are still capai;le of n tai, moult of iudependem. function and self-care. The subjects
should- be 45 and older (preferably 45-115, and have no significant medical and/or
psychiatric disorders. Patients meeting the criteria will be arl-nitted fora 1-4 week
study. Complete neurological, medical, and psychiatric evaluation will be followed

ui
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by it trial of medicatjunw There is no charge for this hospitalization, For ri..th,r
inlorialition, call collect: ,Widtor II. I llH

Also, the Clinical Ceiller,'Natiorial Institute ()I' Nair° logien! and ('outri;i:,,ici;ive
Disorders and Stroke, Bethesda, is looking lot. patients within the tige range ()I' 18-

veers in the early, stages ol etlzheimer's l)isease who have memory loss or
confusion and no serious medical ilwart disease, kidney disease, or liver

he admitted 111/1/11t :1 %Vt'AS 111111 will I'VeVIV(' it complete
physical exam and test), to ride out any [rentable causes of dementia, There is no
charge for Ilic hospitalization, For flirt lier information call collect: (301) 11111-41,19,

OEM Al IlOME

In.thc halm., I-will tisk III'S 'Co Winn to respond to quest loin: 01 hoint, cart'. Ill I hi:,,
my 111,1 cohinin, I want to share with you some thoughts on memory loss.

Alzheimer's, its you well know, is it disorder that severely..uffecLs u person's ability,
to remember,-T1w-palient's fading memory i.Wnot within his power to control, It is
/IS much it part mi. las disease as a rash is a part III measles, No amount of wishing,
hoping, or praying will either eliminate the rash in measles or bring back the
memory of the patient with Alzheimer's. Those who care for such a patient most,
understand and acct pt this fact before Ow), can begin to cope with this disease.

This failing memo y presents overwheIr.ag problems for the victim of the dis-
ease. It embarrasses hia). Ile cannot reni,:ither the names of friends, or how to
carry out routine I'm ctions at the office. Ile makes light of or gives Vague answers
to questions instead .of admitting that he cannot remember. He begins to doubt his
intelligence or he lea 5 he IS going "crazy." Ills sellmage slips. lie is not the person
he used to be but does not understand what is happening to him. Any one of us
would he afraid, angry, and very anxious if' we saw our mental functioning slip
away :Ind were unabl ) to halt the steady decline.

Family and friends can at this point in the patient's illness offer more than
medical science to da v. Frequent reassurances that the patient remains a loved one
with dignity and set '-worth can best make him feel wanted despite his growing
deficits.

Please send questions for this volition to 'Alzheimer's, 819 Aster Blvd., Rockville,
rid. 211.50,

SALLY VOLINO, Registered MOSt%

Si IIMITTED it Tut; ItEcnitu fly MARIELOUIS ANSAK, Emarrivr: Dumetpit, ON
Los SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.

mminasamin'Al. CONSTRAINTS MEDICARE 221 DAV 'CARE DEMONSTRATION
. PROJErr

A report was recently released by the National Center for Health Services Re-
search summarizing the cost and effects of day care services as seen in a Medicare
demonstration project iNCIISR, 19.7.9). The study. itself addresses a critical problem
area, alternat,v2s in long-term care. Unfortunately, because of methodological and
logical problems inherent in the design and implementation of lI project, the study
really raises more problems and questions than it answers. Instead of identifying
many of. these problems, the authors of the report chose to make strong conclusions
regardia: the cost impacts of day care; conclusions which are unwarranted, mislead-
ing. and potentials y very damaging to the lives of millions of t!ierly who will be

-lacing the needs for long-term health care.
The study has been referred, to as the Medicare 222 demonstration and the report

is entitled, "Effects and Costs of Day Care and HomenoMer Services for the Chron-
ically III." Using. waiver nutty it under-Section 222 of he I9'72 Title XVIII Social
Security Amendment, Medi, reimbarsement was given for services provided
through four daycare progrmy ),4).; the country. The re: Torch' and evaluation of
the.w demonstration project ». re itiven to an outside contractor, Medicos. Because
of a series of p-..oblems and ditticetties encountered throughout the data collection
period, the evaluation runt rat :th Medicos was ).vithdrawn and the intramural
research staff of NC IISR took ,session of the data and prepared the final report.

The study its presented many methodological and logical flaws, some of
these being:

1. The study hos limited generalizability.Thu four centers involved in the study
were chmien inn non-random fashion and were unrepresentative of all the centers
which were in operation at the time. Projects were selected through competitive
bidding with the day hostaui model in mind. What v mild be true of this sample of
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day centers would not necessarily be true of the hundreds of other day centers
operating throughout the United f4tates.

PH. four centers UMW in the study were Ilia even similar to each otherOne
. program was an established day hospital providing intensive rehabilitative services

while another project ciinsisted of a number of newly.established day centers Provid-
ing a variety of social and health services. Indicative of some of the variation
between sites is the.dailycost for the various centers which ranged from $18.5.1 for
Oat! day care program to a high of $148.1,7 at another, Certainly, this difference is
more than geographic variation. It indicates substantive difThrences between the
programs being studied. To report that the average, cost for day Care is $52 per day
or to imply that all of these projects are providing similar seri..:es is not only
seriously misleading, but also reflects poor research method.

Demonstnttion programs do not reflect the actual experience of operating pro.
grams,The Medicare 222 day cure project was a timelimited detnonstration. Cem
tars were asked to develop their programs, servo participants for one.yearand_close

-down,-This artificiality ham serious implications' for the validity- orthe of
the day care centers never reached full census, and because of fixed costs their daily
costs were much higher than would have been expected if they were operating more
stably. In some cases, participants understandably refused to get involved in the
program knowing that their involvement would be time-limited and 'tom they
would be forced to change. Most of the programs incurred a number of cos -4 related
to the development and demonstration of the program which would not have been
necessary for ongoing operation. Because demonstrations are different from operat-
ing programs, the researcher cannot directly apply findings from a demonstration to
conclusions regarding policy. What is needed Instead is more information gathered
from ongoing, stable operating programs. By the way, to anyone ever d-veloping or
operating program, it is abundantly clear that one year is..not an r,c,iquate time
frame to evaluate any program; especially a newly-developing one.

4. Although studying the impacts of day care on institutionalization, the study did
not even limit itself to those at risk of such long-term careThere .were.not specific
Standards for project. eligibility which were used consistently across sites. In fact,
because of participant recruitment problems, it was noted in the "Method" section
of the report that most referrals were admitted to the project with the only ones
being excluded were those who seemed in need of institutional cure. In fact, the
report itself suggests, "effective screening of patients to limit those served to pa-
tients 'at risk' of institutionalization would improw cost-saving prospects.. . ." By
accepting healthy people and rejecting mo- frail, the project deterred itself
from its originally intended objective. It seems that an intensive health care pro-
gram was established to serve a realtively healthy population. Certainly the impacts
of the program will not be found if those for whom the program was intended are
not the ones served,

5. The project made no attempt to provide management control over costs.This is
' in part an unintended consequence of demonstration. The programs participating in

the project were told to report their costs, but were not given any incentive to
control those costs. As a result, costs for the Medicare demonstration projects were
much higher ,han costs fotind in similar Medicaid programs. In addition, criteria
specification, service program matching, optimization of treatment plan, client bene-
fit, and program efficiencywere all things that were not discussed or incorporated
into the demonstration programs. Without these management controls, the pro-
grams undoubtedly suffered and costs were likely inflated.

6 The study ignored large bodies of conflicting information from a number of
.operating programs,The day care report described the findings of its study and
referred to another study done by' one of the authors, but gave no recognition or
even acknowledgment .oI information available from a large number. of operating
Medicaid and Title XX 'day care programs and projr,cts. In California and Massachu-

for example. Medicaid has reimbursed a nunt1 !r of day health programs at
rates far below. those reported in the 222 studies. These programs were often better
controlled and more tightly monitored than the Medicare projects, yet mention of
their existence was not-even made.

7. There is a difference between the real and ideal worldThe basic problem. with
the 222 demonstration underlying many of the above criticisms is the basic fdiffer-
ence between a real world and a theoretical or ideal world orientation. Laboratory
research addresses a theoretical ideal world. People are randomly assigned to condi-
tions, human beings act in predictable and objective fashion, services can be. turned
on and turned off, people can be manipulated according to the needs of the research
design. While this works in a laboratory setting, it does not in the real world: we
can randomize rats but not people with real needs.. Knowing that a project is limited
dissuaded a number of people from getting involved in the service program. People



who are defiled services bet.'atist. of 111e hoods of research are nut the Maine itS thiete
Who never wilt1141 have received them. The real world is not the Weld world. Itohey
relevant reqoarch, however, mach address the real world, Randomized designs art.
not able if they do not realistically address the problem. Policymakers 11(.1!(1
((tot( (0 information gathered from real world '.ettings in oinking decisions regarding
I III' 1)(4.11(4 or their constituents.

A fuller presentation of some of the methodological and logical limitations to the
22'2 day can study is being prepared and it copy of the full report will be submitted
to the committee upon its completion, It is important, however, that policymakers
he aware of the limitations of' the 222 Medicare day health and homemaker demon
stration project, There is an attar, HI research that weak research replaces no
research and good research ultimately replaces the weak. It is important that
information on ongoing stably operating day care programs be gathered and orga-
nized so that we may address nom II real world perspective questions regarding yho
value /Ind cost of day health care.

Aron. 21, 11140.

Ilan. NevER,
House Se/IN:t (ornmi flee on Aging.

Woshingtom
MAI( Mit: PEPPER: We are writing to you as Chairmilll of the Select Committee on

Aging to bring to your attention some of the progress and some of the problems
relating to adult health c ire in the United States.

The critical and growi.., need for long-term health care has advanced the growth
of the nursing home industry as the primary health care response. For many frail
elderly, this response has been neither adequate nor appropriate. Adding more
nursing Ilona. beds would not alleviate the disruption to family life and independent
living caused by premature or inappropriate institutionalization. Specifically, from it
number of studies 20 percent Or more of those in longterm care institutions could
have been more appropriately served in community settings if options such as adult
day health and home health services were available.

Adult day health centers first emerged in the U.S. in the early' seventies as au
important cominunitybased service in the continuum of long-term care. The move-
ment has grown dramatically front a mere handful of programs to approximately
)i))0 programs operating today. Funding comes from 41 variety of sources: Medicaid,
mental health, social services, private funding, community funding, and insurance.
Medicaid; the primary reimburser of long-term care, has acknowledged the impor
tones of adult day health services by including it as an optional service. Seven
states have affirmed the importance of this program by providing Medicaid reim-
bursement for adult day health services; additional states are actively considering
their provision. Today, over 125 centers in these seven states receive Medicaid
reimbursement for day health services. Most of these adult day health centers are
grassroots organizations, developed largely by nonrofit, community-based groups
to met local needs. This grassroots support is indicative of the important needs
being addressed b.; this prOgram.

In addition to the fragmentatior of funding, we, as planners, administrators and
evaluators of adult day health programs, see two problems facing this growing long
term cart. service option. First, there is the misconception held by some policy-
makers that the continuum of care is anlaternative to adult day health, The
purpose of it continuum of care is to coordinate and integrate services, but it cannot
do so unless all the service components are first in place. Titus, adult day health
does not compete with, but is an essential comtament of any set vice continuum
addressing longterm health care needs. SignifiCantly, the .U.S. Departtnent of
Health, Education and Welfare lists adult day health care as one of the core
services in their newly-proposed National Channeling Agency Demonstration pro-
gram.

A more critical problem is misleading information front a recent smallscale study
of day care. The differences in individual programs make it difficult to conclusively
evaluate the H.pacts of any new program like cla, health services. A recently
released report by the National Center for Health Services Research (NCHSR) of
the U.S. Public Health Service evaluated four demonstration centers (not statewide
programs) with very different service mixes and costs, and concluded..that the cost
of day care was $52 per day. This report overlooked data from California, Massachu-
setts, New Jersey. and other states, identifying over 100 (non-profit and proprietary)
Medicaid reimbursed Centers which are providing medically-oriented adult day
health care at prices ranging from 5 to $25 per day. There is deep concern among
those working with day health that such single, isolated studie:, will mislead policy-
makers in dteisions reL:irding the future role of day health in long-term health
care.
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We resperifully request that the Bowie Select Committee on Aging review the
progress and prugntm eXperienee of adult day heubtIi cure In this country and
consider It 101 no important component ()I' any plan of long,terni care reform.
Speci we urge your committee to:

(0 ['whale odult day health care in Your hearings nod deliberations regarding
dgadults in long.lorlti care;

(2) Coll upon the Health Care Financing Administration to establish a specific
division to coordinate, support and provide technical assistance for the development'
iiivortimunity.hosed options;

EstOblish legislation which comprehensively deals with the problems of long.
term care and includes communitybased services, such as day health, and home
health, by, incorporating these community.based services into the Medicare benefits
package; and strengthernot the role of these services in the Medical.) system by
allowing the states the option of providing coverage for certain low income ugeil,
blind, and disabled individuals who need inhume and day health services on a
regular Mods, but are not categorically eligible because their incomes exceed the
assistanCO standard.

Adult day health care can priaride the frail, disabled elderly with the services
they need while allowing them to remain in their community. It con do this, not by
adding additional costs, but by substituting comniuitybused services for costly
institutional care. We urge you and your committee to use your influence for the
advancement of t service alternative nnil the overall improvement of longterin
cu re.

'Thank you for y..ir time and consideration.
Resnik! t fu I I V.

Mario - Louise Amok, Executive Director, On Lok Senior Ilealth Services;
(7alifornia Association fin Adult Day Ilealth Services; Charlotte
Hamill, Associate Director for Planning and Program Development,
Burke Rehabilitation Center; Anne Klapfish, Progiun Director,
Adult Day Health Services of Massachusetts; Carol Kurland, Chief,
Bureau of Social Care Programs and Medical Day Care Coordinator,
Division of Medical Assistance and Ilealth Services, State of New
Jersey; Brahmi Trager, Ilealth Consultant; Dr, S, J. Brody, Depart-
ment of Research Medicine, University of Pennsylvania; audyCan-
terburv, Nursing Supervisor, Adult Protective Services; Virginia M.
Hart, 8upervisor, Program Development Section, Bureau of Aging;
Dennis 1(odner, Director, Planning and Community Services, Metro-
politan Jewish Gerintric Center; Barbara Sklar, Director, Geriatric
Services, Mount Zion Hospital and Mecini Center; Rick T. Zawadski,
Ph. D. Research Director, On IAA Senior Health Services.

SYNOPSIA OF THE DEVEI.orMKNT ole ON 1.0K SENIOR IlEALTii SERvIEEs

On Lok Senior Ilealth Services started in 1972 ns it day health center, a facility in
the community offering services to the frail elderly who otherwise would have had
t,- be placed in nursing homes. At the day health center, the elderly received
ini.dical supervision; nursing care; physical, occupational, speech, and recreational
therapies; meals and dietary counseling; social services; and assistance with activi-;
ties of daily living, such us grooming, bathing, etc. On Lok provided transportation
to and from home to the center-physician s offices, clinics, etc., with specially
equipped vehicles.

From 1972 to 197:1, this project was funded as a demonstration project by FIEW's
Administration on Aging. In 197.1, On Lok wa,., able to negotiate a pilot project with
the California Department of Ilealth Services iMedi-Cab for reimbursement .of day
health services. On the basis of their good experience with this type of care, a hill
(AB ltil II was signed into law in California which made "day health services" a
generally available benefit to the elderly in the State. Today, there are several "Day
Ilealth ('enters" in various parts of the State offering such services.

From 197:1 to 1979, On Lok, with the help of a "Model Project" funded again by
the Administration on Aging, vypanded its services. It was learned that a whole
range of services was necessary to meet the ever changing needs of the handicapped
elderly. One of the foremost problems in LA's district is housing. A plan for a
specially designed facility, including living units and a day health center, was
des'-ned and a loon from HUD and private funding were obtained to construct "On
Lok house at 11.1U Powell Street. Thi.: building is presently under construction and
will be completed/in September 1980 and will offer housing to 51 elderly. At the
same time, during tins Model project period, On Lok developed a home health
set-vice.. -Ilpeitient and a social day care center for those who no longer needed
inters:0. medical supervision and rehabilitation.

if r'NalV
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slur of the pi:0111111s 1111 MA1111;111111114 n nnoprolit, 01111111111111y'
base 1, 10111; I01.111 CM' rOillthlIrsolIMIII 111111 1.1111(101 11114'llitIliSlIls
1.111 lr avallnhle for health emit in the United Stales Strirtly speaking, public and
private isurance!, id best n111,v alter ruinilu11l reilnhursellield for rolnInullitY;111110.41
supportive serviees Ihr emphasis is tin payment far stays 111. 11(111Y hunpi1111n 1110
nursin lionws I/WIWI/III lolls liko 011 Loh have to seek funds from to myriad of
Aturetts, each %%Oh its own eligibility and reporting requirements.

It is hot this reason that 011-1,ok afro:whet' the Health (Tan' Finatteing Adminis-
indium INIedwarto in 11172 and asked Mr a novel approach. A package was developed
%%inch paid heed to the social tund medical needs ()I' the frail elderly. On 1.ok
I roposed to lussuitat the responsibility for total VIVO of IIi target popuilition tit a
capitation rate tN . per 111.1'son registered per month for all care at home. in 11

11111"illIV 11111110 11r 101111.. IMS1111111L :Medicare, recognizing increasing pressure ht pro
vide better and merit comprehensive t'ill'e to the elderly within the frianutt,t_ of
limited resources, agreed to this project,

,\ year year einlotritet was entered into in February or 11179 and Medicare thus,
lttr the first time ill its hislor,v, has accepted the concept ol'a combination ul'suuiltl
taitiportive service,. and medical rut' lor the elderly. Ion full description, sett
totached taitlituti

I.ok, which has till YXII'llsiVe ri.s011rell In ID demonstrate lit reason.
able cost 1 he feasibility Or it communityhased, long term earl- -.,.stem which is
responsIVI. ID the Imisis of its ylioniolo,

0AV IlEALIII SERVICES ton FRAIL ELDER) Y

What I t 1100S --ROT,' the elderly' in their' own 1104WS!
111,11 II Is (lone, A multiiikciplinoy team oilers it comptt ttvaluation at the

beginning told regular reassesstnents A Ir1.11tInoll, 1(11111 is fli-%clopell with the
Ipplivilid anti iwcoding to mg.&

Il /tat it provides,- NIV(Ileal and nursing supervision. social services, physical,
m(wriatitinal. mid speech therapies, nutrition (1.-:1 regular or special (lief meals a

day at the Center or delivered ' too, DyrsOltal care services tgrooming, laundry,
bathing. 1`511111 servi%4est, Iran5lr lion, supportive in -hump r rvices (shopping and
cleaning I, rocreiiIiii11111-SoCial AillVitios (outings, discussions, lilms, crafts, health
duenl 111111.

1)71(a II coo,. To provide tor it frail elderly' person not needing '11-hour nursing
rare:

Nledi('al l'1.11M,'Irs1, 011 Lek fur the all ins lusive package of 1)av health Services
hat II participant an average it $3:Itifill

f-;'1 provides this On Lok participant fill 11%'1.'111g1' DI': $1.17.73.
Total public sector cost per month:
For the S111111. individual. Nledit %II would reimburse a nursing home: $907.1,1.'
551 %ktaild provide this person'a 111101101IV cash grant oh': $25.1111.
Total 'Addict sector cost per month: $93'1..1.1.
What it comb/ ,still' -One person in day health services instead of it nursing home

1 ht' S1:01: Per NIonite---$.1.1S.,1 I; Per N'ear--$5,:1S0.92,

ON 1.(a: 1),%v Ilf:ALTII SERVICES: ITS IMPACTS ON Titi.; FRAIL ELDERLY AND TIIK
Ql'ALITY AND C11tir 1,0N(;1.:1(M CARE ,\ SUMNIAIIV OF 1:''INDINGS3

On Lek Senior Health Services is a contimmi6,based day program providing
health ;Intl health-supportive services to the frail elderly who need these services to
trinoin in the cottiamnity. l'resently On kik is funded as a Medical Demonstration
Project /1 rid ;is an 1 iFAV-AAA ',Model Project in Aging. This is a summary of a study
evaluating On Lok's 1)ay 1 lealth (.'enter: its impacts on its participants and on the
lability and cost td' long-term health care.

Thirty-two,recently admitted On !Auk Day Ilealth participants were compared to it
i,..,..hed grt:up of elderly pestms living outside On Lok's service area. Partici-
pants in both groups were assessed 1,%; an independent team of health professionals
from tint Calitorma 1)(tpartment of health in May and Noverniwr 1971i; most 190
percent/ kept diaries describing their health services and activities for the five -
Innnth interim between assessments.

Arne it :ner:wt. reltottursetr , 1,0k dtirtng first 1 months 197S rode
includes all above oivntioncil eel

110,141 reinthurseinet,t floe, rtn»parable sized nursing homes in S:in Francis.
Their ni1c, exclude olp;i111,1111 ri I therapy and medical evaluation.
l'reptred 11Tz lor III' Ctdifitrniti oent plITStrant 1i) Contract

Nn 7....;:tttr..! with ;1,111111mi:11 e,e,srelt ,trpport r .ar l'inioct in
.\,:trw N.) :0) A-393 1r.: ;1, part Ill their evalutttitm.
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A number of findings emerged from this study:
I. A nuklority of Day, Health participants were eligible for institutional carp and

would have been in a skilled nursing or other protective facility without Day Ihailth
services; with Day Ilealth, they were able to remain in the community,

2. Day I lealth participants were more frail, with more medical problems than Ow
continuation group and generally lower in mobility and strength; yet they were
living more independently and doing more for themselves,

3, Day Health participants were mere active, having more trips out and
more visits than those-in .protective environments.-

4, During the study period, 94 percent of the comparison group remained lit the
same level of care; the remaining 6 percent died. Day Health participants showed
more movement: 16 percent deteriorated and 22 percent improved.

5. Day Health participants expressed more satisfaction than the comparison group
with the health services they received and with the neighborhood in which they
lived, Day Health participants and community residents of the comparison group ,

expressed higher satisfaction in each satisfaction area_nrid with life in general than
those in board and care and skilled nursing facilities.

6. The Day Health group spent significantly fewer days in skilled nursing facili-
ties and yet received more health care, e.g. physician and therapy services, than the
comparison group.

7. Even with Amin- Omits for supplemental income and other government pro-
grams, the introduction of Day Health did not increase total government costs.
Health care expenditures were lower in fact for day health participants. The cost of
Day Health s-Tvices were more than balanced by savings in skilled nursing care.
Individual expenditures varied more across Day Health participants and fluctuated
more for them over time, reflecting greater program flexibility and a greater
likelihood of cost conttellnbility.

comustoNs

The continuum of servici with Day Health was compared to the traditional long-
term health care continuum available to the frail elderly. The continuum with Day
Health was found to be qualitatively different, providing slightly more medical and
significantly more therapeutic services for the same or even slightly lower health
care costs. More importantly, Day Health enabled participants to remain in their
home communities, to continue their social activities, and to improve or maintain
their functional independence. Along with higher expressed satisfaction, these meas-
ures indicated the positive impacts of Day Health on the quality of life of its
participants and, in turn, on the quality of long-term health care.

ON LOIC SENIOR HEALTH SERVICES: A COMMUNITY CANE ORGANIZATION FOR
DEPENDENT ADULTS

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Introduction
On Lok Senior Health Services is a model community-based health service pro-

gram serving tile low-income elderly of the Chinatown-North Beach district of San
Francisco. Initiated in the late 1960's by a group of concerned citizens and health
professionals from the community and incorporated as a non-profit organization, On
Lok has been striving to develop a free-standing, community-based service system
responsive to the total needsmedical, functional, social and environmentalof the
depe dent adult. The goal of On Lok is to provide quality long term care, that is,
care that meets the,needs of the participant and which is satisfying to him /her, "and
to ovide such care at a cost below that spent for traditional long term care.

In October of 1978, On Lok Senior Health Services was awarded a Research and
Demonstration Grant from the Office of Human Development to plan, develop and
eve!! Ite a Community Care Organization for Dependent Adults (CCODA). Accord-
ing the provisions of that grant, On Lok will assume complete responsibility for
the umagement and delivery of all health and health-related services to ,a popula-
tion .if functionally dependent adults qualified for long term care institutional
placement. Building upon the management and financing principles of the health
maintenance organization (HMO), On Lok will develop and operate a community-
based long term care system. the CCODA.

Through waivers granted by the Health Care Financing Administration under the
authority of Section 222 of P.L. 92-603, On Lok will be paid from the Long Term
Care Trust Fund a monthly capitation rate for each participant in the CCODA. For
that payment. On Lok assumes complete financial responsibility for the medical and
social case management of the participant as well as for the delivery of all services,
both those provided by On Lok staff and those delivered by other providers.
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Project principles.
The (,CODA project. reflects the philosophy of On leak's community board and is a

result of their siplos years of experience delivering outpatient services to the
functionally dependent adult.. The basic jwinciples of this philosophy,many of which
are shared by researchers and planniTS in aging, are follows;

(I) The dependent adult wants to and should be allowed to rein In in their homes /

and In t heir own communities for us long as It is medically, socially and economical
ly feasible, .

(2) The problems facing the dond term' Care'needy adult are multiple and interre'
lated; sucild kielation and malnutrition have direct impacts on health,

I:1) An adequate long term core response must consider the whole individual;
providing atedical care without nutrition or social support ignores the problem and
is an ineffectual response.

it Coordination of services without control over their delivt-ry is Insufficient.
(5) Comprehensive, single source funding is es!''Itt,a1 for the delivery of cost-

effective long term care.
Ili) Quality long term care is offb with pc.:,, at budgetary restraints,

Project Milo/Info
Long term care today consists of a patchwork of overlopf tog services: Most of the

long term care dollar goes to acute and skilled nursing facilities, but many other
discrete providers are involved. Funding for long term care comes from a number of
sources: Titles XVIII (Medicare), XIX (Medicaid), and XX (Social Services) of the
Social Security Act; and Titles III and VII. of the Older Americans Act. This
piecemeal approach to the funding of long term care has resulted in a fragmented
and ineffectual long term care response.

A fragmented long term care service response results in unnecessarily high
health core costs and less than adequate care for the dependent who are served.
Dependent adults are rarely able to avoid institutions unless a wide range of
supportive medical and social services are readily available. Yet, categorical funding
is, by authority and purposes, usually designed to support single services rather
than complete systems. Individual needs are structured to fit Service agency reim'
bursement guideline's, As a result, some needs often go unmet.

Changes in level of care present other problems. A discharge worker in a hospital
may recommend in-home services, but there is no way to gun-room' those serval
will be delivered or the continuity of care maintained. Often the funtionally depend
ent adult, incapable of arranging for his own services, falls between the crack,.
receives inappropriate, or no services, Simply dealing with multiple provider,:
changes from one provider to another is itself more than many can endure. Ref.
to many different agencies and individuals, and retelling problems is an unto
sorry and stressful burden for the dependent adult.

,Prom a cost perspective, multiple discrete service providers have obvieus
Ntmtages. Multiple administrations increase costs through duplication of functions.
-Separate billings, authorizations and paperwork add to administrative overhead,
Indirectly, providers of discrete inter - related services tend to protect their own
interests, end service industries grow independently without inter-Service ro*.!-1!..
With discrete providers working in competition, there are no incentives to, ,o,
log the independence of dependent adults or transferring them toless n, ,re
appropriate service programs. Thus, today's long term care system is :4 nwork
system built around the skilled nursing institution. It is'an expensive. ofectual
and as is, unworkable system.

Recently, interests have turned to projects which coordinate services for the
elderly. Many of these projects provide centralized, comprehensive evaluation fol-
lowed by referral to a wide range of services. This type of service system, referred to
here as a "brokerage" model, uses existing service providers and adds to it another
provider to coordinate' and link available services. Although when' functioning prop-
erly these systems do provide some benefits to the participants served by them, this
"brokerage' model has some distinct disadvantages. coordinating agency, for
example, 'can refer someone for services but cannot r mrantee service delivery.
Furthermore, a referring agency has no control over the discrete provider and his
costs. Thus a "brokerage" system is only as good as its weakest discrete provider.
Some cost savings are produced because of more effectivelong term care placement
in such models. However, added costs are also''incurred by the added level of
administration otvolved in coordination of services. Third, coordinating agencies
often provide comprehensive evaluation, yet individual service agencies for their,
own reimbursement must often repeat these evaluations, adding to the cost as well
as the stress on participants.
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Another alternative for integrating services, and the one tested through On Lok'sCCODA, is to have one agency coordinate and deliver all longterm care services.Through centralized management and delivery, a package of services can be pre-vided which .is responsive to the individual participant's needs. Service delivery canbe guaranteed, because control of all service coMponents are in the hands of thecoordinating agency. Separati. administrative Costs are eliminated through centralized administration. In essence, the provider in a centrally managed and Oliveredlong term health care system is given a broad range of authority as well 'Os theresponsibility and, with capitated reimbirrsement, the incentive for providing cost-effective care.
Project objectives

The overall objective or the CCODA demonstration is to apply the management
and reimbursement principles of the health maintenance organization (I1MO) to theproblem of long term care by developing a model Community Care Organization for
Dependent Adults ( CCODA) and to .evaluate the impacts of this health system onthe quality and, cost of long term care and on the health and welfare of persons who
would otherwise be almost certainly' placed in institutions.

This project will:
Develop and operate a centrally funded and administered community care systeMfor meeting all health andhealth-related needs of dependent adults.

----.. Measure the impact, of capitated, decategorized funding (involving substantialproVider risk) on the utilization, Auttlity and cost of services provided to dependentadults. .7
Contrast the management efficiencies of the CCODA model with the fragmenta-tion of patient management and budgets commonly found inpresently operatingsystems of long term care as well as those offered in "brokerage models.Develop actuarially sound- methods of budgeting the medical and social needs ofdependent adults.
Produce a cost and utilization yardstick by vhich to measure the effectiveness ofother models of providing services to dependen adults.
It is hypothesized that the CCODA will have the following impacts:
Health service patterns will be changed: Da, s of institutionalizatiqn, both skilledand acute, will be decreased while professional medical and therapeutic services willbe increased: More health-related, social and supportive services will be delivered.Quality of long terns care will be increased: Participants will be functioning moveindependently: Participants will express greater satisfaction with the health servicethey receive.
Long term health care costs will be reduced: As compared to the cost of tradition-al long term care;' As compared to costs in a "brokerage" model of integratedservices.

Project location
,

On Lok serves the residents of it geographically limited area or San Franciscoknown as the Chinatown-North Beach district. This area can _be geographically .,defined as the area contained by...Bay Street, Market Street, Sutter Street. Van NessAvenue, and the San Francisco Bay. -...,
.Almost 60,000 people live in this densely populated area, over half of whom aremembers of ethnic minority groups, speak little or no English, and live on incomesbelow the poverty level. According to the 1970 census, 15 percent of all those livingin the area were, persons 65 years and older. Those'familiar with the communityclaim that even this statistic is much too conservative. Many more'elderly reside in ,back rooms and alleys, unidentified by' census takers. It has been estimated thatperhaps as\ many as 20 percent of those in the area are elderly.

Population sorted _,...-0.4*,

On Lok's CCODA is designed to serve the functionally dependent elderly in SanFrancisco's Chinatown-North Beach district, who are in need of long term care..Specifically, to be eligible for enrollment in the CCODA, participants must reside',within On Lok's geo raphical service area and must be qualified for either interme-sliat ..' e nursing care according to criteria established by the California------. Department of Health Services.
Although enrollment is open to any qualified adult over 55 years of age, the vast'majority of those entering On Lok are over 6.5 years of age. The average age of On /Lok participants is about 76. A majority of On Lok's participants fall below the ipoverty level with about 70 percent qualifying for medical assistance (Medicaid).About 60 percent of On Lok's .participants live alone and about half speak little or !'.no English. The chronic health problems of On Lok's population are essentially the.same as those of any other long term care population. Some of On Lok's partici7



punts require extensive 1111!thela cam others ban benefit from extensive restorative
therapy; and still others are in nemi of onkoing personal care and supportive
services in conjunction with exercise to retard flurt her deterioriation,

On Lok. now serves approximately 201) participants, When in full operation, On
Lok's CCODA will have an active caseload of approximately 100, Throughout its
four -year demonstration. On Lok's CCODA will ',have served approximately 1,009

,participmas and will indirectly benefit the family and friends of participants and
many other elderly.
The serial' prob'ram

Through its CCODA, On Lok provides all health. services, i.e., medical, social and
supportive services, required by the functionally dependent adult and Coordinates
these services with comprehensive medical and social case numagement. Compre-
hensive case management is a,,,crUcial component fir the CCODA's effective imple-
mentation,

Case management is provided in two ways. First, a multidisciplinary health team
regularly reviews the status of each participant, Together, the team works out a
service plan which is responsive to the participant's medical, therapeutic and social
needs, Members of the Assessment Team, in turn work with .each participant
directly providing all needed services, The Team physician, for example, is the
participant's physician and is responsible for all the participant's primary medical
care.

Second, the social worker/advocate is the agent of the participant and reSponsible
for direct case Management. Upon admission, a social worker/advocate is assigned
to each participant and remains with that participant regardless of his movement in
the program. 'I he social worker integrates the needs and concerns of the participant
with the resources available through the CCODA and provides psycho-social support
to help the participant deal with situations that cannot be changed,

Not only are health services managed and coordinated through the CCODA's
comprehensive case management flinetion, but they are directly delivered by the
CCODA service staff. Services may be delivered to participants in their homes, in
one of On Lok's multi-level day centers, or if need be, on an inpatient basis in a
skilled nursing facility or acute care hospital. Approximately 95 percent of all
outpatient services are directly provided by On Lok staff'. Inpatient services, which
are provided under contract to the CCODA, are directly supervised by the On Lok.
staff physician. Thus, On Lok has complete control over all !Ong term care health
services.

Services provided through On Lok CCODA include: physician services, both pri-
mary and specialist: nursing services; therapy (physical, occupational and speech);
comprehensive social services; dietary services, including meals and dietary counsel-
ing; transportation, both- non-emergency transport to service programs and emer-
gency transportation; home chore services; laundry;escorting, shopping and inter-.
preting; home health services; and socialization services, including reality therapy,
education, group exercises, crafts and work activities. Through contract with other
providers and under supervision of On Lok's direct service staff, other long' term
care services are provided: acute hospital care; skilled nursing care; board and cure;
medications; radiological and radio-isotope services; clinical laboratory services;
prosthetic and orthotic appliances; medical appliances and supplies; and ambulance
service. Medical services provided by part tittle retained medical specialists include:
podiatry, dentistry, optometry, audiology and psychiatry. For more detailed descrip-
tion of these services, refer to Attachment 1, Definitions of Reimbursable. Service&
for the On Lok CCODA project.
Project staff

On Lok is guided by a policy board of health consumers and health professionals
residing in or working in the On Lok service area. These board members are deeply
concerned with the quality of health care provided to its community's elderly and
serve on the board voluntarily as a manifestation of their concern. On Lok's commu-
nity board defines program poliCy and approves all program contracts and grants.
Dr. William L. Gee is the president of On Lok's Board of Directors.

Marie-Louise Ansak, as Executive Director of On Lok, is responsible for the
planning and operation of the CCODA service piogram. Dr. Harry Lee, Medical
Director, is responsible for the medical care delivered through the CCODA program.
Physicians and health professionals from the community serve on a Medical Advis-
ory /3oard, somemembers of which meet monthly as a Medical Utilization Review
Committee. Together theSe groups review thn quality of care provided through On
Lok's CCODA.

Most services are directly provided by On Lok staff members, who represent all
major disciplines involved in the provision of long term care. Specialty services not
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directly provided by staff are provided under subcontract with the CCODA and
supervised by stall'.

The research component of On Lok is headed by Rick Zawadski, Ph.D. Dr.
Znwadski is responsible for the planning and implementation of the data manage-
went system and coordinates the evaluation and research components of the
CCODA' project. On Lok's research componentrworks closely with a Research Com-
!naive, composed of On LokBoard members and researchers in the arep.
Project funding awl reimbursement

The planning, development and evaluation of On Lok's CCODA project is support-
ed by Research and Demonstratitin Grant from the Department of Health, Educa-
tion And WelfareOffice of Human Development Services, with funding from the
Administration on Aging and the National Institute for Handicapped Resarch, This
grant was awarded on October 1, 1978.

Funding for the service program conies from the Health Care Financing Adtninis-
tration's Medicare (Title XVIII, Social Security Act) program. Through waivers
granted under Section 222 of Public Law 92-603, On Lok is reimbursed from the
Long Term Care Trust Fund a monthly capitation payment for. each participant in
its CCODA, This single payment covers all health and health-related services pro-
vided to participants either on an outpatient or inpatient basis.

California State Department or Health Services has independently reviewed and
supported On Lok's CCODA project. The concept being demonstrated by the CCODA
project is consistent with demonstrations called for by California law (A.B. 998). As
presentIN.structured, however, the State of California is not involved in the financ-
ing of the project.
Project significance

Approximately 20 million Americans are 65 years of age or older. Of these, almost
2 million are in need of some form or long. term care. A majority of these neither
need nor want institutional care. Yet fOr most, the institution is the only king term
care option available.

On Lok's. CCODA directly benefits the 1,000 elderly it serves. Moreover, this
demonstration will provide instruments for assessing and data for describing the
cost and quality of traditional long term care and the relative "cost-benefit-effective-
ness" impacts of expanded, comprehensively funded, centrally managed and deliv-
ered health services. This information will have direct implications, not only for
other low-income, ethnic elderly residing in the inner cities, but for all elderly in
need of long term care.

HOMEWOOD RETIREMENT CENTER,
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST,

Hanover, Pa., April 10, 1980.
Congressman CLAUDE PEPPER,
Chairman. House Select Committee on Aging.
Washington. D.C.
(Attention: Lou Bracknell).

DEAR CONGRESSMAN: We write to affirm our belief in and support of the concept
of Day Care for the Elderly. It has been our privilege since January 1, 1976, to
conduct a Day Care Program for the emotionally, socially, and/or physically needful
residents 60 years of age or older in our community.

The average age of our participants is 76. In 1979; we served 43 individuals-16
male and 27 femalewith 25 of this number being over 75 years of age. Thirteen of
the 43 li% d alone with no other support system. Adult Day Care goes way beyond
the cone pt of the Senior Center; and this statement is not meant to.reflect nega-
tively on that very fine program. However, as the Day Care concept has developed
in this pi rt of Pennsylvania, most of our, participants could not continue to function
outside Of institutional care without the supportive services they receive in Day
Care. Odr program is funded in part by Title XX funds and by a grant from the
Pennsylania Department on Aging.

Participants in our Day Care program who have a family support structure can
remain under the influence of that support structure because Day Care provides
alternative care while members of the family work outside the home, or it serves as
a meant of relief for those who are seeking to care for medically needful relatives in
the contf Ines of their home. For example, Day Care has supported the aging wife
who is Lrying her best to care for here stroke afflicted husband. The same is true for
child:eh who are trying to care for their stroke afflicted mother at home. Our
support has kept these people at home with their families rather than in 'institu-
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Lions. Of course, thoSe,without any other support structure. depend entirely on Day
Care services to remain functioning and viable adults.

We are able to offer this service. for POO per day per ,ttzt.ticipant. This Cost does
not include the cost of transportation which is pro414,1 by the York TransportationClub . another support unit in our comniunit,y. Cost for transportation would
probably add another $1 per day to our unit cost. This is well below the average costof 24 hour .per day institutional tare in our community. Funding for the Day Care
Program has not been 11444:..iae to underwrite all of our costs. Homewood Retire-
meat Centers has underwritten some of the cost through inkind contributions. We
feel this is n reflection of our belief' in and committment to the concept of Day Carefor the Elderly.

We appreciate this opportunity to write in support. of this very vital and worth-while program.
Si licerely,

J. WILLIAM ANDERSON,'
Administrator.

DE:ANNA R. Nowt,
Day Carr Coordinator.

MCDONOUGH DISTRICT floserrAL
Macomb, 111., April 15, 1980.

Lou BRACKNELL.,'
Staff Director, Subcommittee of Health and LongTerm Core,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR Ms. BRACKNELL: At the suggestion of Edith Robbins, I am sending you the
enclosed material concerning the Day Health Services program at McDonough
District Hospital for insertion in the record at the April 23rd House Committee onAging hearings on Adult Day Care.

I certainly hope this material will be of assistance.
Sincerely,

Gam CASK,
Director of Gerontology.

MCDONOUGH DISTRICT HOSPITAL,
Macomb, 111., April 15, 1980.

EDITH ROBBINS,
Baltimore, Md.

DEAR MS, ROBBINS: Thank you very much for your phone call on April 11 andespecially for your interest in the Day. Health Services program of the McDonough
District Hospital Department of Gerontology. We are very proud of our work here
and welcome any opportunity to share our experiences. I certainly hope the infor-
mation enclosed will be of assistance at the House Committee on 'Aging hearings onadult day care. A copy of this letter as well as the information enclosed has been
forwarded to Lou Brecknell, Staff Director of the SubCommittee on Health and
Long Term Care, for submittal to the House Committee hearings.

To assist you in your understanding of the materials enclosed, I thought I wouldtell you a little about McDonough County and its people. The 1971) census indicatesthat there ar,e about 37,000 persons residing in semirural McDonough County.Approximatelj 20,1)00 of these individuals reside in Macomb,.the,.county seat andhome of Western Illinois University. Of the remaining townships, four have between
1,000 and 4,000 residents while 14 townships have under 1,000 residents. There arejust over 5,000 county residents GO years of 'age and over with' just over. 2,000 of
them residing in Macomb. Approximately 1,300 of the McDonough County residentsaged 60 and over have incomes below poverty level.

The Fellheimer Bequest has greatly assisted McDonough District Hospital in its
attempts to address the special needs of older McDonough County residents. Thesemonies have been- utilized in attracting many physicians to this area, increasing
medical services not only for the aged but for the general population. The bequest
has allowed us to account for the special physical, psychosocial, and spiritual needsof the rural older population in designing the Day Health Services program and
other programs of the Department of Gerontology. In short, without this bequest,we feel we would not have had such a tremendous opportunity to address the
specific health needs of the McDonough County older persons.
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Again, thank you for your Interest in our program for the aged at McDonough
District Hospital, If we can be of any further' service to you in your work, please do
not hesitate to contact me.

Sincerely,

MIDONOLIUD DISTRICT HOSPITAL

DEPA IOW ENT or K ItONT01,06 Y

(ii :a CANN,
Ilitvetor of Geropiatagv.-

History
In 1973, Mrs. Lulu V. Fellheimer of Macomb, Illinois passed away leaving a

generous bequest to McDonough District Hospital. This money was left to the
hospital under the stipulation that it be used for health related services for elderly
persons residing in the vicinity of Macomb, Illinois and to the extent possible giving
preferential treatment to persons lacking financial means. Three years were spent
in court determining the most appropriate interpretation of Mrs. Fellheitner's will,
The courts determined that the bequest could be used for persons 62 years of age
and, older who reside in McDonough County. The court went on to say that the
money could be used by the hospital in three ways: to support indigent inpatients;
to assist in the recruitment of physicians to McDonough County; and 'to develop and
operate geriatric outpatient clinics.

The McDonough District Hospital Department of Gerontology was established in
April of 1977, in accordance with the bequest of Mrs. Fellheimer. This department
was developed to provide older persons in McDonough County with health related
services which support the individual in maintaining independence through preven
tion, maintenance or rehabilitation, to serve as a community resource providing
information and referral to the aged, their families and other interested individuals
and to play an 'instrumental role in community education concerning the abilities,
circumstances and needs of older persons.

The Department of Gerontology has developed several programs since its incep
tion in 1977. These include the Day Health Services program, a telephone reassur-
ance program, annual flu immunization clinics, coordinating a county wide program
for the terminally ill, a hearing evaluation and rehabilitation project and others,

DAY HEALTH SF:It VICES I'ROGRAM

Goals and objectives
The philosophical base of McDonough District Hospital's Day Health Services

includes the conviction that simply supplying services is not enough. It is the
primary focus of the program to ensure the maintenance of that sense of power and
control over one's destiny which is critical to the integrity of the personality.

Older persons have substantial interest in health services and should therefore
have a voice in the development of these resources and facilities both in their
operation and delivery. Further it is believed that the geriatric individual is an
important and integral element in our society from whose presence we can learn.

Based on this rationale, the following are the goals and objectives>of MDII Day
Health Services Program:

1. To provide a viable alternative to inappropriate institutionalization by the
establishment of an adult day care program.

2. To offer, through a multi-disciplinary approach, an individualized plan of
treatment and to provide encouragement for active, participant involvement.

3. To implement a multi-disciplinary model which will be an integrated program
of medical, social and therapeutic content..

4. To offer, transitional services to facilitate the elderly persons' return to their
homes from acute or long term care institutions.

5. To prevent social isolation and encourage social interaction for elderly individ
uals.

6. To foster effective nutritional habits through a well balanced meal.
7. To offer specialized transportational services to program participants.
8. To assist all participants' families in their efforts to maintain elderly in the

home.
9, To provide a protective enviornment, retard deterioration and provide rehabili-

tative measures.
10. To provide, through the team approach, a supportive atmosphere in order that

the individual may continue to direct their life'and maintain their independence.
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NKRVICIN

Developmental vase histoty
Thin S:1 year old male entered the Day Health Services program with degener-

ative arthritis in both upper and lower extremities, coronary heart disease, severe
bilateral hearing loss, a hiatal hernia and vertigo, Though once an active business
man within the community, in the past few years he had been home bound, and
living alone, Due to theurtbritis and lack of exercise, ambulation was very difficult.
His self concept was quite low and he exhibited a great lack of self confidence, Ile
seemed to,have given up.

A care plan was set up for this individual which included physical therapy, daily
exercises, involvement in constructive therapeutic activity, and involvement in
counseling and instruction groups. Staff' was alerted to provide positive reinforce-
went for accomplishments and to encourage him to help out around the Day Health
unit as much as possible. He was instructed on how to deal with and prevent
dizziness due to vertigo. In addition, instruction was given on how to decrease the
liklihood of choking due to hiatal hernia, 'is well as how to self -administer the
heimlich maneuver.

After one year with the program, this gentleman is able to ambulate indoors
without assistance and out of doors with a cane.- Weather permitting, he is now able
to regularly walk the several blocks from his home to the downtown district,
Through the program, he developed an interest in making leather' belts and wallets
and rubber link doormats, lie now orders materials on his own and sells his
products throughout the community.

.

By providing this .gentleman with the enviraiiment and the skills to maintain
independent function, he seems to hiiVe been able to re-kindle his desire for active
participation in life.

Developmental ease history
This 71 year old male with pulmonary emphysema, hypertension, arteriosclerotic

heart disease, obesity, and cataracts was referred to us by the Public Health Depart-
ment. At the time, he was living alone in a small travel trailer not designed 'for
year round habitation. He exhibited, both behaviorally and verbally, a'very low self -
concept

..
and an unhealthy dependence on others. He is a very bright and knowledge-

able gentleman but at that time appeared 'to be unable to take the actions necessary
for self care.

Since his admission to the program twelve months ago, his average attendance
has been three days per week. The staff, as a team, has encouraged independence by
focusing on the participant's abilities rather than disabilities. An atmosphere was
provided within the Day Health unit where self help was matter-of-factly expected.
Verbal self-abuse was generally not acknowledged. In regards to his medical condi-
tion, rtspiratory therapy was ordered .and his emphysema and hypertension have
been c osely monitored. Dietary counseling through the hospital dietician was pro -
vided egularly.

The greatest success with this participant has been in a greatly improved self
conce it and ability to exercise control over the conditions of his life. After a few
mont s in the programrhe sought assistance in contacting an ophthalmologist and
has hi . twosuccessful cataract 'surgeries. At his suggestion, he was assisted in '
applying for subsidized housing in a new developMent and has now relocated. His
personal hygiene and appearance have improved greatly with his increased self
confidence. He has become very involved in small woodworking projects with .an-
other program participant and a close friendship has developed. Though very little
weight loss has been recorded, the dietician continues to work with .the participant.

This 70 year old female entered the program in January of MO. with diabetes
mellitus, asthmatic bronchitis, arteriosclerotic heart disease, and left shoulder pain.
She lives with her husband who also has several chronic conditions. She had sought
entrance to the program primarily because she felt a great desk of physical and
emotional stress in dealing with her own and her husband's health conditions.

She was given instruction in diet control. medication, and infection control in
relation to her diabetes. She has received respiratory therapy within the program
and was assisted in acquiring home breathing equipment. Physical therapy was
ordered for the left shoulder pain. She receives individual instruction from an
occupational therapist concerning appropriate ways to deal with stress, especially
through an exercise programIn addition, one to one support is given. She has
attended several medical-education discussion_groups within the program where she
has beenvery actively involved.

It is felt that this participant's greatest benefit from Day Health' Services has
been having the easy access to medical information and support.

1 32
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ADULT DAY UNALTII 8NItVICK11

Admission proeedure
Stage 1.laquiry by the elderly person, n family tamper, or n professional person

on behalf of the applicant.
Stage 2.Ati interview is conducted either over the phone or in the Department

by the Director to establish eligibility based on the admission criteria
Stage J.An interview is conducted in the home with the participant and family

members. Tito purpose of this is not to evaluate total functioning, but to provide a
reasonable indicator of the appropriateness. of Day Health Selvices forthis particu-
lar individual.

Stage prospective participant and family visit the facility. Explanation is
given in regards to Hervices offered, cost, transportation, etc.

Stage 5.An interdisciplinary team meets to evaluate the applicant for participa-
tion.

Stage gThe prospective applicant receives a physical. examination and the
phYsician forwards an evaluation and recetnmendations.

Stage 7 With the physician's written order, the applicant pN accepted and n plan
of treatment is set up.

1979 DAY HEALTH SERVICES PARTICIPANT REPORT

Admissions Discharge nays Open toter

January I 0 10 40

February 3 0 12 81

Match 1 I 12 83

April i ., 1 0 13 104

May 1 0 12 ''' 85

lune . ....... .. I 0 19 122

July 3 0 21 121

August 3 I 23 165

September I 0 19 167

October 3 0 23 200

November 3 0 20 180

December i.

total number partrapants as of Dec 31, 1919. 23

1 I 19 183

Day Health ServicesReferrals
Total number referrals 77
Total number accepted r 29
Reason for nonacceptance (applications in process)
Referred to other agency 6

Not eligible 6

Individual not interested 31

Death 2

DAY HEALTH SERVICES PROGRAM

Admission requirements
1. Should be aged 62 or older.
2. Should reside within McDonough County.
3. Should be free from communicable disease.
4. Should have a personal physician.
5. Should be in need of a protective environment during the day because of a

physical, social and/or mental disability.
6. Has moderate to severe difficulty carrying out activitieS of daily living in the

home.
7. Should have a home environment which provides his basic needs during those

hours he is not at the center.
8. Should be able to walk alone, or ambulate with the assistance of a wheelchair,

walker, or cane.
9. Should be continent of bowel and bladder, or with an assistiVe device.
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10, Cannot exhibit extreme mental conlldon which manifests Itself through
harmful behavior. Individuals exhibiting mild disruptive behavior or who tend towander will be accepted on a trial basis,

1 1, Must not require constant one to ono staff supervision because of functionaldisability,
12, Cannot be a chronic alcoholic or drug addict,
13. Must be able to verbally or non-verbally comninnicate his needs to the HUM'.

Congressnu CbAula: Pxemot,
Moose Meet committee on Aging,
Washington, Re
(Attention: Lou Bracknell)

' DEAR COMO:II/MAN PEPPER: I would like to submit information into the Hearing
Record an appropriateness and need for Adult Day Cure Centers,It is a unique and creative alternative to institutionalization, It provides commu-nity-based care while promoting independent living therefore maintaining thefamily unit.

Please note the two enclosures, One being a family questionnaire regarding eachof our participants and the other an evaluation on the goal setting regardingparticipants,
'Again, Adult Day Cure is a needed and necessary community service.

Sincerely,

MARTHA FRENCH, Director,

CYO ADULT DAY CARE

CLIENT EATISPACTION COMPONENT

A total of 4I questionnaires were returned. Attached is a sample questionnaire
with the breakdown of responses to each question.

The greatest need for participation in this program was seen as socialization (7t
percent), followed by recreation (91 percent), and supervision (29 percent), 90 percentof the respondents reported a chaiige in the client since enrollment in the program.93 percent said they would recommend the program to other in the community,The following is a summary of respondents to the questionnaire and their relationship to the participant:

Daughter-15; daughter-in-law-2; son-3; husband-4; friend-1; foster home-1;niece-1; wife-3; brother-1; brother-in-law-1; sister-0; sister-in-law-1; grouphome manager-2.
Sample of responses to question No, 4 regarding changes in participant sinceenrollment at CYO:
"Got up and dressed without coaxing"; "behavior has become more senile, pro-gram is helping to arrest the speed of deterioration"; "she no longer cries, she ismore cheerful' , "she is a little more stimulated mentally"; "improved ability tocommunicate created a purpose to get up and go, stimulated his mind"; "enjoymentof going somewhere every dayhe looked forward to going to CYO". "less bored

seems stimulated"; "seems to enjoy life now "; "in her disposition jealousy seems tobe under control"; "more alert, more relaxed, has taken some responsibility for
himself'; "needs are beyond services of center, withdrawn to home care"; "moreresponsive and alert"; "suffered a stroke and entered nursing home"; "he is morepleasant and cooperative around the house"; "showed interest in activities";"mother talks enthusiastically about activities and friends and feels she has some-one to turn to for advice"; "much happier and more independent"; "illness isprogressive and he isn't able to do all the things he could when he started at thecenter"; "Thanks to the good nurse on duty who found the problem with hermedicine". "not as depressed"; "outlook on life is better"; "more self confidence,
doesn't brood because she is not loved"; "blood pressure lower and happier".Sample of additional comments:

"Your work with the elderly is wonderful. I hope that youll be able to continue,you're offering more service than other groups." "You have added so much to mymothers' life. She really looks forward to coming every day and talking about whathappend. Her experiences with you are .a far cry from her days of watching TV,
writing letters and taking naps at home." "Says none of the staff carry on conversa-
tion with the senior citizens other than a greeting. She feels this personal touchwould be a great uplift to the spirits of many of these lonely people." "It was a great

CYO ADULT DAT CARE CENTER,
Maim, Ohio, May 9, ma
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relief to 111e to know she was there properly taken care of while I worked," "1 feel
there is a need for such II program in the community, belt the program was quite
worthwhile." "Staff at CYO are pleasant anti helpful and genuinely Interested in
clients welfare." "We were grateful for CYO arid concern offered by the staff. She is
now at retirement cente."

QUKatIoNNAtio:

'Ito' staff of the CYO Adult Day Care Center requests that you complete this
questionnaire so'that on evaluation can be made of how effectively Our program is

meeting the needs of your fitmlly member who attemls our program. The CYO
Adult pay Care star appreciates your cooperation la promptly filling out and
returning this form. This information will be kept confidential, II' you have any
questions alsiat the form, feel free to call me at 253-1210,

Thank you.
MARTHA FRANC'', DiO'ClOr,

Nom:. -.In the following' questions, your relative or friend who attends our pro-
gram will Is' referred to as the "participant".

I. I saw a need for the participant to be enrolled in the CYO Adult Day Care
program for:

n. 25 recreation 01 percent. d. 12 supervision 21) perc,mt.
h. 29 socialization 71 percent. e. it all of these 22 percent.
c. nutrition .05 percent. f. other (please specify).

2. At the time of enrollment, I felt that the center participant could be helped by
the Adult Day Care program. Yes: 11No: 0.

:t. !lave there been any changes in the participant since he/she began coming to
the Adult Day Care program? Yes: 37 or 90 percentNo: 3 or 07 percent.

.1. 11' changes have occurred, please explain the nature and extent of these
changes. (See attached.)

5. Do you feel that the Adult Day Care staff could improve this program? Yes: 0
or 15 percentNo: lam satisfied 29 or 71 percent.

II' Yes, 1 low?
0. Have you received any complaints pr negative remarks about the Adult Day

Care program? Yes: 3 or 07 perclmtNa:18 or 93 percent.
7. Ilave you received any positive remarka about the Adult Day Care program?

Yes: 28 or 68 percentNo:')' or 17 percent.
R; there any other services that you would like the Adult Day Care. program

to offer to the participant? Yes: K or 20 percent-No: 2.1 or'59 percent,
If Yes, What?
9. Have the transportation arrangements for our program been satisfactory? Yes:

37 or 90 percentNo: 1 or 02 percent.
10. alas the staff of the Adult Day Cure center been cooperative in keeping you

informed about the progress of the participant in the program and in helping
resolve problems relating to your family member's participating in our program?
Yes: 30 or 73 percentNo: 0 or 15 percent.

II, To your knowledge, has the noon meal been satisfactory? Yes: 38 or 93

percentNo: 0.
12. Would you recommend the CYO Adult Day Care program to others in the

community who might benefit from such n service? Yes: 38 or 93 percentNo: 1 or
.02 percent,

Signature of person completing questionnaire and Date.
Relationship to participant.
Additional comments.

CYO ADULT DAY CARE CASE RKVIEW

The start at CYO conducts quarterly goal setting conference on each participant
to assess progress toward the individual goals and set realistic goals for the next
quarter

Evaluator observed a conference and was impressed with the effort made toward
establishirg feasible goals which is often a difficult task in the area of adult
socialization.

The re,ords reviewed were selected at random (every other one), and a total of 25

cases were examined. The records were very well organized and complete. This
program has developed useful forms to gather the pertinent information.

One of the difficulties in evaluating this program arises from the two distinct
types of clients being served: One group of clients attend the center for socialization
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activities, Another smaller nip of clients attend who need supervised MO, for a
portion of the day, Not all e clients attend on 11 daily husk

The evaluator concentrated on two areas when reviewing the records: progress
toward Individual goals and maintenance of health as measured by vital signs
iweight, blood pressure, and pulse rate).

It Is Interesting to note that of ow benaits of this program appears to be health
related. Of the 25 cases reviewed this is the summary of the vital (Qin): 12,--vital
signs improved; 2vital signs worsened; 1maintained vital signs at filmy vonsittni
level; 2no recent Inhalant ion.

Please note that I and not attempting to establish any causal reladonships here, it
does apear, however, that this program is meeting One of their objectives by
maintaining and stablizing the health dome participants.

The Ibllowing is a brief summary of the Quarterly Reports (see attached) on the
clients' progress toward goals as rated by the staff, t grouped the numerical ratings
on section No. '2 (progress toward goals) us follows: 1-3 1)001'; -7 lair, 8-111 good,
Good (clients) 11Fair 5
Poor

:1
No information not attending at present)

I also thought it might be helpful to include a sanipie of some of the goals:
Encourage participation in group activities.
Make use of other areas in main room.
Discourage sleeping.
Involvement in individual craft project.
Encourage to report cancellations.
Promote .adjustment to center.
Encourage attendance on regular basis.
Encourage client to assume center responsibility.
Discourage and extinguish "wandering' behavior.
Encourage interaction with at least one other participant.
Discourage dependence on SWAP worker.
In conclusion, this evaluator has been impressed with the quality of the CVO staff

and the services delivered by this program.

TF:STIMONY SUHMOTED BY Li(Noto: S. flxasit, M,T.R.S., Maxilla( Aiwa DAY
TREATMENT CENTER

Casa (Mina Hospital for Rehabilitative Medicine, founded in 19110, is a compre-
hensive rehabilitation center delivering approximately $7.5 milli n in rehabilitation
services each year. It serves in excess of 609 inpatients and :it 00 outpatients per
year. It is fully accredited by both the Joint Commission on Acc editation of Hospi-
tals and the Commission on .Accreditation of RehabilitationFacil ties.

Specific service programs offered. by Casa Colina include a hildren's Services
Center (educational preparation and physical restoration Fur orthopedically' and
neurologically handicapped children); Hospital Services Cent r )inpatient stroke
rehabilitation program, inpatient spinal cord injury program, inpatient brain injury
program, inpatient chronic pain management program); Career Development Center
(vocational evaluation and training); Adult Day Treatment Center (day hospital,
preventive maintenance program, and personal disability adjustment program);
Casa Colinzi Palms (retirement community for the elderly on limited incomes); and
community clinics in arthritis, muscular dystrophy, cardiac work evaluation, pain
management and stress, and brace and orthopedic services.

In June, 1975, CasaColina Hospital for Rehabilitative Medicine initiated an Adult
Day Health TriMtment Prograrri in response to a growing demand for an alternative.
health care system for the chronically ill and elderly disabled individuals who-are
medically stable and no longer need 24-hour inpatient care, but are still in need of
skilled medical, rehabilitation, and restorative services. The trend to shorten ap-
proved lengths of stay for individuals on inpatient status has hindered the process
of .rehabilitation in physical functioning and psycho-social needs and/or caused
deterioration of conditions by not allowing the individual to learn to become maxi-
mally proficient at his/her level of ability. Our program serves as an alternative to
total institutionalization or as a transition from an acute hospital, long-term care
facility or a home health care program, providing a therapeutic environment for
personal independence of the chronically ill and elderly disabled when less than 24-
hour skilled nursing care is needed. The program provides skilled medical, rehalkii-
tation, and restorative servicesialong,with supportive services to the patients and/
or families/significant others, enabling the chronically ill and elderly disabled indi-
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vidunis to live in their own homes and participate in their home anti community
environment to the fullest extent possible, The Adult. Day Ilealtlareatinent Center
has helped prevent or postpone unnecessary utilization of inpatient hospitals or
long.terin care hicilities,

cost on a monthlY basis, which covers the bask daily services of skilled
nursing care, Nadal hervices, tlwrapeutic recreation services, and nutrition tar it
preventive maintenance level Is $525 per month compared with $800 to $1000 u
Meath in a skilled nursing facility. The cost on a monthly basis, which covers these
bask daily services with emphasis on /skilled nursing treatments, is $810 a month
compared with $.11100 a month in an acute care !hell ity, The high cost of Institution-
ulizing the chronically ill and elderly disabled demands that alternatives, such as
Adult Day Health Care Centers, he established,,These approaches are clearly less
expensive and, if efrective, have the promise of saving Many OM dollars when ,

achieving the positive goal of maintaining persons in their own honks in their own
coalman it iem.

Casa Cohan Hospital strongly recommends the establishment or Medicare reign-
bursement for Adult Day Health Care Services to the chronically ill and elderly
disabled Medicare recipients. At this time, only the individual services, such as
physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, etc,, are reimbursable by
Medicare, The daily per diem, covering the basic daily services, at this time is not
reimbursable by Medicare, Our progralum have been vendorized hy the Developmen-
tal Section of the California State Department of Health and by the
California State Department of Rehabilitation to cover the daily per diem for those
individuals who need the personal/disability adjustment training program, There
are many private insurance carriers covering the daily per diem depending on what
the individual's contract reads. There are many patients who pay through private
financing or receive free care. There have been many Medicare recipients who
qualified fur our Adult Day Health Services, but they lacked private funds to afford
it, or the free care Nadia was not available and, as a result, many have been
placed in a long-term care facility,

I firmly believe the Adult Day Care Programs, which are t e social models or the
preventive maintenance models, should be financed under Ti 1e XX funding, These
models compare to your intermediate care or board and care services, Title XX, at
the federal level, mandates adult protective services, which is defined as services to
keep people from being institutionalized. Unfortunately, man states, such as Cali-
'inertia and its counties within the state, do not recognize o meet the mandated
adult protective services,

Adult Day Health Services compares to the services of n skilled nursing facility.
Therefore, Adult Day health Services should be recognized' and reimbursed by
Medicare, Adult Day Health Services are less costly than a skilled nursing home if
you compare the daily per diem. A patient in a skilled nursing home, if they receive
restorative services, such as physical therapy, occupational therapy and speech
therapy, is billed separate from the per diem, Just as it is done ih many day hesith
programs. There is much evidence, also, that skilled nursing facilities cannot handle
the high level of skilled nursing treatment care that many patients need. The
Medicare guidelines state that an indiVidual is eligible for Medicare reimbursement
in a skilled nursing facility if they need more than just help with eating, dressing,
bathing, and taking medications at the right time. This should be the same eligibil-
ity criteria for Medicare to cover the cost of Adult Day Health Services.

I would like to place in evidence, as part of my testimony, the following case
studies of patients that have been in our program:
Case study I

This patient was a 72 year old woman with a diagnosis of Ostei,earthritis, Arterios-
clerotic Cardiovascular Disease, Orthostatic Hypertension, Cataracts, and Diabetes,
Before being 'admitted into our program, she was hospitalized seven times between
July of 1975 and January of 1976. She had been a dependent person all her life. Her
husband spoiled her, waited on her hand and foot, and after his death, she went into
prolonged immobility, bedrest, and dependency on others. There was a problem of
management at home, because of her being very demanding and completely lacking
any motivation for trying to help herselfshe felt p.eople should continue waiting
on her. When admitted to our Adult Day Health Treatment Center, she showed
evidence of being a very highly man 'ipulative person, having passive-aggressive
behavior patterns. The first month she was in the program, she did have physical
therapy on an ongoing basis and one psychological consultation with our psycholo-
gist. After one month in the program, she was discharged from physical therapy
and did not need any more psychological counseling. During the next month,
through the activities of our Adult Day Health Program, her endurance level
reached a normal range. We placed her in the role of helping others to lessen her

1 I '4
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dependency, She'aino got involved In cooking activities and now eajoya cooking and
is able to handle preparing her own monk She has purchased a mobilehome and Is
living by herself, but fur a short time continued in our program un a three day a
week basis to maintain her current level. She has now been discharged from the
program and is living completely independently in her mobilehome, and Is active in
coMmunity living, l'rior to coining into our Adult Day Ilenith Treatment Center,
the' dollars that were spent on her hospitalization totaled it very large ,amount,
Without our Adult Day !With Center Program, as an alts' native health yore
system, she would have ended tip in a long-term care facility for the rest of her life,
Coe effool,y

This woman, in her late seventies, had a stroke in June of 1976 and With tlillnititkl
to Casa Conlin Hospital In July of 19711 Its an inpatient for rehabilitation. While a
patient at Casa Winn, she showed tendencies toward being Impulsive, IXTIlme
agitated for no apparent reason, and 'tidally and intermittently felt depressed, She
had a short attention span, was uncooperative, and a chronic complainer. Iler
endurance was IOW and she needed to have someone with her at all times. Upon
discharge, she lived with her daughter who teaches school. It was a choice of being

Treatment
in it longterm care facility tot becoming a patient in our Adult Day Health

Treatment Center. When she was admitted to our program, her endurance was still
very low. She had to take rest periods after an hour of activity. The first month, she
also received occupational therapy for range of motion. Aftter one month in the
program, her endurance had built up and she had reached an independent level.
Through our lectures on nutrition, she has now developed good eating habits which
she (lid not have premorbidly, She has also developed a good pattern of exercising
which keeps her endurance level high. She was discharged from our program and is
now very active in one of the senior centers in the community. The dollars saved by,.
her being in our program are insurmountablecompared to. what the cost would
have been if she hadtbeen placed in a long-term care facility in which she probably
would have had to remain the rest of her life.
Case study ,1

This is a 60 year old man who, in January of 1975, had a strokeKenving him with
a right hemiparesis and aphasia. After his condition was medically stabilized at the
acute hospital, he was transferred to Casa Colina Hospital for an in-depth rehabili-
tation program. When discharged from Casa Colina, it was difficult for his wife to
take care of him at home on a 24hour btoils because of her own health. The goals
were set to make him more independent, give him a chance to interact through
either verbal or nonverbal communication, and to build up his endurance to do
things for himself. He received ongoing speecIrtherapy ,which we reinforced through
activities. He was given vocational testing, but showed no potential, Through the
various activities, he did show good eye/hand coordination and manual dexterity.,
His communication skills had improved. He has many words in his vacabulary the(
he can say, and also has good technique in gesturing his needs. He ambulates
independently with a quad cane now and needs no supervision for bathroom needs.
Their private financing ran out and he was going to be discharged from our
program. We were able to get the State Department of Rehabilitation to fund him
In our program to help him become More self-sufficient in case his wife's medical
stability did not stay up to a level where she could take cure of him. He was taught
kitchen skills and is able to prepare a breakfast, lunch, and dinner independently.
ThroUgh the group counseling offered in our center, both he and his wife have
adjusted well to his disability now, carry over into the home and community many
things have learned through our program, and lead an active lifestyle with family
and friends. When he first came Into our program, besides speech therapy he had
physical therapy and some occupational therapy. He was discharged from our
program, there was a good chance of his wife not being able to handle many of his
problems he had at the very beginning, and now as her own health fiucuates up and
down.

Case study 4
This woman, age 57, has a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis, She had led a very

active lifestyle previous to, her illness. Since developing multiple sclerosis, she had
become a very dependent and demanding person. She had a very high level of
anxiety and a manipulative behavior pattern. She played a very passive-aggressive
role, making people feel she was completely helpless. Before being admitted to our
program. she was at home all day with a licensed vocational nurse. She was very
dependent in her activities of daily living and personal hygiene. She functioned \
from a wheelchair level. When she first came into the program, she did not want to
push.her wheelchairshe always wanted others to do it for her. We set our goals in

I .:)
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the program for her to become more independent ih her activities of daily living
and persbnal hygiene and feel that she had a place in society, and not to feel that
she had to be dependent on others. She attended the center five days a week.while
her husband, who is a professor at a local university, was working all day. Before
she came into our program, he was ready to place her in long-term care facility
because he could not affored to continue paying a licensed vocational nurse on a
daily basis and it became very difficult for him to handle her when he was home.
Without the Adult Day Health Treatment Center Program, her husband would have
placed her in a long-term care facility.
Case study 5

This is a 52 year old man with a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis. The onset was in
1967. The disease has progressed to the point quit he is at a-wheelchair level. He
was admitted to our, Adult Day Health Treatment Center with a feeling of hostility
as a result of. his disability. There is a poor family life environment. He has
difficulty getting along with his wife and children. He has a defeatist attitude. He
leads an active fantasy life, has a very poor concept of himself, and his major coping
mechanism is passive-aggressive behavior with strong dependency upon his family
to meet his needs. That is what has caused problems within the family, as well as
the fact that/ he manipulates the family to meet his needs through his physical
complaints. To summarize where he was when he came into our program, he was
highly dependent, a very passive-aggressive individual who had reached the point of
feeling very defeated about life. He had very low self-esteem, and did not want to
assume a responsible role in interrelatiunships withothers. The goals we set for him
in our program were to build up his endurance, to help him become independent in
activities of daily living and personal hygiene, and to help him develop high self-
esteem. He did accompli... most of these goals while he was in our program, but he
was not able to continue after a couple of months because of lack of private
financing to pay his way in the program. Wg have kept in contact with him and his
wife. He has regressed back to where he was before he came into our program, and
even more.' There are many days that he does not even get out of bed. He does not
wish to do' things for himself. The fancily, at this point, do not help him. There are
many days he does not even get dressed or if he is dressed, he doesn't get undressed
and sleeps all night in his clothes. He has Medicare and Medicaid coverage, We feel
here is a case where if Medicare and/or Medicaid covered our program, he would
not have regressed to the point where eventually he will be placed in a long-term
care setting for the rest of his life.
Case study 6

This was a 19year old male with a diagnosis of Guillian-Barre Syndrome. He had
complete quadriparesis with a tracheal tube due to respiratory problems. He
reached a plateau of progress the beginning of November, 1976. Medicaid would no
longer extend his stay as an inpatient in our acute setting for rehabilitation. It
necessitated discharging him to a skilled nursing facility. At this time, he was still
at a very completely 'dependent level. He could not feed himself. He could not turn
or move in a bed. He was unable to push his wheelchair. He was/unable to ring a
bell for help. The care was very poor in the skilled nursing facility7'No one took the
time to feed him his complete meal which caused poor nutrition. No one came in to
turn him at night to prevent bed pressure sores or toilet him when needed. Bathing
was rarely done, He deteriorated from the level he had plateaued at. He, as well as
his family, became very depressed and despondent and finally took him out of the
skilled nursing facility. He was admitted to our Adult Day Health Treatment
Center in November of 1976 after three weeks in the skilled nursing facility. We
taught tbejfamily how to care for him at night. In our program, we carried out
mainten'i ce therapy, bathing, ongoing counseling to him and his parents, etc. After
a couple of months, he started to show'some very slight functional return, as is
common in Guillian-Barre Syndrome, and could have been readmitted es an inpa-
tient. We kept him in the day hospital level of our Adult Day Treatment Center,and
intensified his individual physical therapy and occupational therapy sessions, arong
;with a group therapy session. This enabled him to be at home at night and on the
weekends with his family.

He began using adaptive devices to independently feed himself. He started to be
able to turn himself in bed and to maneuver his own wheelchair, and learned to
transfer with help, utilizing a sliding board, from wheelchair to bedwheelchair to
carwheelchair to toilet. Even though he had learned to use a universal cuff, he
continued doing many things by holding objects in his mouth. He became so profi-
cient at painting that he continued to do it by using his mouth .rather than his
hands. By September of 1977, he was ambulating independently with a walker,
needing no assistive devices on his upper extremities to carry out functional tasks,

1
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and mieyed into independent Hying away from his family. In February of_197. alter
re.ceiving counseling ott possible vocational/educational pursuits, he' began attending
a community college on a half-day basis. He attended classes on campus in the
morning and continued to be !I-patient in our Adult Day Treatment Center in the
afternoon where he continued to receive psycho-social services and intensive.physi-
cal therapy,\,and now today is able iii'rrndaplate without aliy assistive devices. The
cost of his care at the plateau level in our Adtar-DayTreatment Center was $323.-10
a month versus the. skilled nursing facility cost of $.+S(/ a.month. The total cost of
care in our Adult Day Treatment sCenter was til,ti47 versus inpatient status total
cost, which would have. been :S,'200. These costs covered the basis. daily services
and did not include the individual physical the and occupational therapy ses-
sion costs. The Adult Day Treatment Center saved 'Medicaid over tilfi,000 on this
one case. But, more important, we have rehabilitated the "Total Individual" and he
is able to be at home as an active membecof the family through his rehabilitation
process.

In summary, the goals of our Adult, gay Treatment Center are treatment-orient-
ed. rehabilitative. and restorative rather than custodial. Casa Colina Hospital con-
sistently attempts to insure continuity of' care for the disabled person, using the
criteria of appropriateness of treatment modality. The orientation of the program is
toward individualized treatment planning devised 'to .appropriately meet the needs
of the individual patient.

We have had to refuse many'individuals who qualified for-our Adult Day Treat-
ment Center. They lacked private funds to afford it, and as'a result have had to;be
placed in a long-term care facility. These individuals were all recipients of Medi-
care. Casa Colina Hospital is concerned that significant public and private resource
is spent for institutionalization of disabled individuals. Our Adult Day Treatment
Center is designed to serve all adults with disabling conditions, not just the elderly.
We feel the time has Crime' for the Federal Government and the Health, Education,
and Welare Department to develop the regulations and make Adult Day. Health
Services a permanent program reimbursable through Medicare funding.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit my testimody \on Adult Day Health
Care. I would like to extend an invitation to each of you, as 'members of the Select
Committee on Aging, to visit our ;Adult Day Health Treatment tienter at Casa
Cohan Hospital to personally obser=ve and experience. how Adult Day Health Care
Services meet the need sof the chrimically ill and elderly disabled.
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CASA course hospital
for rehabilitative medicine

255 Eaq Bonita Avenue Pomona, Catilornia 91767 c 714/5937521

ADULT DAY
TREATMENT CENTER

L
DAY HOSPITAL .

RESTORATIVE PROGRAM

GOALtProvidethedical. skilled nursing,
physical restoration and supportive
services when teat than 21 hours sallied
nursing care is needed as an allernalnin
to transition Iron, total institutional-
iCation to ItChnionr Maximum sell
dependence leading towards an en
hanced quality of Me.

SERVICE AR EA: Pomona Valley

/ledtcally stable individuals with neuro
logical, Orthopedic., neurconusculai
trauma or disease.

Medical Consultation or Serncns
Nursing Services

b Physical Therapy
Occupational Therapy

Speech Therapy
Recreational Therapy
Respiratory Therapy

Social Services
Psychological Services
Audiological Services

Sevual Counseling
Vocational Evaluation/Counseling

Leisure Counseling
X-Ray and Laboratory Services

Pharmacy Services "4.
Drivers framing
Transportation

PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE PROGRAti

GOAL; Provide therapeutic services and
o therapeutic milieu to foster rnakirnion
level of phySical, mental and social tuner
tinning as an alternative to total inslitu
nonalitation in a long term residential
care facility. Provide respite and sup.
ponive services to lamilies and enable
the physically disabled to live and parli
ciPale In their home and community
environment enhancing quality of life

SERVICE AlriA: Pomona Valley

Mildly/moderately disabled Individuals
with neurological. orthopedic, neirro
muscular disease.

Nursing ServiCes
Psycho-SoCial Services
Recreational Therapy

Family Counseling
Transportation

II

DISABLI LITY /PERSONAL
ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

I

GOAL: Provide personal, social, corn-
rnunihi, prevocational/pre-educational
adjustment training and/or independent
homemaker shills training to physically
disabled clients referred by the State
Department of Rehabilitation and Re-
gional Centers for the DeveloPmerdall/
Disabled.

SERVICE AREA: Pomona Valley

Mildly /moderately disabled individuals
with neurological, orthopetac, neuro-
muscular trauma or doease.

Medical Consultation
. Nursing Services

Psycho-Social Services
Recreational Therapy

Pn ysical Therapy
Occupational Therapy

Speech Therapy
Family Counseling

Psycho-Social Evaluation/Counseling
Audiological Services

Seauar Counseling
Vocational Evaluation /Counseling

Leisure Counseling
XRay and.Laba-atory Services

Drivers Training
Transpo rtation '

METROPOLITAN JEWISH GERIATRIC CENTER,
Brooklyn, N.Y., April 24, 1980.

Hon. CLAUDE PEPPER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Aging,
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR REPRESENTATIVE PEPPER: We are extremely pleased to be able to offer our
comments and views on such an important and timely issue as Adult Daycare for
health impaired older persons. We thank the committee for this opportunity.

Metropolitan. Jewish Geriatric Center, with 915 beds, is one of the largest long
term care institutions in the nation. In addition to SNF and ICE inpatierit care,
Metropolitan: sponsors a Day Hospital, Long Term Home Health Care Program,
Hospice, transportation services for the elderly and handidapped, Senior Center, and
Institute for the Study:of Aging & LongTerm, Care. The Day Hospitala program
aimed at providing long term health care and other support to chronically impaired
older, adults on an outpatient basiswas our Center s first effort to reach out
beyond the four walls of the institutional setting to the population most at risk for
placement in a nursing home.

Our Day Hospital beganl in October, 1977. Based on over two years of experience,
we.and the community weserve are convinced that the program and similar adult
daycare projeCts make a Valuable contribution to the quality of life of older people

I
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in the community. In-our case, with the strong support of our Board and staff, the
Day Hospita has managed to help maintain disabled older persons in their homes,k)
m, ke their 1 ves more meaningful and productive, prevent or forestall their prema-
ture institute nalization, provide relief and support to their families, and offer an
easy link to a whole range of needed services on the continuum of care.

The enclosed report, although prepared in 1978, presents a more detailed view of
our program, including the many problems that had to be overcome in order to
make daycare an acceptable and effective element in the community's long term
care system. Many of these issues will have to be addressed by your Committee in
its deliberations.

We had the opportunity to appear before Representative Waxman and the Sub-
committee on health and the Environment in December, 1979 to discuss "Communi-
ty-Based Long Term Care: Obstacles and Opportunities." In our presentation on
New York State's Long Term Home Health Care Program, we urged the Congress
not only to consider in-home care, but also the whole range of other non-institution-
al services that should comprise the comprehensive continuum. This, of course,
includes Adult Daycare. Needless to say, we were pleased to see the Medicaid
Community Care Act of 1980 as the outcome of this hearing. The inclusion of Adult
Daycare as one of the covered services in the bill was particularly encouraging.

While we feel the Medicaid. Community Care Act and the inclusion of the daycare
option is a step in tha right direction, we trust that your Committee will consider
the following: . . ,

Incorporate Adult Daycare and other community-based long term care modalities
into the Medicare benefit package.

Allow states participating in the Medicaid program the option of providing cover-
age for Adult Daycare services for certain low-income aged, blind and disabled
people who need such care on a continuing basis to prevent or delay institutional
placement, but are not categorically eligible because' their incomes exceed the
assistance standard.

In addition, we urge you and ydur Committee to use its influence in developing a
visible, highlevel, fully-staffed and funded unit within the Department of Health
and HumanServiceS_to focus on the creationof community-based models,-including
niechanisms on the Federal, state and local levels to coordinate elements in the
continuum of long term care.

Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

DENNIS L. KODNER,
Director, Planning and Community Services.

THE DAY HOSPITAL AT MJGC: COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVICES FOR CHRONICALLY
ILL AND DISABLED OLDER ADULTS

(By Dennis Kodner, Program Director)

THE FIRST NINE MONTHS

Preface
. Metropolitan Jewish Geriatric Center has long been concerned with the needs of
older adults. The Institution's experience with delivering services to older. New
Yorkers convinced the Board of Directors and Administration that the dependent
elderly perfer to remain in their own homes and, that for many aged persons, this
would be possible if an effective interface between inpatient care and the communi-
ty could be developed. In 1977, some ten years from the idea's conception, MJGC
opened its Day Hospital to Brooklyn residents.

In recognition that the Center's Day Hospital is one of only a handful of such
geriatric daycare programs in the metropolitan area, and that there still is a
substantial unmet need for this health service among the many vulnerable, non-
institutionalized elderly, MJGCthrough its new Institute for the Study of Aging
and Long Term Caredecided to sponsor a one-day conference on October 19, 1078
entitled, "Daycare for Impaired Older Adults: Philosophy, Planning and Practice."
The purpose of the conference is to explore the daycare. concept and the "real-life"
experiences of MJGC, with a view to encouraging new project in this vital field.

This report, a detailed overview of the Center's program and its first nine months
of operation, is a background paper to be used by conference participants. It will
also be useful to other administrators, researchers, planners and policy-makers
interested in the modality's potential and how itcan be implemented.\
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MJGC: An overview

Established in 1907 as the Brooklyn Hebrew Home and Hospital for the Aged,
MJGC is widely known as a center of eicellence far the innovative treatment,

i rehabilitation and care of the chronically ill, physically disabled and dependent
older adult. The 915-bed, JCAH-accredited multi -level geriatric institution is operat-
ed under voluntary, non-profit auspices and is a member agency of the Federation
of Jewish Philanthropies. The Center consists of skilled nursing and intermediate

I care facilities, Day Hospital and Senior Center, and is acknowledged as one of the
largest and most, advanced continuing health care facilities in the nation.

With the successful establishment of the Day Hospital, MJGC has entered a new
Iera of outreach and service, to the community. Energetic and creative efforts are

being turned toward the development of 'a comprehensive range of intramural and ,c,

I
extramural servicesusing the facility as the delivery coreaimed at keeping the
elderly in the community for as long as possible as well as ensuring them an
appropriate place on the continuum of care. An ambitious five-year master plan
commits MJGC to strengthening its role in the fields of aging and long-term care by
creating a Long Term Home Health Care Program under New York's "Lombardi
Law,!' developing community-based home help services, establishing a Gero-Reha-

1

bilitation Institute and Hospice program and further supporting the educational
and research activities of the new Institute for the Study of Aging and Long Term
Care.
Evolution of the day hospital'

MJGC's Day Hospital is a natural outgrowth of the Institution's long-term in-
volvement in delivering services.to older New Yorkers. Although the Day Hospital
received licensing approval from the State Department of Health in June 1977 and
opened its doors to the first registrant in October of that year, the program's actual
conceptualization and planning can be traced kick to the early part of the century
when MJGC began to expand the scope of its services beyond those traditionally .

offered by a home for the aged. The Center recognized early that tha unique needs
of the.elderly demand fresh approaches as well as new and improved programs. In
1918, MJGC became the country's first geriatric facility to open a hospital unit to
provide a full range of medical and surgical services to its infirm residents. In 1953,
the Institution became the first in New York City to house a Senior Center to
provide older adults living in the community with meaningful recreational, educa-
tional and socialization. opportunities. This was followed in 1975 by a "Meals-on-
Wheels'! program operated, in conjunction with a community organization to provide
nutritious meals to frail and home-bound older people, MJGC's experience with
these and other programs convinced.the Board of Directors and administration that
older adultsif given a choiceprefer to remain at home among family and friends
and that an .alternative/forestaller to institutionalizationan effective interface
between inpatient care and the communitywas required. This feeling, coupled
with the fact.that at the time the Center had the highest occupancy rate of any
Skilled Nursing or Extended Care Facility in New York State, compelled MJGC to
pursue the idea of geriatric daycare.

Between 1968 and 1972,the daycare concept was further explored and incorporat-
ed into plans for the Center's new Brenner Pavilion; the State-finanCed building
inelUded space for the program. Eventually the idea was formalized and the Board
elected to develop this outpatient program as a means of offering impaired older
adults who do not require 24 -hour custodial care access to supportive health and
social services without forcing them to become .institutionalized. In 1975, one year
from the completion of the new building and after undertaking an evaluation of the
unmet health needs of the chronically ill aged in the facility's service area and a
survey of community resources; MJGC formally applied to the Health. Department
for approval to provide "Non-Resident Services' under Subchapter H (now Sub-
chapter Cl of the State Hospital Code. With assurances from the planning and
regulatory bodies that the project. would .be approved, a Planning Task Force,
consisting of department heads at the Brenner Pavilion, was organized to develop
detailed program plans for the new service. Developing a geriatric daycare center as

1
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part of an inpatient unit involved many different considerations, including space,
quipinent, staffing and programming ilk, group met for six months to deal with
each of these issues and after finishing its work, was disbanded. .

1 his pa per addresses it-setf-trr-trie- Din Hospitalls-41 reit-nine-months-of-operation
and provides a detailed profile of the drograni and its registrants during the period.

. ,Pnwarn objectives
The concept of' a Day Hospital at Metropolitan Jewish Geriatric Center was

implemented to fulfill the Following institutionaland community service objectives:
1. To provide. an integrated long-term program of health care and supportive

services on an outpatient basis to aged persons who would otherwise deteriorate
physically and mentally at home to a point where they would require 4-hour
institutional care. . .

2. To serve as a short-term rehabilitation setting for older adults who cannot be
adequately treated in a home care program or hospital outpatient department
because of the need for a broader range of supportive services and socialization
experiences to achieve optimum functioning.

3. To act as a medical-social halfway house for thOse older people who have been
discharged from health care institutions and need time to develop sufficient self=
care skills and emotional .stability to permit continued independent life at home
with a reasonable degree of self-satisfiiction.

4. To provide relief to families caring for their disabled older relativestts a way to
increase their support capabilities in sustaining them at home. F.

Administralhm and structure
The Day Hospital is covered under the Center's ope;::zting certificate, but is

independently licensed as an established health service under subchapter C of the
State Hospital Code. The Program itself isconsidered a department of MJGC's
Brenner Pavilion, a id its Director is adminiStratively responsible to the facility's
Assistani Exect.t.ive 'rector in charge of professional services. .

The staffing and prt,rramming component of MJGC's Day Hospital reflects the
uniqueness of the institutionally-based geriatric daycare center. The institution's
administrative core is used as resource for billing, purchating, payroll. administra-.
tion and certain patient care and supportive services, including meals. The day-to-
day conduct of the p ogram rests in the hands of a full-time R.N.-Director, secretary
and part-time clerk- vpist. A full-time Nurses Aide and Orderly, Social Worker,-
Occupational Therapy Assistant and. Physical Therapist are permanently assigned
to the program from tl r: respective departments. The facility's Activities Therapy
Department integrates ay Hospital registrants into most of its inpatient program-
ming. The Center's Speet. i Therapist. Respiratory Therapist and Dietary staff pro -..
vide services on an as-not ed basis and the Medical Department's diagnostic and
treatment services are madeiivailable to registrants as- well.
.44/rnissi.m. ant/ disc/tar:ix criteriaiiaake praCess-:-patient care planning ..

The Day Hospital's, target population isdefined by. broad admission criteria which
have been applied to applicant selection sincee.the {program's inception. Registrants
must: be 5:i years old or more: live within a710-rnile radius of the Brenner Pavil-
ion --in kings County and be able to rope with the day-to-day stress of commuting
to the program: have a medical problem or disability; need therapy to improve,
restore or maintain existing functions: need preventive, diagnostic or therapeutic
services not feasible at% home: need daytime supervision; be oriented to time,,
and interpersonal .functions: have a family or significant other person who requires
relief in on-going patient care management; not require .24-hour institutional care.

Registrants can be discharged for a number of.reasons: .

1. It is determined that daycare is nthlonger needed.
2. The registrant requires a higher or more intensive level of care.
3. The program does not-meet patientexpectations. .

.4. Continuation in the Day Hospital is considered inappropriate because of patient
adaptation problems. ,

, .

7,. Excessive absences including prolonged hospitalization.
6. Relocation out of service area. -i. .

7. Death. . . .

The intake procedure has many -steps: First' is the .initial inquiry 'about the
program by the elderly oerSon, a relative. a professional on behalf of the applicant
or some other signifkant person. This is routinely handled by the'Day Hospital
secretary andior Social Worker,. depending on thenature of the questions. This. may
or may not lead to the second Stage. wherein applicants receive a two-parCapplica-
tion. The. first 'part contains identifying data and detailed social and financial
information to be furnished by the registrant or responsible farhily member. The

2
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second part, a medical -report, is completed by the applicant's personal physician or
referring hospital. Once these materials are received, the entire admissions file is
screened by the R.N.-Director.and reviewed by the program's Social Worker. Tele-
phone interviews with the applicant, his family or physician are used when certain

--informationis-missing-or-,Incomplete_lf_appropriate,_the_applicant and family
member are invited for a pre-admission interview and evaluation session which can
last from one hour to one and one-half hours. This provides a face-to-face opportuni-
ty to make a fairly comprehensive assessment of the applicant's needs and the
appropriateness of the service as well as to explain the treatment program and
answer any further. questions. The meeting also provides some time for the patient
to view the on-going program and meet other registrants and key staff. If an
applicant has no means of transportation to the Center, a home visit by the Social
Worker will be arranged, in lieu of the personal interview on the premises of the

iDay Hospital. The final stage of the intake process is 4 formal interdisciplinary
evaluation by the R.N.-Director and Social Worker to determine admissability. The
applicant and his family are advised of the final intake decision once it is reached.
If acceptable, the registrant is advised of the number of days per week he will be
coming and the actual date he will begin. The applicant is also asked to sign the
actual date he will begin. The applicant is also asked to sign a standard patient care4agreement required by State regulations. From the pplicant's initial inquiry to the

- first day in the program, the entire intake proce takes about one month. For
registrants who are referred by hospital outpatient departments, intake can take as
little as two to three weeks, because the medical portion of the application is
usually easier to obtain.

... Depending on the number of days per week a regist nt is scheduled to attend the
Day Hospital, a patient care plan is developed in the rson's first or second week of
the program. Additional members of the interdisciplinary team (Activities Thera-
pist, Dietician, Occupational Therapists, Physical Therapist and, if needed, a Speech
Therapist) further assess therpatient and develop appropriate goals. The facility's
Medical Director or Chief Medical Staff takes a medical history and performs a
thorough physical examination on the patient's first day. The personal physician or
referring hospital is then advised that the patient is in the program. A copy of the
patient care plan is forwarded along with this notification for the doctor's signature,
if the registrant is covered under Part B Medicare for any portion of the treatment
plan. The personal physician also receives a progress report on his patient from the
Day Hospital every two months. ,

All registrants are reassessed by the Social Worker every sixty days to determine
the continued need for Day Hospital services and to modify or amend the patient
care plan as needed. The entire patient care team and personal physical/referring
hospital are involved as in the initial patient care planning stage's.
Range and scope of services

The range and scope of services provided within the Day Hospital program
include the following:

Activities therapy.Older adults are often unprepared to cope with leisure time.
The Activities Therapy Program at MJGC provides companionship and fun, a sense
of belonging, a feeling of contentment; an opportunity to receive recognition, an
occasion for new learning and a way to replace declining health and functioning
with more efficient use of remaining skills and capacities. Activities for Day Hospi-
tal registrants include. arts and crafts, cooking, dance; exercise, singing, special
events (birthdays, holidays, etc.) and discussions. Programs are designed to meet the
individual and group needs of registrants.

Medical services.All registi lilts are under the car i of their family physician or
hospital Outpatient Department. On-site medical care" includes taking histories and
performing physicals of newly admitted patients; rendering first aid when regis-
trants are involved in accidents or medical emergencies'at the Center;,and, evaluat-
ing acute episodes of illness. When certain specialty diagnosis or treatment is
required and is not available for one reason or another in the community, they may
be provided by one or more of the Center's clinics. This includes Dentistry, ENT,
EKG, Gynecology, Podiatry, Psychiatry, Ophthalmology, Optometry, Urology and
X-Ray.

Nursing services. Health care surveilliance. triage, personal care and patient
care coordination are major parts of the Day Hospital's basic service to all regis-
trants.
. Occupational therapy.OT can be functional or diversional in nature and is
designed to increase range of motion, strength, dexterity and coordination.

Physical therapy.PT is provided using such modalities as exercises, heat, cold,
whirlpool, ultrasound and diathermy in areas of ambulation, gait training, transfer-
ring techniques, assistance with prosthetic devices, maintenance of joint motion and
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prevention of disability from degenerative joint diseases. Individual and group treat-
. ments are used.

Speech therapy. For those who require it, speech therapy is provided as part of the
patient care program.

Respiratory therapy.,---This is an integral part of the program for patients in need
of the service.

Food seruice-and-nutritional-counseling,--A-hot-midday_meaLand_morning and
afternoon snacks are provided by MJGC's inpatient Food Service Department. Meals
are brought to the Day Hospital in a tray carrier. Nutritional consultation is
provided by members of the Dietary staff and the R.N.-Director. This service is also
provided to family members in order to help them to implement a planned dietary
program at home.

Self care education and training.1This is an ur. going part of the Day Hospital
program which occurs within the Center or in the patient's home. Registrants are
taught to recognize medical illnesses, comply with treatment regimens and learn
homemaking and ADL skills. The entire treatment team is involved in providing
this service.

Spiritual counseling.MJGCs spritual advisor, a Rabbi, provides counseling for
those registrants who want a. Chaplains of the two other major faiths are also
available to Day.Hospital patients.

Community outreach.This is an essential ingredient of the Day Hospital. Both
the R.N.-Director and Social Worker have been involved from the outset in educat-
ing professionals and consumers in the community about the program's existence
and purpose. Next, contact was made with agencies and institutions in the service
area to locate and reach the target population. As a result, an extensive referral
network has been developed and the program is widely known. This continues to be
an important activity of MJGC's administration and the Day Hospital staff.

Transportation.This service connects patients living in the community with the
services of the Day Hospital. It is, therefore, an essential component of the program.
Some registrants are transported by family members. Others are brought by ambu-
lett't through a commercial vendor or private care service.

Volunteer . These community minded people perform special services within the
Day Hospital setting and are usually assigned to and supervised by a team member.
Trained volunteers are especially helpful in creating and sustaining a bright, posi-
tive atmosphere for Day Hospital registrants.

The Day Hospital's patient care program operates from 9 A.M. to 3:30 P.M. daily,
five dayS a week. A typical daily schedule of a registratnt is as follows:
Time Activity
8:40 to 9:00 A.M Arrival and coffee/juice.
9:15 to 10:00 A.M Phys'..lal therapy.
10:15 to 10:40 A.M Discussion group.
10:45 to 11:15 A.M Exercises.
11:15 to 12:00 noon Medications and necessary medical treat-

ment.
12:00 to 1:00 A.M Lunch.
1:00 to 1::30 P.M. Rest period.
1:30 to 2:30 P.M. Scheduled activity (arts and crafts. Cook-

ing, birthdays. group discussions. etc.).
2:30 to 3:00 P.M. Snacks.
3:00 to 3:15 P.M Prepare to leave.
3:15 to :3:30 P.M Departure.
Physical facilities

The Day Hospital occupios part of the Brenner Pavilion's Medical Facility Unit.
The building's fourth floor consists of 25,000 square feet of clinic space and patient.
treatment areas. The area strictly devoted to the Day Hospital comprises three
roomsDay Room and offices, Television Room, and Loungeoccupying 1066
square feet of space, or slightly less than 5 percent of the floor's total area.

With more than twenty registrants on an average day, the present area is too
cramped to\ accommodate daily programs and office activities at the same time.
Therefore, we are currently considering the relocation of the Day Hospital's offices
to other areas on the fourth floor.
Registrant characteristics

Day Hospiti registrants range in age from 51 to 93 years, with 70 percent over
70. The mean age was slightly less than 7(i years. Nineteen percent are male and
eight-one percent are female. Ninety-seven percent are white and eighty-seven
percent are JeWish. Seventy-five percent are single, widowed, separated or divorced.
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Forty-nine percent live 'alone in their own apartments. Thirty-eight percent live in
their own apartments with either a spouse, relative/non-relative, and the remaining
thirteen percent live. in the households of their children, other relatives/non-rela-
tives or senior citizen hotels,. DCFs, etc.

Almost 42 percent of the Day Hospital registrants live within a one to five mile
. radius of the Center..Thirty percent live a mile or les; away. Twenty-eight percent

live five to ten miles.from the program:
Diseases of the circulatory system account for lift/ -one percent of .the primary!

diagnuses of-registrants-on-admission-to_the_Dny HospitalTwentv-tWo percent have
diseases of the central nervous systeM. musculoskeletal system and fractures; nine
percent malignant neoplasms; ten percent diabetes and'eight percent have miscella-
neous other diagnose's.

Based on the predictor scores obtained on New York State's Long Term Care
Placement Form (DMS-1) 94 percent of the registrants qu'alify.for some level of
residential health care (i.e.. SNF or HRF) on admission to the Day Hospital. With a
mean predictor score of 119.2, 76 percent of the registrants qualify for HRF care and ..
18 percent for SNF care. DMS-1 scores ranged from 41 to 363.

Some 58 percent of the registrants walk with aids and 1t percent use wheelchairs;
27 percent walk without assistance.

On admission, 98 percent of the registrants had their own physician/or were
regularly receiving medical care at a hospital Outpatient Department.
Information and referral sources

Referrals for patients accepted by the Day Hospital come from many,isourecs: .16
percent from family and friends; 22 percent from hospitals; 20 percent from social
service agencies and other community organizations; 10 percent from the applicants
themselves. and 8 percent from MJGC and other residential health Car? facilities.

In analyzing where registrants obtained their information aboutithe.Day Hospi-
..tat 27 percent learned about the program from social service agencies, and other
community organizations; 24 percent from a hospital Social Service Department/
Discharge. Plannt r; 19 percent from advertisements; 12 percent /from MJGC and
other residenti.. health care facilities, and 9 percent from articles in daily and
community newspapers. /

/
Utilizatiop

Bet evil October 1, '1977 and June 30, 1978nine full months of :operation the
Day Hospital had admitted 67 persons; 22 had been discharged; 45 r.mtained at the
end of the period. The Day Hospital averaged seven admissions and two discharges
per month. During this period, 22 percent of the registrants attended once weekly.
54 percent twice weekly, 22 percent three times weekly, and 2 percent five, times
weekly. The average length of stay, counting the total time lapsei from the day of
admission to either the day of discharge or the last day in the study period. is
almost 94 .days. Twenty-four percent were in the program for ot.er six months; 23
percent for less than a month; 42 percent from 1-3 months, and i 5 percent from 3-6
months.

Almost 54 percent of the registrants.made at leait one visit to a diagnostic or
special care clinic at MJGC. A total of 123 visits were reported. Ophthalmology. and
Optometry accounted for 42 percent of these visits;` Podiatry, :ill percent; DentiStry,

. 9 percent; Psychiatry, 9 percent; ENT, 8 percent; and, EKG, 2 percent.
Almost 67 percent of Day Hospital registrants attended rtycicitl Therapy; 33

percent. Occupational Therapy; 10 percent, Speech Therapy; ...nd 4percent, Respira-
tory Therapy. Obviously, many registrants visited more than one Rehabilitation
service at MJGC. A total of 1521 visits were recorded during tilt; nine month period.
On the average, each person made 20,5 visits'to PT;. l6.5. visits to,OT; 20.4 visits to
Speech Therapy, and 23.7 visits to Respiratory Therapy.

While earliy data does not tend to support the expected relationship between
DMS-1 'scores and the number of visits to rehabilitation therapies, statistics ob.....
tained recently clearly show a strong connection between the two. This discrepency
can probably be best explained by a ,Combination of factors: the tightening of
rehabilitation need criteria for Day Hospital registrants, greater admissions selec-
tively.'and the 'increasing- conflict between inpatient and Day Hospital rehabilita-
tion programming and scheduling.
Reimbursement

The primary source of reimbursement for .Day Hospital patients was as fbllows:
err, rN

t14

Medicaid 75
Self pay (includes self pay'medicare; and, self pay/sliding scale) 23
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Medicare (includes medicare/medicaid; medicare/private insurance; and,
medicare/self pays

Other third parties
Medicaid reimburses MJGC $23.95 per patient day for day Hospital care.

Transportation
Transportation is critical to the success of a ge'riatric daycare program. Yet it

presents the greatest amount of frustration and is one of the most expensive
components. Almost 95 percent of Day Hospital registrants use some form of vehicle
transport toaridfrom -the Center, frvercentwalkfrom home. Fifty percent are
transported by ambulette, fourty percent by taxi/limousine and five percent by
family automobile.

Medicaid reimburses the commercial vendor directly at the established rate of $32
round trip. Registrants who are not covered by Medicaid pay these carriers a
discounted, but still high fee. In order to reduce this heavy, financial burden, MJGC
applied for and recently received a Federal matching grant under UMTA 16(b)(2)
program to purchase specially equipped vehicles to transport Day Hospital regis-
trants at a nominal fee. This service will commence late next summer.
Conclusion and summary

The MJGC experience highlights important aspects of the planning, development
and operation of a daycare program within the context of a geriatric institution.
The institutional setting has had a clear impact on the delivery of these services to
the community and vice versa.

The philosophy of the sponsoring institution, MJGC, has greatly influenced the
Day Hospital's service orientation. Geriatric daycare can either focus on rehabilita-
tion or maintenance; the Day Hospital is aimed, by and large, at increasing the

A functional level of older adults. The type and combination of health and supportive
services, was, therefore not only based on the needs of the population-at-risk, but
also determined by the scope of institutionally-based resources potentially available
to the new program. The Day Hospital and its apparent success has had a beneficial
effect on MJGC. The traditional image of the facility as an "old age home" has
given way to local and national recognition as a Comprehensive Geriatric Center
and an enhanced reputation as an innovator in the fields of aging and long term
care. Integration between MJGC and the surrounding communities has increased
tremendously. The program's innauguration has also sparked the beginning of a

. new era of outreach and community service for the institution. The Day Hospital is
viewed by the Board of Directors and administration s only the first step in a
series of contemplated programs to keep older people in their homes and out of
residential health care facilities.

On the other hand, the Day Hospital has presented some difficult problems for
the institution. It has taxed the leadership abilities of the administration and has
forced the facility into an on-going conflict over scarce institutional resources be-
tween the program needs of residents/inpatients and Day Hospital registrants,
From an operational point of view, the high rate of absenteeism among registrants
necessitates almost daily rescheduling of therapy and clinic services, and Medicaid
policies and procedures, require a vast amount of time-consuming paper work which
could otheroise be directed to direct patient care.

The vital aspects of transportation, referrals, and financing represent the three
other major dilemmas for the program. A geriatric daycare program is not .really
viable without a solid transportation system. The coordination of this service, its

_high cost, the lengthy travel time for many .persons, and the uneven quality are
frustrating Jo the Day Hospital registrants and staff and present a great challenge.
Developing needed referral sources presented an early obstacle, although i is the
program's lifeblood. While the program now has a waiting list, it took many months
and a lot of time and hard work. ThiS was, in part, due to MJGC's relative
inexperience in the community service field. More importantly, however, the mar-
,keting... of' the program proved far more difficult than initially expected. Many

:..Ypiivatephysicians and hospitals considered the. Day Hospital a direct competitor for
'their patients. Senior Citizen Centers felt the same way about the role the program
could 'play with their clients. An intensive educational program and constant re-
minders of the responsibilities of these profesSionals and agencies to the aged helped
to overcome much of this early confusion and oppoSition. With respect to financing,

,:non-Medicaid eligible older adults and their families find it difficult, it not impossi-
,7.ble, to afford the full...cost of the program and non-subsidized transportation. While

,,,..N/VGC has-provided financial assistance to many registrants from community funds
the form of a sliding scale fee, the financial burden for the institution is consider-
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able. More importantly, the present Medicaid reimbursement, pegged by the State
to one/third the facility's inpatient rate, is unrealistic and severely underestimates
the true cost of providing the Day Hospital's intensive matrix of services.

The Day Hospital at MJGCdespite some formidable problemsprovides a valua-
ble service to impaired older adults living in the community. With the strong
support and encouragement of the institution's Board, administration andstaff, as
well as the program's growing acceptance among consumers and providers, the Day
Hospital has managed in less than a year's time to help maintain disabled older
people in their homes, make their lives more meaningful and productive, preveat or
forestall their premature institutionalization, provide relief and support to their
families, any offer an easy link to a whole range of needed services on the contin-
uum of care.

THE AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION, INC.,
Rockville, Md., May 9, 1980.

Hon. CLAUDE D. PEPPER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Aging,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR CHAIRMAN PEPPER: I am enclosing the statement of The American Occupa-
tional Therapy Association in conjunction with your Committee's hearings on adult
day care centers: I request that this statement be included in the record of the
hearings. ,

The Association applauds the Committee's initiatives regarding this very impor-
tant area of service delivery. We believe adult day centers have much to offer our
Nation's older citizens.

We look forward to working with you as you seek to improve these programs, and
we offer whatever assistance we can provide.

Sincerely,
FRANCIS J. MALLON,

Director. Government andiegal Affairs Division.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY ASSOCIATION

The American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA) founded in 1917, now
represents close to 29,000 occupational therapists, occupational therapy assistants
and students nationwide. The health professionals represented by- the AOTA special-
ize in increasing the independent functioning and productivity of people of all ages
who are physically, psychologically, or developmentally disabled.

Occupational therapists work in a wide variety of settings using rehabilitation
techniques to reduce pathology or. impairment and help their clients achieve a
maximal level of independence. Occupational therapists are committed to the belief
that a health system which provides the beat medical intervention in the world to
save a life is incomplete if it does not include services to help ensure that the life
which has been saved will be meaningful and productive.

A significant proportion of occupational therapists and occupational therapy
assistantsapproximately one-third work with individuals over 65 years of age.
Occupational therapists are intimately involved in providing health care services to
older people both in institutional settings, such as hospitals and nursing homes and
through community based facilities and organizations, such as health centers home
health agencies, and day care centers. Occupational 'therapists, therefore, are espe-
cially supportive, of efforts to improve- the health care provided to the country's
older population and-the commend the Committee for initiating congressional dis-
cussion of the role of adult day care centers in such efforts. Occupational therapists
have a long history of involvement in adult daycare services. Coasequestly, they
have developed a deep understanding and commitment to the value of 'adult day
care in assisting individuals to maintain their independence and sustain themselvds
in the community.

Adult day care was initially developed in Europe and is an established part of the
European and British health care system. The earliest adult day care models were
termed Geriatric Day Hospitals which developed out of occupational therapy depart-
ments housed in general hospitals. The treatment program emphasized training in
activities of daily living, and selected craft activities lesigned for both groups and
individuals. Physical therapy, social activities and assessments of social competence
were also part of the program. The full time staff of the day hospital was comprised
primarily .orciccupational therapists and orderlies, with clerical services and part-
time physical therapy, speech therapy, social work and medical [supervision availa-
ble from the main hospital.

11J
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In the United States, adult day care is a relatively new concept. In 1974 only six-
programs were in existence. Since then over 600 programs have been established.Tin. interest and involvement in adult day care have evolved primarily at thecommunity level with substantial support from both public and private sources.A guiding principle of the occupational therapist working in the adult day caresetting is that purposeful activity, or occupation, including its interpersonal and
environmental components, may be used to prevent and mediate dysfunction and toelicit maximum adaptation. At the geriatric phase of the human developmentalcontinuum the need for adaptation increases as the functional capacities of thehuman system begin to decrease. Adaptation is a change in function that promotessurvival and self-actualization. When a person fails to adapt, dysfunction frequently
occurs, and the individual becomes dependent upon external resources. The occupa-
tional therapist uses purposeful activity, that is, occupation which is appropriate fora given older person, to facilitate the adaptive process, thereby improving functionalperformance and the client's ability to remain in the community..

Frequently, adult day care centers are categorized as emphasizing a social/health
maintenance or a. medical model. Although the overall care provided in both typesof programs is part of the continuum, the status of the majority of individuals being
served occasions the differences in emphasis. Occupational therapists, together withseveral other health professionals, work in both models.
Social/health maintenance model

As a part of the multidisciplinary team, the occupational therapist serves eitheras a planner-administrator-program coordinator or as staff member or consultant.As a planner and administrator the occupational therapist is involved in develop-ing adult day care for a given area or community. Using knowledge of behavior andactivity as it concerns the frail, at-risk, older population, the occupational therapistplans a program which meets both the needs of the client population and those ofthe larger community. This involves working cooperatively during the planning and
formative stages with the professional staff of other service delivery agencies to
assure appropriate coordination and maximum use of existing services. In this role,the occupational therapist must evaluate the community and determine the proper
initial program focus, which might be directed towards social services, health main-tenance and prevention, medical issues, or some combination of these. The occupa-tional therapy frame of reference 'assures that client, family, and staff concernsregarding environment, activity, socialization, and physical and psychological func-
tioning will be addressed in the planning stages.

Concern for these same issues will be carried over into the occupational thera-pist's role as administrator and/or program coordinator. Since occupational therapyreinforces and, supports the concerns of all team members, including the client andfamily, it acts as a unifying force and encourages effective implementation of adynamic program and individualized plan of care.
The occupational therapist, as staff member, evaluates clients considered forplacement in the day care center in order to identify their existing degree offunctional capacity. The client's ability is evaluated in the three major areas ofoccupation: self-maintenance or self care, productivity or work, and leisure or play.The therapist assesses the client's occupational performance according to the func-tional components of motor, sensory, cognitive, and intrapersonal and interpersonalskills. Following these evaluations, treatment programs are designed to achieve the=' three major goals of occupational therapy intervention:
1. The reduction of deficits in occupational performance.2. The elimination of barriers to occupational performance.
:3. The nurturing of competency in occupational performance.Many of the clients referred for a social-health maintenance model of day care donot demonstrate severe deficits in occupational performance. Usually their i .oblemsare confined to subtle losses in sensory and motor systems, physical endurance andfunction, and cognitive and socialization skills. An initial evaluation enables theoccupational therapist to identify specific problem areas and design a plan oftreatment which is then incorporated into the team's plan of care. Generally, theseclients do not require an intensive, long term occupational therapy treatmentprogram. but only short term treatment intervention. The occupational th rapistmay also serve as a consultant to the other team members and assist 't em in .implementing appropriate treatment designed to improve occupational perfo mance.11

Many individuals in these settings have minimal sensory, motor and gnitivedeficits which prevent successful integration of the new information which is usual-ly a part of the center's daily activity program. These same clients t d to beawkward and clumsy in their movements, thereby presenting difficulti at meal-time or when participating in an activity session. They may also de onstrate a .short attention span, diminished self-esteem, emotional lability, low frustration
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tolerance, and poor peer interaction. The occupational therapist, working coopera-
tively with the team will identify specific, meaningful tasks for the client. These
tasks will be structured, sequenced and appropriately adapted to address the indi-
vidual's particular problems.

During the short term occupational therapy treatment phase, the therapist will
help the client develop a secure functional baseline, so that he can adapt to, cope
with, and, hopefully, overcome the deficits identified. In treatment, this may require
reinforcing new information by sequencing specific activities involving the motor,
visual, tactile, kinesthetic and other sensory systems in addition to the cognitive
system. Environmental adaptations involving, for example, physical positioning are
also introduced. These approaches are reinforced by the total team in the center's
daily activities program. As the client's baseline functional performance improves,
the need for treatment diminishes and the daily program structure is modified to
meet the client's individual needs. At this point, the therapist assumes the role of
consultant, periodically reviewing progress and routinely assisting staff and client
with specific problems as they arise.

As a consultant, the occupational therapist assists staff to develop specific group
and individual programs which may be necessary to maintain the client's functional
level and/or prevent further deterioration. Group homemaking and feeding and
cooking programs, involving specific structure, placement, positioning and adaptive
equipment, can enhance client performance while at the same time contributing to
increased self-esteem and socialization. Work oriented activities, for example, use of
an assembly line or specific task assignment system, similarly require occupational
-therapy input to help identify and develop appropriate procedures and methodolgy
which will hasten client improVement. Enhancing the client's daily life skills,
whether in the area of personal self care or general self maintenance in the
community, can also be implemented on an individual or group basis.

The occupational therapist is availalble to assure the development of specific
procedures and approaches,necessary to meet the needs of the particular clientele
being served. The therapist is also used as an expert resource to client and staff
when management problems arise concerning independent life skill performance. In
some centers, the certified occupational therapy assistment may also be a part of
the full time staff, functioning as program or activity coordinator.

Medical model
The role of occupational therapy in a medical based day care program differs

somewhat from the social/health maintenance model. Essentially the difference is
one of degree and duration. In most medical model settings, clients will require an
extensive and intensive restorative treatment program. These clients, usually dem-
onstrate major deficits in functional performance, putting them Much closerlo the
"risk of institutionaliiation" level of care. Once evaluated, clients may be placed on
a specific treatment program of greater intensity than that required by social/
health maintenance participants. The occupational therapist works closely with all
other tean,memWrs, as well as with the client and family to assure appropriate
integration and carryover of the established team plan and goals.

Consider, for example, the situation of a client who has had a stroke causing
sensory loss of the left arm and visual impairment on the left side demonstrated by
a left sided neglect. Typically, family and staff report that the client is constantly
bumping into things, that he refuses to use his left arm, even though he can move it
and has been observed using it. The arm is bruised, or may have had a recent burn,
which was ignored by the client. The occupational therapy evaluation indicates
perceptual problems, most significantly a left hemianopsia; deficits on the left side
in proprioception, kinesthesia, sterognosis, and in touch, temperature, and sensa-
tion. The client is easily frustrated, very labile, and while fairly independent in a
wheelchair is moderately dependent in his personal self care.

The occupational therapy treatment for this individual will focus an sensorimotor
treatment to help the client reintegrate the two sides of his body. Training in
activities of daily living is implemented in conjuction with the day care nursing
staff, who emphasize particular techniques and approaches outlined by the occupa-
tional therapist to help the client increase awareness of his left side, as he performs
dressing and grooming tasks. Specific compensatory techniques are taught to help
the client overcome his left field deficit, and these are incorporated into the day
care staff plan of care.

In this situation the occupational therapist would also work very closely with the
activities coordinator to assure that these compensatory techniques are applied in
the daily activity session. The social worker would work with the occupational
therapist to- help the family understand the problems and be supportive of the

client s needs. The occupational therapist would also work with the family and
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client to modify and adapt the home to meet the needs of a wheelchair bound
individual.

For both the social maintenance and medical type programs occupational thera-
pists support and encourage a multidisciplinary approach in the adult day care
setting. The goal of promoting the client s continued survival in the community
along ..ith encouraging client self.actualization is shared by all dis Allies. As part
of the cant, occupational therapists alert other members to client ficienctes in
functional or'adaptive occupational performance and work cooperativ y in a team
approach to facilitate client potential for continued and/or improved i ependence.

The American Occupational Therapy Association is aware that differi n.; opinions
on the effectiveness of adult day care treatment have been presented to the Commit-,.
tee. The Association's experience and information is much more in concert with the
reports' of the On Lek Day Health Centers in San Francisco, California and the
Massachusetts'Department of Public Welfare than with the assessments provided by
William G. Weissert. Ph.D. of the National Center for Health Services and Research
De pa rtment of Health and Human Services'). Although the Association has not
conducted surveys or studies in the adult day care area, reports from Association
members indicate that significant benefitsrelated both to quality of care and cost
effectivenssderive from the treatment and services provided in adult day care
centers.

The Association. therefore, fully supports the continuation and expansion of adult
day care services. Furthermore, the Association urges Congress to provide support
for comprehensive and in-depth studies of this form of Service delivery. Such studies
are necessary so that effective and appropriate support mechanisms, involving a
cooperative and responsible mix of pUblic and private resources. can be established.
The'Assotiartnr--further urges that the discussion of adult day care not get bogged
down in unnecessary and wasteful distinctions between social and medical models.
In this context, it is hoped that a major emphasis will be placed on development and
maintenance of a continuum of care. whose goal is independent living, to whatever
degree possible, and whose specifics are determined by the individual needs of the
person being served. In this way the primary focus will be where it belongson
each of the nation's older citizens.

The American Occupational Therapy Association appreciates the opportunity to
idler these comments.

STATE FLORIDA,
DEpAirrmENT oF HEALTH AND REHAIM,ITATIVE SKKVICES.

ThIlahassee, Fla., April 16, 1980.
Congressman CLAUDE PEPPER.
Chairman. Select Committee on Aging. Sohnimmillee on Health and Long-Term

('art'. Washmglon, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PEPPER: In preparation for the April 23 Subcommittee hear-

. ing on adult day care, I am transmitting a recently completed issue paper on the
addition of medical adult day care to the Florida Medicaid Program. A service
proposal has been submitted to the Florida Legislature to implement the program
by January 1, 1981. .

I hope the issue paper will assist you and your stalls ongoing efforts to provide
adequate services for our elderly citizens. If you have any questions, please do not
hesitate to contact this office 1901/.188-1003),

Sincerely,

Attachment.

1..tiMmtiEPouvKA-WEsT..
Medicaid Program Specialist.

CHAPTER IV, MEDICAL ADULT DAY CARE

INTRODUCTIQN

Since the advent of Medicare and Medicaid. national and state reimbursement
policies have supported an institutional model of care for impaired adults in need of
health services. As a result, 70 percent of the 16.3 billion Medicaid budget in 1977
went for institutional care nationally, whereas 78 percent of Florida's 1977 Medicaid
'budget supported institutional health care of the categorically needy. As a result of
this institutional care bias, nursing homes for long term care of the d e y have
flourished, whereas non-institutional care facilities for the elderly in/ need of on-
going health services have been developed by the State primarily on a research and
demonstration project basis.
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The Florida Legislature enacted the Community Cure for the Elderly Act in 197(i.The law required !IRS to implement and evaluate four different kinds of communi-ty care programs: home de.ivered care, family placement, senior center care and
adult day care. The Florida Legislature required h specific evaluation of adult daycare programs, In addition, it required that community care services "when possibleshall be obtained under , , the Florida Plan for medical assistance under Title
XIX of the Social Security Plan". The evaluation results will be discussed in a latersection. *

The Florida Medicaid Program does not currently provide reimbursement for
medically oriented adult day care. Although funding of adult day care programs is
possible through a number of other Federal funding sources, including Title III ofthe Older Americans Act, Title XVIII and Title XX, very feirildult day care
programs have been developed in the State or funded by WIS.

HEW has approved Florida's 1115 Waiver application to wai a number of TitleXIX rules and regulations in order to receive Title XIX fundi of the AncillaryCommunity Care Services Project. In additi , to other cOmmunity care services,
medically oriented adult day care will be funded in part, by Title XIX funds for thefirst time. The five day treatment centers funded .under the demonstration projectwill be medically-oriented and will provide services by medical professionals in
addition to socially-oriented services. The Title XIX Medicaid Demonstration Grant .will provide the medically-orientedudult- day treatment services to ninety-sevenfrail, elderly clients by the-third-project year. This is a small sample of the target
group, in need of such services, Therefore, a number of Medicaid eligible, primarily
impaired elderly persons in.need of services provided by a medically oriented adult
day care program, may continue to be placed in institutional care unnecessarily
because of the lack of appropriate community alternatives.

PROGRAM ISSUES

Given the increasing ir`mation in health care costs and the political and economic
climate today, states are being compelled to seek the most effective uses of scarce
health financing resources. One means is to minimize the use of expensive institu-
tional and acute care health services and to maximize the use of less costly servicessuch as outpatient and preventive care... Yet, as numerous studies have indicated,
the cost/benefit results of institutional versus non-institutional care are dependent
on such intervening variables as the level of skilled nursing care required by aservice model, the impairment level of clients, the average daily attendance by
facility, transportation costs and start-up costs.

It is a complex issue with no easy answers to the major program questions ofwhether medically oriented adult day care programs can (1) reduceinstitutionalization and promote deinstitutionalization, (2) improve or maintain
physical and psychosocial functioning, hnd (2) be provided at a cost less than
institutional care for comparably impaired elderly. If the evidence indicates that anadult day care program can positively address these program concerns, then itwould be in the State's best interest to extend Medicaid funding to these programs
statewide in order to increase the resource base for this type of community carealternative.

PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

The goal of medically oriented adult day care is to provide noninstitutional
medical services to Medicaid eligible recipients who have chronic physical impair-
ments which, in the absence of alternative services, would require nursing home
placement. An elderly person is at risk of institutional or nursing home placement
when one's ability to tend to personal health and 'daily maintenance needs are
inadequate to compensateor a physical or mental disability.

Chronic health problems are common among the elderly and consequently medi-cally oriented adult day care does not consist exclusively of restorative and rehabili-
tative services. There is also a specific program objective to provide preventive and
maintenance health services intended to keep the characteristics of aging from
unnecessarily debilitating an elderly person.

Additional program objectives are as follows:
Provide outpatient medical care, including medical maintenance, pharmaceutical

services, crisis intervention, counseling support services and referral.
Develop and deliver services which will enable individuals to maintain living

arrangements in the community which are suitable to individual needs, resourcesand preferences.
Link services with the needs identified in an individual care plan.
Perform a continual monitoring process of all individuals to ensure adequate andappropriate care.

1 ) )
#.4 1,..1
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BACKGROUND

The Social Security Amendments of 1972 (P.C. 92-6031 required the Secretary of
fIEVV, to establish an experimental program of adult day care in order to evaluate
the effect of this type of program on promoting alternatives to institutionalization
and reducing the cost of providing nursing home care. IIE'W has funded a number
of research and demonstration projects since that time to develop a medically %*
oriented adult day care model. As a result of the evaluation of initial .demonstra-
tions, the Medical Services Administration of HEW published in 1976 an informa-

, tion memoranda on reimbursement under Title XIX for day hospital and day
treatment services.

Since 1971i, Title XIX funding has been available for day hospitals and day
treatment services. The day hospital is distinguished from a day treatment service
program by its greater emphasis on rehabilitation and restorative services and its
closer relationship with a hospital or, ,rehabilitation center.. The day hospital offers
many of the same services as a general hospital but eliminates the costly room and
board services of a twenty-four hour facility.: There area number of basic services
that can be offered in day hospital and a day treatment service program and which
can be funded under a state's Title XIX progain including the following'

Medically Oriented Adult Day Care Services:
1. Medical services supervised by a physician, which emphasize diagnosis, treat-

ment, prevention, rehabilitation, continuity of care, and maintenance of adequate
medical records.

2. Nursing services rendered by professional nursing staff, under a nursing plan
of care.

3. Diagnostic services including. laboratory, X-ray, and related clinical services., ,

4, Rehabilitation services:
(a) Physical therapy as prescribed by a physician, appropriate to meet the ambula-

tory needs of the patient;
(b) Speech therapy for patients with speech language dishrders;
(c) Occupational therapy as an adjunct to treatment designed to restore impaired

function of patients with physical and mental limitations;
d) Inhalation therapy for patients having chronic upper respiratory problems.
5. Pharmaceutical services with the responsibility for obtaining, storing, dispens-

ing and administering medications.
6. Podiatric services provided or arranged Tor under direction of the supervising

physician.
7 Optometric screening and advice for low-vision cases by a licensed ophthalmol-

ogist or optometris
8. Self-care serviA oriented loward Activities of Daily Living (ADL) and personal .

hygiene. This includes toileting, bathing, grooming, etc.
9. Dental consultation to assist patients in obtaining regular and emergency

dental care.
10. Social services for patients and their families to help with personal family and

adjustment problems which may interfere with effective treatment.
11. Recreational therapy to meet the psychological and social needs and interests

of the patient.'
12. Dietary services, with meals of suitable quality and 'adequate quantity to

attain and maintain nutritional requirements, including special diets. Dietary coun-
seling'and nutrition education for the patient and his family is a necessary adjunct
of this service.

13. Transportation service for patients to and from thier homes, utilizing specially
'equipped vehicle's to accommodate patients with severe physical disabilities that
limit their mobility.'

TARGET POPULATION

The target population for medically oriented adult day car consists of Medicaid
eligible,, chronically ill, elderly, or other disabled persons who meet one of the
following criteria:

Are at the point of discharge from hospital or other acute facility. and who, except
for the availability of a "Day" program, would be placed in a long-term care,
institution;

Are residing in the community but are "in crisis" and imminently in danger of
institutionalization. These are persons whose disabilities and level of functioning
are such that without intervention, institutional placement would likely occur;

' Information Memorandum, SRD-IM-76-8 NSA), January 22, 1976.

1:2
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Are residents of nursing homes or other long-term care facilities, but Ihr whom
institutional' placement is determined to be unnecessaryt and arc judged to be
appropriate candidates for a "Day" program.

PROGRAM BENEFITS AND LIMITATIONS

Medically oriented adult day care is suited for elderly clients with one or more
diseases or disabilities which are eitherpainful'or which require substantial medical
treatment. The major program benefit is that adult day care makes it possible for a
proportion of these physically impaired elderly to remain in the community. The
following quote:from a preliminary report prepared by the Miami Jewish Home and
Hospital for the Aged Adult Day Care staff helps put this program benefit in
perspective: "Eighty-eight of the current day care caseloads would qualify under the
Medicaid regulations for nursing home care. Of this percentage 28 percent would be
classified as skilled care residents, 25 percent as Intermediate I residents and 47
percent as Intermediate II residents.'

The major limitation to a statewide establishment of !medically oriented adult day
cure centers is the possibility of their services being used in addition to, rather than
a substitute for, nursing homes. The existence of the adult day care homes would
then increase overall costs without reducing institutionalization. This occurrence
may be anticipated if the services are made available to all those who need preven-
tive medically oriented adult day care rather than nursing home residents or those
about to enter nursing homes. The level of care to be provided by medically oriented
adult daycare would need to be determined for target population parameters to'be
developed in accordance with a specified budget threshold.

In a recent needs assessment survey of six HRS districts, transportation resources
were designated as a major factor limiting the widespread implementation of adult
day care. The transportation limitation was also noted in' HRS' "Evaluation Of
Florida s Community Care for the Elderly Program' with the following recommen-
dation: "Adult day care programs and senior tenter prograMs are recommended for
more densely populated. areas, because of the costs involved in transporting clients
to the center. Senior center care is more appropriate for less impaired, more
independent clients; day care is appropriate for more impaired but still mobile
clients ".'.3

The transportation limitation is an important variable in site location planning.
With the increasing energy costs, there may be a future need to distinguish between
urban and rural service models. The allocation of HRS district service centers has
been accomplished by using clients' zip code numbers aggregated as the site param-
eters. Bid sites are chosen for their close proximity to the largest number of client
residences. A similar plan could be used tollocate medically-oriented adult day care.

However, such an effort could be too costly, if there were no existing structures to
occupy. Start-up costs for new facilities are extemely high, This causes the adult day
care center's per diem rate for the first few years to run higher than the average
nursing home per diem which covers twenty-four hour care. Therefore, it is advis-
able to use existing facilities to establish medically oriented adult day care centers.
One means could be to confer with. Boards of Education on future plans to :rose
existing public schools in neighborhoods with a declining school-age population. Ai
agreement might could be developed between state and county officials to use closed
school facilities for medically oriented adult day care.

Another recommendation on the use of existing facilities was made in the 1976
Senate FIRS committee report on the elderly. This report encouraged the use of
nursing homes to provide necessary medical attention for the elderly and allow
them to return in the evenings.

Mr. Art Harris, Florida Health Care Association, proposed in 1978 that existing
nursing home facilitieS could be used to provide potentially 3,000 adult day care
slots in Florida at an estimated per diem rate from $7 to $10 Development of adult
day care programs in existing nursing home facilities would allow maximum use of
nursing homes and provide for quicker development of adult day care programs.

ADULT DAY CARE PROGRAMS IN FLORIDA

The first adult day care program in Florida was established in 19(18, with Title Ill
of the Older Americans Act funding, as a part 'of the Pinellas Neighborly Center.
The Neighborly Center .was incorporated in 1966 as a Senior Center and, after
Completion of a needs assessment project in 1!) )7'; the adult day care program was
added. Since 1968, the Neighborly Center's adul day care program has expanded to

DIMS Evaluation of Community Care for the Elder! Program, I97S,,p.
' !hid, p. 79.
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Iwo sags With tt sixth SHP 10 Open iii April 19811 with additional (!`"1"""ItY e""e rnr
the Elderly !Mat' funding.

There are currently twenty-one ndult day care centers in Florida funded through
Title III or the Older Anwrictins Act nod Title XX of the Social Security Act. The
local match requirement varies l'rom III percent to 2,1 percent, These are primarily
-socially oriented" adult day core for the hail elderly with limited incnmeK.

Tbe I9 71; Community Care fur the Elderly Act (CCE) authorized the funding of
two day cart' programs in addition to home delivered services, multiservice senior
centers and family placenwin, The evalunt ion results ()I' the two CCE adult day cute
demoustration projects influenced the statewide iMplementation of adult day caw
in eli/ven sites beginning January 19S11. One of the ('(',E demonstration projects is a
medic/111v oriented day care program and the other is social day care. Both will be
further discussed.
rosehwa, wilizotion, recipient characteristics, (fad per diem costs

A telephone survey of eleven Florida Adult Day Care Prograths, coordinating the
twentyne lederallY funded adult day care centers. was conducted to obtain perti-
nent imormation for an initial analysis of twilit day care clients and services/costs
Ste table It, All but the two Title XX funded centers are being funded by Ow Older
Americans' Act aide III) and the required local revenue. Ninny of the adult day
run centers Were provided county, Municipal or church owned space as in-kind
match in addition to United Way, county and municipal governments, and other
agencies' cash donations to .meet the federal/local match requirement.
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The per diem costs for these socially oriented adult day Caro centers range from
$9.75/day to $19,33/day, Major cost factors that are not included in some centers'
per diem calculations are meals provided through Title VII, transportation provided
by the county or city, and special therapeutic services that are donated, e.g. speech
and physical therapy. However, some adult day care centers include the aforemen-
tioned costs, as well as donated space costs, in their per diem calculations which
causes so much variation in the per diem costs, The average, per diem cost for the
surveyed adult day care sites is $43.60 per day,

The average number of participants at the twenty-one sites is 30 per day. The
range is from eighteen to forty-five per sites daily attendance, The occupancy rate
range is from 56 percent to 100 percent with an average 85 percent daily attendance
rate. The variation may be in part explained by the different enrollment procedures
by centers. A number of the centers enroll more clients than slots are available in
recognition of the average weekly attendance being 2,5 to 3 days per week. Howev-
er, some of the centers enroll for Just the slots available expecting five days per
week attendance. One adult day care center director with such a policy noted there
was a "serious problem with no-shows."

Prior to September 1979 the adult day care centers reported costs on a per diem
basis in the quarterly reports submitted to ,the IIRS Aging and Adult Services
Office. The latter found the per diem unit of analysis unsatisfactory since Florida
adult day care centers vary in the number of hours open daily. Some Centers are
open from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. daily to accommodate clients transported by
working relatives. Whereas, other centers are open from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with
center-provided transportation beginning at 8 a.m. and ending between 4 and 5 p.m.
The variance in the number of hours open and the fact that some clients only
attend for a portion of a program's day, lead to a reporting change from a day to an
hour as the unit of cost reporting.,The first quarterly reports using the hour as the
reporting cost unit were submittecFin January, 1980,

Variations in the cost reporting by adult day care centers may still be expected
based on the differences in services provided, staff/client ratios and the distance
parameters forltransportation. One adult day care center will provide transporta-
tion to clients within a five mile radius; whereas, other adult day care centers
provide transportation to only a few clients because of the lack of vehicles. The
Pasco County Mental Health Services Adult Day Care Centers have transportation
waiting lists with slots available at their two sites. They could accommodate forty
more clients daily at the two locations, but each site had only one van.

The costs for adult day care are also influenced by the kinds of, services offered
and the staff/client ratios. The adult day care centers which provide a health
component through center staff with a medical background, e.g. an LPN or RN, do
report slightly higher costs for services. Since the medical component for the Titles
III and XX funded Adult Day Care Centers includes health support activities rather
than primary medical care, the cost differntial is not very large. The cost impact
seems to be greater for centers with a low client/staff ratio in addition to medically
oriented staff.

Again, there are extenuating circumstances to be analyzed for the adult day care
centers do vary in their use of volunteers to supplement the daily service programs.
For example, the Miami Metro Adult Day Care Centers report a 1:10 ratio for
salaried staff to clients. However, the four Metro Centers have an extensive volun-
teers' program which augments the staff /client ratio to 1: 5. The volunteers include
student nurses supervised by a county jirovided nurse who also does the initial
health screening and on-going health counseling. None of these medically related
costs are included in the per diem calculations averaging $17 for the four Metro
Adult Day Care Center.

A last factor to be considered in the cost analysis is the variation in recipient
characteristics. For example, the Miami Metro Adult Day Care Centers serve many
post-stroke victims who live alone. This is a particularly vulnerable population
group with many social and medical needs. However, another adult day care center
in Hillsborough County requires participants to be in "reasonably good health and
able to take one's own medication" in order to attend the center. The most common
admission criteria across the Florida Adult Day Care Programs includes the frail
elderly in need of a protective environment. A large majority of the clients being
served are below the poverty level which may be an indicator of an elderly person's
need of a protective environment. The Miami South Beach Adult Day Care Center
Director foresees the elderly 's unmet needs to be reflected in the fact that at least
70 percent of their recipients are SSI eligible, but many do not apply because of the
perceived welfare stigma. However, these same elderly will attend the Title XX
funded, South Beach Center because individual income data is not requested. In
accordance with the Title XX group eligibility regulation, as long as 75 percent of
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the recipients have incomes at less than 90 pereinit of the State's median income,
Individual income determinations do not, have.to be completed, The 'I'itle III funded
centers also.do not mandate income criteria mince the only service regulation is that
recipients have to be over sixty years of age.

Nevertheless, the majority of the elderly in Florida's Adult Day Cure Centers are
on limited incomes, All of the Directors surveyed indicated that income assessment
is an informal part of a Center's determination of n prospective recipient's need for
service. This initial assessment for service needs also includes a physician's report
and usually an interview with nn applicant's family when they live together.

The latter is necessary to ascertain the need for a daily protective environment
and the capability of family members to transport an elderly relative to the adult
day care site.

Su MMARY OF TITLE III AND XX MOM DAY CARE,

In summation, the average Adult Day Care Center caseload is thirty recipients
daily with an 85 percent average daily occupancy rate. The telephone survey data
results indicate that the occupancy rate could be increased in two ways: (1) by
providing more transportation; and (2) by tracking recipients over a specified time
period, e.g. a month to derive an average weekly attendance rate. Then more
recipients could be admitted than slots are available since most clients do not
attend 5 days every week. None of the surveyed programs had a policy on length of
stay. It is viewed as n variable dependent on a recipient's health, Most terminations
are due to n worsened rather than a better physical and/or mental condition.
However, three of the adult day care programs associated with multi-purpose senior
centers do encourage movement between the programs based- on Li clients health
and daily living skills. It should be noted that a stabilization of condition is being
considered a success by many professionals in adult day care programs,

The average per diem cost for "socially oriented" adult day care is $13.60 with a
range of $9.75 to $19.33. There are numerous intervening variables to be considered
in costs comparisons: staff/client ratios, extent of volunteers use, transportation
and meals costs, types of services, and types of clients served according to their
physical and mental condition, living situation and income.

The composite picture of an adult day care center recipient may be summarized
ms follows: A frail, elderly person around seventy-five years of age capable of at least
one daily living skill although often in chronically ill health and in need of a
protective daily environment usually because of a limited income that isolates so,
many of the elderly living alone. The percentages vary by site from 34 percent to '75
percent but many adult day care center directors felt that a majority of their
recipients would be in nursing homes if it weren't for the adult day care program.
The recipients' living situations vary by program. An adult day care center with
comprehensive transportation services is more likely to serve the elderly living
alone. Whereas, the centers with very little available transportation are more likely
to serve the elderly living with relatives or friends able to provide transportation.

Since all of the surveyed adult day care centers serve clients with a variety of
impairment levels, it was not possible to correlate the r diem cost'variation tO
specified levels of care required. However, a trend developeped out of-the telephone
survey of higher per diem costs for facilities serving higher age group clients, e.g.,
average age over seventy-five. Since deteriorating health is often a factor of increas-
ing age, the higher per diem costs for older age groups is reflective of the significant
relationship between levels of impairment and costs of care.
Community cure for the elderly programing

As aforementioned, the 1976 CCE Act funded two demonstration projects for adult
day care. The Margate Day Care Program is basically a social program including
social services, supervision, a meal and snacks, recreation and some health mainte-
nance services. There, is a registered nurse on the staff and a Broward County
Medical Resource Center- physician assists in the medical screening and limited
medical care.

The Medical Adult Day Care Program is provided through the Miaini Jewish
Home and Hospital for the.Aged ( MJHHA). Medical day care includes all the social
services listed above as well as needed medical care and is intended for people with
more serious chronic health problems. The MJHHA is a comprehensive 315-bed
nursing home with a 32-bed specially licensed geriatric hospital. The MJHHA adult
day care clients have access to physiotherapy, a complete range of medical special-
ists, X-ray services, laboratory services, pharmacy services and mental health serv-
ice.

A 1978 HRS evaluation of these two adult day care programs included an assess-
ment of the change in impairment levels receiving adult day care services over one
year. The Multidimensional Functional. Assessment Questionnare..(MFA) yielded

'`
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impairment measures for social resources, economic resource's, mental health, physi-cal health, and daily living skills. The MFA sources are as Wows:
I..tExcellent health or status.
2m Good health or status.
11= Mildly impaired status.
4.4 Moderately impaired status.
liwt Severely Impaired status.
6 =Completely impaired titanic

A score of one or two represents an Independent person. A score of three indicatesthe need for early Intervention sorvicem toarrest the process of decline.,Scores four,five, and six represent a high risk group for nursing care with mix representing the
bed-ridden or completely psychotic.

thmensmn

CHANGE IN MEAN IMPAIRMENT LEVELS 1

Kugele

Change in
Mean .0111)3tf fliell mean

lime I impairment,
time 2

time I

MM1111

time 2

Social
3.6 r. 1.1 3.7 f .4Economic
2 6 i .3 2.7 (a)Mental health
3.1 (a) 3.4 I- , 5Physical health 4.5 + 8 , 3.5 1-.3ADE
4,3 t.1 3.1 1 .3Number interviewed

n ,-: 11 n 19

Ibid, D 50
No change

The evaluation findings note that the greatest improvement in mental health
occurred among MJHAA day care clients; this was the only client group with accessto a full range of mental health services. Evaluation staff also noted that theunusually friendly atmosphere at Margate which, they felt assisted the great im-
provement in social resources. The table results reflect an overall success rate inthat there was no, decline in the status of the adult day care recipients. The sample
groups were small, especially in Margate, so that scores should be used to makeonly program inferences.

The HRS evaluation of CCE did not include a cost comparison of Margate and theMJHAA Adult Day Care Centers since the latter did not include, the medical costsin their cost reports. The evaluation findings do note that the Margate daycare
program appeared more cost effective than the MJHHA program based on a com-parison of their social services and reported costs. Yet such a comparison is difficultsince the medical component is intertwined with all the other services provided atthe MJHAA for the Aged Adult Day Care Center. In addition, evaluation findings
also note that the two day care programs are both less expensive than nursing home'
care for comparably impaired elderly.

The per diem cost for the MJHHA medical day care program was recentlycalculated at $24. Whereas, the Margate social day care per diem rate ws $16.25.The maximum per diem for nursing homes ranges between $25 to $31 bassed on thelevel of skilled care needed. A.cost comparison between these service programswould have to take into account the average daily attendance by clients in adultday care. The national average of 2.5 days per week and the telephone surveyresults of Florida's 2.5 to three days per week' attendance would lower the monthly
costs for adult day care in comparison to the nursing home cost.The CCE demonstration projects' program and cost benefits have resulted in astatewide implementation of CCE adult day care in addition to the other careservices. Table 2 delineates the site, funding and program information on the elevencenters.

ANCILLARY SERVICES WAIVER PROJECT

HEW recently approved the HRS 1115 research and demonstration project "Ancil-lary CoMmunity Care Services, A Health Care System for Chronically ImpairedElderly Persons." The Department submitted a 1115 Waiver application in 1978 towaive a number of Title XIX rules and regulations in order to obtain Title XIXfunding of the Ancillary Community Care Services Project. In addition to other

ff:.8:,:s 0Sit 1 0
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community cart' services, medically' oriented adult day 01110 will he funded, In part,
by Title SIN funds kir the first time. There will he live adult day care programs
funded under the demonstration project.. The project will he designed to develop and
evaluate a variety of intense niedscally oriented home delivered, day care, and
na4F; itssensnula services aimed at meeting the needs of ixirsens age sixty

Project notivities are proposed for Duval, Palk, Brown rd, and
mile, I areas of Dade County. Participants will be selected from the
!minim itutionalizeti, Medicaid eligible, ago sixty and older population. 'file specific
waiver requested that adult day care services he provided under the direction of a
physician. The day care project services, will be directed by an Advance Registered
'Nurse Practitioner or a registered professional n.,rse.

°Tun STATES M KOWA PRIM HAW

A 107:', Cimiparative Study of Adult Day Care in the U.S. included three Medicaid
funded programs in the study sample size of ten different programs. All of the three
Medicaid reimbursed facilities were affiliated with a long-term, facility from which
they received inkind or direct support. The study found that affiliated adult, day
care centers were ably to offset expensive medical services in their per diem calcula-
tions..A major reason for this is the location of the adult day `care centers in
existing medically oriented facilities. As the study further noted, costs are inevita-
bly higher for new programs not yet at a fully operational level. Additional sunmat-
rized findings are as follows:

Ntirsing services is the function with highest per diem costs under health services;
Nursing homes may be cheaper for participants so impaired that they need day

care more than about three days it week;
'Transport l'' is the most expensive nonhealth activity; and
Benefits in ulult day care may far outweigh added costs of care. The study

suggests the need,for outcome studies to pursue this point.
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Georgia's alternative health services ',rakes
The goal el' (leot.gia's seventeen county demonstration project Is to test the effec-

timeless of comprehensive, Medicaid funded community-based services as an ahem-
tive to nursing home care for the elderly, A 1979 program evaluation compared
twelve-month recipients of project services with control groups, The IIVIIIIable proj-
vet service's are Adult Day Rehabilitation (Day Care), Alternative Living Services,
and Home-Delivered Services, The project's admission criteria include clients who
are living In a nursing home or had applied for nursing home care and those who
were identified as at risk of entering a nursing home within six months.

The evaluation found that the higher risk recipients of project services had a
lower mean monthly cost of all Medicaid services than the control groups not
provided project services. On the other hand, recipients of project services who were
categorized as at lower risk or nursing home entry c the Medicaid program less
per person than high risk service or control group mem rs,

The mean monthly costs of Adult Day Rehabilitatio per person was $222 with a
standard deviation of $118 for a sample size of nincty-fi et clients. Data was provided
on average weekly attendance in order to calculate a per diem cost. However, the
evaluators favorably compared the average adult day care monthly cost of $222 to
the $491 mean monthly cost to Medicaid for Intermediate Care Facilities in Georgia.

The Adult Day Rehabilitation component provides' ambulatory health care and
supportive services to the chronically ill or convalescing elderly. Most of the clients
were recently discharged from a nursing home, hospital or other institution. The
following.servicem were provided:

Daily nursing services.Monitor vital signs, supervise noxlications, health coun-
soling; coordinate and supervise treatment plans with physicians.

Medical social services.Support, participant and their families; coordinate care
plans with the nurse; coordinate community services to meet client needs,

Planned therapeutic, services. Crafts, music, educational and cultural programs,
Physical therapy, speech therapy, and occupational therapy,Ono Meal Per Day;

supervision of Personal Care: Assistance with dressing, personal hygiene and main-
tenance of clothing; transportation, if necessary; and special Medical Appliances and
Equipment which are not otherwise covered by Medicaid but which are prescribed
by a physician to serve a medical purpose, prevent illiness or injury or maintain or
improve functional independence.

The 1979 evaluation reported that actual costs for Adult Day Rehabilitation
exceeded contracted charges because many of the new programs were unable to
increase their client populations quickly enough to offset the start-up costs. Howev-
er, the reported rates were not adjusted following audits since the programs now
have a client base which allows efficient use of staff, space and transportation.

The evaluators compared mortality rates between project and control groups as
the priMary effectiveness measure. There was a significant (p. 01) difference in
mortality within twelve months of enrollment between higher risk project members
118 percent) and higher risk controls (45 percent).

In summary, project services appear to have increased longevity for those clients
who were classified as at higher risk of entering a nursing home within six months
of enrollment. Analyses of data on the mortality, functional status and morale of
project participants indicate that project services increased longevity within twelve
months of enrollment, These preliminary results offer evidence that a system of
community-based care can support nursing home eligible Medicaid recipients nt an
average monthly cost per recipient which does not exceed the existing long-term
care system. Alternative Health Services, Annual Report, Georgia Department of

edical Assistance.,
blifornia's adult day health care program
The California Adult Day Health Care Act, AB1611, was passed in 1978 after a

successful implementation of three adult day health care center (ADHCI projects. In
976, California received a Section 1115. Medicaid Waiver to test the success of the

first ADHC project, On Lok, in two other environments, The program objective was
to "facilitate the development of a state funded adult day health services program
by expanding the testing of adult day health services as a new health care delivery
system designed to meet the special needs of the elderly and disabled by maintain-
ing them in the.community.74

Summary of evaluation findings.Medicaid costs were significantli, lower for
persons in Adult Day Health Care than for persons in the control group; Average
monthly Medicaid costs for ADHC were $226.60, 44.4 percent less than the average
Medicaid skilled nursing facility monthly reimbursement, 67.55 percent less than

' Ruth Von Behren. "Adult Day Health Services Final Report," 1978, p. 3.
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the average Medicaid reimbursenient for the San Diego control group, and 4 mem'
more than the combined control group monthly average ($217.54); and Effectiveness
l'erformance Objectives were met 75 to 100 percent of the time, e.g., one hundred of
those clients who hail been told by their physicians that their only alternative to
nursing care or a mental facility was adult day care, were mnIntained at home with
ADI IC services,

Medicaid participants wore 73 percent or the A DIIC population, The per diem east
or care at the On t.ok Encility in 11)78 W1D4 $24, Tht' average days per person per
MOlth was 12.34, Ilowever, fluctuations in the average daily attendance reduced the
monthly costs of care,

The cost effeetiVPIM of the program resulted in the 11)78 Legislative appropri-
ation of $100,000 in start-up funds for adult day health care centers. The Adult Day
I With Care Act of 1978 established ADM! as a Medicaid Program with the follow-
ing per diem rates:

Base $19,86
Adders;

Meals .14
M.1) .21

Transportation 2,31
10 percent geographical differential 1.88

Maitinium 24,40

The Legislative Act authorized the provision of adult day health care on a short
term basis as a transition from home health to personal independence, or on a long-
term WO as an option to institutionalization. The Act's guidelines are as follows;

I. ABEIC centers must be a community -based service with heavy community
involvement.

2. The centers must be accessible to the low income elderly.
3. Growth of the program should be planned and controlled.
The last point emphasized the concern of some California administrators that

rapid uncontrolled _growth would occur. As u result, a county plan must be devel-
oped by an Adult Day Health Planning Council comprised of senior citizen repro
sentatives and representatives -from state aging and health programs. The state has
approval power of the plan and individual provider applications. All providers must
be Medicaid licensed every twelve months after an on-site financial management,
medical, and standards review by state health officials. A final control is the 1978
Act's '.'sunset clause" which means the law will expire after five years unless new
Legislation is passed.

MARYLAND'S MEDICAL. DAY CARE PROGRAM

Maryland began reimbursement for medical day care in January 1, 1980. The
ireimbursement is on an interim per diem and cost-related basis and may not exceed

75 percent of the comprehensive long term care rate. The rate ceiling is $24.98 per
day for fiscal year 1980,

Eligibility criteria for medical day care include a Medicaid eligibility and PSRO
certification for long term cure. Specific medical day care services must be physician
ordered, and each participant must have a plan of care established by a physician
and updated every ninety days,

A medical day care provider must have as a minimum a full-time registered
nurse, a part-titne activities coordinator, a part-time social worker associate, and a
staff physician who may be full-time, part-time or contractual. A full-time staff
member must be designated as the Health Director. The minimal acceptable staff
ratio is one staff member to six participants.

The following services are mandatory: (1) Medical Services; (2) Nursing Services;
(3) Physical Therapy and Occupational Therapy as needed; (4) Personal care; (5)
Nutritional Services; (6) Medical Social Services; (7) Activity Program; and (8) Trans-
portatiorras needed.

The apove services must be ordered by the participant's physician as part of the
plan of rare, medically necessary, and provided to participants certified as requiring
at least intermediate nursing facility care.

NEW JERSEY'S ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE

A facility roust be licensed as a long-term care facility by the Department of
Health to participate in the New Jersey s Adult Day Health Care Program. Approv-
al by the State Medicaid Program is also required. New Jersey is planning' to
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expand the program to reimburse providers other than nursing homes for medical
day care,

Nov Jersey reimburses each longternt care incility 7t percent of their ICF11 rate.
The overage void per day is $23.12. This rate does not include physical and speech
therapy services which ore billed separately, Thu program hoe been in operation for
two years and presently reimburses for medical day care to three hundred Medicaid
recipients, All billing Is done on a monthly basin mid cannot be submitted litter than
ninety days after the date of service.

WANRINOTON.$ AMIN nior IIRALTII CARR SKRVICICEI

Adult day health care services in Washington are Medicaid reimbursed to radii-
ties with a contract for day health services with the Area Agency on Aging, Thu
Area Agency must be willing to use some of Its State fluids as match for the federal
portion of the Title XIX reinibursentent for those recipients over sixty years of ago.
If the Title XIX client is under sixty years of age, the entire per diem will be
reimbursed. The maximum Medicaid reimbursement for day health care is $20 per
diem, which includes $2.00 per client per day for transportation,

The adult day health programs must operate at least five hours a day, three days
n week and provide at least one meal per day, A physician's written approval for
day health services is required.

NM INDICATORS volt MKDICAL ADUI.T DAY CARR IN MLORMA

Florida's population over sixty years of age is projected to increase by 75 percent
between 1977 and 2000. The elderly population is currently estimated at 2,295,678,
approximately 23.2 percent of Florida's population. Dade County has more, individ-
uals over 60 than sixteen other states. Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties have
more elderly than twentv-one other states.'

Approximately 120,00b noninstitutionalized elderly have been identified by the
HRS Aging and Adult Services Office as having an unmet need for some typo of
long term care. There are an estimated 300,000 elderly in Florida below the poverty
level. The percentage of elderly below poverty ranges from 40.4 percent in Dixie
County to 9 percent in Browned County.

A 1979 legislative report on Aging quoted national data indicating that as many
as 320,058 functionally impaired elderly Floridians may be in need of long-term care
services. In addition, there are approximately 27,000 elderly in Florida nursing
homes and 1700 geriatric patients in state mental hospitals. There were 13,688
elderly patients in Florida's nursing homes in June 1979 that received Medicaid
reimbursed services."

An immediate need indicator for adult day care is the waiting list number for the
existing adult day care centers in Florida. Ninety percent of the surveyed centers
had waiting lists of over ten applicants. As one surveyed director noted, the waiting
list number would be much higher if the program was publicized. Also, a majority of
the state's communities do not even have an adult day care center, much less a
maintained waiting list for care.

As discussed earlier, the HRS Office of Evaluation and the Florida Research
Center, Inc. have conducted evaluations of adult day care programs funded under
the Community Care for the Elderly Act. The results of the evaluations of communi
ty care programs, including adult day care, support the concept of adult day care:
on the average, clients became less impaired; theprograms met the client perceived
need for services; the rate of entry into nursing homes for clients in the program
was less than half that for the general population; and the cost of services was less
expensive than the least expensive level of nursing care
Recommended program improvements

In 1977, the House Committee on Health and Rehabilitative Services included the
following recommendations on Florida's Medicaid Program:

The funding and administration of Florida s Medicaid Program should be oriented
so as to concentrate as much on keeping its citizens well as on curing their sickness.

The focus of Florida's Medicaid Program should be altered so as to place greater
emphasis on health care provided through alternatives to institutionalization.

Furthermore, the Legislative Committee recommend in their 1979 report on
Aging that health-related treatment be advanced in some of the licensed adult day

'University of Florida, Bureau of Economic and Business Research, Older People in Florida:
A Statistical Abstract, 1976,_ p. 8!,

Report of the AD Hoc Subcommittee on Aging, "Aging: A Realistic Commitment." 1979, p.
170,

' HRS Evaluation of Community Care for the Elderly Program, p. 60.
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care centers, The Ancillary Services Waiver Project will fund five denionstriition
medical adult day care centers. However, the unmet nerd for this service Is
statewide.',The Medicaid program is currently Modeled to assist elderly persons
whose health is In a critical state, often requiring Institutionalization, Community
provided services are ,essential to address the chronic needs of Florida's aging
population before the , requirement for skilled care Is necessary. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare statistics indicate that more than 40 percent of all
nmelmaitutionlized persons over mixtyfive years of age and older were found to be
limited in their activity by chronic conditions, In addition, the severity of these
dimalilllt ice increase dramatically with ago,

The current Medicaid average remibursement rates to nursing homes are as
follows:

Stilled airs
Intermediate I

Intermediate II

helms per Miumum
month MON ate

$652 41 $911

569 41 839

469 18 120

A cost /benefit comparison of the pursing home reimbursement rates to medical
adult day care would have to Consider the latter's days' attendance per month and
hours per day for Medicaid reimbursement. Thu $24 per diem rate calculated by the
Miami Jewish Home and Hospital Medical Adult Day Care Center Is comparable to
national statistics and will be used for comparative purposes for a six to eight-hour
service day.

MEDICAL ADULT DAY CARE: $24 PER DIEM

12 days per month

16 days

10 days

$288 3 days/week

384 4 days/week

480 5 days/week

The cost comparison is favorable to medical adult day care with the assumption of
comparably impaired individuals at the intermediate level being eligible for either
nursing home care or medical adult daycare. The medical adult day cure rate does
exceed the Intermediate 11 rate by $35/month when a person attends every program
day for a month. As national data and survey results indicate, the average weekly
attendance is 2.5 to 3 days per week. This correlates to a $155.88 monthly cost
reduction for a person attending a medical adult day care center three days a week,
but eligible for Intermediate 11 care.

Title XIX funding of medical adult day care
Applicable Title XIX regulations or guidelines that apply to the funding of a day

hospital or day treatment services program are as a follows:

Utilization review
The medical review requirement applicable to inpatient hospital and nursing

home services must be used for adult day care programs. These regulations require
a medical review, including medical evaluation, of the need for care in an institu-
tion and provide a prescribed plan of care. This review must be made prior to
admission to an institution to determine a plan of care.

Federal financial participation (PPP)
FFP is available under Title XIX for day hospital or day treatment services under

the outpatient hospital or clinic services definitions in the Title XIX rules and
regulations. Georgia is currently exploring the possibility of funding their statewide
implementation of Adult Day Rehabilitation services under the Home Health regu-
lations,governing licensed rehabilitative services facilities (440.70E). The direction of
HCFA seems to be to develop a new service entitled "Day Medical Treatment" for
proposed rulemaking within the next twelve months.

Methods of reimbursement
Reimbursement must be based on the following conditions:

vv
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1. Reimbursement authority exists in Section 1P05(a)(2) alit! 1905(aX9) of the Act,
and 45 CFR 249.10(bX2) and (bX9), i.e., "outpatient - hospital services" which is a
requirement for all participating states, and "clinic services."

2. State payment structures will meet requirements for Federal financial partici-
pation if the provisions of 45 CFR 250.30(bX3Xi) and (bX3Xii), relating to noninstitu-
tional services, outpatient, and clinical services, are observed. The upper limits for
payment will be reasonable and customary charges.

3. As in the Skilled Nursing Facility, where payment is made on a per diem basis
according to "customary and prevailing charges, and a few patients receive large

-amounts of required nursing services while others need only minimal medical
attention, this alternative proposal allows the same "averaging out" system for
computing reasonable charges in non-resident situations.

4. In the case of a free-standing Day' Treatment Center, the upper limits for
reimbursement must not exceed amounts paid under Title XIX for similar services
in inpatient hospital facilities and skilled nursing facilities, less an amount identi-

-, lied as the part of the cost appportioned to items, services, and equipment required
)itsoperation of a twenty-four hour, day, such as additional professional third shifts

a twenty-four hour day occupancy situation, additional housekeeping personnnel
and skilled workmen, light- and heat, etc. In determining indirect costs, expendi-
tures for sophisticated equipment; ordinarily required only in the fully-equipped
inpatient faciiity, should be disallowed.

In determining reasonable cost, in negotiations with a facility which is Title
XVIII certified (or like facilities), the regulations of 20 CFR Chapter, III may be used
SS a basis for identifying amounts to be deducted for the Day Hospital Program.

In both the Day Treatment Center and the Day Hospital Program, that part of
the cost which repreients a substantial savings (i.e., the deductible amount for items
apportioned to non-residency) should be carefully negotiated by the state. In this
way; the cost of a "package ' of services will be reduced by the efficient use of
expensive capital without incurring costs of twenty-four hour operation facilities..
Negotiations should be undertaken facility-by-facility or on the basis of average
charges in the locality. Care should be exercised that there are no unnecessary
additions, in terms of personnel and equipment, which could nullify some or all.of
the cost savings where feasible and in the best interests of the patients, of ambula-
tory services.'"
Program standards

Federal guidelines outline the following program standards:
1. To describe in writing its philosophy, objectives and. program for providing

medical and ancillary health-related services to non-resident registrants in its facili-
ties.

2. To provide a comprehensive assessment of the health status and the related
social, psychological, and cognitive needs of each individual patient and to make a
determination of the range and kinds of services required. These determinations
must be made prior to the registration of the patient in order to demonstrate
satisfactorily the suitability of the program for the patient's-needs.

3. To demonstrate to the satisfaction of the State agency that the organization has
adequate staff and facilities to provide the planned services for the types of patients
described in its program scheme.

4. To insure that the assessment of need and the individual treatment plan are
professionally prescribed by a physician r other suitably recognized practitioner or
interdisciplinary team; and that qualified supervisory personnel, approved by State
Libensure, carry out the plan of care.

FUNDING ALTERNATIVES

CCE funds
The proviso language for the Community Care (Core) Services authorizes a ten

percent local match requirement for the ninety percent General Revenue funds (See
Table 2, Page 15). The General Revenue appropriated for Community Care for the
Elderly must be used to fund' at least three of the eight core services. -

The. CCE target group is a-follows: Age 60 and older, functionally impaired from:
Nursing homes, State facilities, and communit _residerain jeopardy of a nursing
home or other institutional placeme

Approximately 60 percent of the population targeted for CCE funded adult day
care has been identified Medicaid eligible without any income criteria mandated
under the existing program. The Medicaid eligible population varies by an adult day

Information Memorandum. SRS-M776-3 (MSA), January 22, 1976.
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care center's location and outreach activities to make the service knoWn to frail
elderly with .poverty level income. At this point in time, there has been little need
for outreach activities because of the limited. funding for adult day care programs
and the waiting lists for service. Therefore; the 60 percent Medicaid eligible elderly
targeted for adult day care may be representative of a,low estimation for service
need.

The 1979-80 CCE appropriation is $3.4 million of that sum, $1,053,617- is allocated
for adult clay care programs. Of the annual allocation of approximately $1 million,
$343,000 has been earmarked for the adult day care services that will be provided
thrOugh the Ancillary Services Project (the Title XIX waiver project).

The remaining $710,617 could also he used to earn Title XIX funds, CCE funding
for adult day care programs consist of 90% state General Revenue funds and 10
percent local matching funds. Based on estimates of the CCE adult day care'pro-
gram !proposals and the results of a telephone survey conducted by the Medicaid
officeiapproximately 60 percent of the current adult day care caseload is Medicaid
eligible. A proportionate share of the state funds could be used to earn Title XIX
funds' for medically oriented adult day care.

The following analysis contrasts the current CCE adult day care funding method-
ology and the alternative stateTitle XIX funding methodology.

ALTERNATIVE FUNDING STRATEGIES

CCE general

revenue
Required local

match
Federal funds Total

A. Current funding strategy $710617 $71,062 $0 $781,679

B. Potential funding strategy:

Nonrnedicaid CCE' 287,247 28,425 0 315,672

Title XIX adult day care 426,370 0 612,037 1,038,407

Total t 710,617 28,425 612,037 1,354,079

1:k

3 4Arcent of the adult day care service population is not eligible for Medicaid. Consequently. approximately 40 percent of the CCE funds could
not earn Title XIX funds.

The above analysis indicates that.Strategy B would generate$612,037 in federal
funding and provide for a total adult day care program of $1,354,079, or $572,400
more than Stragety A. This would increase total adult day care funds by 72.8
percent. Strategy B would also save local governments' expenditures of $42;637. On
the other. hand, if local matching were still required, local funds could generate
$61,204 in Title XIX funds and further expand the total adult day care funds.

The additional funds generated by Title XIX federal financial participation in the
adult day care program could allow the use of state and local funds that currently
earn Title XIX funds. During fiscal year 1979-80, $110,761 of local and state funds
are being used to earn $326,027 in Title XX funds for adult day care. Although the
$110,761 would only earn Title XIX funds in the amount of $158,993, $167,034 less
than under Title XX, Strate0,4/ B earns $569,400 more in federal funds. If this
alternative strategy were uset adult care program funding would be released for
the funding of other programs or additional adult day care for non-Medicaid eligi-
bles.

It is recommended that a new service be developed for coverage under the State
Medicaid Plan for 1980-81. Since HCFA is planning to propose rulemaking for a
new service entitled "Day Medical Treatment", it is recommended that Florida use
this service title although the term "Clinic Services", will be used in the interim in
order to. ecure Title XIX FFP under the existing regulations. ..

The intent of the new service, "Day Medical Treatment Clinic Servick", is to
provide an alternative to institutionalization for the "at risk" population. All serv-
ices would have to be physician authorized with a treatment plan,developed. Since
there could be no age limitation under Title XIX and the program justification is to
encourage nursing home deinstitutionalizatioh, definite service parameters will
have to be developed prior to the program's implementation planned for January,
1981. Budget authority will be requested to adjust the 1980-81 appropriations in
order to use part of the CCE funds as match to generate Title_ XIX funding. A
budget issue will be presented in 1981 dependent on cost/benefit data collected that
will request additional general revenge funding in.order to expand-adult day care
programs in Florida through .the Me caid Program.

cOl

The Florida Medicaid Office has requested technical assistance from HCFA's
Region IV and Central Offices. Their representatives will be providing this assist-
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ance within the next flew months so as to plan for the receipt of Title XIX FFP for
medically oriented adult day care, under the existing regulations for a specified
target group, i.e., Medicaid recipients "at risk of institutionalization or in institu-
tms.

Finally, it is recommended that additional study be conducted on the viability of
implementing a separate component of Day Medical Treatment Services to provide
for short-term day treatment for persons who would otherkise be inpatients in
hospitals. The American Cancer Society has recommended that such facilities be
developed for individuals in need of continuous, yet intermittent, chemotherapy as
well as other treatment needs that otherwise require hospitalization.

STATE OF MARYLAND,
MEDICAL ASSISTANCE POLICY ADMINISTRATION,

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND MENTAL HYGIENE,
Baltimore, Md.. May 6' 1980:

Hon. CLAUDE PEPPER,
Chairman, Select Committee on Aging,
House of Representatives. Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PEPPER: I was pleased to have had the opportunity to attend
the hearing on day care held by the Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care
on April 23, 1980. I would like to commend your staff for an excellent job of
selecting witnesses who represented various types of involvement with day care and
a divergence of opinion as to the value of day care. I was alSo gratified that the
committee stated that written questions would be submitted to the witnesses so they
could prepare properly detailed responses. Since this has resulted in the hearing
remaining open, I wish to take this opportunity to present my strong support for
day care, my response to certain witnesses and some additional information.
Day care definitions

I believe that the testimony indicated that various witnesses and committee
members meant different things when they spoke of day care. It is important to
carefully define day care in & various guises and modes. Perhaps it is most
common to assume that there is only two models of day care, i.e., health oriented or
"day hospital" (known as Model I) and socially-oriented or "multipurpose" day care
(known as Model II). Because there exists such a tremendous range of services
within the health oriented model, I believe these definitions are inadequate. Instead
there are really three levels:

Level 1Day Treatment which is a very intensive rehabilitatively oriented serv-
ice. It occurs at a day care center affiliated with a hospital or a heavily skilled
nursing facility.

Level 2Day Health or medical day care which is a less intensive rehabilitatively
oriented service but provides such services as physical therapy, occupational ther-
apy and speech therapy for those who need it and provides nursing services, social
work nutrition, transportation and activities for all participants. It occurs at a
nursing facility or a free standing center.

Level 3Social Day Care which has no therapy or nursing but provides social
work, nutrition, transportation and directed 'activities. This differs from a multi-
purpose senior center in that there is more staff plus tlie programs and activities
are deyeloped specifically for individuals not just free choice group activities. This
type occurs at a free standing facility.

Per diem cost generally declines from Level 1 to Level 3; this is primarily due to
staffing requirements but also to the need for specialized activities and equipment
for Le 'el 1.

It is not surprising that to a large degree current programs have oriented them-
selves to satisfy the requirements of funding sources and are not neatly distributed
withi the three levels. Most day care in the United States is Day Health. I believe
that e fact that Dr. Weissert has studied Day Treatment instead of Day Health
expla ns a large part of the discrepancies between his findings and the experiences
of bo h day care providers and state personnel who manage 'day care programs
throu h auspices such as Medicaid.
Weissert study

Dr. William Weissert in his most recent study entitled "Effects and Costs Of Da
Care and Homemaker Services for the Chronically Ill: A Randomized Experiment'
has determined that day care is costly and ineffective. When questioned about this
study or its implications, he carefully retreats into the complex statistical method-
ology and states that in this case those were the findings.

1 rl
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I suspect that Dr. Wei[,. ert retreats into the study because; he realizes that the
study has two fatal flawr .ad several other serious ones. In Dr. Weissert's defense, I
am sure that these flaw, are much easier to see now than in 1974 or earlier when
the study was designed. This is especially true of the first major flaw, which was to
study day treatment centers which were intensively rehabilitiVely oriented and
costly. In part they were costly because they were intensive, in part they were costly
because they were located in hospitals with high overhead and i day care had to
assume a part of that overhead. At the time the study was designed, there `was a
limited number or facilities that Could have been studied and a significant portion
were of the day treatment variety. Now there are over 600 day 4care centers and

I'most are of the day health variety. The selection of the centers biased the .study
tremendously.

Juit as the selection of the facilities was critical so was the selection of the.
population to be studied. At the time, .1 am sure, there were ilvalid reasons for
chosing to study a Medicare population who weren't at risk of institutionalization,
but now it seems ill-advised, That the studied population was not at risk of
institutionalization is clearly shown by Dr. Weissert's own figureS: only 11 percent
of the experimental group and 21 percent of the control group used a nursing home.
The studied group was not nursing home bound. As was clearly deMonstrated by, the
questions raised at the hearing any federal interest in funding day care is as an
ilternative to institutionalization, not as an add-on service. Since the Weissert study
does not address this need, it is virtually useless.

/IIt would have also been better if a Medicaid population was covered: Since
Medicare does not cover day care, the findings are practically moot. However,
Medicaid does cover day care as an optional service and is reimbursing for it in
seven states. Lessons about day care and the medicaid popuiltition would have been
valuable. Dr. Weissert himself hinted that the wrong population was chosen when,
in response to a question from Rep. William Ratchford/as to whether standards, '
were needed, he suggested that the population be narrowed. I believe he felt the
population should be narrowed because he knew his population was not at risk.

In addition to the two critical flaws above, both of which I feel invalidate/the
study there are two other serious flaws. I mentioqe these in the hope that any
subsequent study could avoid them. The first is tha 'the providers chosen were not
all experienced. This is demonstrated by the fact at they had trouble filling their
quotas and the fact there was no waiting list. Neit er case is typical. Ordinarily the
only centers that don't have waiting lists or are dot filled to capacity are those that
are all private pay. However there is rarely a situation where a center with public
funding can't fill the funded slots. The very fact that the quotas were unfilled
resulted in a higher cost per person per day. In effect the start-up costs were
amortized to the study participants.

A second serious flaw is that Dr. Weissert designed the study to determine if day
care was an alternative to a skilled nursing facility. Experience has shown that it is
more typical for a day care participant to.use day care insteadof an intermediate
care facility not a skilled facility. Again the choice of day treatment model not day
health led to the selection of skilled: facilities. Yet Medicaid spends billions each
year for intermediate care facilities, in some caes for people who don't need to be
there.

It is easy to see bow this design led to inaccurate results. The first conclusion was
that day care is not an alternative to nursing homes. However, if a population that
was at risk had been studied, the results Would have been quite different. Also day
care would have proved to have been more of an alternative if intermediate care
.facilities, not just skilled facilities, were considered..In Massachusetts where all
participants are deemed at risk the staff has determined that one-half would be
institutionalized without day care.

The. second conclusion was that day care was costly. Part of the cost was due to:
day care, in the study, not being an alternative service. The costs in the study,
which represents 1975 and 1976, were over $50. a day. Yet states that offer day
health not day treatment are now, four years later, paying only about half of that.
Testimony revealed that Massachusetts is paying $24 a day and Washington is
paying $26. California and New Jersey also have rates that are in the low to mid
twenties. Interestingly, none of these states are low cost states. 'If the effect of
inflation during the last four years is considered, the difference is even more
remarkable. ,

As day care is typically utilized an average of two or three times a .week versus
seven days for nursing home care the cost savings grows. Mr. Jeffrey Merrill is
correct that no service is more or less expensive for everyone but that it depends on
the individual participant. Dr. Weissert has amply demonstrated that for the wrong,
people, day care costs more.
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Georgia alternative healtfi services
The State of Georgia has obtained a waiver to study day care and home delivered

. services. Their preliminary results are that: "The mean cost per person to theMedicaid program for all services for recipients of project services was considerably
lower than the mean for control group member who received nursing home serv-ices".'

, The project services also resulted in significantly lower client mortality rates(within 12 months of enrollment with no evidence that the increase in longevity was
toffset by lower functional status. In effect Georgia is finding that day care and other
alternatives when carefully selected are less costly and are an effective service.
General Accounting Office study

The General' Accounting Office in its Report to the Congress entitled "Home
Health, The Need for a National Policy to Better Provide for the Elderly" published
in December 1977 concluded the families will help with the care of the elderly if
they are given a respite and some support. Day Care can be a Very effective way of
providing respite for the family and needed services for the participant.
Cost effectiveness

Many of the questions raised by comrnitttee members indicated concern withwhether day care is cost effective, I would like to caution the committee that costeffectiveness cannot be the only standard by which day care is judged. As Ms.
Ansak, Executive Director, On Lok Senior Health Services, dramatically 'testifiedthe cheapest course is to let the elderly die.

When Medicaid wascreated as the Nineteenth Title to the Social Security Act
nursing homes were included as a covered service because it was felt they would be
more cost effective than high priced hospital beds. Since then the federal

theand the states have spent billions.on nursing home care, the costs of the care
has dramatically increased, much of the care is inadequate, and now anothersolution is sought. This attempt to offer alternatives should not repeat past mis-
takes and just be based on cost effectiveness. Certainly cost is and should be acriteria, but it is no more important than that the care be medically effective, that
the quality of life be considered, and that the elderly be treated with the dignityand respect to which they are entitled.
Medicaid and day care

As there are no federal standards or regulations for 'day care as a covered medical
service under Medicaid, an excellent opportunity exists. Day Care can be structured
under Medicaid to address some of the committee's concerns. It can be assured that
day care will serve as an alternativeby limiting.it to those who are nursing home
bound. In Maryland we limit day care to those who' have been PSRO certified asrequireing nursing home care.

The cost of day care can ,also be controlled to some extent as a ceiling could be
imposed or the reimbursement rate could be tied to, for instance, a percentage of
the nursing home rate forday health and percentage of the hospital rate for day
treatment. It should be kept in mind, however, that the average. utilization ofday
care, two or three days a week as opposed to institutionalization seven days a week,is in itself a savings.
Continuum of care

In conclusion I would like to say that Day Care is not a panacea'; It can be a very
good and useful service for the right person. I believe that this i e key: that the
service be appropriate for the individual. Day Care can fill par o this need, but,
what is really needed is a continuum of services. I strongly belie e at the appro-
priate use of a continuum of services is the cheapest and 'mo t e cient use of
resources. In many places now, the only choice is nursing homes, hick as created
an artificial demand. By developing and funding alternatives, the tremendous ex-
penditures for nursing homes will decline and the elderly will have real chiiiCes to
meet their needs. Hopefully these choices will enable many of the elderly to remain.
in their homes and communities and v. live and die in dignity.

Finally, I would like to send you a report prepared by the Maryland Department \*
of Health and Mental Hygiene entitled "Report and Recommendations on Alterna-
tives to Long-Ter&Institutional Care". I hope it proves useful. Also I would .iecom-
Mend that the committee'give serious consideration to requesting the General
Accounting 'Office to study day cafe. I have much respect for their work. Unlike
some studies which use sophisticated methodology.in lien of common.sense, the

GeorWa Department of Medical Assistance. Alternative, Health Service Annual Report 1978-
79 Ail:m.111;0a p
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GAO has always impressed me as starting with a common sense approach and then
doing whatever analysis is necessary to reach a valid conclusion.

If I may furnish the committee with any additional information, please contact
me.

Sincerely,
LYDA B. SANFORD,

Chief, Division of Program Development.
Enclosure.
(NorE. The report "Report and Recommendations on Alternatives to Long-Term Institutional

Care," has been retained in Committee files due to its size.)

SENIOR CITIZENS, INC., DAY CARE FOR THE ELDERLY,
JOSEPH B. KNOWLES CENTER,

Nashville, Tenn.
A day care program for the elderly began operating in April, 1972. It is now

under Third Party Funding Provisions of Title XX of the Social Security Act, Social
Rehabilitation Services. It is administered by the Tennessee State Department of
Human Services. As a United Way Agency, Senior Citizens, Inc. participates in this
program.

We now give day care to twenty-one per day who are over sixty years of age and
who are at or near the SSI level and who suffer some degree of physical and/or
mental handicap due to a variety of causes. Among this target group, it is our aim
to. reach such individuals for whom our program acts as a deterrent to
institutionalization or enables family members to be gainfully employed so as to
keep the older person in the home. It is likewise aimed to include those isolated
individuals who could profit from culturally enriching experiences and peer-group
associations. The program includes transportation, afternoon snack, noon meal,
health maintenance services, informational and/or referral services, social welfare
services, and a varied program of crafts, parties, and special activities, including
trips.

In order to have a capacity load of twenty-One per day, we have worked with
about eighty. different individuals. The caseload has now narrowed down to about
thirty-five. The average attendance is three times weekly. Profile of the program is
85 percent female and 90 percent black. There are also 8 partially sighted partici-
pants in the program. These 8 individuals initially presented problems to the staff
who had no special training to work with partially sighted individuals; therefore, a
program specialist trained in working with the handicapped, has been added.

After a participant has been in the program a few months, we are able to observe
remarkable improvement.

Some of the areas where improvement is greatest is in their orientation to time
and place; in their improved self-image and pdsitive ego development; in increased
physical activity; in conversational skills; in better grooming and cleanliness; and in
their overall outlook,on life, which is much happier and more optimistic.

Generalized services
1. Counseling with aged individuals and their families.
2. Health supervision of Day Care participants.
3. Motivation counseling aimed at creating and supporting a desire to interact

with others, and to become more independent.
4. Group activities in keeping with the needs and capacities of the participants.

Specific services

1. Day care program
(a) Includes daily individualized and group activities. Some of these are handi-

work, games, crafts, music, art, and various ongOing classes at Knowles Center such
as pottery, sewing, communication skills, and emphysema exercises.

(b)Includes transportation to and from Center, morning and afternoon group or
individual activities, snack time, noon meal, and rest time.

(c) Includes definite programs for cultural enrichment: book reviews, travelogues,
group singing, and trips to community attractions.

2. Social services
(a) Includes- evaluation and diagnosis of each participant, with activities planned

on individual basis. .
(b) Includes. supportive therapy, crisis intervention, outreach, referral and re-

source in ululation fin participants-and-their-farnily.--
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(c) Includes motivation counseling by interpretation of behavior and aspects of
aging to participants and family members.

(d) Includes counseling on all aspects of consumer problems, emphasizing the
basic requirements of, food, clothing and shelter.

J. Health services .
(a) Includes individual assessment, determination of medical regime as ordered by

physician, advice for those not under medical care so that they can utilize existing
health services, selected screening tests, nutrition information, and foot care.

(b) Includes emphasis on personal hygiene regarding cleanliness and grooming,
with the aim of motivatin individual to assume responsibility for self care.

(19 Includes daily prog am of exercises as appropriate for elderly participants.
4. Food

priorities(a) Nutrition is included as it is one of the National priorities for the elderly. A
definite program is presented giving the participants basic information on food
selection and how food relates to their total well-being.

(b). Provides a well-balanced three course meal five days a week. Special diets are
also served.

(c) Provides mid-afternoon snack including either fruit juice or fresh fruit, ice
cream, or diabetic fruit, if necessary.

5. nansportation -
(a) Includes picking up participants and returning them to their homes. A 15-

passenger bus owned by the project is used; also we rent an additional van from
Senior Citizens, Inc. -

(b) Includes limited transportation for clinic and doctor appointments where no
other transportation is available.

Eligibility for participants
The project is limited to individuals sixty years of age or older who are deter-

mined to be eligible. under Third Party Funding of Title XX of the Social Security
Act. The project is administered by the Tennessee State Department of Human
Services.

Senior Citizens, Inc., is a multi-purpose center for individuals fifty-five years of
age and older. There are thirteen branches and one mini-center-(open five days a
week) in the Donelson area. All the branches, including the mini-center are in
Metropolitan Nashville. The main Center is open six days a week but the branches
meet only on their one day a week. There are 4,200 members of the Center with an
average daily attendance of 360 at the main Center and branches. Programs offered
by Senior Citizens, Inc., include educational and craft classes, recreational activities,
counseling services, health consultation and information, foOd and rehabilitative
services.

There are several other services housed in the Senior Citizens, Inc., building. They
are: Foster Grandparents program; Mobile meals for indigent elderly who are re-
ferred by Visiting Nurse Service; Homebound meals for those who are unable to
prepare their own food, a year-round Trip program, and a second Adult Day Care
program which operates five days a week for those who. need the service. There is a
staff person provided. This program is funded under State funds provided by the
Tennessee Commission on Aging.

The Title XX Day Care program, as described, is the other special program at
Senior Citizens, Inc. One of the attractions of the. Day Care program is that it
functions as an integral part of this multi-service agency, giving the participants
many more opportunities because of its location. Day Care participants are enrolled
in pottery class, emphysema exercises, liquid embroidery, organ and piano, crafts,
and also.take part in physical fitness, activities, as well as enjoying the parties and
films.

After 8 years, we are convinced that this type of intervention and the services
'provided through.this program does prevent unnecessary hospital stays or referrals
to Nursing Homes. Of the approximately 350 individuals given service by the
program, the families have expressed repeatedly how helpful it is. Not all of the 350
were admitted to the program. From the approximately 180 who were participants,
we have lost 15 by death, 8 are now in Nursing Homes, and 4 are now in institu-
tions. Some improved to the point that the program was no lqnger necessary and
the others have moved away.

The Day Care program has indeed made life enjoyable again for those who had
given up and were just existing. For this we are grateful.
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CLAUDE PEPPER.

PRIME TIME DAY CENTF.R,
Evanston, RI., April 29, 1980.

Chairman, Select Committee on Aging, -
House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN PEPPER: I wish tosubmit the following facts and information
to be placed in the Congressional Record as testimony for establishing Adult Day
Care Centers for the Elderly.

The recorded interviews with adult-children tell-more elequently than' descrip-
tions or factual information how 'effective and accomplishing attendance at Adult
Day Centers can be.

The chart defines various types of day care centers and demonstrates the flexibil-
ity and adaptibility of the Centers to fit the endless medical, social and psychologi-
cal needs of the senior citizen.

You are to be highly commended for your efforts in establishing this viable
alternative for the maturing adult who otherwise might be condemned to a bleak
existence in a nursing flame that doesn't answer his/her needs.

Thank you for the opportunity to record my testimony in the Congressional
Records.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

Following are interviews
Center:

Bob Clark, single and in his early 40's, has had sole responsibility for his mother,
Elsie, an 82 year old former piano teacher when she left a long established house-
hold in Pittsburgh three years ago. They live in a large apartment building where
close to 75 percent of the units are rented by widows' 60 years of age and older.

Although it would seem that this environment could provide a large number of
potential friends for Mrs. Clark, many of the women have lived in the area for years
and have already established personal. relationships which she, a transplant from
Pittsburgh, has not.

"Mother isn't accustomed to
doesn't play bridge, and, as he
'make people her age uncomfort

Clark read about Prime Ti
Newspaper and says, "It was

SHIRLEY SIDRAN, Director.

with families whose elderly parents are attending the

going our and making friends," Clark says. "She
slowing down became more noticeable, it began to
ble."
e, The Home's Day Center, in the local Evanston
exactly what I felt was needed." At first he was

hesitant to send Mrs. Clark every day, but he found that it was necessary for her to
establish daily relationships with people.

"She is now much keener mentally," he says, and credits it to her "having to use
her brain every day." She has a better memory, and now her blood pressure has
gone way down as well. From, the first couple of weeks, I noticed that when I picked
her up each day, she was /Sharpen Now I'm finding I can relate to her as an
adult. . . . I have more confidence that when I ask her not to do something she
won't do it. She tends to be much less confused. She needed the social interaction
very much.

Clark has observed that his mother's endurance is better as well, and that she has
become "peppier . . . and more willing to do things."

One Saturday she went with me to pick up a friend at the train, then to her hair
dresser, after which we had lunch, went to look at condominiumi and deonme
errands, and finally back to the trainall with only an hour's nap in the afternoon.

Before Mrs. Clark started at Prime Time, her son had to slow his own pace when
he was with her for fear of tiring her. But now, for instance! ". . . we have tickets
for the piano recitals at Orchestra Hall. We used to leave at intermission, but now
we stay for the whole performance, eat dinner, and then come home. Oh yes, she's
coming out. She has a friend here too, Ellen. One week Ellen was away and mother
missed her. I heard about Ellen every night.

He continues, "This has been a life-saver for her and selfishly, for me . . . if it
weren't for Prime Time, I would say that for her own.good, we would have to get
full-time help during the day or go to a retirement home or a nursing home. And
while I feel there is 'a need for those, I feel that the senior citizen, as long as
pdssible should be maintained at home in a family environment, even a limited
one." .

Helen Schmidt, age 88,1ives with her widowed daughter on the first floor of a
two-flat, family-owned building. The second daughter is married and lives with her
family on the second floor.
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In contrast to Bob Clark and his mother who live alone in a large apartment
building, one would thinlothat this integrated family living arrangement would ease
Helen's problem of being rdone. And for a while it did help, but both daughters, Bea
Arndt and Joyce Daley workInd Helen was left alone all day.

She had little desire to eat She meals the girls had left for her, lost all motivation
to keep herself occupied and ' time nervous. Medication only seemed to make.
matters worse. She was not awa of family activity around her, taking no part in

. family gathers, and seemed to be totally out of it."
She was hospitalized during the \printer to determine the extent of the deteriora-

,/ tion and was diagnosed as being over-medicated. Upon discharge, it was recommend-
ed that she should not be alone. When asked ;if Helen could read during the day, her
daughter replied, "Yes, she has cataracts, but she can read with the use of magnify-
ing glasses. But I think .you can do just. so much, you can watch just so much TV.
The weather was 'extremely bad last year. It was hard for us to take her.out because
of the snow and ice; she was unsteady, So she just felt completely isolated and
cooped up. As a result, she became so frustrated that she couldn't deal with being
alone each day." -

The daughter continued; "We talked to the doctor about a-day center, and he
thought it was an excellent idea, so we began to look into this type of careand it
has been marvelous for her and for us."

Bea found out about Prime Time by contacting the Commission on Aging in
Skokie Village which gave her the name of Prime Time. The two sisters visited the
.Center where arrangements were made to send the regular Center invitation to
Helen, asking her to visit for the day. Helen reluctantly agreed, "but she was going
to go just this once, and that was it."

Bea continued, "She came the day of the invitation, had lunch and enjoyed it.
That was on Thursday. She went back the following Tuesday and had such a good
time that she's been there every day since...."

Joyce commented on the change they've noticed since she attends the Center.
"We were remarking this evening that she is so much more alert than she was last
winter. Things that she just never thought about any more, all of a sudden are
coming back to her mind and she seems to -be really 'with it' again. She's still
forgetful, but she's not like she was before where ,you had a difficult time sometimes
having any kind of conversation that made sense.

When asked how her attendance at the Day Center.has affccted their interaction
withNher, Bea continued, "We certainly feel more at ease. We leave in the morning
with the nice feeling of knowing that she's going to be with someone and be happy.
When wexcome home, she's had a good day. It seems now that she's settling down
and feels contented. I think she considers it a job. While working with the crafts,
she knows she'll be able to sell them when she's finished, and she feels useful. Just
as both of us go to work, she.now feels on the same level that she goes to work, too,
and has a job. She often says, 'Well, I have to go to work tomorrow.' It's a
tremendous boost for her self-esteem. I don't know what we would have done if we
hadn't found Prime Time. Our. only other alternative would have been to find a
sitter, and I don't think that would have made her: happy. She enjoys being with the
ladies. They're getting to be sort of friends now and that's important to her. I think
a sitter would have been our only alternative and I don't think it would have
worked."

Joyce added, "No, because the Center gives her a sense of independence. She feels
she isn't dependent. I think if someone came in and sat with her it would make her
feel that she was really at the end of the line. I don't know any other way that we
would have dealt with .it because she could not have been alone really very much
longer. It's just been very gratifying. And 'we're very grateful for the program. It's
been super. It certainly is a wonderful thing. It's done so much, and I'm sure it's
done equally as much for the other ladies that are here because I think Mother is
one of the oldest ladies here, as I'm sure it's done as much for them."

The following is an effort to define the concept of day care:\,
..
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Modality Major service obteche Type of client Ice setting

Community care To provide the services and
program. programs necessary to prevent

long term institutionalization;

i.e., meals on wheels,

outreach, friendly visitors,
transportation, in home health

care, legal aid, counseling.

Crisis center To provide a protective

environment to assist the

individual in coping with their
specific problems and

situations.

Chronic care day To assist the.individual to achieve

center. and maintain the-maximum

level of functioning. This would
include a transitive, or
protective environment that

assists the individual and their
family in dealing with the
multiple problems of daily

living.
Day hospital To provkle care resources and

medical supervision to help the

individual regain an optimal

level of health following an

acute illness.

Individual with medical or Specialized sen center nursing
cognitive impairments that homes, social nice agencies,
would not allow them to leave and free standi facilities.
their home. Individuals whose
overall capacity for

independent functioning would

not be possible without these
supports.

Individuals with acute cognitive or Psychiatric hospital, nursing
functional psychiatric problems hope, or free standing
not 'requiring medical

management.

The individual has acute or

chronic cognitive, or functional facilities.
impairments not requiring

nursing or other medical
supports.

facilities.

Nursing homes or free standing .

The individual is in active phase

of recovery from an acute

illness. They should be no
longer requiring a twenty-four

hour inpatient setting, but can
benefit from the day services

of a rehabilitation center.

Hospital, rehabilitation center, or
nursing home.

Resource la the chart. Philip Weiler. and Eloise Ralhbooe.McCuan, Adult Day Care, Community Work with the Elderly, Sponger Publishing Co.,
New Yak, p J.

SUBMITTED BY- ALBERT R. SIEGEL, MD.,- PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR, ADULT RESTORATIVE
SERVICES, THE E. S. EDGERTON MEDICAL RESEARCH FOUNDATION, WICHITA, KANS.

In small communities and rural areas, physically-disabled adults need an alterna-
tive to institutionalization. Day treatment can serve adults who continue to live at
home. It can use existing personnel and equipment. Through an Administration on
Aging Model Project grant No. 90-A-1620(01), "Adult Restorative Services," The E.
S. Edgerton Medical Research Foundation is demonstrating the day, treatment con-
cept in four rural Kansas communities..

Local nursing home staff are trained to offer individually prescribed and group
activities to chronically ill or disabled adults who come to the nursing home for day
treatment, but live in the community. Participants and other community residents
who do not take services are followed for 24 months for changes in physical condi-
tion. Evidence is sought of improvement;stabilization, or deterioration of ability to
accomplish activities of daily living with a degree of,independence which allows the
individual to live alone or with family in the familiar community, retaining estab-
lished ties and social roles. Restorative' services are offered in cooperation with
other social and health services.

Licensed adult care homes operate in small communities which may lack other
health services, so establishment'of restorative services in these existing facilities
may be a practical means of offering-restorative services for rural, residents. Client
treatment is reimburseable through some private insurance plans, Veterans Admin-
istration and Medicaid. Project staff have developed arrangements with Kansas
Medicaid for clients determined to be medically and financially eligible who come
into the treatment sequence with medical need.

Arrangements for reimbursement 'and definition of policies and procedures to
meet reimbursement agency criteria have been very time consuming. We strongly
urge communication between agencies and bureaus to eliminate some of the contra-
dictory requirements. Medicare does not pay in an Intermediate Care Facility (ICF).
It is important that medicare regulations be altered to pay in an ICF facility, thus

65-s::1

-
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eliminating the costly three-day hospital stay and the Skilled Nursing Home (SNF)
requirements.

Current programs do not adequately reimburse organizational costs, especially' in
rural areas, for transportation and time spent in travel. (For one elderly couple,
living.9 miles from the nursing home, the cost of gas for her therapy 3 times per
week represents 9 percent of their total income. They do not have available discre-
tionary dollars.)

State laws should require private insurance to cover home health, day care and
hospice services.

Financial assistance, when proven necessary, should be available to families who
wish to and will keep their aged at home.

There is a lack of alternatives to nursing homes. Home health, day care and
hOmemaker services should be available to all aged. Each county should have these
services.

This Adult Restorative Services project concentrates on making restorative serv-
ices available in the home community which will improve quality of life for chron-
ically ill and disabled adults who now do not have access to therapy or who must be
separated from family and familiar surroundings in order to receive services. There
is growing awareness of need for restorative services and concern for mechanisms
for delivery as numbers of potential consuniers increase in rural Kansas. Local
citizens, professional organizations and State agencies may cooperate to implement
similar services throughout the State if this project demonstrates that affiliation
with existing licensed nursing homes is effective for the patient and practical
financially. Rural Kansas' model of services affiliated with licensed nursing homes
may be used in other states so there is potential for wide use.

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL.,
Springfield, Ill., April 11, 1980.

Congressman CLAUDE E. PEPPER,
Chairman. House Committee on Aging,
Washington. D.C.

(Attention: Miss Lou Bracknell)
DEAR CONGRESSMAN PEPPER; In response to a suggestion from Edith Robbins,

Division of Long Term Care, .I wish to Inform you of a program to sensitize medical
students to the realities of aging in our community. The medical students of South-
ern Illinois University in Springfield, Illinois, as part of their rotation through
Family Practice come to the St. John's Hospital Adult Day Care Center. As part of
their conference, they are shown from examples of nursing assessments, completed
in the home, medication profiles that blatantly reflect medication abuse and misuse
in individuals before their entrance into the program. Realistic problems with
activities of daily living that prevent integration with the community are discussed
as well as the center's approach to helping the participant and his family minimize
those problems by maximizing their abilities.

Our staff has observed that participants in the Adult Day Care Program have
shorter and fewer -hospitalizations then what had been reflected in their past
medical histories. Although our participants have 'hospitalizations, they are fre-
quently less acutely ill when diagnosed and frequently can-be. managed medically
through the health care services of the program.

Prevention of acute illness, control of the effects of chronic illness, care planning
and problem solving are vital components of our Adult Day. Care Program. Involv-
ing the forty-five participants in the choice and decision making process has been:
beneficial to their mental and physical well being.

It is my hope that this information will be useful to you in testimony before
Congress. Future legislation that recognizes the special needsmedical, social,'emo-
i.ional and psychologicalof those over 60 could prevent growing statistics of social-
ly isolated and physically disabled older.persons.

Sincerely,
1 MARY Jo SKUBE, R.N.,

Supervisor, Extended Health Services..
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Day Care Offers
Option for Elderly

lly MUNE ORO VAN BOOMER

THE stroke was not tv 4 tam It
left 66.yeareld Jae% remer In a
coma, then sevemry paralyzed
and unable to speak. After two

years of rehabllitatka in nursing fa.
ctlitY. metal worker advised Mr. Rib
ter that he could rerum home and =-
Mug treatment as an outpatient.

It was then that his wife learned of
the institution's adult day-case pro.
gram, which would provide the meet-
eery transition between 34.hour nurs-
ing home care and community living.

"The day center has been wonderful
- for my- husband, ". -said -Mrs. Ititter

from their Brooklyn apartment. "He
can be home again, talk to his friend,.
and still get physical therapyand meet
new people.*

An 113.yeareld man who Lives with
his wife In their Bronx apartment was
becoming increasingly confused and
forgetful. His Dbyeaeold wife. who suf.
fen from arthritis and heart eandb
gal, felt Isolated and unhappy atom
her husband's frequent depressions.
Their daughter. who lives with her
family on Long Island. did not wood to
place her father in nursing home. but
was unaware of available °pikes..

She learned from a geriatric center
in her parents' neighborhcod that its
daycare program could provideber fa-
ther with professionally supervUed
group activities that would keep him
alert and socially involved; her mother
could receive needed long.te,nr health -
care. The program would also arrange .
... a part. time aide to give assistance

.., .mer apartment.

"Day care has made tremendous
difference In their lives." the daughter
said. "Dad couldn't function at all
now be's smiling again. Mom's oendb
times are being treated; and she's more
interesting and happy because bee
mind Ls being used:1 don't have to go to
sleep worrying about the:near:ions."

Because of the high cast of nursing
tome care and the human conse-
quences of institutimallzation, interest
has grown in finding ways of caring for
Infirm older adults In their awn neigh.
borboods. Adult day CM an Idea bar.
sewed from England and Scandinavia.
is one of the newest community pro-
grams being developed to iriL--mse the
choices available to older people who
cannolmger live co their own.

Adult daycare antes*, also brown
u day hospitals and a variety of other
names, are attached to nursing homes
or hospitals. The programs an aimed
at shortening hospital or nursing
home MIA like Mr. Ritter's sltuation,
or preventing institutional placement,
like the couple from the Bronx.

The depcare centers provide one.
stop medical and nursing care, rah'.

social services, recreational
activities and hot meals, as well as
Mundtrip transportation from horde to
cater. Participants attend anywhere
from three to six hours daily, one to
five days a week, depending co

needs. While no two programs are
alike, they Mare similar goals of pro-
venting physical and mental decline
and teaching selbcare skill: to promote
continued independent living.

1-1



"An older person's ability to remain
indepsndent and function at the highest
level of health primarily depends on
available community resources,' said
Dennis Rainer. director of Planning
and community cervices at Metropo
tan Jewish Geriatric Center. which
sponsors a day hospital. "Day cure is
an especially promising alternative for
many aged people who need tempts=
care." he said.

Accosting to the Health System:
Agency of New York City, there are
more than 40.180 elderly persons in
nursing homes In and around the city.
A report Issued by the Congressional
Budget Office suggests that from 10 to
30 percent of those Institutionalised do
not need 24.hour nursing supervision.
but= be adequately cared for in their
communlUes.

A major problem with adult daycare
Is financing. Medicaid, the state-ad-
ministered program for the medically
Indigent. accounts for the greatest
source of funding for this service In 14
states. including New York. In most
cases, the mato pays the entire cost of
the program. for those who are eligible.
Medicare. Fedora! medical Insurance
for anyone over 63, !Mina payment for
specific treatments provided by the
depart center. Individuals not cov-
ered by either of these public programs
may find that the cost of day care
though less then nursing home care
may be beyond their private means.

Senator Bob Packwood, a Republi-
can from Oregon. plans to Introduce a
bill to expand adult day care and in-
home services to all disabled persons
and those 63 and older. Jeff Lewis. an
aide to the senator. said the bill would
combine all nonInsntutIonal care into
ono comprehensive system and would
eliminate existing financlol barriers.
The proposal- erpocted_to be intro-
duced before May 30, will be called the
Community-Based LongTerm Care
Act. he said.

1
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Financing and Programs

Medicaid; Financially and medically
needy Individuals may duality for day-
care services without charge U income
and assets arebelow state minimums.
For information on eligibility and the
address of a Medicaid office near you,
all the New York City Human Re.
scums Administration, 3843050.

Medicare: The Federal health Insur-
ance program for individuals over 63
does not recognise day are as a sepa-
rate service. However, under Part B
(medical insurance). It pays part of the
bill for physician services, therapy and
other skilled care provided to patients
In need of active rehabilitation. For in-
formation: local Social Security offices
and adult day-care Centers.

Insurance and Private Payment: In-
surance companies may reimburse
certain outpatient medical services
rendered by adult day-care centers.
For Information, call or write your in-
surance company. Individuals not cov-
ered by either public or private insur-
ance may be eligible for payment on a
sliding scale or a full of partial grant.
Outf.pceixt costs may range from 525
to 340 a day for the program. For infor-
mation, =stilt the adult day-care cen-
ter.

Adult Day-Care Centers

Jewish Home and Hospital for the
Aged Day-Care Program, Um Bronx,
203-ZICO.

Metropolitan Jewish Geriatric-OW
tar Day Hospital, Brooklyn. 033.7500.

it ontsflore Hospital and mescal
Center After-Case Program, the
Bronx. 920-4172.

Moshelu-Monteflore Day-Care Caw
tar, the Bronx, 181-8054.

Penthaule Hospital Center Rehabili-
tation Division, Adult Day-Care Pro-
gram. Queens. 643-7100.

Future Programs

Additional programs that have been
approved in New York City and are
scheduled to open over the next several
months:

Oath Abraham Hospital, the Bronx.
9765001.

Daughters of Jacob Geriatric Center,
the Bronx, 793.1500.

Eger Nursing Home, Staten Island.
976.1800.

Jewish Institute of Geriatric Care,
Queens, 343.7100.

Clary Manning Walsh Home, Man-
hattan.631-2800.

Its Hebrew Home for the Aged at
Riverdale, the B=145494700.
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Letters
On Adult Day Care/
TO TM g HOME SECTION

Lilian. Droyan Kobe 's article
[ "Day Care Offers
May LS) made a clear intelligent

. ease for the adult daycare a amain*.
I am pleased to note that the day care

option has been combs Into Its own In
Connecticut. It Identified in the
findings oaths Governor's Slue Ribbed
Committee to investigate the Nursing
Home Industry In Connectieut. which I
chaired in 1113.711. as promising pp
spectre.. component of the wide ranges
of services provided the elderly. A pilot
program set up In Norwich ban shown
the conoffectivenese, as well as the
human benefit, of Adult daycare.

Slate that pilot propels was con.
eluded last June. the state has seen the
establlahnsent of 17 adult daycare pro.
grams, now serving some 370 clients,
The cost comparisons offered by the
Norwich program were slut: 1113.17 a
week per client In total public cost for
day can, against an ...rage weekly
perclient cost at Stns in skilled nurs-
ing facility. Thu social advantages, of
course, cannot be measured in dollars
and cads: the canton and relief of
familiar sunoundthis; the elimination
of unnecessary disruptions of personal
and family lives; general easing of
tensionandandety. _

The great problem confronting the
proponents of adult day care nationally
is the terrible Inadequacy at govern.
mint outman. Aa Mlu Kutner pointed
oaf, Medicare pays for only fraction
of the union provided through day
care carnets. And when older citizens.
are uneble to gain access to or rein.
bursement for such communIty.based
services as day care, they Men ttzsd
themselves with no alternative to MM.
tutiocullzat ion, in which their e
will b fully covered by Medicaid.

the .ths ahead; I and SeM11 of
my lir agues on the Select Commutes.
on Ailing will press forward In our el.
forts to expand Medicare mrr.burse
menu for Hdlitc day cure sernces, and
to promote the creation of a new office
for adult day care in the Department of
Kends and Human Services.

WILLIAM R. RATCHFORD
United States Represertative

Fifth District, Connecticut
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(Congre of tbe 'Unita! .etate
300u* of AeprcIentatibel

n.c. 203t5
July 11, 1979

Honarable Joseph A. Califano, Jr.
Secretary
Department: of Health, Education :aid Welfare
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Mr. Secretary;

We are addressing this letter to you to express our deep
concern for the Lederal response to the elderly and their
families in need of adult day health facilities as an alterna-
tive to institutionalizAtion.

C1.44.4111.411 ant* WK..
We tame... DM. .111

4001[411. How
L*4141411., NOM*. 40101
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IFS Jowl 114

1114.4.41+ 111.1$... 14041.0 4111$
(4.)441..114

The Select Committee on Aging conducted hearings in Lex-
ington, Kentucky, on.July 6th to assess the Federal response
to the health, economic; education, and social service needs of
the urban and rural elderly. Those who testified on alternatives'
to institutionalization,cited adult day care programs, in
Kentucky, as a humane and cost effective supportive service.

The two Centers for Creapive Living in Lexington were
pioneer projects in this fiela, and received Medicare reimburse-
ment during the HEW pilot program mandated by P.L. 92-6111.
Medicare funding has,been discontinued, however, and through
lack of funds the program is now threatened to the point that
the two centers have been forced to merge into one, and to'cur-
tail. services. Witnesses at the hearing on July 6th emphasized
the success of this program in meeting their needsAend stressed
that more innovative adult day health care prograMW of this
typo are needed to fill the gaps in the health care continuum
in Kentucky.

We would like to request that you review and .advise its
the current Department policy on reimbursement of adults day
care under Medicare.

on

\

Further, we would recommend that a focal point be established
within the Department to coordinate'the myriad of health and
social service funding sources that may be utilised for adult
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Joseph A. Califano
July 11, 1979
Page 2

day care, with the goal 'of providing a clearinghouse for the
dissemination of information and technical. assistance to
State and local agencies and centers which seek to establish
or maintain day care programs.

Finalajr, ploane advise on recommendations for legislation
to support adult day care.

Any additional information or assistance on adult day
care and realistic funding options for programs such an tho
Center for Creative Liying would be appreciated.

Thank you in advance for your assistance.

/e7;), er'

HOWNS
Mrmiber of Congress

cure

LA
CLAUDE SOT
Chairman, Sc ect. Committee
on Aging
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Z1*. 3f)ousse of Ittprcocutatibeo
SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING

SUDCOmMITTLE ON HEALTH AND LuNGTERM CARE

TIN 'IOUS( °MCI BUILDING /OMR I

11.tobinplon, 11,C. 20511

11011 3374311
1

April 4, 1980

Dear Erlend:

Your ass !stance Is requested In a matter of concern to the
Subcommittee' on Health and Long-Term Care of the House Select

Committee on Aging.

1.1 wool...0 10,111111

WM... 8044,

On April 23, 1980, the Subcommittee will conduct a hearing in
Washington, D. C., on the subject of adult day care. Preparatory

to that hearing, we have developed a survey for the purpose of
collecting information concerning adult day care programs in the

Staten.

We would deeply appreciate your cooperation in completing the

enclosed survey and returning it to our off Ices by April 15. It

Is likely that the information requested is maintained by different

persons In State government. It would he moot helpful if you could

denignate one person in your Agency to act as the coordinator of
responses to thls-survey. In cases where a precise response Is nut

possible, please supply estimates and so Indicate.

Survey responses should he address011 to the Subcommittee on Health
and Long-Term Care, U. S. 1101140 Select Committee on Aging, Room 715,

House Annex No I, Washington, D. C. 205i5.

Many thanks for your wIllingnesn to be of atisIstance in this

important ndeavor,

Eludes regards, and

Sincerely,

Clat e reppec James Ahdnor

'ChaiIrMn

Enclosure

Ranking Minority Member
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ADULT DAY CARE SURVEY'.
Subcommittee on Health and Long-Term Care.
U. S. House Select Committee on Aging
April 4, 1980

Please respond to thu following questions by April 1!). Where uxact responses
arc not possible, please give estimates and NO indicate. Your cooperation and
;insistence are most deeply appreciated,

1) a. Are adult day care services provided in your State?

b. if so, how many programs are there?

c. Ii this number estimated or exact?

a. How is adult day care 'funded, in your State?

State Plan for Medical Assistance (Title XLX)

Title XX Plan (social fl.,rvices)

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

b. Of the following potential sources of funding, which have been identified,
which have .been used in your State to develop or pay for adult day care
programs? (Please check.)

Title XVIII, Serial Security Act (Medicare)

Title XiX (Medicaid)

Title XX (social services)

__Title III, Older Americans Act

Mental Retardation Facilities and Community Mental Health Centers
Construction Act, Titles L and III

ticaith Revenue Sharing Act, Titles L and V

Education Acts

Domestic Volunteer Service Act

Community Services Act, Title

Comprehensive Employment and Training Act, Titles 1,11, and VL

Urban Mass Transit Act

Housing and Community Development Act, Title I

State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act

c. How much will be spent for adult day care in the current fiscal year in
your State? if possible, please break down among the various funding sources.
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3) List all services provided through the adult day care programs in your State
and designate by (5) which are the most commonly provided. Please indicate

which eervicue are covered by Medicaid (Title XIX), Medicare (Title xvril),
social services (Tale XX), or the Older Americans Act, Title III.

4) What is the average cost par client:

per day per month per year

5) Hne the State established statewide admission er eligibility criteria under
thin program? If no, what are these?

6) Please provide statistics for the following, its the form of an annual report,

if possible.

a. age range of adult clay care clients
b. median age of clients
c. mean age' of clients'
d. types of physical or mental handicaps

e. total number of clients served annually at a given
time

7) Sow many persona would you estimate to be in need of adult day care in your
State?

On what information do you base this estimate? Please describe the results
of any surveys or at !les which have been conducted in your State with regard
to the need for adult .lay care or community-based long-term care in general
and attach any pertinent materials.

H) n. How many persons could be diverted from nursing home care if adult day
care were fully funded in your State?

With full funding for adult day care, could persons who currently reside
in nursing homes return to their own homes or communities?

If so, how many would you estimate?
, -

.

9) ta. noes your State have standards for adult day care? Yes _No

'b. If so, are the standards for funding icensure _both
Please attach a copy of these standards.

10) What other services such as transportation would be necessary for day care
to be successful in your State?

11) In your view, what are the most significant barriers to the development of
adult day care an a full-fledged component of a "continuum of. care ?"

Yes No
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12) a. What le the per diem Medicaid reimbursement rate (or range) in your
State for care in:

SNP (skilled nursing facility)

1CP (intermediate care facility)

Other (pleane indicate level.of care)

b. What in the average daily census of nursing home renidents in your

State? Pleane lint by SNP, ICY, or other.

13) Has your State undertaken an analysis of the coat benefits of adult day

care programs? If so, please cite findings. It not, has a consensus

developed regarding the cost benefit of adult day care?

14) a. What procedures have been developed by your State to Approve the
operation of adult day care centers which provide services covered

under Medicaid?

b. To what extent has adult day care been considered in the State health
plan as a way of meeting the long-term care needs of the impaired elderly?

1

15) Please list and discuss any recent developments or pending plans or proposals
in your State with regard to the development of adult day care services or

the elderly.

16) Please attach a short summary or history of any cases which demonstrate
significant improvement in the functioning status or living situation of
older persons as a result of the availability of adult day care.
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Prepared, by Janice A. Lamb

ADM DAY CARE SURVFY,RESPONSE ANALYSIS
September 23, 19(10

This analysis was performed .bas6d on the responsos received from an adult
day care survey developed and administered by the House Select Committee on
Aging, Subcommittee on health and Long-Term Care in preparation fora hearing
held on'the subject on April 23, 1980. Questionnaires were mailed to every
Medical Assistance Office in each of the fifty states, plus Puerto Rico, Guam,
the Virgin Islands, and the District of Columbia. Out of 54 questionnaires,
responses were received from 32 states for a response rate of 59%.

A regional analysis conducted for any possible response bias showed that
caution will havo to he exercised for any generalizations or conclusions to be
drawn from this survey as the South and West tend to be more heavily represented,
while states in the Mid-Atlantic and Central regions showed only meager response
rates (401 and 41% respectively). 501 of the states in the New England region
rosponded, while there was no response from any of the territories surveyed.

D'aring the above cautions in mind, the findings of this survey are as
f011ows:

Four states, Alaska, Colorado, Oklahoma, and Wyoming, responded that they
had no day care programs, and were, therefore, omitted from most of the total
response counts. Of the 28 remaining states, the total number of programs re-
ported was 799, but within this number, the range varied from 1 - 204.

Only 251 (7), of the ,tates fund day care through a State Plan for Medical
Assistance, while 931 (26) of the states use Title XX funding, including the
seven states also using Title XIX. Title III of the Older Americans Act and
general state and local funding were the third most popular sources of funding
(571 each).

The most frequently provided service listed by the states in their day
care programs Was nutrition (A9t) followed by social services (861), health
services (751), and transportation (711). For a complete listing, please see
attachment.

The average cost per client ranged from $5.30 (Georgia, Title XX services
only) to $31.50 per day for Utah mental health day care services. The mean per
day for 26 states responding was $14.03, the median was $15 per day.

As to the characteristics of clients being served in adult day care programs,
the age ranges most frequently reported were for 60v, closely followed by programs
serving ages 18f. The most frequent median ages reported were 75 and 7R though
few states answered this question. Heading the list for types of handicaps of
clients served were mental disorders (461), heart disease (4311, stroke (321),
and arthritis (321). A complete list may be seen in Attachment A.
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The number of clients served annually varied widely from 25 (Idaho) to
2,500 (Florida), The moon for 24 states responding to this question was 595,
The mode, however, probably reflects a more accurate picture and shows figures
In the 200's most frequently cited, Number of clients served at a given time
ranged from 11 (Idaho) to 1,700 (Massachusetts and Florida), The moan here was
420, while, the mode showed that the categories 10.99 and 100.199 contained the
most frequent number of observations, -

Estimated population In need of adult day care per state ranged from
several hundred (Idaho) to over 70,000 (Georgia), HoweVer, only 11 states
report having done any kind of survey or study with regard to the need for day care.

Claims as to the number of parsons who could he diverted from nursing homes
diSO varied widely, Guesses ranged from 50 Individuals (Alaska) to 90% of the
potential nursing home population (Pennsylvania), However, with full funding,
93% of the states thought they could return current nursing home residents to
their tommunIties. Estimations as to how many persons this would affect also
varied from the frequent response of unknown to guesses of up to 50% of the nurs-
ing home population.

With respect to standards for adult day care, 501 (14) of the responding states
have standards for funding, 391 have lfcensure standards, and 211'have standards
for both,

For day care to be successful, 461 of the states listed transportation,
25' listed additional medical cervices, and 211 additional nutrition services
as necessary service additions,

Present barriers to the development of adult day care were listed as:
funding by 937, of the states, community awareness by 1111 of the states, and
transportation and trained staff were mentioned by 14% of the responding states.

r.

Per diem Medicaidcreimbursement rates for 5NF's ranged between 516,20 (Georgia)
to $59,16 (New Mexico), though the average rate equalled $35.43. The ICF rates
ranged ftom 514.60 (Nebraska) to 541 (RhodeAsland) with a mean of $27.52.

Daily census of nursing home residents for 5NF's ranged from RO (Iowa) to
17,532 (Massachusetts): The mean was 4,794.8, In ICF's, the daily census ranged
from 122 (California) to 28,476 (Massachusetts), Thus, the mean was 10,069.6.
(It must be pointed out that none of these mean figures fs a very accurate relec-
tion of what the reality probably Is, as the response rates for this question were
again very low.)

A cost benefit analysis of day care has taken place in only four states:
California, Connecticut, Florida, and Texas, A majority of the states reported
having no cost benefit analysis results and only 29; report any kind of consensus
regarding day cart has been reached,

Of the seven states providing Medicaid services in adult day care centers,
six(6) of the states have state issued standards and regulations that must be
followed by all providers, Generally, AAA's, Medicaid Offices, and Review Teams
monitor compliance. Nebraska has standards for out-patient claim basis only,
Two states, Florida 'and Connecticut, are in the process of developing procedures.
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Ten (10) states do, however mention adult day care as a specific part of
their State Health Plan and at least five states are making plans to try
to secure Medicare /Medicaid coverage for daycare services,

gbiviustpns

In summary, the simple fact that Texas alone has 204 adult day care
programs compared to only three years ago when the Directory of Adult nay
Care listed only approximately 300 programs available In the entire United
States, attests to the current popularity and growth of these programs despite
minimal Federal assistance In their development and lack of solid empirical
evidence as to their effectiveness,

It appears from the survey that day care in this country is 'serving quite
a variety of individuals with a variety of service options, supported mainly
through Title XX and state and local contributions, It also appears that
finding and maintaining funding sources is of great concern to many of the
states and may explain why attempts to secure Medicaid /Medicare funding were
often Mentioned under the category of recent state developments,

In a time of increasing elderly population, high costs of nursing home
and ICF care, it appears that day carp is currently functioning as a needed
alternative on the local level regardless of the eventual outcomes of further
cost-benefit analysis.
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ATTACHMENT A

ADULT DAY CARE SURVEY RESPONSES

1) Are adult day care services provided in your State?

28 states responded yEsi California, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia,
Hawaii, Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts,
Michigan, Minnesota, Nebraska, Nevada, Now Jersey, New Mexico, North
Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee,
Texas, Utah, Virginia, Washington, West Virginia.

4 states responded NO: Alaska, Colorado, Oklahoma, Wyoming,

32 Total Responses

b. If so, how many programs are there?

Out of 32 states, there was a grand
The range was from 1 - 204.

The median was 11.
The mode was 0 (closely followed by
The mean was 25.

Is this number estimated or exact?c.

total of 799 programs.

7),

9 states gave estimations.

2) How is adult day care funded in your State?

State Plan for Medicaid Assistance (Title XIX):
MV(7) responded Yes: California, Georgia, Massachusetts, New Jersey

Texas, Washington, Nebraska.

Title XX:.

Wig) responded YES.

Both Plans:
23%, (7) same seven above.

b. Identify potential sources of funding.

28 Responses

93% (26) Title XX
57% (16) Title III
32% (09) CETA, Titles 1, II, VI
257, (07) Title XIX
18% (05) MR/CMHC, Title I, Title III
18% (05) Urban Mass Transit Act
18% (05) State and Local Fiscal Assistance Act
7% (02) Domestic Volunteer Service Act
7% (02) Health Revenue Sharing Act, Title I, Title V.
4% (01) Title XVIII
4% (01) Education Acts

G o
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4'. (01) Community Services Act, Title II
4'. (01) Housing and Community Development Act, Title I

57C (16) Mentioned some sort of general state/local funding
161 (10) Mentioned private funding

Idaho Is entirely dependent on Title XX for funding,
California Is using Title XVIII under Section 222,
Oregon day care is entirely funded by local and private funds.
Average of 1,112 funding sources used per State.

c, How such will bp spent for adult day care to the current fiscal
year in your State/

The moot frequently cited sources were Title XX and Title III:

Title XX range: $2,990,605 (Pennsylvania) - $5,000 (Massachusetts) $1,993,605.
Mean fur 21 states: 5640,195,66,

Title III range: $226,569 (Minnesota) $11,115(Montana).. $194,834.

Other figures varied widely,

1) list all services provided through the adult day programs in your State,

15_ Rc< oases

89: (25) tlutrition

06$ (24) Social Services
TSs (21) Health Services (see breakdown)
119. (20) Transportation
61 (19) Recreation
501 (14) Educational Services
46$ (13) Personal Care
46$ (13) Referral Services
431 (12) Counseling
43$ (12) Physical TheraPY
43". (12) OcCupational Therapy
391 (11) Speech Therapy
39 (11) Rehabilitation
141 (04) Outreach
11' (03) Assessments
74 (02) Advocacy

Various single responses included: remotivation, chore and homemaker
services, training and self-help skills,

Health Services Oreakdown

21_Relponses,

43: (12) Physical Therapy
41$ (12) Occupational Therapy
394 (11) Speech Therapy



12% 09
12% 09
26% 011

1111 05
tg% 05
79 02
71, 02
45 ill

Nursing Services
Individual boalth Plans
Medical 5upervislon
Emergency Services
Med1C41 Consultants
Physician Services
Podiatry Services
Dental Services
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(for unknown reasons, Florida, 10W4, and Virginia did not respond tov'the
.services question.)

4) what Is the average cost per client?

per Day 26 responded,.

Range: $5,10 (Georgia Title XX services ;only) $15,70 (Mental Health
Services in Otati) 110,40.

Mean: $14.01
Median: $15,00

per,Mentb 15 responded.

Range.: $489 (Minnesota) . $106 (Georgia Title XX) $381,00

Mean: '5228.71
Median: $208.57

Per Year

Range: $6,292 (Washington) $1,026.14 (New Mexico) $5,265.86.
Mean: $2,943.46 (much of the information was Incomplete)
Median; $2,544.85

5) has the State established statewide admission or eligibility criteria
under this program? If so, what are these?

6115 (11) states have some sort of state criteria,
161 (10) mentioned Title XX eligibility requirements.
219 (06) mentionedTitle XIX eligibility requirements.
7% (02) states are in the process of developing criteria.

6) Refers to the characteristics of clients served,

a. Age Range: Most frequently reported ranges were for the programs
serving ages 60+, closely followed by programs serving ages 18+.

. h. Median Age: Most frequent median age reported was in the 70's
with 75 and 78 listed most. (Only 12 responded.)

c. Mean Age: In the 70'c most frequently listed (12 responded).

0:1-853 OLN0 -11 .1.
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d. Typos of physical or mentil handicapsiv

?A 11110PA91,

461 (13 Mental Disorder (Including emotional impairment)

41% (12 Heart Disease
32%

1

09 Stroke
'32% 09 Arthritis

29% 011 OlindnesS/ Vision Impairments

25% 07 Hearing Impairments
25% 07 Diabetes
21% 06 Frail

219 06 Mildly handicapped
21% 06 Depression

18% 05 Respiratory (emphysema)
18% 05 Hypertension
14% 04 Neurological Disorders
14% 04 Physical Deterioration

14% 04 Cancer ,

141 04 Chronic Drain Syndrome

11% 03 Mental Retardation

11% 03 Parkinson's Disease

31% (01 Mobility
11% 03 Speech impairments
7% 02 'Social Impairments
7% 02 Amputees
7% 02 Chronic Impairments
7% 02 Epilepsy

Single responses Included: paralysis, wheelchair patients, Hcvn, high

ADI rating, restoration needs and bladder/bowel impairments.

e. Number of clients served annually.;

24 Responses

Range; 2,500 (Florida) 25 (Idaho) 2.475

Mean; 595

Median; 329
Mode: 200-299 category

Number of clients served at a given time:

22 Responses_

Range: 1,700 (Massachusetts and Florida) - 11 (Idaho) 1,689

Mean; 420 .

Median: 276,
Mode: 10.99 and 100.199 categories

1
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1) How many persons would you estimate to 4 In need of adult day tern
In your state? On what information do you base this estimate?

Estimated population in need ranged from several hundred (Idaho) to
70,213 (Wrote),
Moan out Of 12 figures offered was 16,4'6,

11 States reported having study results,

4) How many persons could be diverted from nursing home earn if adUlt day
core were fully funded In your State?

a, Numbers vary widely from guesseS of 50.100 Individuals to claims
of 50 and 901. of potential nursing home clients,

h, With full funding for adult day tare, could persons who currently
reside in nursing homes return to their own homes orcommunIttet?

131 (26) responded yrs, Only Utah disagreed saying In question
16 that it is difficult to move people from on Institution hack
into the community.

c. Estimates range from unknown (5) to 10,530 or 50% of the nursing
home population.

9) Does your State have standards for adult day.core? Are they for funding
or licensure or both?

?1111P91.11ls...

501 (14 of the States have standards for funding.
39% (II)) have licensure standards.
210 (06 have standards for both.

10) What other services such as transportation would be necessary for
day care to be successful in your State?

25 IY12911....te".

46t (13) Transportation
25t (O1 Additional Medical Services
21% (06) Additional Nutrition Services
14% 04) Home Health Services
14% 04) Homemaker Services
14% 04) Psychiatric/ Counseling
11% iO3) Additional Funding
7% (02 Housing
7% (02 Outreach
1% (02 Recreation
7t (02) Chore Services
7% (02) Telecare
7% (02) Personal Care
7% (02) Social Work

1_ .01/4.,
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Other responses included: trained staff, appropriate facilities,

weekend support services, I and R, etc.

11) What are the most sigrificant barriers to the development of adult
day care as a full-fledged component of a continuum of care?

26 Responses

931 (26) Funding
18; (05) 'Community Attitude/ Awareness
14; (04) Transportation
14% (04) Trained Staff
11' (03) Start-up Funds
11T (03) Client Acceptance
11T (03) Lack of Knowledge
7'. (02) Facilities
7% (02) Third-Party Coverage
7; (02) Rigid/c'onfusing Regulations
7T (02) Lack of State Licensing

4

Others included: philosophical differenc'es, high per person casts, lack of 1

appropriate definitions, etc.

12) What Is the per diem Medicaid reimbursement rate your State for care

in:

SNF

Range: 559.16 (New Vico) - S16.20 (Georgia) = $42.96.
Mean: S35.43

. Median: $34.95
Mode: $35.00

ICF

29 Responses

Range: $41.00 (Rhode Island) - $14.60 (Nebraska) = $25.40

Mean: $27.52
Median; $26.11

, Mode: $26.00 approximately

'Other types ranged' from S15 cap on rest homes in Massachusetts to .SRO

for ICF/MR's in Iowa.

b. Average daily census of nursing home residents in your State?

SNF

Range: 17,532 (Massachusetts) - 80 (Iowa) = 17,452
Mean: tp,794.8
median: 2,225 -

Mode: 11,000 - 12,000 range

rr
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20 Responses
e
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Range: 28;476 (Massachusetts) - 122 (California) . 28,354
Mean 10,069.6
Median: 8,498
Mode: 3,000.i7ange--

13) Has your State undertaken an analysis of the cost benefits of adult
day care programs? If not, has a consensus developed regarding the
cost benefit of adult day care?

24 Responses

79:: (22) states have no cost benefit analysis
14', (04) have conducted analysis
7' (02) in progress

43 (12) no consensus

29%. (08) consensus is cost beneficial

14) What procedures have been developed by your State to approve the operation
of adult day care centers which provide services covered under Medicaid?

24 Responses

6 states have state standard/regulations that
must be followed by all

providers; AAA's, Medicaid Offices, and Review Teams monitor compliancewith 'regulations.

I (Nebraska) -has standards for out-patient-claim basis only.

2 States (Florida and Connecticut) are in the process of developing
procedures.

b. To what extent has adult day care been considered in the State
Health Plan as a way of meeting the long-term care needs'of the
impaired elderly?

361 (10) states said it is a specific part of their State health plan.
12.T. (09) said itis only a minimal consideration or none.
251: (07) mentioned considering expansion of services or availability.
41101) state (Washington) has recommendations in draft.

15) List any recent developments or pending plans in your State with regard
to the development of 'adult day care services for the elderly.

23 Responses

IRS (05) Attempting to secure Medicare/Medicaid coverage.
141 (04) Working on legislation for day care licensing or

developing standards.
11% (03) have pilot projects under consideration.

1
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110 (03) Attempting to develop additional programs,
110 (03) Want to expand Title %X coverage.
70 (02) Have Long-term Care Task Forces investigating alternative

services. .

7% (02) Gave day care low priority-and have little hope for expansion.

Others mentioned: Virginia Institute of Adult Day Care, provision for

start-up funds, and development of long-term care plans.

"Note: Questions having fewer than 22 states responding, i.e. 20% of the

data is missing, must be viewed cautiously as the validity and

reliability of the remaining results becomes questionable at 'his

point.
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FOREWORD

The National Center for Health Services Research awarded a Conference Grant

to the Department of Public Administration of the University.of Arizona to

conduct a National Conference on Adult Day Care. The Conference provided

a forum for dismission and debate on the present state of knowledge and

future digogg0e. that should be taken. Participating in the dialogue were

a selected. group of researchers, practitioners and policy makers actively

involved with or concerned about this newly emerging alternative in long-

term care.

The conference report on Adult Day Health Services, based on the recom-

mendations of the Conferenco participants, provides provocative ideas

-.about the perceived role of the services, the settings in which they should

be offered, their place in the health care system, and the role of the

Federal government in relation to program development. The views and

recommendations contained in this report are those of the Conference par-

ticipants, and no official endorsement by the National Center for Health

Services Research is intended or should be inferred.

We are particularly grateful to Hrahna Trager, who translated the lengthy

Lists of recommendations emanating from the specialized subject groupings

inti the well-ordered comprehensive report of the Conference findings.

We appreciate the generosity of the Health Care Financing Administration

in permitting Mrs. Edith C. Robins to continue with her role as Project

Officer after her transfer to HCFA.7 Mrs. Robins' dedicated leadership

coupled with her comprehensive knowledge about adult day health services

added greatly to the total effort.

We thank the Administration on Aging for providing the consultative ser-

vices of Mrs.- G. Sandra Fisher, and for supplemental financial support.

And our gratitude is extended to the many participants who served on

special committees, led task forces, and shared their expertise in all

aspects of thiS complex endeavor.

In view of the growing concern.about the need to establish viable, ac-

ceptable community-based alternative forms of care, this report, repre-

senting the opinions and recommendations of experts, should serve as a

valuable additional resource in the field of long-term care.

Theodore H. Koff, Ed.D.

Principal Investigator
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INTRODUCTION

Adult Day Health Care Services have become an important

community resource. The population in need of these services

is characterized as vulnerable, at risk, dependent or semi-

independent, usually hecaue of the presence of disability or

impairment. The need arises when chronic impairment and a

combination of physical and social circumstances threaten the

individual's capacity to function in a personal' environment

and place unusual and, at times, insupportable pressures in

self-care and caretaking responsibilities on those who are

concerned.

The number of elderly persons for whom advancing age

has broug' Severe disability hasbecome significant in the

population of the U.S. Analysis of service utilization by

this group with its multiple needs indicates that use of the

resources which are inappropriate and unnecessarily costly

may occur in the absence of appropriate care. -This trend has

stimulated interest in the development of community services

which offer care, sometimes of long duration, and of good

quality, in order to sustain personal choice for continued

life in the community, and at the same time contain precipi-

tously rising costs. (.Younger adults whose impairments may

have occurred in childhood or early life are in many ways

affected by similar pressures and have similar needs.).

- i -
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Admittedly, it is difficult to define or delineate the

populaticainow described as those:1,in need of long-term care

since many acute care needs are also, inappropriately met, and

many chronically-ill persons require substantial care only

during episodes of acute illness. Nevertheless, it has been

generally agreed that the development of non- institutional

community care' resources has become important in an effective

,social - health, delivery system. Althotgh three-fifths of the

population over 65 have no chronic conditions that affect

their usual activities, there.are almost four million non-

institutionalized'older persons in the United Statei who are

severely limited because of chronic illness. Another four and

one-half million non-institutionalized older persons are re-

stricted in the amount or kind of activity they are able to

perform.1/Concern for the health status of this population has

been accompanied by awareness that sharply rising health costs

must be viewed in the context of cost-quality effectiveness.

Increases in hospital beds, in nursing home beds and in utili-

zation of these and other health care resources have raised

questions about inappropriate resource development and, as a

consequence, about expenditures which may be excessive because

care that is related more closely to need.and is more respon-

sive to community choice is not available.

The concept of community care systems or "networks" of.

non - institutional services directed:to safe maintenance of

individuals in the community and in the personalenvironment

has grown in theory, if not proportionately in substance, since



the 1950's. Recognition of

services which include such

Meals-on-Wheels, Congregate

170

the need for continuity in care,

resources as Home Health Care,

Meals Centers, Senior Centers and

recreation and social programs, special transportation ser-

vices, and, finally, Adult Day Health Care Services-is in-

creasingly evident. These services which have developed un-

evenly, both with respect to distribution and service scope

in the United Statesi represent efforts to confront the fact

that new approaches are required in order to provide for what

has been described as a "community support system" -- a service

Sequence increasingly necessary in planning for long-term care,

particularly far the elderly population. Projections indicate

that there will be substantial increases in this population in

the U.S. by the end of this century, a factor which gives added

significance to the potential scope and intensity of-the need

for new approaches.

In the two conferences described in this report, Adult

Day Health Care Services have been characterized as "an idea

whose time has come.' Conference members noted that "in spite

of the, ambiguities in funding and the absence of much-needed

central resources for planning, guidance, coherent methodology

and central leadership, ,there has been surprising growth in

Adalt Day Health. Care programs over the'lastlour years." In

1974, when one of the first of the studies of Adult Day Health

Care Services was undertaken, fewer than 15.programs could be

identified in the United States. In 1977, prior to the Arling-

ton Conference reported here, a directory of Adult Day Health

-
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Care programs listed 200. By 1978, at the time of the Tucson

Conference, this number had grown to 300, and early in 1979,

it was estimated that approximately 600 programs of varying

quality and emphasis were in existence in the U.S. This es-

calating service growth within a relatively short period of

time supports the conclusion arrived at by Conference partici-

pants, that Adult Day Health Care Services merit serious con

sideration and justify their inclusion in policy making, plan-

ning, funding and implementation of long-term care health-social

resources in.the U.S.

- iv-

0

1
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Purpose of the Report

This report has a dual purpose.. It summarizes the pro-

ceedings of a two-part conference grant sponsOred by the

National Center for Health'Services Research (PHS-DREW). It

is intended also to serve as a resource document for those

who are interested in the present status of Adult Day Health

Care' in the United States as it was reflected in Conference

discussions.

ADULT DAY HEALTH. CARE CONFERENCE

In September of 1977, the first of a planned two-part

conference on Adult Day Health.Care'took place in Arlington,

Virginia. More than eighty people representing providers,

planners, policy makers, funding sources and.related govern-

ment and private service fields attended. Although the title

assigned to the.Conference was "Researchable Issues in Adult

Day Care," the discussion ranged over til? aspects of the field.

In addition to a list of issues requiring clarification through

research, the group effort produced qUegtions, problems and

recommendations, many of them central to the services, but not

necessarily subjects for research.

The second part of the Conference took place a year later

in Tucson, Arizona. Material produced in the Arlington Conference,

7 Throughouttheir development there has-been considerable var-
iation in the titles assigned to the services. This has contrib-
uted at times to misunderstanding of their content and purpose.
The title, Adult bay Health Care, has been considered accurate
and descriptive and is used in this report,

_1
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because of its range, seemed to call'for a more focused effort.

The format of the two conferences differed somewhat. The

Arlington Conference heard presentations by\providers repre-

senting different service emphasis' and patterns of service de-

livery. Speakers also discussed major areas which are of con-

/ cern to all service programs. This was followed by small group

discussions, following the nominAliroup process, in which issues

were ranked in the order of importance.

The Tucson Conference assembled a small group (nine mem-

bers) representing different service specialties. This group

reviewed the materials produced at Arlington and discussed in

greater depth key areas of concern to those involved in Adult

Day Health Care in any capacity. The goals of the discussions

were intended to produce a document which would enhance the

development of this relatively new care modality in the United

States.

Focus of Conference Discussion

Becausd'of the nature of the services and the level of

their present development in the United States, clear defini-

tion of the subject areas presented in the Conference was dif-

fi:lelt. There was a good deal of overlapping in discussions

1-le subject areas. It was recognized that a variety of

!actors might condition or affect the establishment of ser-

vice purvose, of service emphasis, of the manner in which

programs are organized, administered, and delivered the most

6.1-S5:1 -S11--12
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important being the effect of, funding and reimbursement

sources on all areas.

The Conference discussions did; however; clierify many'

of the ambiguities which appeared to obscure elements con

4\sidered common to all service programs. _Information con-
,

corning the field in its present level of development and

indications about futureneeds and future development emerged.

Two subject areas appeared to be of overriding concern and

interest: (1) the "models`" concept which has been prevalent

in Adult Day Health Care, and (2) the present funding situa-

tion as it affects the development of Adult Day Health Care

as an appropriate care modality in the community care continuum.

Other discussion areas dealt with planning, organization

and administration, delivery patterns (free-standing; multi-

site; networks)., .and common areasvuch as staffing, training,

quality assurance, and the virtually universal problem of

transportation.

Conclusions which evolved from the discussions were in

all cases tentativel the field is still too new to justify

absolutes in any area of the Services. Nevertheless, certain

principles and convictions do appear to have a .ceitain ring of

"for- now- and - for - the - future -as- well," Primary among these was

the principle that Adult Day Health Care is not a single ser-

vicebut a range of services provided in a variety of settings

that represent part of tha community care continuum, inextric-

ably bound into the community support system - -and that Adult
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Day Health Care is a modality which offers an as-yet-unrea-

lized (on a national scale), but invaluable, new ra&ource to

vulnerable populations for whom there is at present no care

resource or none as potentially effective.

ADULT DAY RZALTH CARE "MODELS"

Many communities searching for a way of describing,

limiting or defining their Adult Day health Care Services

have used the "models". concept which has evolved in the

United States. Providers have tended to use the "models"3/

category or to have a;"models" label'assigned to their pro-

grams in order to ..r..adicate primary service emphasis, target

populations and/or service'combinations provided.

Categories which were developed initially classifiet,

centers as "Restorative", "maintenance" and "Social." A

fourth category was classified as "Mixed " - -- usually hyphen-

ated to describe such combinations as "health-Maintenance",

"Maintenance-Social", etc.

The 1978 Directory of Adult Day Care Centers provided

a guide for users which described three of the fOur models:

Pv)crams are classifiLd as Restorative,
Maintencice, or Social on the basis of in-

.formation at hand.

a: Restorative programs are those
offering intensive, health-suppOrtive ser-
vicesprescrited in individual care plans
for each participant. Where prescribed,
therapeutic s'arvices are provided on a
one-to-one basis; constant health monitor-
ing and psychosocial services are an thtegral

- 4 -
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part of the total program. Participants
in the Restorative Adult Day Care program
ultimately are discharged to a setting
where less intensive services are provided. .

b. Mintenance programs are those
with the capability (in terms of health
professionals on the staff and appropriate
facilities and equipment) to carry out a
care plan for each participant. Services
include.health monitoring.end supervised
therapeutic. individual and/or group acti-
vities, in addition to the psychosocial
services.

c. Social t.ograms are those in which
prime emphasis i. on activities and lunches
provided in a pi.Jtected setting by a staff
that does not include health professionals.
In many instances, Social Day Cara programs
arrange for the delivery of health or health-
suppOrtive services outside of'the Day Care
setting and provide 'transportation to such
services.'

I

These Classific\ations 'have not been considered defini

tions. Guidelines for project grants funded under Section

222 of Public Law 92-603 mandating demonst.ations and exper-

iments for the purpose of testing Adult Day Care and Home-

maker Services, described "a program of services provided

under'health leadership in an ambulatory care setting for

adults who do not require 24 -hour institutional care and yet,

due to phy ical and/or mental impairment, are not capable of

full -time independent living." The programs were to be di-

reacted to "meeting the health maintenance and restoration
,... .

'.Programs listed in the 1378 Directory classified themselves:
9 as Restorative programs; 1.38 is Social prngrams; 72 as Main-
tenance programs. 35 programs classified themselves as Mixed
Maintenance-Restorative programs; about 12 as Mixed Maintenance-.
Social programs. Puerto Rico summarized its services,as total-
ing 65, of which one-half proided meals, recreation and other
services usually considered standard for Social programs.

- 5
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needs" of participants as well as.providing socialization:

They could serve either short -term or long-term need. Staff-

ing required in,the demonstrations included nursing; reha-

bilitation (physical therapy, occupational therapy and speech

therapy) and provision for personal care; nutrition and social

work services.

(This description of demonstration requirements resem-

bles the Restorative model of Adult Day Health Care. As in

many Adult Day Health Care centers, this resemblance was a

- matter of degree in project sites. There was a wide range

in service intensity and in population characteristics in the

projects.) 3/

In a report of a 1973 study of Adult Day Health Care,

two "models" are described:

Model I or Day Hospitals were described as "having a

strong health care orientation which exclusively sought to

'provide physical rehabilitation as'a treatment goal...In

its most health care-oriented form, it provides rehabilita-

tive care to a selected group of individuals who show poten-
t

tial'for Lmprovement...In its less health care-, more so-

-cially-oriented form (Model II or Multipurpose), some pro-

grams eschew all but superficial health observation or

custodial supervision and instead emphasize social inter-

action...Others my serve disabled populations which show

little potential for rehabilitation but who require health

supervi:;icn, custodial supervision, nursing services,

- 6 -
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assistance in activities of daily living, recreational therapy,

social interaction and transportation."4/

The Restorative Model"

A restorative center is described as oriented to patients

who are "in need of extensive rehabilitationwt.° would be

in a skilled nursing facility if the center services ,

not available; who can be returned to self-care or shifted

to lower-level services within an established time period."

It is goal-oriented and time-limited (3h-4 months).

Centers which emphasize rehabilitation or :storation

follow established patte in initial assessment in or-

der to determine the parti9 pant's potential for achieving

treatment goals; in provision of established treatment

regimes; in review of plans and progress at established

intervals. They tend to accept a higher proportion of

wheelchair patients who are in the younger age rangeh and

maintain a relatively. high staff-to-patient ratio with

grestaT emphasis on the services of healthprofessionals

health care services. (The 4rans-Century Report 5/

.ted that these centers aorvat a relatively large

of r.troko patients with multiple chrOnic comP.tions.)

The exampic_!I described are those presented at the Arlington
ConfAremou. tt.ty do net necessarily describe all centers

ea.'ry similar titles.

-1-
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The Maintenance Model

An example of the maintenance model is described as

"not as staff intensive' as the Restorative model. Al',

participants, have al-, ir'

those in maintenance

service will be exten

those in the restet:

'; al assesstaent. Reassessment of

's based on the expectation that

aver longer periods of time than

Level. Maintenance services em-

phasize reality orientation, recreation,

podiatry. The center uses the services of the Volunteer

Improvement Program, drawing from its own clientele for

volunteer services. (This service combination was des-

cribed in the program example at Arlington; it may differ

in other centers.1

The Social (or Psycho-social) ,Model

--,The example described is a center located in a retire-

ment area. Originally established as a multi-purpose senior

center intended to provide relief for families in which

there is an elderly family member, within 111 years the pro-

gram evolved into a free-standing Adult- Day Health Care

Center. Its population is largely in the very elderly (84-

98 age range), and consists primarily of people,who Live

alone in hotels or small apartments. The major emphasis is

on socialization. The program objective is to keep people

in the community as long.as possible. NO direct health ser-

vices are provided, although an RN directs the program and

makes an initial home visit for assessment purposes. The

- 8 -
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group procuss is used ey, . , ; and effectively at the

center, And participants . large part in determining

what the center program will be.

The "Models" Approach

A number of questions were raised concerning the cte-

gorization of centers, the "models" approach and the clynli-_

fication of the population served to fit these categories.

These questions have been raised elsewhere and have been

the tublect of considerable discussion: Do these discrete

categories fit the real service needs of populations in

which there is a hill incidence of impairment and disability

with considerable fluctuation, both upward and downward. of .

individual health status? Movement to different levels of

care may be required 'frequently and problems may arise when

services in different combinations or of different inten-

sity are not available under the same roof. It was suggested

that the "models" concept might be considered an effort to

skew services to funding sources - to provide services which

can be reimbursed and/or to label them accordingly. The

real difficulty which has led to service categorization

might be found in inadequate funding and in the absence of

a clear definition of the services. On the basis of pre-

sent knowledge and experiencl, it appears that these arbi-

trary labels do not accurately describe the field of ser-

vice and the population in neer+. cf Adult (:!ay Health Care.
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A more effective approach requires answers to the

questions, Who is Adult Day Health Care intended to serve?"

and "What are its program goals?" While these questions

cannot be answered definitively at this time, they can be

dealt with
\
in a broad framework which establishes the para.

metors of Adult Day Health Cara. Areas requiring further

enquiry and research can be delineated in order to clarify

what should or should not fall within these parameters.

There is, moreover, a body of knowledge available to the

field although '.t may not yet ! generally formulated.

Regarding the first question---the target population

(Who is Adult Day Health Care intended to serve?). Poten-

tial consumers fop whom Adult Day Health Care is appropriate.

may be found in the following population groups:

- the physically disabled or impaired elderly
- the disabled (young, old, long-term, short-term)
- thu developmentally disabled (young, old, with
varying severity of disability/

- all adults who have mental health problems
associated with physical 'mpairment.'

The term "Adult Day Health Care" appears to establish

the services as limited to adults and/or to the elderly.

The younger age group for which Day Health Care programs

offer many of the same services requires programs with /

emphasis on the special needs of children and young adults.

The target population for adult services, therefore, in

cludes the following groups:

10 -
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- the developmentally disabled over the age
of 21

- adults who are disabled as a result of trauma
(stroke, accidents and other disabling events)

- the disabled or functionally impaired elderly
(this grouping was cited as one which ii
numerically large).

The 'circumstances °filmed may vary considerably. Vari-

ous combinations of need.are found in all three subgroups--

developmental disability, disability as a result of trauma,

and disability which is the result of single or multiple

chronic illnesses occurring as an adjunct,to or.as by-

products of the aging process).

All of these populations could be considered potential

candidates for Adult'Day Health Cory'. Whether ado,,-;

and appropriate services are developed, however, depends

upon policy and funding. (.The terms "adequate" and "appro-

priate" are meant to qualify consideration of potential ser-

vice use.)

Functional status within the three groups is considered

a primary factor which qualifies potential consumers in the

population for Adult Day Health Care. Functional status

is further qualified by additional criteria:

- the intensity of the disability

- the quality of the disability.

Intensity is classified as minimum, moderate and severe

along the scale of semi-independence to dependence in func-

tional capacity.
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Quality of disability as it relates to function is

'intended to describe the nature of the disability as it

may affect special needs for care (related to factors

which limit program capacity to provide needed care-- -

incontinence, wandering, destructive or unpredictable

behavior)..

Linked to functional lectors, and intimately related

to them in assessment of service need, are adequate living

arrangements---the quality and availability of an affec-

tive personal-support system.

The presence or absence of people in the
home is not true indicator that there is a
reliable resource in the home. For example,
the prestuwe,in the home of workingjadults or
children who are also disabled or otherwise
limited in care-taking capacity may not con-
stitute an adequate resource. The term aadeeguate
implies a reliable environment in the broa chat
sense.

The combination of functional disability and limita-

tions in the personal support system comprises major elements

in the criteria which identify the potential population for

Adult Day Health Care services.

A third factor -- -the need for preventive services-- -

was related to broad objectives in programming. Preventive

intervention in order to..control deterioration and excess

morbidity is a. general obt.ectivai, it may, however,'estab-

lish the need potential in selected population groups. Ster-

eotypes which assume that "progress" in care is an absolute

measure of program success and that the "outcome" of 'goal-

-12 -
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oriented" treatment will invariably'achieve restored func-

tion may, in fact, ignore subtle processes which are also

a measure of success. Such assumptions may affect com-

munity expectations and community support and deprive

potential users of substantial benefits which cannot in-

, variably be related to conventional measures of "outcome."

Mental Health Problems

Adult Day Health Cake as a resource when mental health

problems are present is affected by a variety of factors:

- The extent to which a center emphasizing a
s :vice mix (and a variety of problems in its
c isumer populations is able to integrate dis-
oriented participants in the ser',10 group.

- The impact of people with mental health problems
on attitudes of other participants.

Providers present a variety of attitudes and responses:

- Given a limited number of places in the center,.
the best use of both. staff and facilities may be
to allot those places to people who fit most
closely into the center program. Although phil-
osophically it may be desirable to have a center
serving various diagnostic groups and various
levels of need, it may become impractical and
detrimental to the center programs to accept
groups whose care needs do not parallel those
of the larger participant group.

- where there is a service mix and flexible ad-
mission policies, it is quite possible to accept
and effectively serve people from mental hospi-
tals or with psychological problems and to see
positive results from their exposure to the
center program. The proportion of such parti-
cipants Jhould not be too high; it may also
depenu upon the composition of the total par-
ticipant group and staff willingness and capacity
to accept and serve such participants.

- 13 -
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It is possible in a multi-service center
to accept and serve a very wide variety of
disabilities. With respect to organic brain
syndrome, behavior of the individual is of
great impqrtance. People who are very con-
fused and'disturhed, or who are aggressive
and destructive, or who have other problems
which present difficuties in management such
as a tendency to wander, may require a spe-
cialized service program---one that is more
stable and routine which might be less stim-
ulating and productive for other participants.

- Staff attitudes and the attitudes of other
participants (apprehensiveness, depression).
may affect the capacity of the center to
accept and effectively serve this group.
In a multi-level service center, too large
a number of any one disability may affect
the service balance. It is possible, how-
ever, given adequate staff and facilities,
to develop sub-group activities for some
portion of the participants, utilizing the
core services for special needs as t1.4y be-
come appropriate.

Problems arise when attempts are made to define the

potential population in terms of mental health and/or

mental illneas:

- Serious questions arise when attempts are made
to distinguish between candidates for the psychi-
atric day hospital and thoie for whom Adult Day
noalth Care would be most appropriate.. There
13 a great deal of mislabeling in the mental
health field, particularly in the older age
ranges. Depression, apprehensiveness, anxiety,
forgetfulness. and seemingly marked dislocation
in "normal" interaction may be the results of
social isolation, limitations in physical func-
tioning and trauma resulting from life style
changes. In many of these situations, skillful
assessment and treatment have produced marked
reversal of seeming mental illness or organic
brain syndrome.

- A distinction may also be made between mental
illness without physical limitations and mental
health, problems with associated chronic illness.

.

- 14 -
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("X don't know of anyone who is chronically
disabled who does not have a mental health
problem.")

Arbitrary exclusion of participants with mental health

problems is neither feasible nor desirable. Problems of

overlapping health, ocial and psychological status cannot

be resolved by attempting to establish discrete service

programs for each diagnosis. Distinctions can best be

made by developing admission criteria in individual cen-

ters when purpose, staffing and service scope determine

what groups can be effectively served. Such criteria are

clearest when problems in behavior present overwhelming

maulagement and treatment problems (bizarre behavior which

is upsetting to the center groupr destructiveness, etc.),

or when, on the other hand, they appear to be-reversible

or manageable 'ithin the scope of the service program.

Diagnoses which may have arbitrarily assigned participants

to such categories as chronic or organic brain syndrome,

senile dementia, and all the various psychologically des-

cribed personality states require careful assessment and

service trials to determine their accuracy and the appro-

priateness of center services.

"We have all seen soma of the most impressive func-

tional gains from people who come to the center from mental

hospitals. They are in the center, however, because the

ibasic need is for phySical care due to functional problems

(as well as social need."

-15 -
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The Potential Population Defined

A description of the populations for whom Adult Day

Health Care could be appropriate and the general goals of

the services is possible,

Adult Day Health Care Services are most
appropriate for dependent and semi - independent
individuals whose physioal and psycho- social
needs have been assessed in depth by a qualified
multi-disciplinary team of profeaslonals who
determine that effective services may be planned
for the individual and family. Service nbjec-
tives are to restore and/or rolln:a!, optimum
health and functional status. Prioe...7 quell-
eying criteria are functional impairment or
disability, qualified by the level and quality
of such disability combined with or interacting
with the availability and quality of the per-
sonal support system.

Adult Day Health Care is based upon a generic concept.

There is room within the general framework for considerable

elasticity in different programs with respect no selection

of participant groups and the emphasis in the service program.

PATTERNS OF SERVICE DELIVERY

Delivery, patterns in Adult Day Health Care vary. Frzo:.

standing centers may be single units in a given community.

Services LAI, be Provided by more than one unit, each under

separate auspices independently administered.

Service delivery patterns have also been developed

which roil§ on linkages of different kinds:

Satellite Programs

The multi-site or "satellite" organizational Ipitzn.-i

is described as a chain of community Adult Day Health Care

- 16 -
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centers centrally administered but strategically placed in

neighborhoods from which the'participant population is

drawn.

\ The example described at the Conference consists of

six Adult Day Health Care Centers. It has.the following

characteristics:

-.Respmpsibility for planning and evaluation
is placed in a central office serving several
service units in the community.

Administrative'services, budget and.billing,
purchasing, supplies, food, etc. are provided
centrally to all units.

- Standards and program monitoring emanate from
the central office for all'unita.

The central office also:

- Employs coordinators for the canters.

Provides
therapy,

Provides

rotating specialized. staff (physical
occupational therapy, speech therapyl.

training and staff development programs.

- Schedules transportation for all centers.

Applies a staffing pattern which includes for
each center:

A' coordinator
A professional counselor.
A =Se
A social worker
Paraprofessional staff
Staff (physical.therapy, nursing treat-

ment and other professional servicesl.

Serves population which includes all levels of
ability and all age ranges. (Five of the centers
serve participants who arm sixty years'of age
and older: one Serves the disabled in the younger
age rangesL. (Of the. 115 participants served
daily, 301 are in wheelchairs.) All levels of
disability are served in all centers.

- 17-
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- Offers services which.inc vde a typical range
of services provided by atsff teams. (Profes-
sional services provided by the central office
are scheduled in proportiow;to the treatment
needs of participants at eaoh site.),

- Provides well-developed transportation system
which serves the participant groups in,all

;centers and which also provides for special
needs (physician-clinic visits, shopping and
recreational transportation).

The example described is considered, very efficient.

Ital. advantages include maximum use of staff find transpor-

tation, Provision of community-wide services' which are uni-

form in quality and adapted to the neighborhoods in which

the centers are placed, and great flexibility in-staff as-

'signments, The center staffs are highly motivated and

carry full responsibility for the'quality of their pro-
,.

grams. ,Each'canter is responsible for its own intake,

assessment and'care planning.. The central office inter-

vanes only to monitor standards and proVide assistance as

necessary. 's

Satellite programs are not coMmOn. Their organization

requires an integrated effort in community planning and

support and a commitment to general service availability

and standard service quality. Advantages in coordination

are accompanied by an understanding by staff, participants

and community of the goals of the community program.

Network Programs

These programs are usually planned and organized at

the state level. The programs which operate in different

- 18 -
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communities may be dissimilar in some respects but have

certain common elements and are dependent upon central

planning.

An example of a state network contains 16 centers

throughout the state. Services and staff are planned on

the baksis.of the following assumptions:

Older people have multiple problems and cannot
be divided into target groups or disability
areas anyone the centers might serve in this
age group is likely to have problems in more
than one area.'

Thers,is a need for participant "mix" in order
to provide for interaction. People.who are
severely disabled, physically may haVe nosycho-
logical limitations; those who have psychological
limitations may function well physically. Em-
phasis on the help which participants are able
to give one another as part of the total treat -;
ment program is necessary.

- People with multiple difficulties require
team treatment approach. The concept of models
is not accepted'heOause it tends tosiparate .

groups. Participant status at entry and changes
in different areas of need may occur at different
times in the course of treatment.'

- Authority for care belongs with the participant
who makes the deciiion about care plans which
will best meet his needs. Case records are
open and available to the paiticipant. The
services are goal-oriented and emphasize par-

. ticipant autonomy.

- The concept ofthe team approach is developed
with the coordination of a "team manager" rather
than a physician as a means of encouraging'intar-:
action: The community support systems vary. ,In

the best, the center staffs work closely with
public health nurses, Some Health Services,. Meals-
on-Wheels, atc

-19 -
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Development of networks'of Adult Day Health Centers

throughout a state or portion of a state or region has

advantages. The staff which is responsible for servioe

quality develops'considerable expertise. .Admission cri-

teria, services and administrative practices may be more

consistent and equitable, and participanti who meat cri-

ter4,in one center may be more.readily accepted in a

center inanothargeographic area of the. network when

The standardized and consistent service pattern

increases public understandihg of the and availabil-

ity of the services. Standard procedures for reporting, ,

data collection, guidelines which assure quality are..more

readily developed and increase accountability.

PLANNING, ORGANIZ?iTION AND ADMINISTRATION

Planning, organization and administration in Adult Day

Health Cain-Services have been profoundly affected by the

absence of broad public policy with'respect to these ser-

vices as well as to all resources for long-term care. In-
.

consistencies in national and state action have impeded

consistent service provision.

An important aspect of this absence of national leader-

: ship and of coherent planning has been the prevalent com-.

plexityinthi array of funding sources, differing reimburse-

ment methods, differing eligibility and service requirements

- 20 -
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tial national policyfunding and program development --

mg reflected in-the need for parallel affortist the sties and

local lamlawaseOmnstimlydiedmmmlinconfermweimosims.

Planning

,Effective planning for Adult Day Health Cara Services

at the national, state and local levels is dependent upon

the recognition of these services as a part of the care

continuum - an essential Component in a much-needed network

of community.servicee.,This in turn implies a perception

of the need for other components in the community network.

without whiCkAdult Day,Health,Care cannot functionmdsquately.

Planning afforie should not be based upon the concept

that Adult Day Health Care is exclusively or ,primarily an

"alternative to institutional care," an idea which is dif-

ficult to eradicate in many policy-making and plinning

efforts (And in planning efforts for other needed community

services such as Roma Health Cara, Homemaker Services, and

spetidalneeds transportation).,

- It is a great mistake to sell Adult
Day Health Care of any kind as an alternative to
institutional care. Undoubtedly, if Day Care were
fully.developed in a variety of models, some people
could stay out of institutions. Most of the people
who would be helped by Day Care, hoWever, would not
have any services at all without Day Care and they
need these services desperately. if we sell the
services as an alternative to institutionalica4on,
policymakers and-legislators will have unrealistic

- 21 -
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expectations and'4ill'be disillusioned. Day
Care should 'be Iola because it is a good program
in all of its manifestationsland not as the
mythical, magical alternative to institutional-
. ixation. .

The alternatives issue was discussed from many aspects.

The dangers of the "either -or mentality" in planning was

stressed. Planning for Adult Day Health Care should be

unrelated to planning for institutional beds.

A sharp distinction shauld be made between misguided

efforts to develop the services as alternatives to'institu7"
.

tionalization for cost containment purposes and a planning

approach to the provision of day care services for the pur-

pose of reducing inappropriate use of Institutional and

dither.resourCes. Provision of-Adult-Day Health-Care Ser-

vices will strengthen community systems, increase options

for the community and wideh the range of choices for indi-

" :vidual consumers. The choice of services should be appro-

priate to the need. A wider range of options ensures such

appropriate choice.

Planning must take into consideration the target
\

Population and the range of needs that it is possible for

Adult Day Health Care to meet. Planning decisions are

teed upon the relation between these. Within,the.broad

framework which may emphasize or combine different Levels

of care, service combinations and different approaches to

ammicia-aUration, it is essential that.panning "avoid ton-

Purposeful centers where people are just dumped or accepted

-22-
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with no agreement by the staff, participants, the family

(or the planners) on what the expectations and goals are."

"To plan for Adult Day Health Care services, the

goals of the service must be recognized by the planning

constituency. The establishment of (oommunityrneed .for

the services within:the array of community resources which

are considered essential requires that specific functions

be olearly defined.- The identification of the target pop-

ulation...will help clarify the need for 'services. Desig-

nating the intake criteria will help to display how the

service fits within the.isupport system."

An example of a' planning effort stresses, key elements

which are essential to service developments

Planning Stage - Reviewing the Field

Prior'to opening the Adult Day Health Care
Center program, specialists on aging visited
Adult Day Health Cara Centers throughout
the region and the U.S. and spent one year
in the planning, stage. They were concerned
about the types of services they should
offer, the types of facilities in which the
centers Should be housed, and the method
to be used to transport participants to the
centers.

r

Developing Community Support

Since the Concept is a new one, a large
group of community representatives (health
care and social services proViders and others
with knowledge and interest in community
services) was organized. Community support
was therefore availableto'the planners.

Establishing the Purpose_

After considerable discussion concerning
population need, three major puposes were
developed:

- 23 -
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1. To improve and maintain the parti-
cipants' level of physioal, social
and Amotional function.

2. To privent or delay institutional
care by providing a resource'which
could enable the participant to
live at home.

3. To provide relief to' relatives.who
are employed, or who may be required
to'provide continuoUs care to a dis-
abled family member.

The Population Served

1. The center serves a population of which
00% of the participants are living in
families in which both adult spouses
(in the family) are employed. Situa-.
Until' in which the participant lilies
only with a spouse are those requiring
care which cannot ba handled by the
spouse.

2. Most participants have severe physical
impairments and many are on medication
150% inwhael chairs - 25% in walkers).

3. Most.participants require special diets.'

- Services Provided

1. SoTial and recreation activities.

2. Nursing and persoial care including
preparation and administration of
medicationl'supervision of activities
of daily Living: supervision of per-
sonal hygiene.

3. Rehabilitation (only when reimbursedl.

4. Social work - counseling lend group work
with participants and family members.

5; 'Nutrition services.

6. Emergency services.

7. Specialized transportation for all par-
ticipants to all centers and.to other
community resources.
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I. A Wo k Activity program (sheltered,
paid 'employment).

- Setting

A decision was made thit health facilities
would provide the best settings because they
are barrier -free, have kitchen facilities,
available therapy, special bathing fecal»
ities. All centers are housed in nursing

,homes, but maintain their own staffs and
are administratively separate from the in-
stitution in which they are housed.

- PrClections

Planning envisions a senior center and a
nutrition canter level of service as wall
as movement in the cora program toward
greater emphasis on medical services in order
to provide for greater continuity. This
would-also lay the groundwork for Medicaid
reimbursement, and ensure future eligibility
for participation' in a national health in-
surance program.

- Special Aspects

Transportation
. ,

. Participants are transported to other community
resources included in the cora plan in order
to avoid the institutional "set" which can
develop in day care and stimulate broader
contact with the community. Transportation
to and from the center and for other purposes
is contracted for with a specialized trans-
portation system. Thera are two epecially,
equipped buses for each of three centers and
all participants are transported. No parti-
cipant is required to spend more than 45
minutes in travel.

Sheltered Work

The work activity program is provided through
an arrangement with a sheltered work program
in a rehabilitation center and has been an
'important center resource. About one-half
of the canter par...icipants who have been in
the work activity program ultimately go, to
a relatively full-time sheltered work 16 hours
a day) in which they earn a small income.

- 25 -
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"Planning requires' not only goal identification,

"N definition of service modality, and designation of the

target population, but also a description of proposed

implementation including funding and a method of evalua

tion or monitoring. The implementation process should

indicate the physical facility to be used, the manpower

reqUired to staff the program, and the availability of

both. A realistic description of anticipated funding

sources should include steps taken and clearances obtained

which will assure funding of the proposed budget."

Great tress is placed upon the importance of the re-

lationship of Adult Day Health Care to other services.

Community support is stimulated when important referral

points are identified and reliable arrangements are made.

This was described as a "marketing" or "packaging",approach,

and emphasized concrete planning. For example, it is im-

porltant that the community not be misled by casual assur-

ances that referrals will come from hospitals unless there

is a realistic expectation based upon transfer greaments

and similar arrangements. 'A major element in pl ing is

a systematic and continuous process of mutual ed cation

between referrer and referee. When,malid referral sots es

and referral procedures have been established, are must

also be a:realistic understanding of what the services can

and cannot offer. Interpretation of the services and their

purpose ensures appropriate use of the services. The
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long -term care needs of the population are frequently so

pressing that there is a tendency by referrer to "dump"

problems on available resources, frequently without re-

ference to their usefulness. This is a partibular danger.

in Adult Day Health Services unless their precise function

is understood.

Clarity in presentation'of the services and their

potential may affect community support significantly. The

state, the community and the consumer may haVe various con-

captions of the meaning of such terms as health, restoration,

and social. They may also balimited in their understanding

of the provisions in'legislative, regulation and funding

sources. Such misunderstanding can lead to unrealistic

expectations.

Support from designated planning groups and groups

whose membership or constituency may ultimatel benefit

from the development. of Adult Day Health Care ervices is

essential - Health Systems Agencies, Area Avon ies on Aging,

mental health and mental retardation centers,, and similar
\

programs.- play an important part in enhancing Service de-

velopment. Their involvement will ensure integrrion of

this service in the community system and increase under-

standing of its place as al,/ important unit in the\long-

term care sequence, broadening the range of available op-

tions May Cara, Day Hospitals, Respite Care, Home
\

Health

Services, Senior Centers).

- 27 '7
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OROAMATION AND ADMMITRATZON

Considerations which affect organisation and admin-

istration of the services in addition to those related eo

limitations in public policy were,identified and consoli-

dated into three major subject areas'

4 dervice combinations; their efficacy in maxi..
mixing resources and meeting consumer needs:
the effect of state coordination on promoting
Services; manpower considerations.

- Development of needs issesament methodology,
relationship of site selection and population
need to continuum of care, and impact of eli-
gibility standards on utilization.

- Promotion; development of acceptince of Adult'
Day Health Care as a modality of service delivery.

"In the human iervices arena there are...two classic

questions which\are continually being balanced in shaping

public policy...;: Row can resources be maximized?: and,

How can the needs of potential clientele be met?...Our

collective experiences would probably suggest that the ques-

tions are frequently not clearly\srtSculated or answered

very systematically. One way of characterizing...is by dis-

crete populations (i.e. physically Lmpaired...handicapped...

mentally impaired...by Level of need). Mother approach

might be the functional level without 'regard to discrimi-

nating among client populations. In this array, particular

clusters of professional staff would be elements of the

continuum...different day care programs would take on the

characteristics of the staff but serve a variety of clients...

- 28 -
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/
"What is suggested: ere is that policymakers should

workfrom an optimum continuum of care to an agency struc-

ture that will bine support it, rather than the reverse..."

.Federal-State organizational structure.affects

grams at -the local level:

"When a pciily-perceived program is funded from the

Federal level, the state impleMents it in whatever. ,Way is

Most convenient. Consequently, the service end WhiCtithai

had no impact on the first two' decisions is forced to 'make

acio with what is."

Problems e the field at the delivery

-level and there is no central point atthe Federal level

froM which assistance C,A beObtained.

"The field, is begging for some help in the areasof

organization and administration. rproyiderifreceive liter.-

ally/hundreds of calls. and letters asking for help with such

questions as:

. How did you get ADHC written into your plan? It's
not

to

a "recognized satirice: How did you get.fundi....g?

How are problems with licensure dealt with?" .

L Guidande is not available at any point in the Federal

struCture, although by now there is a conaiderable accumu-

' lation of information which could besssembled 'and made

available.

One of the best possibilities, if initiatives for late-
,.

;ration at the Federal level are anuarealiadx.eglyectialari.

will_be a movement to organize'the field (providers,,state

- 29 -
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offices, canscitwants,:planners) to.ptuh for.assumption of

ibility by ythe particularorfice or jurisdiction

inlalich'\the problems in the field-'eltbestunderstood:

This Central focus is needed in policy, i7;'tenimple-
.

/

mentation, and in the.crucial area of financing, in which

the states are now the recipients of disorganiZed-fundin

which then-affects organization, administration and, 'ulti-

mately, service effectiveness at the deliverilevel.. It
- -,

was recognized that while the variety of pressures at the

Federal level could affect the choice and ultikate effec-

tiveness of such a focus, it offeis the best possibility

for Integrated effort. The demand for inclusion.Of- both

health content and social content in service proyision

accurately reflects-the overlapping need for -both services

in the population and is one which might also have the best

possibility for receiving serious consideration. There are

7/
.

ratio], ways to organize and structure services

-\ When there is cansideratCOn of a single agency (state or

Federal), major emphasis must be placed upon the optimum

range, of service interests. Adult Day Health Care is possibly too

small a program unit far/a single structure. Tong -term care, in

.which Adult Day Health Care is viewed as a significant pro -

gram element, would praVide amore comprehensive frame of

reference for placercent of broad service responsibility. ,For

le, placement of responsibility in a 9ingle state.'

agency whiCh would have among its fuktions the establishment

- 30 -
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of in Adult Day Health-Care program within the core long-tems

care sYstem is best assumed in the Context of continuity of care.

The structure should be broad,encugh so that the components

of the system (Day.Care, Home Health, Day Hospitals,,etc.) are

interrelated and geared to a population which is preaketimantly

'in need of the range of services which suche.aystenwOuld

provide. The programa should be broad enough ?a include all

population groups in need of care and shculiinthe limited to

the aging. It should include those in need Of.longterm7astiALL

as short -term Care.

For the immediate future,- emphasis in such a programIshould

be on non institutional care since developmentof adequate and

reliable =amity services will ultimately stimulate effective

partnership arrangements for Movement of consumers between all

caw-tents of care, both those of the institution and those in

the community.

EVAthAllasi, ACcourrronm AND RhSE Fri .

cgasider4d.ons in planning lead inevitably to the in-

formation base required for its effectiveness. Similarly.

programs which are.developed require a reliable information base.

for evaluatign of their\ impaCt upon the populations served and for

measurement-of the degree to which effort and financial investment

are fulfilling camunity (in its bioadest_sense) intent.
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basis for acquiring necessary knformation for
0 :

these purposes it usually a well-developed ttandard.data

collection system which will: .(1). permit programs to .

evaluate their own performance over time; (2).provide a

basis for comparison with Other.programsvand (3) ulti-

mately contribute to the general acquisition of reliable

information concerning the field. Such information pro-

vices objective support for.policyMakers planners and

service providers.

The Adult Day Health Care and the long -term care field

in general have been handicapped by-the absence of an ef-

fective and comprehensive data collection system..

The basic data set for long -term care' which is being

developed for general use by the National Center for Health

Statistic's hasimportant implications for planning and eval-

.uation in Adult Day Health Care. Unique aspects of long-

term_care_wiiich require analysis include those which indi-.

----cafe where people with long-term care needs are 'placed; how

they move (or do not novel through the care system; legal

status or guardianship (probably particular to the long-term

care population).. Data which measures client progress and

evaluates program activity for cost- reimbursement analyses

are assuming'increased importance.

To produce a data source, the most'effective record

for Adult Day Health Care is one which combines both health

and social material, reflecting increasedUnderstanding of

the services as comprehensive.
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In the development of Adult Day Health Care record

systems, the basic record should be compatible with related'.

records, i.e. those of nursing homes, hospitals and other

community service 'records. Such compatibility would pave.

the way to achievement of an inclusive picture of the pop-

ulation and service utilization. It would answer questions

concerning the relative usefsilness of different services

and identify'populations:for which they are most effective.-

It would indicate the results and ultimately the costs of

service provision. The collection of basic data in no way

implies that the facility shodld not keep such records as

are essential to service needs of a_giVen program.' Careful

planning should eliminate the duplication of records..

"To be beneficial and effective, systems must always

be based on an analysis of the reasons for the need and

demand for services. Otherwise, it is possible that good

intentions will be harmful rather than helpful, particu-

larly if attempts are'mada to solve non-medical problems

with medical methods and techniques.: The importance of

medical factors can be overemphasized because individuals

Often mention :medical problems first, this being easier and
.

more acceptable. Of greater importance, however, may be

underlying social and economic problems. The difficulties

in developing a basic data sat revolve around such problems as:

- The need for definitions which have not yet
been established and are difficult to develop

----.(what is a client? What is a visit?1.

33 -
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- The need fora data system which will be
equally applicable to agencies of different
size and staffs with different levels of
skill.

- The need to design a data set which will
distinguish between the various levels ot
care,(The'range from restorative to social
leveliihow much service can be attributed to
each.)' ;The need for a method which will assess
total_Olient requirements and relate these to
the supporting environment. (The "fit" be-i.
tween needs and environment.) ..

- The need to develop.a data set which will
provide a continuous record of the client
as he/she moves from environment, to environ-
ment (hospital, home care, day care, the long-
term care institution, self-care).

The need to deVelop a system of cost infor-
mation which will make it possible'to deter foe
the true costs of care.

The need to develop a method which will assess
the populatIon for whom day care is most ap-
propriate, both for people in'the community
and fo hop;pitalited of institutionaltiad .

persons.

Tha need for a system which will offer a re-
liable base upon which providers can evaluate
the programs they administer.

It is proiaably impossible to obtain this array of re-

quirements for ormation from any single record or record

syitem. There ar4,moreover,' a number of policy questions.

which:cannotte' answezed from a data system. The function

of data 'collection is to establish basic information drawn

froth the services. Inforriation which is more complex in

nature or which fills a one-time, or limited, need. danfbest

be obtained from special studies. A practical minimum data

set should be acceptable-for the entire population in need

-. 34 -
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The 'data set which hes been developed by the National

,Center for Health Statistics covers the following informa-

tion areas:

Personal identification - - -the assignment of a
unique number to each individual in order to .

identify all records of service.
//

Demographic information (sex, birth bate, race -
ethnicity, marital status).

Personal attributes (usual Living arrangements
including institutional care, Zocation).

- Court-ordered constraints.

- Health status'Lvision hearing, xpresaive
communication,recaptive commun.i ation, and
other indicators relating to int action of
the individual with his =vire: tl.

- Eight areas of function (including mobility
andactivitiot of daily living) in order to
develop. profiles describing the levels of.de-
pendency of groups of

This carefully- defined and coded data sei,ehould Make

available ttplanners, policymakers, third-party payors,

providers and others information with which they-will be

able to evaluate programs, compare coati, review service

outcomes., analyze population needs, identify re-

quirements and toMpare alternatiVe care, systems.. Each

item in the NCHS minimum data set is :leaned, and the

reasons for its inclusion and its anticipated usefulness

are explicit. It should provide the long-term.care field

in general and Adult Day Health C8IWAS a/part of the field

with information which will providea basis for rational..

planning, evaluation and accountability'!
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Research opportunities in Adult Day Health Cara have

been relatively limited. In part, this may be attributed

to the fact that the services are new in theTnited States.

In their deVelopment,.Adulr Day Health Care rrograms have

.presented such a wide range of purposes, objectives, and

services, that it has been difficult to establish a frame

of reference upon which reliable research efforts can be

based;

Selected research efforts have been attempted. The

-most recent was funded in 1976 as a result of Public Law

92-603 (the "222" experimentsl. In 1974,-a study of ten

Adult Day Health Cara. Centers (the TransCentury Report1

was conducted. A more limited study. involved an analysis

of a '!urvey conducted by questionnaire.

The findings of the TransCentury Report substantiate

, general reactions in Adult Day Health Cara: variety in the

range of models, target populations,*service"mix", staffing

patterns, and differences in ccsting.' Further program de-

velopment; experience, and clarification Mill be required

in order to identify those areas of information which are

Central to the fi..id on which useful research efforts can

be0Dased.

Research issues will accOlie greater utafulness whan

many of' the basic questions identified in conference dis-

cussions (planning, purpose, population, organization and
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administration), have been more precisely addressed. The

NCHS long7term care data set and special studies which may

be developed to meet planning. and program needs will con-

tribute
.

substantially to the field of knowledge. At this

time, however, further research'to consolidate "what is now

known" abbut Adult Day Health Care could provide guidance

to communities involved in planning efforts. Funding of

such efforts at the national level would substantially assist

in such planning efforts.

SERVICES, FACILITIES AND TRANSPORTATION

Services

At any given time,'the service program is defined by

combinations to the. population served, the purpose /tor

purposes) of thecenter,,and the individual service needs

of the participant group. Changes in the participant "mix"

and partir'.pant status require adaptation in service em-
/

/
phaais and; in

/

soma cases, changes in the program itself

over time.

Using the concept of a dependent ortsethi-independent

population whose need for care is based upon .a combination

of various disability levels and limitati/oni.in the pernonal
/

sUPport system,.decisions,conterning service emphasis range:

and intensity becomes a task requiring continuing .analysis
.

.

of the requirements in any given cen/ter of the participant

/
.

'population or projected population.
. ..'
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The process by which the service complex is estab-

liShed is determined by defined admissiOns criteria an

the application of multi-disciplinary assessment and care

.planning. For example, a relatively large proportion of

`participants with mobility limitations may require a range

of services emphasizing treatment as well as greater em-

phasis on the provision of physical support services. A

relatively large proportion of participants with chronic.

illness may require health. monitoring,. attention to medi-

cation, and observation of Changing-health status.

Structured apProiches to -service. emphasis in all programs

are essential. "All participants in Adult Day Health Care have

some impairment. It;is important that.the services which are

provided fit participant need. This cannot be a casual decision

but should be based on precise and factual information about,

what is needed and service capacity."
c

The Conference discussions indicated that there is less

confusion about services than has been assumed. Certain ser-

vices can now be considered common to all centers. As.a mini-

mum, the service complex should include:

Nutrition services - the provision of one or more ,

meals, and nutrition counseling.

Health serviced' - at'a minimum; health SUpervision
and health counseling which are reliable and "more
thin a casual nursing visit."

Recreational and social activities planned for the
levels of need of the participant group..

- Information and valid referral services.

Social services integrated in assessment, care planning,
counseling, and interaction with home and community.

- 38 -
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Services which may not b./common to all centers are

those which emphasize treatment: nursing care; therapies

1physical, occupational and speech); special diets4 and

personal taro. Special program such as education, reme-

dial'training, sheltered employment and art therapy broaden

the servite range and reach special participant require-

manta and interest.

Transportation

Transportation received considerable emphasis in

'both conferences. Transportation is a high-cost service

in most centers. The, use of family, neighbors and friends

to transport participants to and. from the center has been

viewed as A'stiMulus.for involvement in'the center program

and to help motivate the participant and /or the family:

- "I don't believe in providing transportation for

all participants unless it is the only way to get them

there. Family and neighborhood resources are a tool which

help people stay more independent, and if you provide ser7

vices indiscriminately, you take over family responsibility.
t

The more we encourage family responsibility, the more co-
.

operation we get from families 4n other treatment areas."

An opposing view has also been anon:stied:

- "Transportation is limited and expensits, parti-

cularly for participants who are in wheel chairs; 50% of

our participants are in wheel chairt and live with working

relatives;20.1'have spouses who can't drive. Transportation

- 39 -
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is essential for all of theie participants."

- "Research on family responsibility indicates that

family members do not abandon their impaired relatives.

When the menial and routine pressures are removed, fami-

lies do not withdraw. On the contrary, objective evidence

indidates'that the quality of family interaction then

improves."

Many providers who administer small, single programs

do not consider transportation a major problem. In a state

network, however, the range and cost of transportation pre-

sent massive problems. These were identified as depending

upon such considerations as the number of communities

served by a single center, distances.in the area of pop-

ulation covered, participant volume, variation in attend-

ance, the degree of family involvement, availability of

community proVided vehicles, availability of specially

equipped vehicles, availability of private special-naeds

transportation, program ownership of vehicles and resources

available for the coordination of a variety'of transporta

tion methods.

- 'A sound transportation plan is crucial to the

success of an Adult Day Health Care program.'

- "A great deal of rationalization is prevalent con-

cerning transportition. Administrators find it difficult

to confront tha fact that theirdservices are not accessible

to the people who may need them most."
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It was generally acknowledged that transportation is

a high-cost item in Adult Day Health Cain. In some centers

transportation may be almost equal in cost to some levels

, of treatment, and this may increase the per diem cost sub-

stantially. Although cost is a significant problem for ,.

center piograms,:the absencaor limitation of adequate

transportation, for the disabled is an issue which extends

beyond the Adult Day Health Care center movement. It

presents serious problems to many other* populations, com

munity resources ,and services as well. Communities whicr

have been most successful arathose which have developed,
i

special-needs transportation involving_use of equipnenti

for multiple purposes. 4his would,include provision ofi

'transportation to various community agencies, to congregate

meals centers, to clinics and physicians' offices, to spe-

cial, recreation and shopping as well as to Adult Day Health

Cara. Such arrangements require a high degree of coordination.

- "Transportation can be directly considered progra-

matic;it is a policy and administrative matter and the

alternatives can be understood and recommendations made

concerning the virtues and disadvantages of different

methods without waiting for the answers from rasearch."

A'positive approach to provision of transportation

is based,upon assurance of program accessibility: "A good

program must be assured of accessibility to its services;

transportation must be available; it muste safe and it

must be reliable."
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Standards and regulations should include
appropriate transportation as a requisite
in Adult Day Health Care. Appropriate
transportation' is intended td include
vehicles for'special needs. Centers ac-'
cePting participants in wheel chairs should
be required to provide vans or buses which
are adequately equipped. Transportation
personnel should be screened for the same
qualities and temperament as other"center
personnel and should be trained and capable
of responding to participant needs, to emer-
gencies, and/or other exceptional occurrences.

Discussions of safety extended to the personnel em-

ployed in providing transportation. Drivers and attendants

must be carefully trained in transfer activities, first aid,

and capability in emergencies. They must also be familiar

with the program and sensitive to participants and their

responigt:--ZThe service package should be defined'as be-

ginning when the driver arrives at the participant's door.

The driver, therefore, must be in tune with the center's

prograd goals. Transportation isan integral part of the

service.

Facilities"

Adult DayAlealth Care centers have been housed in a.

variety of settings, many of. them not initially intended

for their programs. A number of centers have been created

in nursing homes, in.some instances asan extension of the

in- patient facility. In a very limited'number of programs

housed in nursing homes, the service has been used' as a

f'(

combinedtransitional program for in-patients, as well as

serving participants from the community. Still.other programs.
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have used in-house settings which are independently ad-

ministered units making use of available space and occa-'

sionally, but not invariably, using the institution's

.treatment facilitiesP

'',Questions have beeneen raised concerning design require-

ments:, Apace, equipment, safety and accessibility.. The

lack of definitive information in this regard has under-

scored the need for specific research on these matters as

well as square footage per participant, relative costs and

cost trade-offs when institutional settings are selected.

The use of nursing_homes-And CtiaC'institutional settings

:raises questions concerning the effect of the setting on'

participant attitudes. Institutions offer such advantages

as barrier-free space adapted to individuals with a variety

of impairments, and,. in Soma instances, available back-up

staff for treatment, which might not be available in a free-

standing setting.

On the other hand, participant and community reactions

may consider a center 'in aninstitutional;setting as.ser-

vice delivered in a "medical modal", or, as related to

stereotypes associated with long-term institutions./ Self-

perceptions of participants as "patients"-or as involved in

a care sequence which might and in an institution are fac-

tors which may affect the selection of the setting.

Adult Day.kealth. Cara Centers are also housed'in

recreation centers, multi-purpose senior centers, Churches,'
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unused hospital space, and, in some instances, in specially-.

constructed faciliti7s.

It was generally conCededthat a variety of settings

is probably both realistic and desirable. Within this broad

framework, however, the physical requirements of the setting

and the cdst-related elements which affect the selection of

the setting must be considered. In addition to practicality
.

and cost, a primary factor in the choice of setting should

ba.community and participant attitudes.

The general requirements of the physical plant.in.all

settings which may be considered adequate can be identified:,

- All centers must beidesigned or adapted so that
they are easily.acceisible for both wheel chairs
and walkers whether or not state and/or local
regulations require' such access.

Minimum fire and safety precautiOns must be
assured whether or not state and/or-local
regulations require them.

3arrierfree space should be a requirement
in all centers serving participants with
mobility limitations.

- Safety equipment'(grab bars, railings).,
passage ways And.doors must be adapted to
the characteristics of an impaired partici-
pant group.

Toilet ficilities---"toileting is a sensitive
area and must be stressed in services for
disabled, impaired, or elderly people." In
many centers not initially intended for day
care.purposesitoilet facilities hive not
been appropriately adapted. Such facilities

. should be constructed or adapted to insure
easy access for wheel chairs and walkers, space
and,equipMent for transfer; and protection of
privacy. New construction should consider the
ratio of facilities to participant group size
(England requires a toilet for every 20 feet in
new day hospital construction'.
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The ChOice of setting - institutional freestanding -

may become a major issue in planning. The lack of available

space, the high cost of desirable space, urban population

concentration, rural distances, and similar characteristics

affect the choice of setting.

An arbitrary approach which indicates that one setting

is preferable to another appears to be undesirable as a

requirement in view of the verygOod pro ams which may be

found in both institutions and freestanding aciliiies (And

some quite poor programs which may also be found in either )..

Setting per se does not insure excellence in the quality of

the services. -

There is room for research concerning this elements

which make a setting desirable or undesirable: An insti-

tutional setting might provide staff and fadilities which

make the choice desirable. "The important thing is to find

a place with a splendid staff and leadership .committed,to.

the program. This makes the difference." This is not al-

ways possible, and the availability of space .in an institu-

tional setting may not counteract negative reactions on

the part of participants. The assumption that such a set-

ting is a "health setting" is not invariably supported by

excellence in service delivery. .

Increasing opportunities may appear fOr.utilization of

vacant space in hospitals as hospital occupancy rates de-

cline, releasing barrier-tree space with the possibility of
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back-up staff and equipment. Offsetting the advantage' of

merged costs of equipment and overhead in hospital settings

is the fact that costs'of space in hospitals are still a

good deal 'higher than in other settings. Moreover, ele-

ments of Adult Day Health Care which are unrelated to treat-

ment (social services, recreation, etc.) might be less

available in these setting*.

'It' is essential that all settings provide
for the Adult Day Health Care program a staff,
space, participant population and service com-
bination which is distinct, and that its goals
are understood to be directed to the provision
of a distinct care modality. "The Adult Day
Health Care center must have identifiable space
and identifiable staff."

STAFFING AND TRAINING

Attitudes and convictions concerning staff qualifica-

tions and the importance of professional services vary..

Some pLiders'report excellent results using staff Com-

posed almost entirely of paraprofessionals, stressing par-

sonal temperament and on-the-job training as primary qual-

ifications (viewed as more acceptable to participants than

staff with professional,qualifications).

Other providers expressed the conviction' that adequate

assessment and 'goal-oriented services' depend upon qualified

staftin key aspects of .the -service.
.

"Whether a center proVides medical, nursing,
social therapies in apackage or selected combina-
tion, depending on community needi the staff in each

- 46--
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category will have the background tin selection,
training and experience) which has bean generally
accepted as constituting the protection of qual-
ity in that profession or category. While the
amount of staff time required by the center's
population may be open to question, the adequacy,
of the staff time allotted to that population
may not be open to question. Given the determin-
ation that there must be a matching of services
to participant need and that these services must
be adequate in quantity and. of good quality, the
issues that remain open are still those related
to (1) howtheldealservice package-is to be
determined: (2) what conditions that decision;
(3) how staff/patient ratios will be established:
(4) how these fit witha changing or varied or
segregated participant population."

Staffing and training can be approached in a context

which establishes objective criteria:

"Staffing pertains to the quantity, qualifi-
cations and distribution of staff providing the
services,, and staff training willinclude staff
orientation, in-service education, on-the-job
training, off-the-job training, and general prin-
ciples of staff development.,"

Staffing and Program Goals

'
'In general, and ihspite of differences in program

emphasis, Adult Day Health Cara centers do share common

goals. The general objectives of the services may ba ex-

pressed in different service combinations with varying ser-

vice emphasis. They'do, however, impose the requirement

that all staff must possess certain attributes, some of

them difficult to describe objectively, yet central to the

quality_of-the Services. Terms such as flexibility and- .

eMpathy were used. "No matter what discipline the staff .

:COMMA frce/and no Matter how good the training program is,
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there are certain innate, qualities of tolerance and

flexibility which are absolutely essential." Staff

members must be endowed with the ability to be satis-

fied with very small increments of change not nacos-

'allay basic to their techniquestithe kind and nature

do
of the demands made upon them are varied and quite dif- -

ferent from those found in other care settings. Minor

mannerisms, the tone of voice, the choice of language,

can be of,great importance. To on extent, understanding

can be provided through training, but most of it will have

already been present in, the individual. "Compassion isn't

enough. It may in some forms be a disadvantage."

The selection of staff and subsequent training will

depend very much on the quality of program leadership. It

must be strong, committed and knowledgeable and capable of,

providing essential back-up.

In training efforts, one of the disadvantages has been

the absence of a comprehansive.core training program. For-

mal training in the various professional fields from which

staff members are drawn should be supplemented,with training

directed to the special requirements of Adult Day' Health

Care. 'One of its majOr Ingredients is reliance on a multi-

disciplinary approach, regardless of model. There is - or

should be - an intertwining of disciplines and/or A crossing-

. over of.functional'staff. lines. As a result, "turf" pro-

blems may arise and the training program must take these

factOrssinto account.
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'The speoialcharacteristics of both Adult Day Health

Care and Home Care require constant interaction between:

staff, participant, family and community, and the blending

of services to meet both health and social need. Arbi-

trary distinctionaan these areas cannot be made. These.

considerations require more expertise than is required in

the provision of cure from a single discipline. Such

expertise does not occur without a methodological approach

to trai.ing in both the core program and on-the-job train -.'

ing, andthis applies to all staff who'will be involved

in any way with the Participant and his family.

The team concept has been repeatedly'stressed in

Adult Day Health Care. Understanding of team composition

is beginning to change. 1S'place of-a hierarchy which ii

fairly rigid, a more practical approach (often called

matrix management) appears to be both effective and prac-

tical. At any given tint., one, or perhaps two, people

will be providing cars services, although the resources

of the entire team are available.' The participant is

assigned to a primary professional who coordinates the

cars which has been agreed upon with boththe participant's

approval and.in accordance with staff recommendations. The

primary professional is always aware of what is happining

and becomei the single source. of information to family and

others. There must, however, be structure in this approach

that is neither casual nor accidental; it must permit
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changes in the team in accordance with changes in partici-

pant status. When this occurs, responsibilitiei are shifted

on a Planned basis.

In the.light of these requirements, there is an urgent,

present need for the development of a core training program

specific 'to Adult Day. Health Caie.

Staff/Participant Ratios

Determination of the number and kinds of staff as they

relate to the range of participant needs has,been a general'

.problam in the field. A precise and clear-cut method of

determining staff/participant tatios,was described:

An analysis of participant "mix" and the service
needs based upon admission criteria, assessment
and care'planning.

Development of precise staff job descriptions
based upon'participant population. These des-
criptions include task analysis, identification
of the tasks that each staff member performs.

- Length'of time required for performance of
tasks based upon time studies, observation
and objective "job logs" (these provide in-
formation concerning the optimum or minimum
number of participants requiring skills or
tasks which can be served by.a 'given staff
member).

- This information provides the basa upon, which
averages can be developed: the average number
of individual treatments, the average number
of gtoup treatments, the average number of
assignments to each. staff member, and, conse-
quently, the number of treatments and parti-
cipants for. which staff of a giyeirlize can
be responsible. On the basis'of thisiinfor-
mation, the size of the staff needed for any
given number of participants can be determined.
The method justifies the staffing'pattern; it

65453 0-130.15
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also provides an Opportunity to compare
individual' staff performance objectively.
If the participant requirements exceed the

this is an indication that service
quality is, being reduced.

In discussing this methodology, it was recognised

thit it may be necessary to experiment in the initial

phases of program development'. The methodology is easier

to apply with a larger staff; availability of a small

Staff may require reduction in the participant population,

or, if participant need does not justify full-time staff,

part-time staffing may be provided using the same methodology.

COST, FUNDING, REIMBURSEMENT

Cost containment is akcommon objective in health care

services. In Adult Day Health Cara it is not possible to

support the conclusion that costs are greater, than or less

than other typos of care and such conclusions would be

questionable since tha services are not comparable to other

care modalities. Studies to date have not demonstrated

that costs are excessive; they have indicated a range of

coats in programs with different service emphasis. The

issue of ,cost containment has, however, been an initial

motivating factor in some program development. In.one

state, the initial.objective was to develop Adult Day

Heal*.h Care as a low-cost "alternative." "Thera was pressure
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to provide the services only to those who have been in

nursing homes or discharged frao hospitals." 'his approach

was effectively counteracted with data indicating that Adult

Day Health Care costs in the state were not excessive.

Concerns which are more prevalent are related:. to

service funding whichwill ensure continuity; to problems

with multiple limning sourcesi and to the variety of reimburse -'

cent practices which impede effective administration.

Coe of the program examples which illustrates the history

of funding a financial base describes an established center

attached. 07 lerehabilititilirlospital.-atleaird6815Ped'iis a

.day hospital end later multi-level services were added.

Federal funding was obtained initially for an innivatil.re

demonstration program (Medical Services Administration and

the Administration on Aging). When the demonstration (3 years)

ended, the center turned to the community for continued

fundingand support. Success in this effort was attributed

to severalTactors: the program was responsive to community

need and appropriate to the resources of the institution in

Which it was based (although a majority of the referrals came

'from the in-patient facility); the institution had long experi-

ence with rehabilitation services and continuity of staff; the

administration had considerable expertise in developing and

costing die service unit and in obtaining reimbursement for

services. At the present thre,ope center relies on
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multiple reimbursement sources; 13 insurance carriers,

Titles'XVIII and XIX; fees from families; fund-raising

and donations. Interpretation to both participants and

the'Community of `the complicated reimbursement arrange-

ments is bitth difficult and confusing.

Pefekence is, frequently made to thi "skewing" of the

service model to meet reimbursement souives, and to man-

agement strategies geared to the Splitting of the service

unit for reimbursement purposes. The excess manpower and

complex, administrative 'problems which this practice entails

affects program development. It arises from the limited

approach to service development and funding which has been

repeatedly cited.

Cost effectiveness as an objective is addressed in

terms of the need for measures of appropriate costs for

various levels of care. "Although the same number 'of per-

sonnel As available in nursing homes, day care relies more

heavily on skilled staff' and therapeutic staff - thircost

is high."6/ - a tafarence which again tends to compare the

Adult Day Health Cara with Nursing some Care as if they are

intended to serve tha,same populations and thereby offer

sarvicps directed to similar goals. This confusion in pur-

pOsa affects program development. "Adult Day Health Cara

has emerged in the United States in the absence of explicit

financial provision in public policy for distinctly adding

such an elament,to the health care system. Against the

-
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fisoal odds impeding their greater development, Adult Day

Health Care programs have grown in number. The phenomenon

of this growth in a finanoially-uninviting environment,

even 'more than the impressive persistence of the underlying

concept itself, attests to the apparent validitymf grafting

day care bnto the social health care continuum."

Funding problem* are attributed to the absence of

`basic, recognition of the need for the development of the

services And the fact that there has been no earmarking of

funds for these servioes by Federal, state and local author-

ities. Programs attempt, with varying uccess, to secure

funding from the following sources:

- The Medicaid Programs of one-third of the states
permit reimbursement - not for day care in its
entirety, with the exception of a very few states,
but for specified health services given within

/ day care programs to individuals eligible for
Medicaid.

SSA Title XX Social Services Funds are used to
reimburse day care programs in two-thirds of the
,states - again, by no means on an open-ended basis.

- Revenua-sharing funds have been used for day care
in one-third of the states.

- Medicare nationally pays for those health ser-
vices that Ara specified in its benefit packages
for those eligible, and day care programs can
seek certification to ba reimbursed for providing
such services under, the specified conditions.
(This is done in a very limited number of programs.)

- Private health insurance carriers likewisi may
be billed for covered services for their sub-
scribers.

- The Older Americans Act, through several of its
titles, makes some funds available through grants
to selected programs.

-54-
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Some United Way funds in various communities
subsidise day care tgOgrams.

Philanthropic support from foundations, church,
fraternal, and Similar private organizations and
individual patrons on occasion come into play.

- Some local public funds are sonetimee channeled
to day cars support.

- Several Federal agencies grant. funds in support
of research, demonstration, and evaluation of
relevance to these agencies (e.. arms-
partition, mental health, training, etc.)

- Fees are collected from the participants themselves.

With this-variety of opportunities seemingly to be

. tapped fOr support, the very range of possible sources re-

flects the fragmented provisions that characterize this

country's health services."

At,tha point of delivery, this multiplicity of funding

sources imposes an overwhelming burden on providers. It

also reduces accessibility to the services of unknown, but

probably sizeable, numbers of potential consumers for whom

substantial expenses for inappropriate care now being made

could ba reduced, and for others who are not receiving care

of any kind in spite of serious levels of impairment.

Discussions of appropriate funding emphasize the elim-

ination of means-tested access and suggest approaches more

closely aligned with equality of entitlement for vulnerable

populations. This approach is one which presents Adult Day

Health Care as a legitimate care modality, no longer inno-

vative, with demonstrated effectiveness. "The services should
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be institUtion4lised as a universal service in the community

support system and publicly funded."

Two separate but concurrent efforts are required in

order to make the services universally available' Ell Caps*

oity building (capitali'sation for creation of the resources) -

"the day of demonstrations and used money,is over" - and a

planned approach to\the development of services, probably on

an incremental basis which will make such service' available

to the population at r sk is necessary. Such funding would

most properly be identi ted in the long-term care budget.

(2) Development of Wet ve reimbursement methods or

mechanisms---a problem which is prevalent throughout the

entire health care delivery system. "Fee- for - service reim-

bursement is not a reliable or equitable basis for the sup-

port of the services."

Some exploration is required relative to funds for

capacity building. The feasibility of combining existing

funding sources for all long-term care services including

Adult Day Health Cara would have advantages as an integrated

system of providing financial support!for an inclusive ser-

vice package. A second possibility (less probable in the

present economic environment), is appropriation of adequate

funding designated for Adult Day Health Care. In the dis-

cussion of the relative advantages and disadvantages of

categorical versus comprehensive funding, balanced funding

for long-term care is considered the most desirable objective.
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Wryer, the relatively brief historical position of Adult

.Day Health Care, might (place it ate disadvantagein com-

:petition with other established services.' .The need for

.
manpowerand training funds and provision for service

evaluatiOn and continuous monitoring in such .an effort is

Current priorities' in research in areas of costs are
. .

those related to the deVelopinent of. unified. cost accounting

and reimbursement mechanismse.methods for channeling multi-.-

'ple-source funding.. into an integrated funding System, studies-
..

of' theeffects of funding:on levels and quality of care and

of the effects of fundirigth service combinations' with dif-

ferent service participant groups and in different locations

and settings.
. .

-.Consideration mustbe given to the adoption of a
clear national policy for the development of Adult

:-.-7- Day. Health Care services in the community tare
system withnecessary-provision for financing and
implemintationtf such a policy..

. .

STANDARDS AND REGULATIONS

"Although standard,. rule and regulation are frequently

used interchangeably, a standard is usually defined as some -

thing:established by general.agreeient to serve'as a basis.

in measuring-capacity, quantity, etc.

"Rules and regulations tend to be used interchangeablY

and in tandem'in government circles. 'Although rules and
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regulations may serve as guides, criteria or standards,

they;are more frequently used in the sense of requirements,

obligatory or demanded as a Condition.

"Rules and regulations might be defined as musts,

while standards might be defined as shoulds."'

These distinctions have not usually been made with

reference to Adult Day Health Cara services. There is,

however, a need for assurance of consistent services and

accountability. If this is a need for Standards, what%

should their purpose be for'the field? If this is'i need

for regulations,, should they be met by'all providers for

purposes of reimbursement or should the purpose be protec-

tion which-guarantees observance of overall objectives and

purposes of the services,regardless of reimbursement. source?

(Regulations, when they are established 'by_ government,. con

tain elements which may protectthe public; they may also

be requireMents limited to reimbursement or essential for

licenSure.1

,The development of standaids his more frequently oc-

curred in the voluntary service sector, in professional

fields of practice, in commissions, .as goals of excellence

which may or may not be achieved but which establish opti-

mum measures of quality.

An illustration in the development of standards at the

. state.level describes a program developed as a state net-

work (3 centers growing in number to 13.in'a relatively-short

-



timespan) which began without standards. or regUlations,

adopted the '222"* framework Se a temporary, measure and,

with the enactment of.anabling legislation listed required

'Services and defined a need for basic standards which.

"would ensure that all people were receiving basic core

services'and thatthe people receiving the services were

being provided with appropriate care. "..

Standards "lay out a framework against which programs

may be imploMented with aPpropriate regulations." Stand-

eirds maybe . viewed as "principles which assure quality,/

as guidelines, as minimum requirements which specify what

is essential or'as optimum objectives to be achieved in

incremental steps." A longrange approach is necessary

in the establishment of a standard:framework: "We would

like to develop the optimuM.measura of excellence in the

programs. We. recognize the fact that as programs grow,

certain elements will be developed which may incrementally

coma clOSe_to the optimum. We are working toward an ob-

jective of quality and this does not necessarily take into

consideration whit the state will do today or what the

Federal government will do in the ,future. We would like

to build a.framework within which'we can sea some kind of

expanding future." Standards or principles should include,

;

* Described above, Public Law 92-603, Section 222,
mandating demonstrations for the purpose of testing
Adult Day Health Care and Homemaker Services.
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key elements which are essential to the services. In-

cluded as

rier-free

essential are:architectural requirements; bar-

space which is identifiable; accessibility;

adequate staff services and administration which are also

identifiable; established staffing patterns and training

methods; and purposeful goal-Oriented services. Narrow

etandards or principles are a 'danger: "They become so

rigid that it is not possible to incorporate new expe ;ience

and new knowledge as we learn'more about the services."

Because Many levels of goYernment as well zis other

public and voluntary groups are Lend should be,): involved

in service development, participation in the aevelopment

of standards, principles, and regulation slfould inCludi

theee groups.

QUALITY; QUALITY ASBURAIICE

Factors which affect quality in / services have been

described in the previous sections. -Those which' are- subtle

are possibly difficult to identify - leadership, commit-

went, interpersonal relationships, ambiance - others are

Measurable and have been described under three-headings:

Input Measures, Process Measures, and Output Measures.

These were Outlined as follows:

Input - What is available for proyision of the

service? (.It is taken as given'that the proyiders

have good intentions.1
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1) Is there trainodataff to deal with an older

population (the services. described-were related

\ to older people), e.g. R.N., M.S.W.? This train-

ing deals with add-on education which is specific

to the participant group.

2) Ara there _sufficiently varied programs in the

facility so that there is limatch between the

client and the services? (Is there a varied

,menu" of service?'

31 Is there a minicumlangth of stay and goal'

orientation?

41 Is 'there a blurring between professionals as,

the various professionals broaden their pro-

fessional disCipline? (Does each professional

only do his own professional.work or is he able

to do other professional work?" This is'a re-

quisite tor a team approach. (The physician

should not always be the team leader."

5' . is there a data system that °is valid, reliable,'

relevant to the issues concerned within that

:facility and is it portable? DOes it cover

other programs?.

process - What goes on in the program to

quality of care?

Criteria of Process:

11 The evaluation should.be comprehensive an
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the basis for the design of individually-

tailored treatment, rehabilitation and re-

socialization programs.

2) Approach to re-evaluation - at some specified

interval the program shoUld be changed if you

hre doing something. Is there re- evaluation

of treatment goals and reassignment of treat-

ment modality?

3) /s/thera a case management approaCh? You must

be 'aware of what is in the community since no

single program offers everything.

4) Does the initial evaluation include the eventual

home environment to which the person may wish

to return or be rehabilitated, e.g. stairs,

stove, the availability of a social network.

which may be nascent or which must be 'created?

Output

Measures of Output:

IL Measurement of any change in functional status

of the indiVidual. Improvement is not always

a necessary outcome; with suite disabled popu-

lations, stability or slowing.of the deteriora-

tion may be all that can'be expected. The par-

ticipant should be able to show change over time.

Criteria for such change might be greater autonomy,

better mental and physical, health and self-care

capacity.
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2) :Re-integration into the4community. This.may:

occur in many forms.

3) Self-perception of the individual - Graduation,

as, a model for other patients to other levels

of care.or as a visible model of hoW improve-

ment cai occur.

There may be a need for research in some areas which

will produce objective measures of quality. There is,. how -
\

ever, already Substantial agreement on service. quality 'in

areas which may be.cmniiderid common to all programs:

- Planning and deVelopment. The service program
is designed to fit designated population need
rather than funding sources.

- Admiision criteria; Clearly defined as to the
popUlation to be served and the services pro-
vided with assurance that there is4 reasonable
"fit" between the two,

- Provision for program change. "If it is deter-
mined that service need has changed,'there must
be willingness to change the.progrant.accordingly,"

- Service objectives, The services provided are
based upon recognition of the overlapping pro-
blems which exist in impaired or disabled popu-
lations.Attempts to make distinctions between
"social" need, and health need are avoided:

"The presence of disabilityor impair-
ment carry an implicit, assumption that
the need for services will involve .con-
'siaeration of multiple factors and demand
.a service emphasis which responds to this
multiplicity. Both health content and:
social content are quality requirements ".

Auspices. Who can do the best job? ; "It is not a
question of deciding for or against a given aus-
pice. We must discover the advantages and dis-
advantages of different auspices. There are enough'
programs in the field at the present time to make

63 -
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evaluation betWeen auspice, populations served
and service adequacy possible. This information
should not be directed to the elimination of any
given auspice but rather to indicateadvantages
which - maybe maximized and disadvantages which
should be avoided."

Setting. Physical seitingcOnsidered in practical
terms. Attention toambiance. "There 'is, a com-
mon assumption that people who are disadvantaged
esen-anically are uncomfortable in settings that
have aesthetic quality.and this has been used to
rationalize the placement of some programs in
dismal settings because they are cheap and avail-
able. There is ample, evidence that the response
to the environment has a positive relationship to
treatment outcome."

Staffing and training. The necessary qualifica-
tions of staff are.already well-known to experi-
enced providers. Staffing patterns and training
methodology have also been. developed. Provision
of well-prepared, adequate staff is a major
guarantenf service quality. "If.there.isnOt
sufficient money to provide adequate staff, the .

size of the participant groUpahould be reduced
accordingly. There is a level below which staff
ratios should not be reduced.",

Policies.and procedures.. The range, duration
and intensity Of. services are based on established
procedures for assessment, care planninTand_eval-______
tuition:7,-

- -C,00rdination.
service system
sources in a's
that coordinat
valid." There
yond the will

routines are bUilt into the internal
and extended to related community
ructured manner. "The assumption
on. Will occur, spontaneously is not
isai methodology which extends be-
o cooperate.

Consumer part cipation. Consuier participation
goes beyond. faconsumer and his individual care
plan. It in ludas established thannela enabling.
consumers and families to:affect program policy
and practice's.

. .

. . .

Community participation. Eitablished methods for
interpretation, and re-interpretation exist. Chan-
nels for community response are established.
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- .Data Collection and Evaluation.. A data system for
purposes of service planning and evaluation is
established. \A common goal in addition to service
data should emi.hasize;longitudinal analysis iden-
tifying..special ttributes.of the population served,
the services and exults of. care in order that
planners, provid and the public will be reliably
informed.

- Standards and Regulations. A broad framework
outlining, principles for quality services is
established in order to assure that regulations
reflect a concern with quality in the services
more closely.

2
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SUMMARY ,

Adult Day Health Care.SerVices have increased nume ically

in the United States in recent years. With this increase

there is an evident and growing need for clarification of

the purpose of the services the populations which they are

best adapted to serve, service combinations which are most

effective, and methodology which willMaximize their effe&-

tiveness. In all of these areas, there is variation in pro-

grams. The establishment of consistent practice will. support

service quality and_enhance public understanding. Some as--

pacts of service development will'depend to a considerable

degree'on research. .

The Arlington-Tucson Conferences attempted in reviewing

the present status of the field, to establish a framework

within which reliable present knowledge could ba identified
. --

and researchable issues delineated - an approach directed

to eliminating unnecessary vagueness where possible and con-

solidating a practical base for future inquiry, and reliable

service development. In the discussions which took place=

in two conference sessions separated by an interval of one.

year (September, 1977 7 September, 19781, tha'same'subject

areas were addressed: the variety in program emphasis (ser-

vice models); services and facilities; staffing and training;

6.5453 -80--16
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service delivery patterns; planning organization and ad-

ministration; cost; evaluation and research; standards' and

regulations; quality assurance. In the first session, how-

ever, the format was one which involved substantial numbers

of participants from a wide variety of programs'and inter-

ests and,' in the second, a smaller group which could effec-

tively examine the results of extensivediscussion in greater

depth in order to establish present status and indicate

future direction.

Most discussion began from an awareness of the variety

in existing program approaches and this appeared to limit

consideration of a common knowledge base upon which consis-

tent program development could occur. However, the Arlington

Conference presentatiOns, and discussion as well as the closer

examination undertaken in Tucson indicate commonalities in

virtually all programs. The populations to which the ser-

vices are directed and the purpose and definition of the

services appeared to be primary to consideration of many:of

the questions raised concerning Adult Day Health Care such

as service models, standards, etaffing, training, and costs.

A framework considered sufficiently broad and flexible

describes the population for which Adult Day Health Care is

most appropriate as including dependent or seMilindelfendent

adultewho, because of functional impairment combined with

There is general agreement, that day health, care services
are' appropriate For all age groups; there are, however,
special service .characteristics which separate services
adapted to children and adolescents from those provided'
to the adUlt group:.
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limdtatiens in the personal suPPort system, are in need of

servicescwhidh restore and/or maintain optimum health and

function in a setting adapted to this method of care.

The appropriateness of the services and theemphSsis in

Service provision are determined bythe needs of the participant

group and are basedynon assessment by qualified multidis-

ciplinary professionals.

Staff selection, preparation and training are based upon

-established methodology; selection emphgeizes tolerant and

flexible personal charaeteristios*; 'trofeasiwixl.training meets

the'standards of the individual Cacipline; and on-the-job.

training &rail staff, including paraprofessionals and all other

staff, provides special knowledge and skill required, by the

special characteristics of Adult Day Health Care.

Service composition and staff - participant ratios are

diived m a n_ dg_aalysis of service plans following

partLcipant assessment and.thecapacityof the staff to

schedule treatment and related activities. Geographic problems

and manpower resources mal'elter the Potential: of centers to

offer alai range of full or pert-time services and this may,

in turn affect the capacity of a given center to accept

participants requiring services which are unavailable.

* of.Adiat Day Health Care whichaf-
fect seen identified. The capacity in staff'
for acceptumce of such elements as 'slow increments of change
in participants, the crossing-over on .a planned basis ofpro-

.

fessional and paraprofessional. skills, a teen concept which
is flexible in structure are among those which require
special approaches to staffing.
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Services basic to ail. AduItDay Health Cara were iden-

tified: health care; nutrition; social services; racreation

n and referra ; andand social activities; information trans-

portation. Those services which may not be common to all

Adult Day Health Care and are provided on the basis of par-

ticipant need or special program-emphasis include treatment

(therapies) and such programs as vocational training and

sheltered employment.

Settings in which the: services are placed may vary, but

minimum requirements include space and activities which are

clearly identified as reserved to Adult Day Health Care;

barrier -free space accessible to wheel chairs and walkers;

provision for privacy; access to emergency back-up and

other needed services with formal arrangements for such

care; a:comfortable and cheerful physical environment. ,

ImplementatiOn will be achieved in the following.ways:

Planning, organization and administration follow accepted

practices considered essential to all community services.

The services ara provided in response to valid 'community

need and are perceived and accepted as such. They are in

tended for a designated population rather, than to meet an

available funding. source. They ara integrated' into the

structure of community services 4,ith formal arrangements

for referral and participant move4nt through tha community

system. They are realiitically funded. Administrative

structure guarantees accessibility o the services and makes

provision for clearly-understood admiosions criteria and
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admissions procedure based on,assessment of assured quality.

Policies are established which clearly define the range,

intensity anuration,of the services.

. There is, provision for consumer and community partici-

pAtiob in the service program. 'Effective data collection

systems are adapted to program valuation and are.slso

aligned with data collection in. state and.national systems -

an effort .which stimulates prograin coMpariion and broad ap-

proaches to program deWelopmeni.

Standards and regUlations, which are frequently con-

sidered interchangeable, are not universally available or

consistent at the present time in Adult Day Health Cars Ser-

vices. ,Regulations are frequently more closely aligned to

reimbursement requirements than to pOpulation need.. The

establishment of guidelines as the base uppn which national

standards can be built Can probably best be achieved at the
..

Federal level with the participation of those proidercand

communities in which there has been substantial service'

experience.

Funding, reimbursement and cost containment ars pro-

blems for present providers and for program development ba-

cause of the multiplicity of Federal, state and local fund-

ing,sources with differing program requirements. The variety

of.approachss to funding and reimbursement in different states

and the absence of consistent methodology related to reim-

bursement and ta,cost analysis are barriers to affective
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program development. Experienced provider, do not yet

have a'channel which will make possi4e the pooling of such

information for broader use.

These problems and concerns are reflected in all areai

of Adult Day Health Care. 'ThFi is astrongly-expressed

need for in office or central authority ,et the Federal'levol

which will establish national 7.Jlicy, pool existing infor-

mation, provide leadership in the development of services

of good quality, initiate action which will simplify and

unify funding and reimbursement, and provide for equitable

treatment of the populations for'which the services are

approptiata.

Adult Day Health Cara is considered a,vital component

in all long-term care services for which this suggested

Federal approach is essential. Their deVelopment as'an,

important service in the continuum of care system is de7.

pendent upon consistent Federal and state approaches in

order to Maximize effective use of existing resources and

broaden individual and community options in the`obbice of

appropriate care.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Conference recommendations on which there was substantial

agreement:

1. The devellopment of ,adult Day Health Services in the

5
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United States has progressed sufficiently to

justify national recognition of their 'value as

a component in community health care systems.

2. Their status requires a national policy with the

investment of funds for planning, technical assis-

tance, program development, training and evalua-

tion, and research.

3. There is an evident and pressing need for a focal

administrative unit at the Federal level for all

long-term care services,but particularly for

nod-institutional community services in order to

broaden care options at the service level and

make effective use of national health care funds.

-4. The inclusion of Adult Day Health Care in an inte-

grated Federal approach to long-term care will

maximize the effectiveness of other services.

5. There is a pressing need for a comprehensible and

comprehensive restructuring of funding. Rational

integrated fundihg and reimbursement practices

at Federal and state levels should be directed

to minimizing inequities and unnecessary ,-oats

in manpower in the present system.

S. Equitable treatment of populations in all area

of the U.S. with respect to service entitlement

should.be a major objective-
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B. Provider-consumer issues produced substantial agree-

ment in the following areas:

1. The title "Adult Day Health Cara" appears to be

an accurate description of the services. Agree-

ment on 1 title which is universally employed will

increase public understanding and support.

2. Establishment of service puitcrek- to restore

and/or maintain optimum health and functional

status where functional Impairment and limits-

, tions in the personal support system require

health, social and support services - should

erase artificial distinctions between "health"

and "social" purposes. The purpose statement

recognizes the comprehensive and changing needs

of a population which is functionally impaired,

dependent and/or semi-independent..

3. Consolidation and distribution,of Materials from-

the field is now possible. This material includes

effective core training programs; data collection

methodology; staffing methods; cost analysis sys

tems; guidelines for standards and regulations.

This effort, assumed as a Federal responsibility,

should have highest priority in order to assure

consistent practive"of good quality in the develop-

,ing field.

I

2
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C. Major areas requiring study and researchs

1. Estimates of population requiring Adult Day Health

Care Services.

2. 'Manpower requirements for the provision of Adult

Day 'Health Care of good quality.

3. Studies of space requirements for participant

groups ol different sisie in programs with dif-

ferent service emphasis.

4. Studies of optimum requireMents in program setting.

5. Methodology for integra!tionof uniform long-term

care data systems and Adult Day Health Care pro-1'

gram records.

6. Effective uniform methods for funding reimbursement

and costing of AduleDaY Health Care (Federal -

state- local).
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PROGRAM

ADULT DAY CARE CONFERENCE

Arlington, Virginia September 27-29, 1977

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ,

Ted Koff, Ed.D., Associate Professor, University of
of Arizona - "...and it came to pass..."

o Edith Robins, Deputy Director, Division of Long-Term
Care, Bureau of Health Services Research/DHEW

VARIATIONS. IN ADULT DAY CARE PROGRAMS

1. Restorative - Mr. Loy Veal
2. Maintenance - Hs. Marie Louise Ansak
3, Psychosocial - Ms. Miriam Zatinsky
4. Satellite Programs - Mr. Gordon Purdy
5. Network - Ms. Brenda Siqueland

DISCUSSION

HIGHLIGHTS OF SPECIALTY AREAS

1. Organization and Administration - Mr. Hadley Hall
2. Planning - Dr. Ethel Shanas
3. Staffing and Training - Ms. Brahna Trager
4. Services, Transportation and Facilities -

Ms. Eleanor Cain
5. Quality Assurance - Dr. Eric Pfeiffer
6. Regulations and Standards - Ms. Virginia Hart
7. Cost Containment - Ms. Ruth von Behren
8. Reimbursement and Funding - Ms. Charlotte Hamill

LUNCHEON

Speakers Mrs. Bernice Harper, Director, Division of
Long-Term Care, Fkalth Resources etdministration/Dhlai
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Program (ContinUed)

STATE-OP-THE-ART AND RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS

Dr.:William Wiissert, Ph.D., Division of Intramural
Research, NCHSR/OHEW

DEscuiszom

DAY CARE EXPERIMENTS AUTHORIZED BY PUBLIC LAW 92 -603, SECT/ON 222(b)

Ma. Eileen Lester, Deputy Chief, Research and DevelopMent
Branch, Division of Long-Term Care, Office of the Admin-
istrator, URAMEW

. 0/SCISSION with Panelists

Ms, Charlotte Hamill
Mr. Hadley Hall
Mx. Robert Mack

M.D.Phillip Weiler, .

Mr. Nitin Mehta

GENERAL SESSION

Opening Remarks - Ms. Edith Robins
Policy issues - Part I - Ms. Edith Robins
Policy issues - Part /I - Ms. Eileen Lester

OPEN OISCUSSION with Panel

Mr. William Oriol
Dr. Ethel Shanas
Ms. Sandra Fischer
Ms. 'Eileen Lester
Ms. Braila:a Trager

NOMINAL GROUP PROCESS AND CONFERENCE OBJECT:YES

Dr. ?star Orleans
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program CContinuedl

GENERAL SESSION

Strategies for Follow-up - Dr. Jerry Solon

PRESENTATION of Nominal Grmup Process Recommendations

Dr. Peter Orleans, et al.

DISCUSSION of Vote for Final Recommendations

Dr. Ted of

CLOSING REMARKS

Ms. Edith Robins
Dr. Ted Koff
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PROGRAM

ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE CONFERENCE

Tucson, Arizona

Ted Koff, Ed. D.

Edith Robins

Scecialty Areas

Organization and
Administration

Planning

Staffing and, Training

Sarvices, Transpor-
tation and Facilities

Quality Assurance

Regulations and
Standards

Cost Containment,
Reimbursement Funding

Cats 'Collection

September 19, 20, 21, 1978

Principal Inveitigator
Conference Grant

Spacial Assistant ifi Cay Health Care Sandals
Division of Long Than Care, CLT, MOD/
.RZFA/OHrd

Participants

William Hain, Council of State
Governments

Steven J. Brody, Ph.D.'
University of Pennsylvania
Department of Research - Medicine

Charlotte Hammill
3urke Rehabilitation Center

Ann Xlapfish
Medical Assistance Program
Mass..Capt. of Public Assistance

3rahna Trager
Health Cara Consultant.

Virginia Hart
Department of Social Services
Office on Aging, Olympia, Washington

Jerry Solon, Ph.D.
Consultant in RatlthCare Organization

and Aging

Ethel Scans, Ph.D.
University of Illinois
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Public. Administration

University OP Arizona 85721

Marie - Louise Ansak

Executive Director
On Lok Senior Health Services
1490 Mason
San Francisco, California 94133

Don Britt
Expanded medicare Benefits

Demonstration Project
2940 16th Street
San Francisco, California 94103

Judy Culver

Assistant Regional Health Administrator
CHEW Region IX
50 United Nations Plaza
San Francisco, California 94102

C. Sandra Fisher
Division of Research Applicationm

Demonstrations
Administration on Acing, DREW
Room 4650. HEW North Building
330 Independence Ave.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Eileen Laster
Division of Long-Term Care
Bureau of Health services
Research / CHEW

5600 Fishers Lane
Rockville, Maryland 2085;

Barbara Penny, RN
Mt. Zion Hospital
Division of Home cars
Post Office Box 7921
San Francisco, California 94120
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Edith Robins
Deputy Director
Division of Lonreform Care
Office of the Adminimtrator
Health Resources Admin./DHEH
5600 Fishers tans
Rockville, Maryland 20837

Sylvia Sherwood, Ph.D.
Hebrew Rehabilitation Canter

for the Aged
1200 Centre Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02131

Brahna Trader
Health Caro Consultant
Post Office Box 96
San Ceronino, California 94963

Rick Zawadaki, Ph.D.
R h Director
On Lok Senior Health Services
1490 Mason

San Francisco, California 94133
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Arlington Conforenco

ADULT DAY CARE CONFERENCE
September 27 *29, 1977
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PARTICIPANT'S

Fred Bucilholtt
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St. Fetarsburg, Fla. 33701
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Public Service Administration
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Washington, D.C. 20201
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Colorado Oept.'of Health
6210 E. 11th Xne.
Denver, Colo. 80220

Eleanor Cain
Director
Division of Aging
2413 Lancastar Avenue
Wilmington, DelavPra 19805

Patricia Campbell
N.Y. Stara Office for Aging
Empire Plaza
Agency Bldg. rl

Albany, 9,T. 12223

Patricia Cartar
6300 4th Ave.
Takoms Park, M.O. 50012

Jeannette Chamberlain, Ed.D.
Chief
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Continuing Education 3ranch
Division of Manpower 4

Training Programs
National Institute of Mental
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Health Administration
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U.S. Senate
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ADULT DAY HEALTH CARE: FAMILY PERSPECTIVE

by

Edith G. Robins

Adult Day Health services are appreciated and enjoyed not only by
the users of the services, but also by the caretakers of the recipients
-- those who must make the hard decision to institutionalize the individual
or to provide the supportive care to keep the loved one at home. Just
what Adult Day Health Services means to the caretakers was graphically
described at a panel discussion held in conjunction with a workshop on
Adult Day Health Care in September.1977 sponsored-by the program in the .

Champaign County ,Mursing Home in Champaign, Illinois.
Mrs. Ruth Shankin, Administrator of the program, was the guiding force

behind this workshop, and Mrs. Allan Steinberg, daughter of a Day Care
participant, chaired the panel discussion. Permission was generously
granted by all participants to reproduce the discussion, and a follow-
up report as of May 1979 was provided to give added dimension to the
facts presented. (The verbatim transcript was edited to provide con-
siseness.)

The panel represents a cross section of the population from the
vantage points of ages, relationshlps, socioeconomic and ethnic back-
grounds. he discussion reveals the problems faced, the 'progress'n4a,
and the various ways people came to the program. If as is often said.
statistics are facts with the tears wiped off, this discussion graphically
portrays the real problems faced by disabled individuals and their lOved
ones..and'the happy solution provided by the Adult Day Care Frogram.
A report of the costs prepared by the Champaign County Adult Day Care'
program presents the hard facts on the cost - effectiveness of these services
as they viev.it.

The Champaign cpunty Day Care Program provides a blend of Intensive
restorative services for participants released from hospitals and main-
tenance care for chose who have achieved maximum function. it is carried
out in separately identified quarters in the nursing home; by a staff
specifically assigned to this task. Participants pay their own way or
are assisted by "scholarship)" made available through donated funds.
No Federal, State or Countykiupport has been provided for this program.

The panel participants were as follows:
'Mrs. Allan Steinberg, Chairman
'Mrs. Leslie Belew
Mrs. Robert 0. Barbre
Mr. Richard Chaffee
Mrs. Narbey Khachaturian
Mrs. James Scott
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Mrs. Steinberg: I guess mine is a pretty typical family -- three children,
a dog, a cat and one extra that maybe not coo many
middle American families have -- we have Grandma. .Grandma
came to live with us about five years ago. _She is Over 80,
and she is my mother. 'We cannot Leave hertalone because
she is disoriented much of the time...and I know that my
mother, even in hir moat disoriented situation is very
concerned that she has her own home. The time arrived when

1*** we realized that this'was going to be a major problem
we would have to find full-time live-in help or full -time

was -then -than we-heard-about-CI:IS-Prig:4m.

But before I describe our experience, I thought you would
like to hear about the backgrounds and experiences of some
other consumers of the program, their family situations, and
their needs for this kind of care.

Mrs. Barbre: I was thrust into needing this care for my husband'very
quickly last fall after he had an amputation. I knew about
the program because.: Live next door to the Day Care
Director. Fortunately, the program has a bus that picks
him up is the morning. I work as a reglaterad nurse,and
this meant that I could go on working.

I can't say enough good things about the program -- it's

something no one will really understand unless :hey, Like me,
could keep a loved one at home instead of having to place

-him in a nursing home for full -time care.

Mrs. Belem: My husband is disabled and has been for six years. Until
a little more than a year ago, he was at Least able to
walk around and talk but then he had a stroke, and
more strokes. Then he could not do anything for hi=self.
The Day Care program has been the.answericer us...ocher-
wise, I could not have taken care of hi= cause - too am
disabled. 'When he comes home from the Day Care program,
his disposition is so different than Lt was when he had to
lie sick at home all the time.

But I do have a problem -- finances. I can't afford to pay
for the Day Care program. My church agreed to pay, and.:
I began to get help from some of my relatives, e:en though
it was hard for chem."..: hope someway,, somehow, other
people will be helped chrOugh Day Care as I was. And t
hope one day all people who need is will get Day Care
rather than be put in a nursing home. I appreciate all that
has been done.

.

Mrs. rhachaturian: 'We are also very graceful for everything that has been
done by the Day Care staff for my morher-in-lay. Almost
every day, she'll call me in the afternoon and say,
"Oh, I had a very good time today with my friends." to

never find duc just what she has done -- but we know sh4
'

-
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litt enjoyed it:

She ctme to this :,Lntry fifteen yeazs ago. Since sht
is now 82, that teens she was about 67 shu; she came.
She didn't know the language, and so is was difficult
for her to make friends. She depended greatly on my
husband (her son) for everything through' the years.
It was difficult. We heard about the program through
an articl-; La the.newspaper: didn't need the program
at.thac time, buc I remembered it.

.Then the time. came. My husbaad's mother nA gotten out
of a nursing home following a second hip fracture --
and she as totally disoriented. She literally '

knowwhat century it was. We were fortunate in
finding someone who would stay with her in her apart-
ment twenty our hours a day, so we were able tc take
her out of the nursing home. In shore order she
improved, and did'not wane anyone in her apart=enc. It
was at that time that WI found the Day Care prograi.

My mother is originally from Kentucky. She came here
about two years ago -- because of confusion, she
Could no longer cake care of herself. 7or about a
year, we were able to have her stay in her own home
Which is a mile from-us, with me just going over
several cieS a day, And with her coming to our house.

But with my two small children, that wasn't easy._

I found the Day Care program to take care of mother
during the day, and I found a woman who needed a place
to stay to serve as her companion during the evening.
I go in and do the cleaning.

Sometimes a problem arises when the lady wanes to
travel to her hometown. At such times, my mother
particiPates in the overnight parr of Day Care. Then
in the daytime, she goes to the program.

Usually, one day a week is all she needs.

Mrs. Steinberg: Row did you hear about this program?

Mrs. Scott: By word of mouth. / have a couple of friends who
worked part-time at Champaign County at one time or
another, and they told me about ic. !Then you .are looking
for help you go through all this calling'-- you call
fifteen people you know, and everybody knows somebody
else that you could call and you spend hours upon
hours on the telephone.



Mr. Chaffee: My wife had a severe stroke about four years ago.
She was receiving therapy at Mercy Hospital, and I
found out about the Day Care program from them. SO
I decided to try and keep her at home. This is a
very difficult situation because she cannot talk.
Because.of her severely impaired condition, I had to
make a decision either to try to get help this way
or to put her in a nursing home full time. Through
the help and understanding proyided by the Day Care
program, I have been a!,,la to keep my job and work and
keep my hone together.

Mrs. Steinberg: Mr. Chaffee, I think the group night be interested
in knowing about your dinners and how the program
helps you out that way.

Mr. Chaffee: Yes, the program has been a lifesaver to me. I

.couldn't have gone on without it. I would have had
to put her in the nursing home on account of my work.
Because I work every day, I couldn't work and leave
her home because she!cannoc stay home by herself.

.Mrs. Steinberg: I was alluding to the fact that Mr. and Mrs. Chaffee
both stay a little bit later and have dinner at the
nursing home and then go home, so chat he doesn't
have that obligation too.

Mrs. 3elew:

I think we touched upon the referral sources that we
all use '=:-hOspf.:al social services, public health
nurses, word of mouth, and the Office on Aging.

This program has meant so much to all of us here. In

my mother's case; each morning she says, "I'm going
off to work." In fact she really doesn't remember what
She has done all day. If I ask her, she'll cell me

/chit she went to work and she didwhat they cold
' her to do and she made hats. Fifty years ago; my
mother made hats when she went to work. And we
just leave it at thac: I think it is just the sense
of being part of the activities of life and have a
routine which has greatly beneficed my mother and so
many others also. I think', Mrs. 3alew, you might
want to talk a Little about how your husband has
improved in the program.

My hu band has been a different person since he has
bee attending the program. 3efore that time, he
wa frustrated and very, very hard to get along with.
'hen he goes to Day Care, he is haopy chen he comes

- one. He does not remember the things he does, but
he knows that he enjoys whatever it is he does. And
he tries to tell me as much as he can, but he can':

31
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calk very well. In other words, it is just clot
answer for both of us.

He has greatly improved since starting the program.
He is able to walk better. And he is beginning to
talk better. At times, he can say most anything he
wants to say. Before, he could hardly be understood.
And so I think that this is the answer for us:

Mrs. Steinberg: I asked Mrs. Belew, because some of the staff cold me
that when Mr. Belew started the program he couldn't
'Walk and he couldn't talk -- and now if you happen to
be in the center while he is there, you see him
pushing somebody else and really.accively doing the
things he couldn't do before.

Mrs. Khachaturian, would you careto comment?

Mrs. Khachaturian: My mother-in-law is new in this country, and did not
have friends -- now she feels she does have friends,
aad that makes her happy. She participates in acti-
vities, and assists in passing out coffee cups. She
always enjoyed being a hostess, and this makes her
feel as though she is having friends in for coffee.

Mr. Chaffee: When I first brought my wife home, she was so dis-
oriented and frustrated that she didn't even want to
accept her own home. By being able to take her
someplace and get relief, her attitude has improved
tremendously. She still has a severe impairment and
she cannot talk -- but you just don't know what it
means when a peison does not accept her own home!

Mrs. Scott: Mother never wants to go to a nursing home. If I
drive by Champaign County and she sees the nursing\
home, right away she says, "I don't need to go there."
I see the Day Care program as sort of a halfway,
point. .It's the softening of the,blowor her and
for me when and if the time comes when we cannot
take care of her any longer.

Mrs. Barbre: . When Mr. Barbre first started, he was in need of
physical therapy. He didn't have his prosthesis at
the time. One of the big things for us is not having
to take him to the hospital for.physical therapy.

Mrs. Steinberg: I an glad you mentioned that. 'I think an important
part of the Day Care program is the ability to give
all the needed physical therapy and other, rehabilitation
services in one place,

.

three years ago, I didn't know I had certain friends --
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buc'now I know that the Day Care staff are some of
my best friends. The quality of staff is the program
is indescribably wonderful -- Jackie, and Vince, and
Mrs. Eccensohn cd, mention a. few. They view their

cask as not only caking care of the users of the
program, but of the families as well. Many times I

have spoken with Mrs. Etcensohn about our concerns.
Her guidance as well as some of the literature she
.has given me have really helped to console me.
Apparently I am in one of the most difficult iiruecions
with three adolescent children and Grandma in one

house. This rends to pull one in many directions.
It is comforting to know that I fit into a certain
category and that people understand how I feel --
I can't properly express how important that service
has been. I have someone who understands and can

sympathize and bell) me.

I also know that my mother relates to the quality of
people who care for her -- and she is pretty fussy.
I've seen the van and I've seen how they help her
gee on and off the van, and most importancly, I've
seen how she relates to these people. She doesn't .

relate co many people -- but these are very important
people to her, and I can't stress enough how mar-
velous the quality is.

I might just mention the overnight capabilities of
the program. .I know that Mrs. Scott has used it ;

for her mother on occasion. Tor us, it has been
marvelous that we could take a weekend and know that

Grandma was O.K. I remember the first time I picked
her up after a holiday --,.she just flurried around and
got her things and said to the nearest person,
"I am going home now because I do have a home you .

know." And I think that's just a little bit of in-
sight into how important this program is.

As with any, marvelous program, I guess there are
things we would like to have that are not provided

at the moment. Would anyone want, to comment on some

unmet needs?

I need the service on. Saturday and Sunday, because
I have to work on weekends.

Xis. Khachaturian: The weekend care would be welcome. My husband has

had the responsibility for so long of helping his
mother in her apartment, that the strain is beginning

to show. On weekends, he has to go and fix her

, food. We live out of town, and it requires constant

- 93.-
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driving. We have t:ied'bringing her to our house
for Sunday dinner and that's fine during the meal,

.but five minutes after dinner is over, she starts
wanting to go back to the apartment. .She is extremely
restless, and this has really .been a big strain on us.

I wish there were more of a way to make the elderly
people feel needed.

On the days that my mother-in-law,does not come
to the program, the meals-on-wheels program has
also been an enormous help. The woman who owns the
house puts it in the refrigerator, and my husband
heats it up in the evening.

Mr. Chaffee: There was one period of time when my wife was in the
nursing home. After she came home, a student nurse
came to our home and helped my wife put a meal together.
My wife can "t cook any longer, and she even forgot
where things were in the kitchen. This vas a pilot
pro.ject, and the nurse worked with her for six weeks,
and it did help a little bit. Such retraining would
take a lot of time and patience, but perhaps it could
be undertaken in the future.

Mrs. Steinberg: Mrs. Below, does your husband use some other social
agency?

Mrs. Belew: Yes, in the beginning, my husband went to Threshold
and he enjoyed it very much because he was able at
chat time to walkaround and communicate. But that
was only for short term treatment - such patients
had to be able to work again, and he won't ever be
able to work. Then the Lodge came into being, and he
was changed to that program. That program was also
helpful. But a Year ago, after he had his last spell
of sickness he wasn't able to attend the Lodge any more
because he could not take care of his needs. He needs
help in eating and in going to the bathroom. Day Cara
provides all that help and that is why it means so
much to us.

Mrs. Steinberg: Both Threshold and Lodge are outpatient mental health
facilities -- halfway house programs.

Another aspect of the program.we should touch upon.is
cost. For a number of us, it's the biggest bargain in
the world. For some others, ii is more than can be
handled. For example, Mrs. 3elew can only afford a
few days a week because of the
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I

I was very concerned about being able to find funds
not only for my husband bUt for many ocher people who

I know who would like.to attend the Day 6re program.

I wrote a letter to Governor Thompson explaining my
interest in other people's needs, and my own problem

because I knew our financial arrangement is not
permanent. As of October, the church will no longer

pay for my husband's Day Care, and/ am searching for

funds so that by husband can continue to go and I can
keep him at home with me. '.e hates hospitals and
nursing homes.' And I want him to remain a part of our

home as long as possible. The only way we can do

that is if someone will tome to our aid with funds to
help him to continue to go on.

Mrs. Steinberg: Mt. Chaffee, do you have anycommencs about the cost

of the program?

Mt. Chaffee: This program enables me to work and keep our home
Together and.keep us financially solvent. If

didn't have the Day Care Cencert'd have to put my
wife in a nursing home full time which would mean

more expense. This would cost me quite a bit and make

a big difference.in my finances. After a while, this

would drain my savings and I would become insolvent.

1r44 Steinberg: For a number of us, Day Care is not only an emotionally
satisfying route ic.is also an economically

beneficial.one. However, there are a large number of
people who cannot even afford what I consider the low

cost of the program we participate in. t think we as

consumers need to write letters to our legislators
to make it possible for those who are eligible for

Title XL( and Title XX to receive reimbursement for
Adult Day Cars services, and to see if we can't get
money for che'funding of more programs of this kind.

...I think the simplest way ve could say "thank you"

to the program is to say this: "Ic has saved my life."
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FOLLOW-UP REPORTS 1 YEAR AND 8 MONTHS LATER (MAY 1979)

Mrs. Sceinberses mother. Rita Cerletz, has remained physically stable.
She continues to ambulate unassisted, and needs supervision only with
activities of daily living. She has had recurrent episodes of gout, and
has visited her doctor in his office every few months, The family
situation remains unchanged -- working parents with teenage children,
a very busy household, and a strong desire to keep their grandmother
with them. Occasional overnight stays have been provided by the Day
Care program for Mrs. Carletz when the family is out of town. Mrs.
Gerlitz attends the program 5 days a week; reality orientation and
socialization are the most important components in her treatment plan.

Mr. Barbra has had 2 hospital admissions since the Conference. He was
admitted 10/19/78-for pneumonia, following a 4 day trip to Missouri.
He was discharged from the hospital 11/20/78. and returned to Day Care
the following week. Again on 2/18/79 he had an overnight hospital
stay. His wife continues to work as a nurse and he attends Day Care
about 3 times a week. He ambulates with assistance and a walker, and
gait training is still part of his treatment. His mental alertness
is much improved.

Mr. Belay was hospitalized 2/9/79 with a stroke. He now ambulates with
assistance, receives gait training and therapy for improving all

'

activities of daily living skills. his alertness has increased, and he
can express himself with a limited few words. Scholarship funds are
necessary to keep Mr. Belew in the Day Care prograM, as the combined
family income is less than 5300 a month, including SST. He attends the
program twice a week.

.

Mrs. Rhachaturian attended the program until November 1978, when.she
was hospitalized with pneumonia. At that time, because of her weakened'
condition and severe mental deterioration, she was admitted as an
impatient in the nursing home for long-term care.

.

Mrs. Scott's mother, Mrs. Agnes Rehm, was in Day Care from 3/23/77
until 10/24/77. At that time, she was admitted to Champaign County
Nursing Home's Long Term Care program for Intermediate Care. She died
on 3/28/79.

Mr. Chaffee had a heart attack on 6/13/78. While he was hospitalized,
his wife was admitted to the nursing home shelter care program.. He
was admitted to the nursing home during his recovery period. . Both were
discharged on 8/17/78 and returned home. Mr. and Mrs. Chaffee then
started .to attend the Day Care program. Mr. Chaffee requires the
program because of his special diet needs as well as the need to
monitor his blood pressure and pulse; Mrs. Chaffee receives speech
therapy, and, her condition has basically been unchanged.
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SUMMARY OF 1978 ACTIVITIES 1

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY ADULT DAY CARE PROGRAM

1978 monthly average, 350 client days, 250 transportation units

Served 86 different clients in past 3 years.

83% discharged to LTC
10% expired at hom4 or in hospital
52 discharged -- 1, Program no longer needed

2. Discharged out of town
3. Service not effective

4.5 years longest Day Care Service

8 months average Day Care length

2.5 days per week, average days of service

Of the present total enrollment of 32
75% would qualify skilled in LTC
22% would qualify intermediate in LTC
3% would qualify shelter in LTC

Referrals
70% families
20% Hospital Social Services
10% other, agencies and Doctors

Largest number of problems encountered are in area of transportation
1. Weather
2. Bus maintenance
3. Time involved
4. Scheduling.
5. Ramp at homes for wheelchairs.<

Most common needed procedures
1. MediCations
2. Bathing
3. Beauty and Barber services
4., Ambulation
5. Bowel and Bladder training
6. Feeding assistance
7. Catheter changes

',if. Dressing changes and soaks

. 9. Blood tests
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DAILY COST BREAKDOWN

Administration
$ 1.96

Indirect. Services
1.14Phoie

Rent
Insurance

Direct Services

Staff.(Coordinator, 2 Aides,
Bus Driver) 6.81.

Fringe-Benefits
1.24

Contracted Professional Staff 2.58
Food

1.73
Supplies

.29
Transportation 1.00

-9B
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EXCERPTS 7701 LETTERS

"Day Care was great for us. Frankay I don't know w at we would have

done without. it. 'It definitely prolonged the t m Mother could tAy

in her own home. It helped her make the adjustment to living a the

nursing home. She VAS able to paticipate in suitable activiti and

make friends. . And'. I feel Day Care delayed the time before She 141 to

go on Welfare. There is quite a difference benmen Day Care c

and this 4800 plus a month for, full time nursing ,care. I still rongrY

-SUppntr-Day-Caretat-Champaitn-County-and-woul&-enjoy_having_some ofmy_,

tax dollars spent itir such programs."

"Fro% the start of the Day.Care program, my husband's alertness ink

creased and.he became'pore like his old self. He enjoyed seeing

many of his old friend's, and felt he was doing me a favor because I

was able to continue in my job as a registered nurse in a local hospital."
*******

..As for the Day Care program at Champaign County Nursing Home, I

cannot say enough about what they have meant to me and my wife.

'Without their help and.understanding, I do not know what condition

my wife and L would be in today. No one knows all the problems of chis

situation until it happens to you and your wife."
*****

"...As a working wife, mother of three adolescents, and daughter of

and 80 year old woman, I
have found this service of indescribable

benefit." ******i

"My mother is forgenfv1, disoriented, and anzious, and simply cannot

be left alone any longer. 'Yet, she still relishes her family status

and her home with us. It would be a major setback to heF self image

were she forced to leave the family and reside in a nursing i'XMe."
RAW**

"Your Day Care program has Seen a Godsend. The ability to combine

care and stimulation and companionship for an elderly citizen with

the maintenance of family stability is a remarkable solution to our

problem -- and also one of the must economical waysoE handling the

situation. In addition, toe shelter care service has done a great

deal for us in easing the burden of my mother's care. By being able

to leave her for family vacations,4and
short trips once in a while, our

spi :tts are rejuvenated and .../4 arm dnce again able to care for he:.

I should add that the eualftv of your service is exceptional. We are

so pleased with ycur superlative staff and the loving concern and care

they offer."
1

***AM**
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"Without the program I am afraid that my mother would have :o :+a Ilatel in a
residential nursing home. This would be unfortunate -- since ftt is so nurh
more emotionally satisfying for her the way things are now, and so much
more economical for her, for us, and I believe, for society. I do hope the
County will sea fit to continue the program and I will be happy to provide
any kind of assistance I can offer in the provision of this excellont
service to other County residents."

NOTE: Illinois has not been providing reimbursement for Adult
Day Care through Title XIX and has provAded-Title.XX suppurt,-'

. an I very'litited basis. However, the !Illinois General
Assembly is considering the appropriation of S2.5 million
in State of Illinois'General gevenue funds to the Illinois
Department of Aging for Adult Day Care Programs.
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MASSACHUSETTS ADULT DAY HEALTH SERVICES

Edith C. Robins
Special Assistant for Adult Day Health Services
Division of Long Term Care
Office of Standards and Certification
Bureau of Health Standards and quality, HCFA

__/11...rhe_four_years since the inception:in Massachusetts of the first

Adult Day HealtOrograM-iiiMbUriabli-dhder-Medicaid; -the-program-has
sharply escalated. As of May 1978, 39 programs have been approved for
Medicaid reimbursement. 35 of which are operational and serving more
than 800 individuals; the remaining four programs are expected to start
services in the summer months. Of ae 39 programs, 10 are in non-
profit nursing homes, 8 are in pro-:ietary nursing homes, 16 are in free
standing community bared facilitie., 4 in chronic disease hospitals and

1 in an acute hospital. It is also anticipated that additional pro-

. grams wili:be approved in the coming months.

An indication of the acceptance of the program within Massachusetts
is the fact chat the preicreening procedure for applicants for nursing
home placement or for home health services now requires that consideration
first be given the potential of utilization of Adult Day Health services
as a viable alternative services before other placements can be approved.

Inclusion of the 1878 narrative report of Massachusetts in this pub-
lication;does not imply official endorSement of ail the facts included;
rather it is intended to facilitate a sharing of information for all

who are concerned with program development: For sore specific
information about the Massachusetts progiam, inquiries should be

. addressed :o:

Anne Klapfish
Director, Adult Day Health'Services
Massachusetts Medical Assistance Program
Room 740
600iWashingcon Street
Boston. Massachusetts 02111
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ADULT DAY HEALTH SERVICES
MASSACHUSETTS MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

YEAR END REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1978
(JULY 1, 1977 - JUNE 30, 1978)
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I. INTRODUCTION

Background

Between February 1975 and January 1977 the Massachusetts Hedioal
Assiacan.:e program (Medicaid) awarded sir: concracCa co nursing
homes, hospital and community providers to operate adult day care
cancers in the Commonwealth for a one year pilot study. The major

(errors prompting Medicaid co encer'into the adult day care pilot

Increased attention co a wider variety of service c, eons
within a continuum of care.

Federal initiatives in the area of adult day care and ocher
alternatives co insticucionalizacion.

A greater awareness on the part of policy maker, char from
both a q alicy of life and fiscal Scandpo - it was no longer

desirable r feasible co rely only on che institutional

model co me c the needs of a growing chronically ill population,

The Concept

Although new co Massachuseccs,a4u1c day care was not a totally new

concept either nationally or incernacionally. Psychiatrically

orituced adult day Care began in England asvearly as 1940. That

councry as well as the Scandinavian countries in the 1950's expanded

the day program concept Co serve the physically impaired and. socially

isolated client. In this country, in 1972, amendaencs co the Social
Security Arc authorized BEN co initiate pilot day care programs
for Medicaid and Medicare eligible clienc#. Basic federal guidelines

were drawn up'to govern the experimental programs. the guidelines

the possibility of throe very distinct models of day care co .

verge:

- the therapeutic or re4orative model; designed primarily for

the sho:c term rehabilliacion client.

- sae ma:acenance model; designed for the chronically or

d.'.aabled whe-needad health -supervision-andsociali
zetlan to maintain his /her functional status.

- the ioclal model; designed for the frail elderly who needed

socialization and supervision but who had no specific health

need,.

In M.Issahuseccs -c vas felt that a merging of these various models

druid Ee mare.appro:..riact bot.h for the pilot study and the apparent

needs (,r the ponn. ioa. As a result, guidelines were, developed which
were more specific than the general Federal guidelines co govern the

sta. pilot programs. The major components of the Massachusetts day

C.VC. programs were:

1,if%
.0
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- health restorati n, monitorng end supervision

- social service counseling fcr program Tarticipants and
their families

- therapeutic 'a and socialization

- personal care

- nutrition

- C sportact

Staffing "sired that the program have an R.N. for a
minimum of wo hours per day, an activities director for a minimum of
four hours per day, occupational, physical and speech therapy
consultants and an overall staff/participant ratio of one to six.

It was decided to allow programs to accept both private paying as
well as Medicaid eligible clients. The major criteria for acceptance
to the program vas based on the client's eligibility for Level III
nursing home placement.

It was hoped by Medicaid staff and the pilot programs that adult
day care would:

- be an alternative to or delay premature institutionalization

- offer respite curing :he day to family caretakers

- prove to be a cost - effective service option

The Evaluation

A report published January 27, 1977 entitled "A Study of Adult Day
Care Centers in Massachusetts" by Catherine M. Smith, Jeanne
lucero and Hazel Croy, R.N. evaluated the first year of adult day
care in Massachusetts. The report demonstrated that the program
had achieved its gOals, seemed to be cost effective and was a
viable and needed service option in Massachusetts. In additinn the
reportshowed a highdegree of client and family satisfaction with
the program. It was felt by many of the clients andtheir.families that
this was a program that could meet several of their needs within
one setting as opposed to having to obtain piecemeal service from
other health and social service programs.

Expansion

The results of the pilot evaluation encouraged Medicaid to expand the'
number of adult day care* programs in Massachusetts. The pilot
guidelines were revised (the most notable changes being an increase in

*The name Adult Day Care ..as formally changed to Adult Day Health
Services in June 1977.

I
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the minimum staff/nursing .re to four hours per day end the
insistenco that progrem-site6 jc.1.4 be barrier free for the handicapped),
a request for proposals.disseminated to interested providers and an
inter - agency task forts developed to review and approve incoming
Proposals. During Medicaid's fiscal year 1971.11even new adult day
care programs began operating in the Commonwealth.

IL.

;

FY178 REPORT

\
This report will,fotus on.tha following areas-of.adultAay health
based on data accumulated from the 17 programs in operation during
fiscal year 4.978 (FY178)

- Population Profile

A. admissions

B. discharges

C. function*: disabilities

D. diagnoses

E. social information

F..other 'services in addition to adult day health

- Program Information .

- Transportation Information

The following narrative will first summarize the program and
population aspects listed above. The charts which follow this
narrative describe in more specific detail. by program, each of the
areas discussed. 4e will conclude this report with a brief summary
and five month update. An appendix to this report should be published
in February 1979 listing complete cost; information for each program.

III. NARRATIVE SUMARY

POPULATION PROF/LE

A. Admissions - 336 new clients were adMitzed to adult day health
programs during FY178. 521 of tnese admissions were referred from

'health related facilities and organizatImms, 22Z:were referred from
Home Care Corporations and oche comr-in:l.'y ial servIle organi-
zations. ac: were referred T.fricridt, and 4%

were referred from some other In compw7iscn With the pilot
year. 1'e see an increase' in health _ion refa14. This .

increase-is-reflected lar70.y ass h: i:. an increase in

referrals from hospital dichar., olano.: diieharge
planners make :he bulk of .,sl..! r%::e--als,:.er. seemed,

relmccan: :o refer to adult th programs as :he uarly\stages.
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A large part of the discharge planner referrals wes made to progrnMs
which were part of the original pilot project. This suggests chat
longevity of a program counts in establishing' itself firmly
enough to attract this type of referral: The second largest block
of health organization referrals come from the Visiting Nurse
association (VNA). The VHA has access to many clients who would
be appropriate for day health services. it is interesting to note
that the highest percentage of VNA referrals was made to free
aranding community based adult day health PrOgrams_as_opposed_to ..____.

inursing-lioie'Sased programs. There was a large increase from the
pilot year in the number of Teferrals made by Home Care Corporations
and other community agencies. There was a sharp drop from the
pilot year in referrals made by family. This suggests that adult
day health is becoming more widely accepted in the community health/
social service network as a viable service option and an integral
part'of the continuum of care.

Each ol,f 0,4 clients admitte. in FY'78 as in the pilot year was
deemeclat risk of Level III or Level II nursing home placement by
Medicaid staff.

a. Discharges - Of the clients discharged in FY'78 (106): 37% were
discharged to institutional care; 15% went to skilled nursing
facilities (OF); 17% to intermediate care facilities; 2% to

,chronic hospitals and 3 to rest homes. In many instances those
discharged to ICE's and rest homes would not have had to be
institutionalized if there were a stronger family support system
for evening and weekend care. It is interesting to mention that a
large percentage of those discharged to, institutions were discharged
from nursing home based adult day health programs. This is most
probably explained by two factors; (1) gonerally speaking, ursing
home based programs seemed tts;Y willing to accept a sicker lientele;
(2) many of these programs took clients only as emergency espite
for families until a nursing home placement could be foun . There
was absolutely no evidence that nursing home based progr s were using
adult day health clients as.a means to fill empty beds. Many of the
clients discharged went to different ihstidutional facilities. it
should also be noted that the transition from community to nursing
home seemed much easier for those who had become more familiar
with the institutional setting ih an. adult day health program.

6% clients relocated - in over 50% of these cases adult day health
stcff arranged for their transfer to another day program both Within
and out of state (as far as Florida).

6Z'of the clients died.

42% of the participants were discharged to the community - this does
not mean, however, that 42Z of the participants got bettor. There
were several reasons for ;his type of discharge. 29: of the clients
were either afraid :o come or did not feel comfortable. Far was
caused primarily :r .raveling in ;tinter c.aacher: People were
uncomfortable fo a r4riety of reasons. 'amily members often
pushed the elle the program unwillingly: two people had a
language barri.r rotlem; two felt, too young; one woman was
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embarrassed by incontinence on the way home in the van. More

than 90% of those clients discharged,, because of fear or dislike
remained in the program for less than one week. There was no in-

dication thge the program site, free standing or nursing home

based, caused dislike. 5% of this population wee discharged because,

of disruptive or abusive behavior to other clients. There were few

if any other resources in the community to help these clients
although some agreed to mental health counseling. T:ansportation

difficulties caused the discharge of another 3% of the clients;

MOVing-lk-Oith-family-earetakers-ellevtated-the-need-for.ADHS-for-.
another 3Z of the clients, while 5% of the clients despite problems of

their own had Co, eave the program to take cars of ocher family

members. .67 of the population, unfortunately, had to leave the
program because they could not afford it. The absence of little,

if any, fuhding other than Medicaid for Adult Day Health Services

is perceived by both.the Medicaid program and individual program
staff to be a big drawback in accessing participants from the
community who need care. On the brighter side, 14Z of the

discharged to the community had improved after choir stay the

ADHP and were discharged to more independent living situations.
Thirteen oe this 14% were referred to and participated in Senior

Center programs in their community. One person was placed in a

paying job. To ease the break from the ADHP many of these same
participants returned to the program ens or two day' '114th as

volunteers.

The ADHP staff in all cases tried to arrange appropriate refet.als
for those discharged to the community. 40% were referred to Home

Health Agencies for nursing or aide service; 24Z were referred to
Homemaker services; 10% were referred to mental health services;
62 to hospital rehabilitation clinics;' 3% to family service organi-

zations;and 5 co congregate howling; 3S of the discharges replaced

ADHS with private duty cursing or a hired companion.

C. Functional Disabilities - The following functional areas were surveyed
to determine the degree of disability in each of the areas among day

.health participants.

- mobility

walking

- bathing

- stair climbing

- dressing

- feeding.

-.Canoeing

- wheeling
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In tour of the eight areas surveyed aobilicY, walking, stair
climbing, and bathing), over 50% of the day health admissions
were to some degree disabled, 411 needed assistance in dressing,
23Z in toileting and 17% in feeding, 20% were wheelchair bound.

In comparison with the pilot year participants there was a
slight increase in disability in the areas of ambulation, dressing
and bathing. There was a huge increase in the number of wheelchair
bound participants, emph .wing the importance of thekarriern_____
free" requirement:" There 'was a snbecancial ASCresi in the number
of participants requiring assistance with feeding.

/
The nursing .home-based program overall had a more disabled population
than the community free-standing programs/ although the percentage
of the disabled at the Dorchester, Holyoke and Cambridge programs
were very close. There was significantly higher disability in
nursing home-based programs in the areas of dressing and toileting
as well as a significantly higher proportion of wheelchair bound
clients.

The lowest per,-cntage otdisabled clients were in the Lynn,
Chicopee, Ronbury and Brighton programs. This in part is probably
due to the fact that these programs have fewer facilities for the
disabled in terms of bathing facilities or physical therapy
equipment.

Overall about 52 of the population' was incontinent. In almost all
instances of incontinence, however, the programs had bladder
retraining classes in effect.

D. Diagnoses - While multiple diagnoses are prevalent, in an aged or
disabled population as a whole, we felt it would be useful to list
the diagnoses of day health participants to emphasize some of
the serious health disorders among this population which indicate
a need for nursing care and monitoring. The top nine diagnoses
overall were not suprising considering the population and were
as follows:

Hypertension - 261

Arthritis -I:172

Congestive Heart Failure - 9%

Diabetes - 192

Depression - 16%

Arterio Solerocic Heart Disease - 8%

CVA (Stroke) - 18%

Angina - 72

Ct..onic Brain Syndrome - 7%
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As is evident from the above listed diagnoses as well as from
experience, one of the most important functions of the program
R.N. is one of observation. Hypertension for example, in and of
itself, is a serious health problem which can lead to stroke
or heart attacks. With careful monitoring and observation of the
hypertensive participant the R.N. can do much to avert the possi-
bility or at a minimum be alerted to the imminent stroke or
heart attack.

Soeial. Information - The social information charted dealt with the
age, sex, hOuting and living arrangements of the day health
participant earn/Alston.. Not surprisingly 79% of the population
was over the age of 60. Of that percentage, 46% were 75 years
of ago Or older. Lees than 3% of the population was under 50
and the rest between 50 and 60 years of age. While the majority
of persons served are elderly it is imperative to note that this
service model can be Just as relevant for a younger chronically
ill and/or disabled population. We are currently seeing a growing
numb : of referrals of clients in the thirty to fifty year age group.

54% . the population were apartment dw.0'ers, 7% lived in Senior
Housing, 33% lived in single family homes, while 1% lived in
rooming houses, congregate housing or other housing.

Surprisingly, 40% of the participants lived alone, 23% with
children, 21Z with a spouse, 9% with a relative, and 1% with
a friend or other.

In comparison with the pilot program participants the only major
difference was the increase in the number of perions living alone.
It should be noted that almost universally the day health staff
expends a great deal more effort for those clients living alone.
These efforts range from coordinating better housing, homemaker
and home'health aide services to grocery and clothes shopping
and laundry.

35% of the admissions to adult day health in FY'78 were, male,
65% were female.

F. Other Services in Addition to Dav Health - In addition to the
services received in the adult day health program we surveyed
additional therapy, home health and homemaker services received
by participants on admission, and to the general adult day health
populati;. in June, 1978.

We found that of those admitted in FY'78, 19% were receiving
physical therapy, 7% were receiving speech therapy and 13% were
receiving occupational therapy. These figures dropped somewhat

,when a survey was done of'the overall population in Juno. At

that time 13% were receiving physical therapy, 3% speeeh.therapy,
and 8% occupational therapy. the admission figures correlate with
the high degree of disability demonstrated and the high occurrence
of participants admitted who had a stroke. The drop in the June
figures correlates with the fact that Medicaid as well as other
third party payers will only reimburse for a limited number of
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direct therapy treatments. Follow-up therapy done by day health
staff increased from admission figures of the June figures.

In terms of home health and homemaker service', 15% of the population
on admission were receiving Home Health (VNA and/or home health
Side) services only, 21: were receiving homemaker services And 8%
were receiving 4 combination of home health/homemaker services.
With the exception of a drop from 8: to 3% in thdse receiving combined
homemaker/hone health services there was no signigicant cbangejn_the
numtief receiving thous services in June.

Homemaker services cannot be performed by adult day health staff
(0.8. housecleaning). It is therefore logical, especially considering
the high percentage of participants who live alone that 21: if not
more should be receiving these services. We are often questioned
as to'hy day health participants require home health service in
addition to day health service. Day health participants.are receiving
such service.fer a variety of reasons:

Examples

- a person who attends the program two days a week but is a
diabetic who cannot self administer insulin may ned a VNA
nurse to administer the insulin the other five day.l.

a person who requires adult day health services but cannot get
dressed by himself/herself in the morning without assistance may
need a home health aide each day, to assist in this activity.

While the Department care: ly monitors to assure nro-duplication of
services we recognize that a combined package of services (day health
And others) may be necessary to meet as individuals needs.

PROGRAM IrFORMATION

With expansion of the program the number'of persons actually being
served has doubled in one years time. The daily capacity for service
has increased from 103 slots per day to 400 slots per day. The potential
number of slots overall, given that average attendance is 2.7 .days
per week, has increased from 150 slots to approximately 600 slots.
Actual enrollment has not kept up with the potential number of'slots
for.several reasons:

- the relative newness of so many of the programs (no new program
opened' until 6 months into the fiscal year and several opened
9 months or later into the fiscal year).

- reluctance upon the part of other agencies to refer clients until
the new program had proven itself.

Significantly 69% of the clients were Medicaid eligible. While some
of this may te attributed to the effects of poverty on health it is
probably more relevant that Medicaid is the major funding source for
the program.

While 2.7 days was the average scheduled attendance for each enrollee,
2.3 days was the average number of actual days. Programs could figure
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on each client on average being absent 2/5 of a day per week.
Therefore if a program had twenty clients a day scheduled, one or two
clients on an average would be absent each day. With the exception .4
the Holyoke program the heaviest absences were shown in the community
based programs. For Medicaid clients absence due to illness was
double absence due to other reasons. For self-paying clients absence
due to illness or other reasons was about,che same,

TRANSPORTATION

Each adult day health program has a transportation provider number
with Medicaid and can draw on a variety of resources for securing
adult dAy health transport. Such resources range from private
transportation companies, to having their own program vehicles to
maximizing on community transportation resources. Medicaid always
encourages programs to use the lowest cost, appropriate means of
transportation. Programs that have, the least difficulty in transpor-
tation ere those programs which have their own vehicle or contract
for transportation services with one provider. Those experiencing
the most difficulty are those who are coordinating the use of several
transportation providers (up to twelve in one instance).

However, the data demonstrates that overall the programs are securing
relatively low cost transportation services. -

15% of all trips taken were by taxi
7 of all trip, :aken were by chair car ) most costly

36% of all trips taken were by program vehicle )

30% of all trips raken were by community resource ) low cost or free
12% of all trips taken were by family members

Our best estimate on cost is that over-all transportation costs were
$4-$5 round trip per person on average.



MASSACIICSE'll'S DEPAIIThl ENT I1 1'11111,11' W11.1,AllE, MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PRO(iRAM,
ADULT 1)AY HEALTH SKIIVIII;S--COST ItHISHIT

isrratiatiorioN

Althimith there are over .101) known adult day health and social service progd.ams
(generically known as adult day care programs) in the United States very few data
reports have been issued on either the costs or other aspects of the program, This is
probably dta to the fact that many of the programs are still in the development
stage and have not been in existence long enough and/or had the resources to
generate such reports,

The Massachusetts Medicaid program.sponsored six,adult day health programs in
197.--'711, Doe to the success of these pilot programs expansion of the number of
Programs was initiated in 1977. As of March 11)71) the Massachusetts Medicaid
program has approved thirty-seven programs for operation in the State with thirty-
two in actual operation,

In July of 1977 Medicaid requested exirthit- at -I all new programs to submit
monthly cost report forms to the Departintot. I:ft,,ough a flat per diem rate of
$111.00 per person had been established to cover all program costs with the exception
of transportation and direct therapy costs this tat: Wit 3 based on unsophisticated
and perhaps Mat:Orate cost. data. In fairness to both the providers of service and
the Department it was felt that more accurate cost data would have to be collected .
to assess tht; validity of the present rate structure.

Because .of the increasing number of inquiries the Massachusetts Medicaid pro-
gram has had from prospective providers in our own State regarding the true costs
of Adult Day Health Services and because of the Multitude of inquiries from bo
single providers and governmental agencies in several other states regarding ne

same issue we have used the monthly cost report forms to generate this cost rep rrt
on adult day health services in Massachusetts.

It should.he clearly understood that the Massachusetts Medicaid program throw;
this report is not saying that all adult day programs nationwide should .or wit
experience similar costs. Regional differences and differences in program models'
may make the costs appreciably higher or lower in other states. For example, ,:as
intensive care and heavily staffed Day Hospital program is more than likely to
exhibit a much higher per diem rate than any of the programs in this rep)--i.. A
lesser staffiid program whose purpose is primarily socialivekm and minimum .)er-
vision conceivably should exhibit lower per diem rates than shown in thi).
unless such a program is in a state or region with higher salary ranges. :0,
utility costs, etc. -than Massachusetts.

In this report the Department is merely trying to demonstrate whatri+
the true cost!. of adult day health services in Massachusetts for a model %-
been highly successful in meeting the combined health and social tierv..e r a
population that is at risk of institutional placement.

PROGRAM SUMMARY

nit /costs of the following programs are listed in this report/
Progra M Site

Amherst Adult Dav Center
Therapeutic Day Care for the Elderly
Don Orions Adult Day Center
Community Day Care for the Elderly
Lynn Adult Day Center
D Youville Hospitality Center
Cambridge.Adult Day Center
Nevins Adult Day Center
flolvoke Adult Day Center
Hollingsworth Adult Day Center
CROP Adult Day Center
Dartmouth Adult Day Center

Nursing Home (for profit )
Nursing Home;
Nursing Home
Community Center
Multipurpose Senior Center
Nursing Home
Freestanding Center
Nursing Home
Freestanding Center
Nursing Home (fOr profit)
Freestan ..ing Center
Nursing 'tome for profit)

COST APPENDIXAVERAGE DIRECT AND TOTAL PER DIEM COSTS OF COMPARABLY SIZED PROGRAMS

I occupancy \ pvcnnt)
Average doect Average total

. cost per diem cost per Mem

Programs won parIrcipants per day

100 $1.80 513.08
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COST APPENDIXAVERAGE DIRECT AND TOTAL PER DIEM COSTS OF COMPARABLY SIZED

PROGRAMSContinued

level al occupancy (percent)
Average direct
cost per diem

Average total
cost per diem

90 8.64 14.54

85 9.11 15.34

80 16.36

Programs with 21 to 24 participants per day:
,9.12

100 9.20 14.11

90 10.22 15.15

85
o

10.81 16.66

80 11.50 11.12

Piograms with 30 participants per day:
100 9.83 12.23 ;

90 10.92 .13.59 ;
85 11.56 14.39

80 12.29 15.29

/PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT COSTS

As Medicaid is a 'fee for service reimbursement agency the per diem rate funding
is for operational costs only and does not take into account the initial costs neces-
sary for the development of an adult day health program. Adult day health pro-
grams in Massachusetts must seek initial start up funds from resources other than
the Medicaid program.

Due to the many inquiries however that the Department has had regarding start
up costs we have summarized in this report the typical developmental costs experi-
enced by the Medicaid approved programs in Massachusetts. In this report we have
exhibited only the ,range of developmer tal costs and not the actual start up costs
experienced by each individual program.

DEVELOPMENTAL COST SUMMARY

General costs
Most ppograms have found that due to initial cash ,flow problems and slow

enrollment build up that a minimum of two months direct operating costs are
necessary to cover initial salaries, consumables, supplies and overhead costs. Most
programs also have added an additional three months salary for the program
director so that -he/she may be hired prior to program operation for organization
and administrative purposes.

Two months of direct operational costs has ranged from $16,000 to $17,500 (or a
program with a capacity-for thirty participants per day to $7,000 to $13,500 for a
program with a capacity for fifteen participants per day.
Equipment costs

Equipment costs' vary from program to program depending on the setting and
participant capacity. Many program are able' obtain donations for many of th
items required, thereby substantially reducing the capital equipment cost. Expert\
ence has shown however that whether donated or purchased the following minimum
amount of equipment is necessary in starting a program:

Equipment

Furniture:' Price rangeP

Large activity tables (for dining also) $40-$100
Small game tables $30-$60
Reclining chairs (1 for 5 participants) $160-$240
Couch $300-$500
Arm chairs $40-$100
Table chairs ,$1S-$35
Coat rack/lockers $15-$300
Storage shelves $300-$200

Medical equipment:
Emergency oxygen $40-$60
Drug cabinet $15-$35
Large scale $100-$150
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Small refrigerator i $165-$240
Nursing/personal care items (first aid supplies, foot basins, urine

testing kits, blood pressure cuff, dressings, scissors, etc.) $100-$300Wheelchair $160-$300Office equipment:
Desk(s), stationery, file cabinet, pens, pencils, charting records, etc $400-$700Kitchen equipment:

Refrigerator $150-$350
$160-$300R

. Stove

Coffee pot $30-$50Miscellaneous $20-$40J4iscellanous equipment:
Housekeeping supplies $15-$30

Television (optional) $50-$100Activity supplies

Stereo/ radio $150-$500
$160-$300

Miscellaneous costs: Advertising, postage, application fees, etc $100-$300
' Department on capacity,
Note: The range for total initial equipment costs: $3,000 to $10,000 depending on the cost peritem and the size of the program.

RENOVATIONS

This report does not cover any price ranges for renovation or Wilding costs asthey are so specific to each individual program. Approximately one half of our
programs have experienced renovation costs ranging in extent from making onebathroom accessible to the handicapped to total construction of a day health center.It is worthwhile to mention that some programs have substantially lowered thelabor cost of renovations by .using the labor available from trade schools andtechnical high school programs,

In conclusion we can generally say that it is safe to assume that a program with acapacity of fifteen participants per day may experience start up costs ranging from
$10,000 to $20,000 excluding renovation costs. A program of thirty participants per
day may experience start up costs ranging from $20,000 to $4D,000 excluding renova-tion costs.

It is important to reemphasize however that the range of costs reported hereshould be looked at as a guide rather than an absolute. Initial staffing, speedy
enrollment, space and equipment costs, donations available, etc. are all unknown
variables. The Department has seen one program with a capacity of twenty per day
develop successfully on a shoestring developmental budget of $6,000.

REPORT SUMMARY

In summary the following may be concluded:
Based on the total program costs submitted by the centers surveyed in this reportthe average total cost per diem for all the programs is: 100 percent occupancy,

$13.16; 90 percent occupancy, $14.62; 85 percent occupancy, $15.45; 80 percent occu-pancy, $16.46.
Transportation costs average $4.00 to $5.00 per person per day. Adding the trans-portation cost to the average total per diem cost we see the maximum costs for

adult day health services ranging in average from $18.00 to $21.50 per person perday.
On Average 73 to 74 percent of the per diem cost goes towards personnel ex-

penses, with 13 percent allocated to program expenses and the remaining 13 percentallocated to overhead costs.
70 percent on average, of the dollars represented in the total per diem rate aredirect or actual costs to the adult day health program. The remaining 30 percentare inkind or donated costs.
It is important to note in this summary that while the figures represented in thisreport as total costs are those submitted by the programs these total cost figures are

not necessarily all used in calculating the. Medicaid per diem rate for adult day
health services. The Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission is the governmental
unit responsible for setting rates for Medicaid program services. They are mandatedby law to base rates on fair and reasonable cost. The Rate Setting Commission
would very likely delete some of the costs listed in tiiis report when calculating a
per diem rate. -For example, if a program was overstaffed based on the Medicaid
regulations of a one-sixth direct care staff ratio extraneous direct care staffing costswould be deleted when calculating a rate. It can be assumed that a new rate (soon

65-853 0-80---19 .200'
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to be established) would fall somewhere between the direct cost. and total cost per
diems listed in this report,

While all of the Medicaid clients admitted to the adult day health programs were4
considered by professional nursing staff to be eligible for Level II or Level RI
nursing home placement and with the average multilevel nursing home rate at
$30.111 in Massachusetts it would seem based on the costs exhibited in this report
that not only is adult day health a substitute service for institutional care but also a
cost saving service in comparison. HOWEVER, to adequately compare institutional
costs to adult day health costs it would be necessary to complete a much more in
depth report than the one we have presented here. To reiterate, the intent of this
report has be to exhibit the true adult day health costs in Massachusetts of a
program that very successfully addresses the multiple health and social needs of Its
participants.
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DAY HEALTH SERVICES TO NURSING HOME AND MENTAL HEALTH RESIDENTS

WASHINGTON STATE DAY HEALTH SERVICE PROGRAM

Washington State day health standards allow day centers to serve nursing hbme
residents fora maximum of three months when it is a realistic goal to move
the resident to a lower level of care within that time period. 'The original e,
version of the standards prohibited day centers from enrolling nursing home
residents, but this policy was changed to accommodate persons participating
in the day'health program who suffered an acute episode and had to go to a
nursing home for a relatively short period of convalescence. The day center
directors felt these individuals would have a better chance of leaving the
nursing home as planned if they could resume attendance at the day center as
'soon as physically able. The three-month limitation was instituted because
it was appropriate for persons expected to have a short nursing home stay and
because the Department of Social and Health Services was concerned about
paying a day canter to provide services to a client for whom the nursing home
was receiving payment for full-time,care.

One.day center also serves residents of the State Mental Hospital. In these
cases the hospital pays the day center for services rendered and the three-
month limitation' does not apply.

The day centers have been successful in helping their own clients return to
the community after a recuperative stay in the'nursing home, but of even more
interest is the success they have had in relocating mental hospital patients
and nursing home residents who are not former day health clients. Some
nursing home or mental hospital residents have been helped to move into a
congregate care facility or'adult family hone ancLothers have been able to
move back with their families-or even into an independent living situation.

Presenting problemS of both nursing home residents and mental hospital patients
are somewhat the game. Most suffer from low self-esteem and loss of faith in
their ability to be independent and make decisions., 'They tend to be isolated
and find it hard to form meaningful relationships. Most have some degree of
depression and feel a sense of lass. Disorientation and confusion are common.
Many nursing home residents have major physical problems, either a serious
disability or a chronic illness.

. .

Services provided by day health centers to help nursing home and mental
-hospital residents move to a lower level of care are varied. Wheelchair
bound clients are taught how to transfer safely and to care for their \
personal needs. Occupational therapyi physical therapy, and speech therapy
are provided as needed. Clients learn .how to do rehabilitative exercises,

.

understand the purposes and side effects of their medications, and relearn
how to perform the activities of daily living. Day center staff help the
client find a new living situation, arrange for needed services and become
involved in community activities. Some clients receive individual or group
therapy to overcomeemotional problems and others are encoUruged to more
independent. Day center staff educate the client's family on the effects
of the illness or disability and haw td give the client necessary support
without discouraging attempts at independence.
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Day centers are most successful when assisting nursing home residents who do
not require skilled nursing case and have not been in the nursing home for a
long period of time, such as a year or more. A long period of residency in

a nursing home tends to reduce the client', confidence in his or her ability
to manage alone and some clients who initially express a desire to leave the
nursing home change their minds when faced with the difficulty of regaining

control over their daily lives. For reasons not fully understood, length

of stay in a mental hospital does not seem to be as critical A variable as

length of stay in a nursing home. Possibly this is because most mental
hospital patients are in and out of the hospital, so even long-term patients
have had occasional periods when they went back to Living in the community.
Both nureing home and mental hospital clients are more apt to succeed in
leaving an institutional environment if they have the support of their
physician, family, and friends.

Day health staff are convinced that more nursing home residents could move to
a lower level of case if they could receive day health services for longer,

than three months. This limitation has caused them to terminate clients who
were almost ready to leave the nursing home, but needed a little more time.

Washington State will be examining its policy in this regard to determine if
it shuuld be more flexible and allow day health services to continue when
there is clear evidence the client has made progress and is still a likely
candidate for more independent living.
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